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SEX AND RACE DIFFERENCES ON
STANDARDIZED TESTS
THURSDAY, APRIL 23. 1987
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON CIVIL AND CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington. DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:33 a.m., in room
2226, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Don Edwards (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Representatives Edwards, Schroeder, and Sensenbrenner.
Staff present: Catherine LeRoy, chief counsel; Alan Slobodin,
associate counsel; Barbara Dobynes-Ward, clerical staff.
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
The gentleman from Wisconsin.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent
that the subcommittee permit coverage of this hearing, in whole or
in part, by television broadcast, radio broadcast or still photography, in accordance with Committee Rule 5.
Mr. EDWARDS. Without objection, so ordered.

The purpose of today's hearing is to examine the role of a variety
of standardized tests with respect to educational and employment
opportunities for women and minorities.
Americans, especially students, are forced to take an increasing
number of standardized tests. These tests are used for purposes of
school admittance, placement and graduation. Because decisions affecting educational opportunities and employment opportunities
are based on these test results, we need to know that educational
and vocational tests are, in fact, valid measurements of ability.
The courts in California recently banned the administration of
any IQ test to black students when it was found that the tests were
biased. When a test scores students on the basis of their race and
not their ability, then clearly the test should not be used. Tests
that measure culture in the name of ability deny students and
workers equal access to employment and educational opportunities.
On the basis of public policy and simple fairness, we need to know
where test biases exist and what steps can be taken so that they
can be eliminated.
Our witnesses will be appearing on three panels. I recognize the
gentleman from Wisconsin, Mr. Sensenbrenner.
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Chairman, the minority has no opening
statement this morning.
(1)

J
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Sensenbrenner.

The members of our first panel are Ms. Phyllis Rosser, Contributing Editor, Ms. Magazine; Dr. Diana Pullin, Associate Dean, Col-

lege of Education, Michigan State University, Lansing; and Dr.
Nancy Cole, Dean, College of Education, University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, IL. If the members will come to the witness
table, please, we will start with the two who are here.
Would you raise your right hands, please. Do you solemnly swear

or affirm that the testimony you are about to give is the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
Ms. ROSSER. I do.
Dr. COLE. I do.

Mr. EnwARDs. Welcome. Without objection, all the statements

will be made part of the record. I believe that Phyllis Rosser is
first. Ms. Rosser, as I said, is a contributing editor to Ms. Magazine.

STATEMENTS OF PHYLLIS ROSSER, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR, MS.
MAGAZINE; NANCY S. COLE, DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION,

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS; AND DIANA PULLIN, ASSOCIATE
DEAN, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

Ms. ROSSER. Thank you. I am glad to be here and pleased that
the subcommittee is focusing attention on this important issue.

My name is Phyllis Rosser and I'm a consultant on sex bias in
testing. As a contributing editor to Ms. magazine for the past 14
years, I have had articles on education and testing published in Ms.
and other magazines as well. I began researching sex bias in testing in 1979 and wrote a report for Ms. at that time on the aptitude
tests used for college and graduate school admissions, on standardized achievement tests that are given from kindergarten through
the 12th grade for tracking, on IQ tests that are administered by
psychologists, and on interest inventories that are used for career
guidance in high school.
Most recently, I have been working with the National Center for
Fair and Open Testing and am principal author of Sex Bias in College Admissions Tests: Why Women Lose Out.

The tests where sex bias seems to have the greatest impact on
girls' educational opportunities are the college admissions exams.
The Scholastic Aptitude Test and the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Qualifying Test, published by Educational Testing Service and the American College Testing Program's Assessment ACT, are taken by over three million students each year.
They are systematically underpredicting the abilities of high school
girls. Although females have higher grades than males in all subjects in high school and higher college grades, even the freshman
year, senior high school girls averaged 61 points lower than boys on
the SAT last year, 50 points lower on the math section, and 11
points lower on the verbal. This is an area where girls excelled
until 1972. Then boys began to outscore them and the scope gap
has gradually widened.
ETS's justification for the use of this test is that it predicts freshman year college grades, but it is not doing that for girls. They are
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52 percent of the 1.5 million test takers, so this means that scores
are being underpredicted or approximately 800,000 females every
year. In fact, if these tests were accurately
freshman
grades, girls would score 20 points higher than predicting
boys, rather than 61
points lower.
I am sure, if boys were receiving higher grades and lower test
scores, the tests would be rewritten.
Minority females are doubly penalized by the test. They all score

lower than the males in their ethnic group who, in turn, score
lower than white males. In 1985, black women scored 43 points

lower than black men, and 264 points lower than white men.
A similar pattern of test bias can be found on ETS's Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Qualifying Test, taken by
1.1 million juniors last year, 54 percent of whom were female.
Girls' score averages were 53 points lower, in SAT terms, than
boys, 41 points in the math, and 12 points in the verbal. To qualify
for the National Merit Scholarship, verbal scores are doubled and
the math is added, in order to give girls more of a chance. But doubling their lower verbal scores now works against them.
Girls are also scoring lower on the ACT Assessment, taken annually by nearly a million high school seniors, and 54 percent of them
are also females. Last year, girls scored lower than boys in math

usage, natural science and social studies, but slightly higher in
English usage, averaging six score units lower than boys on the

test overall.

Sex bias on these tests is having a much greater impact on fe-

males than we realize. By underpredicting their academic performance, these tests affect girls chances to gain entrance to nearly
1,500 colleges and universities that require SAT scores or use SAT

cut-off scores for admission.

For instance, the University of Texas at Austin requires a combined SAT score of 1,100 for out-of state applicants. The University
of California at Berkeley adds the SAT and three achievement test

scoresalso tests where the girls score lower--to the student's
grade point average, which
candidates for admission.

is multiplied by 1,000 in order to rank

Unfairly low test scores also become a self-fulfilling prophecy,
causing girls to lower their expectations and apply to less competitive schools than their grades suggest. This is truly unfortunate.
MIT has been accepting girls with lower SAT math scores and has
found they are doing just as well as boys in freshman math classes.
High school girls are also being denied the opportunity to take
academic enrichment programs and accelerated courses offered to
students with high test scores. A number of summer programs are
offered publicly by States or privately by Ivy League and other
competitive schools and by well-known prep schools.

Use of these tests also means less scholarship money for female
college students. Merit scholarships awarded by hundreds of corporations, foundations, Government agencies, professional organizations and unions each year are partially based on ACT, PSAT, or
SAT scores. Most of these organizations refuse to provide a gender
or racial breakdown of recipients. However, the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation, which offers the most prestigious awards
for academic excellence, publishes this data. Over $23 million pro-
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vided by 670 corporations, foundations, professional organizations,

colleges and universities, is given annually by National Merit to
students with the highest scores on the PSAT. Last year, girls'
qualifying scores averaged 65 points lower than boys, in SAT
terms, and they received only 36 percent of the 6,026 available
scholarships, while boys received 64 percent. This year, the semi-

finalists pool, based solely on PSAT scores from which the winners
will bc chosen, is 34.7 percent female, 61 percent male, and the sex
of 4.3 percent is unknown.
In the escalating competition for top students, merit scholarships
are being increasingly used for recruitment. Students with high
scores on the SAT or the PSAT receive letters offering honor schol-

arships from a large number of colleges and universities, which

buy their scores and other student data from ETS.

The final result of all of this is a real dollar loss for females in
later life, as they get less prestigious jobs, earn less money, and

have fewer leadership opportunities. Of course, the life-long loss of
self-confidence can't be measured in financial terms.

At present, researchers cannot easily tell which questions are

biased by examining the tests. Only the test publishers know which
questions females and minorities answer incorrectly, and they have

not made this information easily available. But there are some
theories about the gender gap, particularly on the SAT.

ETS President Gregory Anrig says that a larger pool of test

takers will have lower scores. ETS also says that more girls than
boys from lower income families take the test. They also have
lower test scores which reduces the female average. However, despite their larger pool and lower incomes, the girls who took the
SAT in 1985, according to College Board data, had higher grades
than the boys who took it. This test didn't reflect their performance in the classroom. ETS says girls take less math and science in
high school, but College Board data for 1985 shows that girls who
take the test are almost as likely as boys to have taken four years
of math.
The College Board says men take harder courses in college, but
their own validity studies show girls college grades in math and engineering tend to be underpredicted by their SAT scores.
Most insidious of all are those who say girls' grades reflect good
classroom behavior rather than high intelligence. Of course, grades
include much ore than can ever be measured on a multiple-choice

test, such as the ability to think complexly, solve problems, organize information and express oneself clearly. It is generally acknowledged that girls write better, and the writing tests bear this
out.

I have looked at SAT questions over the years and find them offensive in their consistent male orientation. I recently analyzed 24
reading comprehension passages that appeared on four SAT's given
in the 1984-85 year. I found references to 42 men and three women
in the 24 passages. Thirty-four of these men were famous and their
work was cited. One famous woman, Margaret Mead, was mentioned, and her work was criticized.
David White, a lawyer from California, who has done considerable research on college admission exams, has found a number of
questions that are demeaning and emotionally loaded for women

R

and minorities. One question on the law school
test,
published by ETS, concludes that "children shouldadmissions
be raised only
by their mother and not farmed out to day
centers and fulltime babysitters." Certainly women who takecare
this
are going to
respond differently to this language than men. It test
may
slow them
down and even shake their confidence for a while.
ETS could change these tests to make them
fairer, but has
chosen not to do so. The Stanford-Binet IQ test is written
the
assumption that the sexes are equally intelligent, and it iswith
revised
periodically to keep them equal. ETS receives $17,250,000 for the
SAT every year, so it could easily afford to change
it, to make it
sex-fair.

Recent research indicates that other tests are also biased,
such as
the standardized achievement tests used for high
school
tracking
and the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery,
widely used
for career guidance in high schools.
I would like the Congress to request that the Department
of Education investigate tests that are having major impacts
on students,
to see if they predict what they are supposed to. In
fairly and accurately, I think it is essential that order to do this
the researchers
who receive these contracts are not connected with
the test publishers.
I have additional supporting material that I
would like to include
with my testimony, and I would like
your
permission
to do that.
Mr. EDWARDS. Without
objection, so ordered.
Ms. RossEa. Thank you.
[The statement of Phyllis Rosser, with attachments, follow:]

i
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TESTIMONY OF PHYLLIS ROSSER

TO THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL MD CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS

April 27. 1987

I have been a Contributing Editor to Ms. Magazine for the pest fourteen
,ears and I've had many atticles on education and learning published in other
magazines as well. I began researching sex bias in testing for Ma. in 1979,
with an open mind. Tests had never kept se from anything I wanted to do.
I
don't even remember the SAT scores 1 recelied in 1951.
1 essmined the tests, read testing studies and interviewed the testing
researchers who had written them. I wrote
report for Ms. in 1980 on
Aptitude Tests that are used for college and graduate school admissions.
Standard red Achievement Tests given from kindergarten through 12th grade,
1.Q. tests administered by psychologists, and Interest Inventories used for
Career Guidance in high school.
I an very pleased
standardized tests sre
have not improved such
entrsoce examinations,

that Congress is interested in the effects
having on females and sorry to report that the tests
since 1 began my research. In fact, on the college
the score Rap between the saxes has widened.

What struck re first when I looked at these tests was the overwhelming
number of males that populated the. - all of whom ware engaged in traditional
occupations like doctor and lawyer while women were teachers, nurses end
secretaries.
According to recent research, there sre still twice as many men
as women on most tests and they are still shown in stereotyped roles, even
though this doesn't represent the world of 1987 at all.
Studies done by
Educational Testing Service researchers as far back as 1979 (-Sex Differences
and Sex Bias in Teat Content" by Ekstrom, Lockheed, Donlon, Educational
Horizons) show that "females tend to do better on items that have more female
or neutral figures than on items in which there are male figures.This
means that male - oriented content is not only offensive, it is also a source
of bias.
But the tests where sex plea seem to have the greatest impact on girls'
educational opportunities are the college entrance examinations.
The
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test /National Merit Qualifying Test (PSAT/M1QT) published by Educational
Testing Service and the American College Testing Program's ACT Moses...ant
(ACT) are systematically mIderpredicting the abilities of high school girls.
Although females have higher grades in every subject in high school and
higher college grades, they receive lower test scores on the SAT and the ACT.
The SAT is composed of two sections, Verbal and Math, each scored on a
200-800 point scale.
The maxliwa possible score is 1600. Last year, women's
average SAT scores were 61 points lower than men's - 50 points on the Math
section and 11 points on the Verbal section
an area where girls excelled
until 1972. Then boys began to outscore that verbally se well ea
mathematically (boys have always received higher moth scores on this test).
and the score gap has gradually widened.
This growing score gap is surprising since ETS says the main purpose of
this to
Is to predict freshman year grades but it's not doing that for
girls.
They make-up 52Z of the 1.5 canton test takers so this means that
scores are being underpredicted for approximately 800,000 females every year.
If this test were accurately predicting freshman year grades, girls would
score 20 points higher than boys rather than 61 points lower.

0
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I'm sure, if boys were receiving higher grades and lower test scores,
the tests would be rewritten.
Minority women are doubly-penalized by the test. They all score lower
than the men in their ethnic group, who, in turn, score lower than white men.
In 1985, black women scored 41 points lower than black men and 264 points
lower than white men.
A similar pattern of test bias can be found on ETS' Preliminary
Scholastic Aptitude Test/ National Merit Qualifying Test (PSAT/NMQT), taken
by 1.1 million junior high school students last year (who were 541 female).
ETS promotes this as a practice test for the SAT, but the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation awards ozer $23 million in student scholarships to
the highest scorers on this test.
'lse the SAT, the FSAT/NMSQT has two parts. Each is scored on a
of 20-80. Testmskers claim an approximation of future SAT
scores can
obtained by multiplying FSAT/NMSQT scores by ten.
In 1985-86, girl's
averages were 51 points lower, in SAT terms, than boys: 41 points in
Math, 12 points in the Verbal. To qualify for the National Merit

scale
be
score
the

Scholarship, verbal scores are doubled and the math is added - in order to
give girls more of a chance. But their lower verbal scores which are
doubled, are now working against them.
An alternative college entrance exam to the SAT is the ACT Assessment, a
survey achievement test taken annually by nearly a million high school
seniors (54% of whom are female), mainly in the Mid-West, Southwest and
So...Lh. The ACT has four sections: English Usage, Mathematics
Usage, Natural
Science, And Social Studies. The test is scored on a scale that ranges from
I-36.
In 1985-86, girls averaged 2.8 score units lower than boys in Math
Usage, 2.5 unite lower in Natural Science, and 1.7 units lower in Social
Studies but slightly higher (1.0 units) in English Usage, averaging 6 units
lower than boys on the test, overall.

Girls also receive lower scores on most of the Achievement Tests
published by ETS which are required for admission to some colleges and
universities. According to the College Board's Profiles of College-Bound
Seniors, 1985, girls scored nine points higher on English Composition and
Literature, one point higher on German but lower on all the other tests.
Sex bias on these tests is having a much greater impact on females than
By underpredicting their academic performance, these tests
affect girls chances to gain entrance to colleges and universities that
require SAT or ACT scores, or use them as cut-off scores for admission.
They
also ma-kedly diminish their chances to obtain merit scholarships based on
test scores, and to enter many special educational
programs for gifted high
school students tha- use SAT scores in their admissions criteria.

we "mitre.

Test Scores Effect College Admission
Nearly all the 1500 accredited colleges and
universities in the country
require students to submit SAT or ACT scores for admission.
Some use them as
cut-off scores and others put them into ac admissions formula. (see appendix
I
for a list of the colleges and oiversities
requiring cut-off scores or
using SAT scores as ',art of a numerical formula.)
For example the
University of Texas at Austin
requires out.of-state applicants to have
minimum SAT scores of 1100. The
University of California at Berkeley adds
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the Ski score, the scores on three ETS Achievement Tests (where girls also
receive lower scores) and the Grade Point Average multiplied by 1000, to rank
candidates for admission.
Although some colleges may not actually use scores in the selection
process, they often publish the average SAT scores of their previous freshmen
class to establish high academic credentials. As a result, women with lower
SAT scores: will lower their expectations and apply to less competitive
schools than their grades suggest. Ernest Boyer recently reported in
College: The Undergraduate Experience in America mat 62Z of the students
questioned said they lowered their college expectations after receiving their
SAT scores.
Low Test Scores Reduce Ently. Into 'Gifted' Programs

A large number of academic enrichment programs are offered to students
with high SAT or PSAT scores. Fewer of these opportunities are offered to
1.males, due to their lower scores. This means they net only lose the
opkortunity to enhance or accelerate their high school program, but also have
less impressive resumes of extracurricular act:de-pie activities to present on
colleke applications.
In Nev Jersey, outstanding honors students in science and political
science w:th high SAT scores are invited to attend the Governor's School, a
summer enrs-hment program held an college campuses. 65% of the attendees at
the science school this summer will be male, 35Z will be female, from a pool
of applicants that was 75, male, High PSAT scores and high grade point
averages are also used to selec' one student from each high school in New
Jersey to attend the New Jersey SchoIsra Program held at the Lawrenceville

School each sumer.
In Washington, D,C., students with high SAT Math scores are offered
opportunities to take advanced math courses on college campuses during
he
summer. Additionally, high scoring students whose parents can afford summer
school tuition havt a smorgasbord of opportunities to develop their
giftedness. Summer enrichment courses are offered by Ivy League and other
competitive schools, and by well-known prep schools. This summer, the George
School in Newton, Pennsylvania and Blair Academy in Blairstown, New Jersey
will offer courses n advanced mathematics, college science. computer
science, languages, literature, the arts and, ironically, PSAT and SAT
coaching.
Johns Hopkins University's Center for the Advancement of Academically
Talented Youth (CTY) invited .6,876 seventh grade boys and girls in 19 states
to take the SAI, to determine if they were mathematically or verbally
talented.
Junior High School students qualify for this by scoring in the
upper 3Z an the mathematics section of a national standardized ach'evecent
test. These who score 500 or more on the Verbal or Math section are invited
to attend one of their five camps for "gifted and talented- students.
This summer, invitations to the Johns Hopkins program will be extended
to over 2,500 boys but only 1,081 girls. Although an equal number of boys
and girls take the test, girl's lower SAT scores keep them from qualifying,
for these high-powered summer programs. They may also suffer a blow to tneir
self esteem and lower their expectations about future SAT performance before they even reach high school.
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Low Test Scores Deny Merit Scholarship Money
Use of exam scorea alao means loss merit scholarship money for female
college students. Merit acholarshlpa awarded by hundreds of corporations,
foundations, government agencies, professional organizat1ona and union each
year are partially based n ACT, SAT or PSAT scores.
Most of these
organizations refuse to p.ovide a gender or racial breakdown of scholarship
recipients. However, the National Merit scholarship Corporation, which
offers the most prestigious awarda for academic excellence, publishes this
data.

Over 23 zillion dollars, provided by 670 corporations, foundations,
colleges and universitiea are given annually to atudents with the highest
PSAT scores. Last year girls qualifying scores averaged 65 pointa lower than
boys (in SAT terms) and they received only 36% of the 6,026 acholarships
awarded while boys received 64%. This year the semi - finalist pool (based
solely on PSAT scorea) from which the winners will be chosen has 15,507
studenta.
34.7% are female and 61% are male (the sex of 4.3Z is unknown).
(see State-By-State breakdown, p.10)
Semi - finalist St10.19 is given to atudenta whoae PSAT scorer ;twice
Verbal anw Math acore) rank them in the top half of IX In each state. In
order t. obtain scholarship money, semi-finalists submit information about
their academic records, extracurricular activities, leadership potential and
intended college major, along with their principal's recommendation to the
National Merit Corporation's selection committee. Students must also
duplicate their high PSAT acore with "an equivalent high Scholastic Aptitude
Test performance," according to their Program Culls.
This also works against
lower-scoring females.
In 1985-86, of the 13,777 Merit Finalists, 64.1% were
male and 35.9% were female. 43.7% of the finalists actually receive Merit
Scholarships.

An alarming trend for women is evident in the National Merit
Corporation's Annual Reporta.
Although the total number of scholarships
awarded annually has increased, the number and percentage of female
recipients has decreased noticably in the laat three years.
In 1983-84,
National Merit Scholara were 40.2% female, in 1984-85, 37.9% were female, in
85 -66, 36% were female.

it is impossible to calculate exactly how manv millions of dollars girls
lost in this uneven split because Merit Scholarahipa are awarded in three
catagorlea. National Merit Cornoration awards 1,800 of it's own $2,000
scholarshipa annually. In addition, it administers the awarding of
scholarshipa for 425 corporations and 2,800 collegea and universities in
amounts ranging from $250 to $8,000 pet year.
The National Merit Corporation also adminiaters the awarding of 1,179
"Special" corporate scholarshipa worth $7.6 million.
These scholarships are
awarded to studenta with scores below the finalist level who are interested
in a career the grantor wants to encourage, or who live in a community where
the company has offices. (aee Appendix II for list of corporate and business
sponaors of special merit scholarahipa in 1986)
New York State's Merit 4cholarshipa, worth over $40 million annually,
are awarded to students V,
have the highest ACT or SAT scores in each of New
York's counties.
In 1986-87, 672 of the 1,000 Empire State Scholarships of
Excellence awarded were to boys, while only 270 went to girls.
The gender of
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58 winners could not be determined by name.

Males also won more of New York State's 25.000 Regents College
Scholarships, which are exclusively determined by SAT or ACT scores, and
Of the 109,266 students who competed for the
worth up to $1,250 each.
scholarships, 47% were male and 53% were female. However, 57% of the 25,277
winners were sale and 432 were female.
Once Fattiest and NYPIRG made this discrepancy public, the New York
State Board of Regents moved swiftly.
Acknowledging that women' lower SAT
scores kept them from receiving their fair share of merit scholarships, the
Regents voted unanimouly to ask the legislature for funds to develop a new,
unbiased tests.
Other states use a combination of grades and test scores for their merit
programa with more equitable results. New Jersey requires students to have
SAT scores of 1200 or more and also rank in the top 102 of their high school
class to qualify for Garden State Distinguished Scholarships. Up to $4,000
is avaided annually to 800 students (at least 2 from each school) for a total
of $3,200,000 to encourage them to attend colleges in New Jersey. Last
year's Garden State Distinguished Scholars were 502 female and 502 were male.
A computer print-out from a typical northeastern high school guidance
-Mee lists 134 scholarships tied to test scores. These "meritscholarships are given by unions, fraternal organizations, religious
denominations, corporations (mainly sponsoring children of employees),
professional organizations, and the military. Most of these scholarships are
awarded to students with high test scores in combination with high grades, an
interest in pursuing a particular souse of study and/or financial need.
Engineering societies predominate, giving more career-based merit
scholarships than any other group. (see Appendix IiI for a partial listing of
private scholarships based on SAT and ACT scores)
In the escalating competition for top students, merit scholarships are
being increasingly used for recruitment, according to a 1984 study, more than
85% of four-year private colleges and nearly 902 of public institutions offer
no-need scholarships for academic excellence, and substantially more of these
are being offered now than even five years ago. In private, four-year
colleges, 442 of this no-need money is taken from tuition and fee income,
raising important questions about the spiraling costs of college tuition.
Last year, one New Jersey student who received a $4,000 Garden State
Distinguished Scholarship, found his mailbox full of additional scholarship
offers.
Thirteen New Jersey colleges offered him grants ranging from $2,000
to $12,000. Drew University in Nadison, N.J. also told his that it offers
$48,000 to students who score 1350 or better on the SAT and 532.000 to
students with 1300 SAT's.
Two out-of-state colleges offered this studen- "honors- scholarships
outright, ranging from $500 to $10.000. Sixteen miler colleges and
universities told his he qualified for their merit scholarships, some of
ohich covered full tuition. In addition, eight universities - including the
Universities of Michigan, India-4, and Delaware - offered his admission to
their Honors Programs in which a small, select group of academically-talented
students attend a smaller, select college within the university. They are
given enriched academic programa, honors grants, and live together in a
separate residence hall.
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The final result of lower test scores is a real dollar loss for females
in later life as they get less prestigious jobs, earn less money, and have
fever leadership opportunities.
Of course, the life-long loss of
self-confidence can't be measured in financial terms.

Eh The Gender Cap?
It is impossible to tell which questions are biased by examining tile
Only the test publishers know which questions females and minorities
answer incorrectly and they have not mole this information easily available.
A bill is currently moving through the New York State Legislature which would
require publishers to provide a gender and racial analysis of test questions
for an entire year.
tests.

In the meantime, there are some theories about the gender gap,
particularly on the SAT.
ETS President Gregory Anrig says that a larger pool of test takers will
have lower scores. ETS also says that the larger pool of girls includes
more
girls from lover income familes who have lower test scores which in turn
reduces the average female scores.
However, the girls who took the SAT in
1985. according to the College Board's Profiles of College-Bound Seniors, had
higher grades than the boys who took it, despite their larger pool and lower
incomes.

Fred Marino, Assistant Director of Public Affairs for The College Board.
says "girls take less math and science in high school than boys," to explain
the 50 point gap on the math section.
However, the College Board's Profiles
for 1985 shows that girls who take the test are almost as likely as boys
(50.51 vs. 57.62) to have taken four years of math.
He also says that girls take easier courses in college. They are less
likely to be taking science and engineering where grades are lower because
the courses are harden. But The College Board's own validity studies show
that women who major in engineering and math in college tend to receive
higher grades than their SAT scores had predicted. Massachusetts Institute
of Technology has been admitting women with lower SAT Math scores and finds
they do just as well as men in freshman math classes.
ETS also says the tests reflect the bias against females in society.
They suggest that girls are treated differently in the classroom which may
effect the way they perform on standardized tests.
Although the society is
biased against females and the classroom reflects that, girls are able to
overcome this handicap and earn better grades, even though they receive less
classroom attention.
Most insidious of all are those who say girls' grades reflect good
classroom behavior rather than high intelligence. As we all know, grades
include much more than can be measured on
a multiple-choice test, such as the
ability to think complexly, solve problems, organize information and express
oneself clearly.
It is generally acknowleged that girls write better, and
the writing tests even bear this out.
I have looked at SAT questions
over the years and find them offensive in
their consistent male orientation.
I recently analyzed 24 reading
comprehension passages that appeared on 4 SAT's given in the 1984-85 year.
(There are six reading passages on each SAT.)
I found references to 42 men
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and three women in the 24 passages. 34 of these men were famous and their
work was cited. One women, Margaret Mead, was famous and her work was
criticized.
David White. a lawyer from California, has done considerable research on
the graduate entrance exams published by ETS - the Law School Admissions Test
(LSAT), the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) and The Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) - and found a number of questions that are
emotionally - loaded and offensive for women and blacks. For example, one
question on the LSAT concludes that "children (should) be raised only by
their mothers, and...not be farmed out to day-care centers and full-time
babysitters.' Certainly the mothers who are taking this tent are going to be
'farming out their children."
David White and I both feel this type of demeaning question slows down
test takets and may even shake their confidence fora while on a test that
requires the utmost in speed and risk-taking. At the very least, they cast
doubt on ETS's Sensitivity Review.
ETS could change these tests to make rhea fairer for girls but has
chosen not to do this. The widely -used Stanford-binet I.Q. Test is written
with the assumption that the sexes are equally intelligent. It is
periodically revised to make sure the sexes score equally well.
I would like to ask ETS why it has decided that boys are smarter than
girls? I would also like to know what the SAT is predicting, if it's not
.reshman grades? ETS receives $17,250,000 for this test every year that
doesn't do what it's supposed to for over half the people taking it. I think
that is consumer fraud.
I also think unfair college admissions tests may be the tip of the
iceberg.
Recent research 'ndicates that other tests are also biased against
girls, like the standardized achievement teats used for high school tracking
and the Armed Services Vocatioal Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), the most
widely-used aptitude teat for career guidance in high schools.
I would like Congress to request that the Department of Education
investigate tests that are having major impacts on students - to see if they
predict what they are supposed to. In order to do this fairly and
accurately. I think it is essential that the researchers who receive these
contracts are not connected with the test publishers.

The statistics, charts and some of the information presented here were first
published in the National Center for Fair and Open Testing Report on Sex Bias
in College Admissions Tests: Da Women Lose Out by Phyllis Rosser with the
Miff of National Center Tr Fair and Open Testing, April 1987.
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1986 National Merit Scholarship Semi-Finalists
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National Merit Seaitina1lsts for
1111.!. III Stall KIS1142Y2 by Gender
STATE.

f

GIRLS:

2 GIRLS:

Alabama

82

36.42

S BOYS: %BOYS:
140

f UNKNOWN.

62.22

3

TOTAL:
225

Alaska

12

44%

13

48%

2

27

Arizona

55

33.7%

99

60.7%

9

163

Arkansas

47

29.3%

110

68.82

3

160

California

495

35.42

817

58.32

88

1,400

Colorado

70

352

120

60.62

8

198

Connecticut

81

33.32

152

62.52

10

243

Deleware

10

23.2%

30

69.8%

3

43

D.C.

25

38.5%

39

602

1

65

Florida

176

32.92

326

612

32

534

Georgia

123

36.1%

217

642

1

Hawaii

35

46.7%

34

45%

6

Idaho

13

20.62

49

77.82

1

341
75

.1

63

Illinois

258

33.82

472

61.92

33

763

Indiana

134

34.42

247

63.32

9

390

Iowa

85

35.62

148

622

6

239

Kansas

64

39.72

86

53.42

II

161

Kentucky

75

31.92

153

65.12

/

235

268

Louisiana

87

32.42

168

62.7%

13

Maine

28

32.12

56

64.42

3

87

Maryland

116

33.92

206

60.22

20

342

Massachusetts

178

35.3%

308

61.22

17

503

Michigan

218

32.42

426

63.4%

28

672

Minnesota

125

37.12

203

60.2%

9

337

16
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National Merit Semi-Finalists 1986 (continued)
State

#

GIRLS'

% GIRLS'

# BOYS

:80%St # U11.0..,N

TOTAL
144
347

Mississippi

44

29.5%

102

68.4%

3

Missouri

131

37.80

192

55.30

24

51.6%

26

41.90.

4

62

10

120

Montana

32

62%

Nebraska

39

30.2%

80

Nevada

19

38%

30

60%

New Hampshire

45

35.4%

79

1

50

62.2%

3

127

327

63.50

18

515

65

72.2%

1

90

1,165

170

330

New Mexico

24

26.60

New York

373

322

730

62.70

62

39.2%

232

58.7%

8

52%

3

48

New Jersey

North Carolina 155
North Dakota

20

41.6%

25

395

Ohio

314

39.9%

446

56.7%

27

787

Oklahoma

55

26.6%

138

66.60

14

207

58

36.7%

93

58.9%

7

158

38

886

Oregon

Pennsylvania

303

34.1%

545

61.5%

Rhode Island

22

33.30

44

64.7%

2

68

South Carolina 80

34.70

142

61.7%

8

230

19

39.5%

26

54.20

3

48
301

South Dakota
Tennessee

115

38.22

176

58.5%

10

Texas

295

31.8%

579

62.40

54

928

Utah

41

36.65

66

58.9%

5

112

30.5%

24

66.60

1

372

Vermont

11

36

Virginia

131

35.22

224

60.2%

17

Washington

86

35.50

135

55.80

21

242

West Va.

54

400

79

58.50

2

135

64.70

13

351

54.3%

Wisconsin

III

31.6%

227

Gyoming

13

37.10

19

TOTAL

5,352

34.7%

9470

20

61%

3

35

685(4.30) 15507
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JUNE 1984 SAT

I2

Reading Comprehension Passage on Margaret Mead

Many moat anthropologists and other scientific
trbserters of human communises have emphasized the
milarittes in the sex rules in v.111.1scononunines. One

vas danitimshed anthropologat, Margaret %lex!, m her
book Skit and Female hives this summary description of
the sex roles
The holm shared by a man or men and
female partners into whi,11 men Ming the food and
women prepare it is the basis common picture the woad
rant But this picture ran be modaled, and the modtlica
[ions provide proof that the pattern disClf ts not soMething
deeply biological
It is surpnnng that Margaret Mead, with her extensive
and me nuve personal experience of diverse commutates
throughout the world, should venture upon such a dubs
ous generalization She is right in desenbm the prepara.
non of food as a monopoly for women In nearly aU
Communities, but the stamtie that the Fa pinyon of food a

a man's prerogative is unwarranted In fact, an important
distinction can be made between two km& ck patterns of
subsistence agriculture one in which food production
tatn cue of by women, with little help from men, and
one in which food as produced by the men with relatnely
little help ...urn women As a convenient tearunology I

34

4

The author s attitude toward the statement hi
Manavtl Means Is one of

(A) reluctant consent
mumurd cursouty
(C) respectful dnagreement
(D) apologetic defensaveness

(E) mild endorse:nem
35

Wham of tho following best descnbes the relation
between the two paragraphs in the passage'

(A) The second disputes3SpeCtl of the ommons

permuted in the lint
(B) The second explunt the logic behind the
arguments summarized in the first
(C) The second pond* speak examples of the
general states ruts presented trt the first
(D) The second questions the soma importance of
the issues raised m the fun
(E) The second analyzes the unphcations for the
future of the thrones descnbed in the first

propose to denote these two systems as the female and
male systems of farming
33

Which of the following best explains what the
author means by the sundannes in the sex roles"
(lutes 3)'

I CO 0111018E Hil PHI

(A) The equality of men's and women s traditional
tasks

(B) The likenesses in patterns of division of labor
between men and women
(C) The universal acce prance of the need for co
operation betweei. men and women within
a community
ID) The overlappIng of tasks performed by men
and women in various communities
(I) The correspondence between a community's
attitude toward women and the trail:hone
tasks they perform
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Appendix 1

Nearly 300 four-year accredited colleges and
universities have either absolute cut-off scores or specify a
cut-off score as a leading component of their admissions
program for all or one of their programs, or utilize test
scores in a qualifying numerical formula. The following is
the list of those colleges and universities:
Institution

Abilene Christian University
Akron University
Alabama State University
University of Alabama, Birmingham
Albany State College
Alcorn State University
Allentown College of St. Francis de Sales
Alvernia College
Alma College
Angelo State University
Arizona State University
University of Arizona
Arkansas College
Arkansas State University
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville
Armstrong State College
Auburn University
Augusta College
Austin Peace State University
Avila College
Ball State University
Belmont College
Bemidgi State University
Benedictine College
Bethany College
Bethel College
Black Hills State College
Bluefield State College
Bluffton College
Butler University
California Baptist College
California Polytechnic State University
California State College, Bakersfield
California State College, San Bernadino
California State Polytechnic
California State University, Cinco
California State University, Carson
California State University, Fresno
California State University, Fullerton
California State University, Haywood
California State University, Long Beach
California State University, Los Angeles
California State University, Northridge
California State University, Sacramento
California State University, Turlock
California Universiti of Berkeley
California University of Davis
California University of Irvine
California University of Los Angeles
California University of Riverside
California University of Santa Barbara
California University of Santa Cruz
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Cameron University

Ca.leton State College
Centenary College of Louisiana
Central College
Central Missouri State
Central Florida University
Central State University
Chicago State University
LUNY, Bernard M Batach College
CUNT, Brooklyn
CUNT, City College
CUNT, College of Staten Island
CUNT, Hunter College
CUNT, Queens
Colorado University of Colorado Springs
Colorado University of Denver
Columbia Union College
Concord College
Concordia College
Dakota Wesleyan University
Dana College
Devry Institute of Technology. City of Industry
Devry Institute of Technology, Irving. Texas
Devry Institute of Technology, Decatur, Georgia
Devry Institute of Technology. Chicago
Devry Institute of Technology, Lombard, Illinois
Devry Institute of Technology, Columbus, Ohio
Dickenson State College
East Central University
Eastern Illinois University
East Tennessee State University
East Texas State University
Eastern College
Eastern Kentucky University
Eastern Mennonite College
Eastern New Mexico University
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
Evansville University
Fairmont State College
Fehcian College
Florida Atlantic University
Florida Southern College
Florida State University
Florida University of Gainesville
Fort Wayne Bible College
Georgia University of Athens
Georgian Court College
Glenville State College
Graceland College
Houston Baptist University
University of Houston, Houston
Hunbolt State University
Illinois State University
Indiana State University, Terre Haute
Indiana University, Bloomington
Indiana University, Kokomo
Indiana University, Northwest,Gary
Indiana University, Purdue Univ. at Indianapolis
Indiana University, South Bend
Iowa State University,Ames
Iowa University of Iowa City
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Jackson State University
Jacksonville State University
Jacksonville University
John Brown University
Kent State University
Kentucky State Unisversitv
Kentucky Wesevan College
La Roche College
Lamar University
Lander College
Lewis-Clark State College
Loras College
Louisiana College
Loyola University
Maine, University of, For: Kent
Maine, University of, Presque Isle
Mankato State University
Marsfield University of Pennsylvania
Mary Hardin- Baylor, University of Belton, Texas
Maryland, University of, College Park
Maryland, University of, Eastern Shore
Massachusetts, University of, Amherst
Mercyhurst College
McMurry College
Mesa College
Memphis State University
Metropolitan State College, Denver
Miami Christian College
Middle Tennessee State University
Minot State College
Montana College of Mineral Science & Techrolcgy
Mississippi College
Mississippi State University
Mississippt, University of
'Mississippi, University for Women
Mississippi, Valley State Universit,
Missouri Southern State College
Missouri, University of, Kansas City
Missouri Western State College
Mobile College
Moorhead State University
Molloy College
Morehouse College
Morgan State University
Mcholls State University
Mt. St. Clare College
Mt. Vernon Nazarene College
Nebraska, University of, Lincoln
Nebraska, University of, Omaha
New Enland, University of, Biddeford
New Mexico Institute of Minirg and Technology
Nev Mexico State University
New York Institute of Ttcl,nology
Nev York University
Nichols College
North Alabama, University o:
North Arizona University
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical
North Carolina, University of, Asheville
North Carolina, University of, Charlotte
North Central College
Northeast Missouri State University
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North Florida, University of, Jacksonville
North Texas State University, Denton
North Arizona University
Northeastern Oklahoma Universitl,
Northern Colorado, University of, Greenley
Northern Illinois University
Northern Kentucky University
Northern State College
Northwestern Oklahoma
Northwestern College
Ohio State University
Oklahoma State University
Oklahoma, University of, Norman
Oklahoma Baptist College
Oklahoma Panhandle State University
Old Dominion University
Oregon State University
Oregon, University of, Eugene
Quincy College
Pikeville College
Portland State University
Portland, University of, Portland
Rio Grande College
St. Ambrose College
St. Francis College
St. Cloud University
St. Louis College of Pharmacy
St. Leo College
St. Mary's College of Maryland
St. Mary, College of Omaha, Nebraska
St. Mary's University
St. Paul Bible College
San Francisco State University
San Jose State University
Savannah State College
Science and Arts of Oklahoma, University of Chichaska
Shepard College
Sioux Falls College
Sonons State University
South Dakota School of Mining and Technolrgy
Southeast Missouri State University
Southern Illinois at Carbondale
Southern Illinois University
Southwest State University
South Dakota State University
Southern Oklahoma University
Southern Colorado, University of
South Nazarene. University of*
Southern Oregon State
South West Texas State University
Southwestern Oklahoma State University
South Alabama, University of, Mobile
South Carolina, University of, Aiken
South Carolina, University of, Conway
South Carolina, University of, Spartanburt
South Florida. University of, Tampa
Southeastern Louisiana University
Southern Arkansas University
Southern College of Seventh Day Adventist
Southern Mississippi, University of Hattiesburg
Southern Louisiana, University of Lafayette

(-
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Spalding University
Spring Arbor College
Sue Ross University
Stockton State College
SONY College of Environmental Science and Forestry
SUNY College of Ceneseo
SUNY College of New Pelt:
SONY College of Old Westbury
Talladega College
Tarleton State University
Tennesse State University
Tennesse Technological Universirty
Tennesse, University of, Chattanooga
Tennesse, University of, Knoxville
Tennesse, University of, Martin
Texas A and Z University
Texas A & !I University
Texas College
Texas Tech. University
Texas, University of, Arlington
Texas, University of. Austin
Texas, University of, El Paso
Texas, University of, San Antonio
Thomas Moore College
Toledo, University of
Transylvania Universtty
Trevecca Nazarene College
Trinity College
Tusculum College
Tushesee University
Union University
Valley City State College
United States Merchant Mario: Academy
Valley City State College
Virginia, University of, Wise, W. Virginia
Warren Wilson College
Wayne State University
Weber State College
West Liberty State College
West Virginia Institute of Technology
Western Connecticut State University
Western Illinois University
Western Kentucky University
Western Michigan University
Western Oregon State College
Wheeling College
Winona State University
WinstonSalem State University
Wisconsin, University of, LaCrosse
Wisconsin, University of, Kenosha, Parkside
Wisconsin, University of, Superior
Wisconsin, University of, Whitewater
York College of Pennsylvania
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Appendix II
List of Corporations who give Special Merit Scholarships,
administer d by the National Merit Scholarship Program

Abex Foundation Inc.
Acushnet Foundation
Albany International
Alco Standard Foundation
Allied Van Lines Memorial Fund
Ancast Industrial Foundation
American District Telegraph Company
American Express Foundation
American Optical Foundation
The American Tobacco Company
AmeriTrust Corporation
Ametek Foundation, Inc.
Amfac Inc.
Arthur Andersen & Co. Foundation
Armstrong Rubber Company Fdn., Inc.
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
The Aro Corporation
Avery International
Bank of America-Cianninl Foundation
BASF Corporation Chemicals Division
BASF Corporation-Fibers Division
BASF Corporation Inmont Division
Basic American Foods company
Bell & Rowell Foundation
Bemis Company Foundation
Loren M. Berry Foundation
The Black & Decker Corporation
Blue Bell Foundation
The Bristol-Meyers Fund, Inc.
Brockway Class Company Foundation
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation
Browning-Ferris Industries, Inc.
Burndy Corporation
Burroughs Wellcome Co.
Carson Pinto Scott Foundation
Carter-Wallace, Inc.
Castle & Cooke, Inc.
Collator Corporation
Central Soya Foundation, Inc
Centronics Data Computer Corp.
Charter Medical Corporation
Chesebrough-Pold's Inc.
The Clorox Company Foundation
Collior & Aikman Corporation
Combined International Corporation
Combustion Engineer.ng, Inc.
Communications Satellite Corporation
Consolidated Papers Foundation, Inc
Consolidation Coal Company
The Continental Corporation Foundation
Continental Grain Foundation
Crompton & Knowles Foundation, Inc.
Crum and Forster Foundation
Dart & Kraft Foundation
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Data General Corporation
Del Monte Co-I:oration
Diamond Shamrock Corporitior
A. B. Dick Company
Dillingham Corporation
R. R. Donnelle; & Sons Company
Dow Jones FoLndat Ion
Dresser Foundation, Inc.
EDT Group of Fern Central Corporation.
The El Paso Natural Gas Compact,:
Equimark Corporation
Estee Lauder Inc.
Ex-Cell -0 Corporation
Fafnir Bearing Division of
The Torrington Company
The Filene Charitable Foundation
Firestone Trust Fund
First Fidelity Bancorporation
First Interstate Bank of Arizona. N.A.
Educational Foundation
Fischbach Corporation
Fischer & Porter Co.
Inc.
Florida Steel Corporation Fdn
Gannett Foundation, Inc.
General Foods Corporation
Gleason Memorial Fund, Inc.
W.W. Grainger, Inc.
GrandMet USA, Inc.
Gre ' American Insuran,e Company
Great Northern Nekoosa Fdn., Inc.
Gulf + Western Foundat in
Harsco Corporation Fun
Helene Curtis Industri.s, Inc.
Henkel Corporation
HMI Holdings, Inc.
Hobart Corporation
Hoffmann-LaRoche Inc.
Homestake Mining Company
Geo. A. Hormel & Compary
Hospital Corporation o: America
Illinois Tool Works Fos idation
Insilco Corporation
Interlake Foundation
Ivey Trust Fund
Johnson & Higgins
Johnson Worldwide Asso .aces, Inc
The Johnson's Wax Fund, Inc.
Kama. Corporition
The Kennametal Foundation
Kenosha Foundation
Kerr-McGee Corporation
Kidde Consumer Durables Corp.
Kidder, Peabody & Co., Incorporated
Knight-Ridder Newspapers, Inc.
Kraft, Inc.
Leeds & Northrup Foundation
Lennox Foundation
Libby, McNeill & Libby, Inc.
The Liberty Corporatior Fa,ndation
Thomas J. Lipton Found, tion, Inc.
Lloyds Bank California
Loews Foundation
.
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The LTV Foundation
Mattel Foundation
The McGraw-Hill Foundation, Inc.
Estate of John E. McKeen
McKesson Foundation, Inc.
McNeilab, Inc.
Mellon Bank N.A.
Edwin T. Meredith Foundation
Midland-Ross Foundation
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.
Mitchell Energy & Development Corp.
The Modine Foundation, Inc.
Monsanto Fund
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
C. C. Murphy Company Foundation
Murphy Oil Corporation
Nabisco Foundation
Nalco Chemical Company
National Distillers Distributors Fdn.
National Medical Enterprises, Inc.
National Starch 6 Chemical Fdn., Inc.
Nestle Foods Corporation
New Jersey Manufacturers Insurance Co.
Norfolk Southern Foundation
Ortho Pharmaceutical Corporation
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation
Frank E. and Saba B. Payne Foundation
Pechiney Corporation
The Penn Mutual Charitable Trust
PepsiCo Foundation, Inc.
Pet Incorporated
Petrolane Incorporated
Pfizer Inc.
Phelps Dodge Foundation
The Jesse Philips Foundation
PPG Industries Foundation
The Proctor 6 Gamble Fund
Prudential-Bache Foundation
Public Service Co. of New Hampshire
Puritan-Bennett Corporation
The Quaker Oats Foundation
Quanex Foundation
Quasar/Matsushita Industrial Company
Raytheon 6 Local 1505 IBEW
RI16,17 Corporatiou

The Richman Brothers Foundation, Inc.
The Riegel Textile Corporation Fdo.
RJR Nabisco, Inc.
RK0 General, Inc.
St. Joe Minerals Corporation
Sandoz Corporation
Sara Lee Foundation
Schering-Plough Foundation, Inc.
Schlegel Corporation
Service Ameriez Corporation
SFN Companies, Inc.
Shaklee Corporation
Shell Companies Foundation, Inc.
Siemens Capital Corporation
Simmonds Precision Produ,rs, Inc.
Snap-on Tools Corporation

C-, ,---,
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Robert S. Solinsky Scholarship Fin
Sony Corporation of America Fdn. Inc.
The Standard Oil Company
The Stanley Works
State Faro Companies Foundation
Stewart-Warner Foundation
Stranaban Foundation
The Aaron & Lillie Straus Fdn. Ise.
Suburban Propane Gas Corporation
Sun Company, Inc.
Sunshine Biscuits roundatior.
Talley Industries, Inc. Foundation
The Tappan Company
Technicon Corporation
Telex Computer Products, Inc.
The Times Mirror Company
Timex Corporation
Henry R. Towne Trust
Transamerica Corporation
Transco Energy Company
xransway International Foundation
Triangle Foundation
Union Bank
Uniroyal, Inc.
United Energy Resources, Inc.
The UPS Foundation
Warner-Lambert Company
Weyerhaeuser Company Foundation
The Williams Companies
Wilson Foods Corporation
Wilson Sporting Goods Co.
The Witco Foundation
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Company
Zapata Corporation
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Appendix III

ADDITIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS INFLUENCED BT SAT OR ACT EXAMS
(partial listing)

NAME OF FUNDING ORGANIZATION
Aid Association for Lutherans

NUMBER
AWARDED

TEST(S),

REQUIRED

AMOUNT
AWARDED

400

SAT/ACT

$ 500 to $ 7000 ea

Aid Association for Lutherans (Nursing)

25

SAT/ACT

$ 2000 to $ 7000 ea

A:er'-an Postal Workers Union

25

SAT/ACT

$ 100,000 total

Continental Can Company

20

SAT

up to $ 10,000 ea

3

SAT/ACT

$ 2000 or $ 1400 ea

8

SAT/ACT

$ 32,000 total

5

SAT

$ 15,000 total

Class, Pottery, Plastics Workers Union

4

SAT

$

36,000 total

Graphics Communications Intern'l Union

10

SAT/ACT

$

10,000 total

Intern.1 Alliance Theatrical Employees

2

SAT/ACT

$

6,000 total

Intern'l Assoc. of Iron Workers

2

SAT/ACT

$ 12,000 total

Daughters of Penelope
Daughters of the American Revolution
Dravo Corporation

Ladies Garment Workers Union

10

SAT

$ 90,000 total

National Eagle Scout

36

SAT/ACT

up to $3,000 Pa

Pitney Bowes, Inc.

30

SAT

$ 75,000 total

9

SAT

$

$ 48,500 total

Portugese Continental Union

3,250 total

Royal Neighbors of America

22

SAT/ACT

Service Employees International Union

11

SAT/ACT

$

Sperry and Hutchinson Company

50

SAT/ACT

$

100,000 total

50

SAT

$

750 to $ 5000 ea

3

SAT/ACT

$

17,000 total

5

SAT

$

5,000 total

75

SAT

15

SAT

Stanhome Inc.
UNICO

U.S. Air

Westinghouse

William C. Doherty Scholarship Program
(letter carriers union)

33,000 total

$ 315.000 total
$

48,000 total
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thnk you very much, Ms. Rosser. We are going
to have the rest of the panel testify before we ask some questions.
I might congratulate Ms. Magazine for contributing to The Morning Edition on All Things Considered. Those of us who ride in automobiles appreciate what you're doing there.
Our next witness and member of the panel is Dr. Nancy Cole. Dr.
Cole is Dean of the College of Education, University of Illinois,
Champaign-Urbana, IL.
Before you begin, we welcome the gentlewoman from Colorado,
Mrs. Schroeder. Do you have a statement?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. No, Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much for
holding these hearings.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you.
Dr. Cole.
STATEMENT OF NANCY S. COLE

Dr. COLE. Thank you.

In my various professional roles I have been a test maker, a test
critic, and a student of and writer about the technical issues involved in attempting to judge whether a test is biased or not
against some special group, often a group defined by race or
gender.

Unfortunately, I am not able to appear before you today with

simple answers and simple solutions to the very complex questions
of standardized test use and race and gender differences. In fact,
although my background is technical, and my work has been technical, it has led me to view the issue of standardized test use and
race and gender differences as an issue that reaches far beyond the
technical. In fact, the issues involved are broad social issues and at
the very heart of these issues are the questions of how we view performance and opportunity differences of various sorts in this society.

When people became especially concerned with race and gender
implications of standardized testing in the late 1960s, on the heels
of broad civil rights concerns, the expectation of many was that we
would find large artifactual effects in tests that produced the group
differences that were being observed. That is, it was hoped that the
group differences being observed were the fault of the tests. There
were then, and there are now, bad tests, and there are bad uses of
tests. But the stronger finding of a decade of study of tests and the
possible bias in them has been that the differences are likely no
greater in many tests than the differences all around usin the
way children are raised in their homes, in the schools they attend,
and in the activities in which they engage.

There are great differences in experiences and opportunity in

this country by race, socioeconomic status, and gender. Not surprisingly, these differences result in differences in performance, goals,

and a orations, also by race, socio-economic status, and gender.
The bigger issue by far than the tests themselves is how, as a society, we respond to changing the experience and opportunity differenceswhether we accept and resign ourselves to performance differences, or act affirmatively to try to create experiences and opportunities to overcome those differences.
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Let me illustrate the complexities of the issue. Standardized tests
generally show better performance by girls on school-related subjects in the elementary and middle school years. Standardized
achievement tests of the school do not start with the assumption
that the sexes should be performing equally at all grades through
school, but set their questions based more on the curriculum in the
schools and what the schools are trying to teach the children. At
the early grades, the girls outperform the boys on essentially every
subject.
By high school, the gap narrows and reversals in some subjects
occur. There has been much discussion of the result that young
women in high school as a group score more poorly on mathematics tests than do young men.
This result has raised a number of questions: are the tests biased
against the young women at this stage? Are the schools biased
against the young women at this stage? Are the parents biased, or
are the genes biased? These questions are stated in terms of bias
because many people address them that way. However, there are
really far more illuminating ways to ask these questions. Some of
the examples I would like to raise are the following:
Are the tests asking questions to which young men and young
women have been equally exposed? We often find they are not.
Should they be limited to such questions? If young men are taking
advanced mathematics more frequently than young women in high
school, should the high school achievement tests be limited to the
types of questions and courses that the two groups are being equally exposed to? Are the questions the test asks important ones on
which we care about performance?
If there are group differences, one of our very first questions to
ask ourselves is, are the tests measuring something we care about?
Because if they're not, then we don't care that there are group differences. But if the tests are measuring something that looks very
important to us, then we had better worry about the implication of
those differences.
Are the schools providing equal encouragement to young women
and men to take mathematics courses? There are lots of indications
that they probably are not. Do the teachers and the counselors believe in the importance of mathematics for both sexes and act on
those beliefs? If there are differences in the tendencies of the sexes
toward mathematics, what is being done to either reinforce those
differences in the schools or to counter those differences? What

should be done?

Are parents providing equal encouragement to their children of
both sexes? Almost certainly not. If not, what should be done to
overcome those differences?

Are young women less able to learn mathematics than young
men, even after all the subtle differences of encouragement and opportunity are eliminated? Even if that were the case, should we try
to counter that by looking for ways to help young women catch up,
or resign ourselves to the differences?
To limit our questions to the tests and their characteristics is far
too narrow a view of the issue. There are a range of questions we
should ask about situations in which such differences appear. Only
the first of these is: should the test be changed? Within this ques-

74-668 0 - 89 -2
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tion of changing the test, we must address issues of whether the
performance the test is assessing is important and relevant to the
use being made of those test scores. This is the usual test validity
question. In addition, we must address whether the nature of the
test favors one group over another in ways that are irrelevant to
the intended purpose, or whether those differences are relevant to
the intended purpose. In other words, are the performance differences real ones that matter? These are the test bias questions.
Even if we judge that it is not the test that should be changed,
we must ask: should the use of the test be changed? Here the concern is whether the use to which the test is being put does more
harm than goodwith the social impact of the test use. Part of this
concern involves whether or not there are alternatives to this test
that could accomplish the goal with less negative social impact.
Sometimes there may be. However, there are instances in which
the alternatives to the tests could potentially be more harmful
than the tests, so one should not assume eliminating the test in
favor of nontest alternatives is automatically an improvement. It
might be optimistic to assume that judgments without tests for college admissions, for example, would automatically right the balance between males and females in a better way than the stand-

ardized tests do.

Part of the issue concerns whether the goal of the test use is

itself socially desirable. It requires a careful weighing of social pros

and cons to reach a reasonable conclusion about the total social
impact of the test use in college admissions, in testing teachers,
and in testing students in schools. There is a range of types of
social impacts that these can have, and in my view it is not a
simple question to balance the pros and cons. Finally, part of the
issue is whether test users are putting too much stock in test scores
or giving meaning to them which is not justified.

Whether or not we judge that the use of the test should be

changed, we have the additional question: should the experiences
leading to the test performance be changed? If the differences are
important, relevant, and real, what are we as a society going to do
about them for the individuals directly involved or the generations
that will follow them. Concern with the tests has too often allowed
us to avoid concern with this more fundamental issue. If young
women are performing more poorly in mathematics at high school
and college age, what should we do about it? The real need for
strong, affirmative, positive action to create change is at the level
of the experiences leading to test performance differences. For example, what should we do affirmatively in schools to encourage the

women students to study mathematics, to help them overcome
mathematics anxiety, to produce real opportunity for mathemtics
learning that overcomes the variety of negative experiences with
mathematics that young women have?

To point to the areas I view as even more important than the
tests is not to recommend to you that the tests should be "let off
the hook." We have much to learn in judging whether the performances the tests are measuring are, in fact, important and relevant
to the uses made of them. We have not eliminated all possibility of
irrelevant difficulty for some groups in the nature of the questions
and the ways the tests are given. The issues of validity and bias are
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not resolved and we should continue to press the test producers
toward high standards and requirements of thorough evidence to
address these validity and bias issues. However, if our attention is

focused only here, we may miss the even more important considerations of whether a particular type of use of even a good test is socially desirable and how we must change the different experiences
of persons of different race, socioeconomic status, and gender if the
goal of equal performance is to be a reasonable one.
Thank you.
[The statement of Nancy S. Cole follows:]
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Hearing Date
April 23, 1987

Testimony of Nancy S. Cole
to the
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights
for the hearing on
Standardized Test Use and Race and Gender Differences

In my various professional roles I have been a test maker, a test
critic, and a student of and writer about the technical issues involved in
attempting to judge whether a test is biased or not against some special
group, often a group defined by race or gender. However, my expertise has
not prepared me to provide neat and simple suggestions about race and
gender differences on standardized tests.
My learning in this area has
made me very humble as it has revealed an issue of tremendous complexity
and subtlety, not conducive to easy solutions that I can find.
The
complexities are sufficient even within the realm of technical considerations of bias and group differences.
However, the issues are not and
cannot be viewed as simply technical; in fact, the issues are broad social
issAes.
At the very heart of these issues are the questions of how we
view performance and opportunity differences of various sorts in this
society.

When
people became
especially
concerned with race
and
gender
implications of standardized testing in late 1960's on the heels of broad
civil rights concerns, the expectation of many was that we would find
large artifactual effects in tests that produced the group differences
observed.
That is, it was hoped that the group differences being observed
were the "fault" of the tests.
There were then and are now bad tests, but
the stronger finding of a decade of study of the tests and possible bias
in them has been that the differences are likely no greater in many tests
than they are all around us--in the way children are raised in their
homes, in the schools they attend, and in the activities in which they
engage.

There are great differences in experiences and opportunity in this
country by race, socioeconomic status, and gender.
Not surprisingly,
these differences
result in
differences in performance, goals,
and
aspiration: also by race, socioeconomic status, and gender.
The bigger
issue by far than the tests themselves is how as a society we respond to
changing the experience and opportunity differences--whether we accept and
resign ourselves to performance differences or act affirmatively to try to
create experiences and opportunities to overcome the differences.

Let me illustrate the complexities of the issue.
Standardized tests
generally show better performance by girls on many school-related subjects
in the elementary and middle school years.
By high school, the gap
narrows and reversals in some subjects occur.
There has been much
discussion of the result that young women in high school as a group score
more poorly on mathematics tests than do young men.
This result has
raised a number of questions:.
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Are
Are
Are
Are

the tests biased?
the schools biased?
parents biased?
the genes biased?

These questions are stated in terms of bias because
many people address
them that way.
However, there are other far more illuminating nays to ask
the questions.

Some examples are.

-- Are the tests aslong questions to which the

young men and women

have been equally exposed?
Should they be l'mited to such
questions?
Are the questions the test asks important ones on
which we care about performance?

-- Are the schools providing equal encouragement
to young women and
men to take mathematics courses?
Do the teachers and counselors
believe in the importance of mathematics
for both sexes and act on
those beliefs?
If there are differences in the tendencies of the
sexes toward mathematics, what is being done to reinforce those
tendencies or counter them? What should be done?
.... Are

both

parents providing equal
sexes?

differences?

if

not,

what

encouragement to their children of
should be done to overcome
t*e

-- Are young women less able to learn mathematics than
young men even
after all the subtle differences of encouragement
and opportunity
are eliminated?
If so, should we try to counter that by looking
for ways
to help them catch up or
resign ourselves to the
differences?

To limit our questions to the tests and
their characteristics is far
too narrow a view of the issue. There are a range of questions
we should
ask about situations in which such differences appear.
Only the first of
these is, Should the test be changed?
Within this question we must
address issues of whether the performance the test is assessing is important and relevant to the use being made of those test scores.
This is the
usual test validity question.
In addition we must address whether the
nature of the test favors one group over
another in ways that are
irrelevant to the intended purpose.
In other words, are the performance
differences real ones that matter? These are the test bias questions.

Even if we judge that it is not the test that should be changed,
we
must ask, Should the use of the test be changed?
Here the concern is
whether the use to which the test is
being put does more harm than
good--with the social impact of the test use.
Part of this concern
involves whether or not there are alternatives
to this test that could
accomplish the goal with less negative social impact.
There are instances
in which the alternatives to the
tests could potentially be more harmful
than the tests so one should not
assume eliminating the test in favor of
nontest alternatives is automatically an improvement.

Part of the issue
concerns whether the goal of the test use is itself socially desirable.
It requires
a
careful weighing of social pros and cons
to
reach a
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reasonable conclusion about the total social impact of test use in college
admissions, for example.
Finally, part of the issue is whether test users
are putting too much stock in test scores or giving meaning to them which
is not justified.

Whether or not we judge that the use of the test should be changed,
we
have
the question,
Should the experiences
leading
to
the
test
performance be changed?
If the differences are important, relevant, and
real, what are we as a society going to do about them for the individuals

directly involved or the generations that will follow them.
The concern
with the tests has too often allowed us to avoid concern with this more
fundamental
issue.
If
young women are performing more poorly in
mathematics at high school and college age, what should we do about it?
The real need for strong, affirmative, positive action to create change is
at the level of the experiences leading to test performance differences.
For example, what should we do affirmatively in schools to encourage the
women students to study mathematics, to help them overcome mathematics
anxiety,
to produce
real
opportunity for mathematics
learning that
overcomes the variety of negative experiences young women have?
To point to the areas I view as even more important than the tests is

not to recommend that the tests should be "let off the hook." We have
much to learn in judging whether the performances the tests are measuring
are important and relevant to the use.
We have not eliminated all
possibility of irrelevant difficulty for some groups in the nature of the
questions and the ways the tests are given.
The issues of validity and
bias are not resolved and we should continue to press the test producers
toward high standards and requirements of thorough evidence to address
these validity and bias issues.

However, if our attention is focused only

here, we may miss the even more important considerations of whether a
particular type of use of even a good test is socially desirable and how
we must change the different experiences of persons of different race,
socioeconomic status, and gender if the goal of equal performance is to be
a reasonable one.
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Bio on Nancy S. Cole

Nancy S. Cole is Professor of Educational Psychology
and Dean of the
College of Education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Dr. Cole received her B.A. from Rice University and her M.A. and Ph.D. in
psychology from the University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill.
She
started her career in 1968 as a research psychologist at
the American
College Testing Program in Iowa City, Iowa where she
later served as
Director of Test Development and Assistant Vice President for Educational
and Social Research.
In 1975,
Dr.
Cole joined the
faculty at the
University of Pittsburgh where she was Professor of Educational Research
Methodology and later Associate Dean of the School of Education.
She
assumed her present position in 1985.

The focal points of Cole's research and
publications have been the
measurement of vocational interests of young men and women, issues of bias
in
testing,
and
other
general
problems
and
issues
of standardized
achievement testing.
She is author of a forthcoming chapter, "Bias
in
Test Use," in the third edition of Educational
Measurement, edited by R.
L. Linn.
Dr. Cole was president of the National Council
of Measurement in
Education in 1983 after previously serving on its board of directors.
She
has been Vice President for Division D of
the American Educational
Research Association (AERA), and Member-at-Large on the AERA Council.

This spring she was named President-Elect of AERA and will assume the
presidency of that organization in the spring of 1988.
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Dr. Cole. Our next witness

is Dr. Diana Pullin, associate dean, college of education, at Michigan State University, we welcome you, Dr. Pullin.
STATEMENT OF DIANA PUI,LIN

Dr. PuLux. Thank you, Congressman Edwards.
Let me begin by indicating that I come before you both as some-

one who is an academician who has done research on the public
policy implications of the use of standardized testing, and also as
someone who has served as plaintiffs attorney in a number of civil
rights class action lawsuits across the country, challenging the use
of standardized tests to make critical determinations about individuals. Let me also say that I share Dr. Cole's concern that some of
the issues with which we need to be dealing with are issues concerning the nature of the test instruments themselves and the powerful influence those test instruments have. But, in addition, I
think many of the questions we must address also concern the
extent to which individuals taking the tests have had full and fair
and equal educational opportunities to prepare them to compete
successfully in the battlefields upon which these tests are being
used.

I would also like to focus not only on the question of testing in
higher education and high schools, but also on the very widespread

use of testing that extends from kindergarten through grades 12
and into higher education.

As of the last time I took a count, which was late in 1984, 19
States had initiated tests to determine whether or not to award
regular high school diplomas to students. Eighteen States were
then, and I believe approximately 34 States are now, relying upon
standardized competency tests to make determinations about initial teacher certification, entry into or exit from teacher education
programs, and to determine whether veteran experienced successful teachers can retain their teaching certificates and their employment in the Nation's classrooms.
In addition, several Southern States and a number of local school
districts across the country are using what might be termed "ready
or not" testing to determine the eligibility of young children for
entry into either kindergarten or the first grade. Promotional gates
testing is being used in at least five States and numerous local
school districts to determine whether students can be promoted
from grade to grade. Achievement testing is used in almost every
school district to make tracking or ability grouping determinations
for class placement for students.
The SAT and ACT are being determined to use entry into higher
education, and with increasing frequency in our latest mode of socalled educational reform, tests are often being used as the sole criterion for determining entry into the growing number of programs
for gifted and talented students in this country.
Finally, State and Federal laws designed to reform the delivery

of special education services in particular the Education for the
Handicapped Act, which is designed to serve students with handicapped conditions has resulted in the increased use of tests to make
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diagnostic and placement decisions about students who are considered potential candidates for special education services.

All of these testing mandates are layered on top of, and have
been layed on top in the past decade, of the very large amount of
standardized testing that was already going on in our schools for
the purposes of measuring State or local progress in educational
achievement, for gathering nationwide data on education programsthrough the National Assessment of Educational
Progressand for conducting various independent educational research, assessment, and program evaluation efforts. And, all of
these standardized testing activities are applied on top of the very
considerable amount of classroom testing done with teacher-made
tests and with the many ready-made tests that come from book
publishers in conjunction with many textbook series, particularly
reading text series.
While I regard most classroom testing as relatively benign, the
recent increase in standardized tests for the purpose of monitoring
student and teacher accountability and for making critically important decisions about individual students and teachers is provoking
growing controversy. This controversy has focused in particular
upon the impact of the new testing requirements and the uses of
standardized tests for minority students.
As has been known for many years, the performance of minority
students on many, if not most, of these measures is often dramatically lower than that of their white counterparts. There is a concern growing among many of us that the new testing program may
serve not simply as educational measurement devices but may, in
addition, play a major role in redefining the nature and content of
education itself and influencing the educational opportunities to
which students are exposed.
While there is a good deal of information concerning these various issues, let me simply bring to your attention and highlight
some information about various uses of standardized tests across
the country.
For example, if we begin with the area of special education programs, for the most part both the legal and educational systems operate on the presumption that programs for students with handicapping conditions are made available to those who meet particular physical or medical criteria and who are therefore eligibile for
special educational services. However, it is now quite clear that
most of the determinations hinge heavily, if not exclusively, upon
the use of standardized test instruments. This is at least in some
part the explanation for the following kinds of demographic phenomena that are occurring.
In California, for example, in 1979, in a situation challenged in a
class action lawsuit, Larry P. versus Riles, black children represented only about 10 percent of the total student population in the
State of California. On the other hand, they accounted for approximately 25 percent of the enrollment in classes for students labeled
as educable mentally retarded, a situation the Federal courts eventually found to violate Federal statutory principles.
If one were to look across the country, a recent analysis of data
compiled by the Office for Civil Rights in the U.S. Department of
Education indicates the following overall data concerning place-
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ments and average rates of placement into classes for the educable
mentally retarded:
The overall rate of placement for students into those classes is
about L.50. The placement of white students is at a rate of approximately 0.87. The placement rate for Hispanics is 1.31, and the
placement rate for blacks is 2.44. A similar analysis on a districtby-district basis indicates that in many large city districts, and in
many southern districts, those rates are much higher in terms of
the disproportions for black and Hispanic students.
On the other side of the coin, however, to look at progr'

"

the so-called gifted and talented students, the overall pl- ,10' c
.!
rate is about 4.70. However, the white p'-1 ement rate is
blarl: placement rate is 2.61, and the H'spanic placement I aLe is
2.57.

If one were to look with particular focus upon Georgia, a State in
which it is my understanding standardized that test scores are the
sole determinant of placement into classes for the gifted and talent-

ed, one finds, for example, that in the City of Atlanta's public
schools, whites outrepresent blacks in gifted and talented placements by a rate of approximately 7 to 1. In Charlotte-Mecklenburg,
NC, whites outrepresent blacks at a rate of approximately 11 to 1.
On both sides of the coin, either at the special education end of the
provision of services, or at the gifted and talented end of the provision of services, one finds dramatic overrepresentations of whites
among the gifted and talented population and undcrrepresentation
of blacks in that same population, with the reverse being the situation in spec;a1 education classes for the educable mentally retarded.

The issues plays itself out again when one looks at the current
wave of efforts to use teacher competency tests to determine continuation of certification or initial certification for individuals seeking to prepare for the important profession of teaching. The legal
rule used under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, of course, is that
one cannot use that statute in the Federal court system to address
race differences in testing unless there is a statistically significant
difference between black and white rates of performance on the
test.

A frequent rule used to determine disproportion is that one

should look for a two-standard deviation difference in such performance. Some data I dealt with just last week indicated that in
the teacher competency test being used by the State of Georgia to
determine initial certification and continuing certification, there is
a 119.7 standard deviation rate difference for blacks taking the examination.
There are, in short, a number of considerably troublesome ques-

tions that can be presented when one deals with this issue, and I

do not envy the subcommittee having to grapple with the complexity of the issues presented here. I think, in making your determination about how to proceed in your deliberations, I would ask only
that y au consider very carefully not only the question of looking at

the tests themselves and the extent to which we ct.n encourage
very rigorous standards for validity and reliability of the tests, the
extent to which we can attempt to minimize the use of tests as the
sole criterion for making decisions, and for engaging in decision
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making about significant issues in the lives of the student or teach-

er, but also to ask you to carefully consider the civil rights and

educational implications of the use of these tests.
Tests are becoming more and more pervasive in the kindergarten

through grade 12 culture of our schools. They are coming to be
very influential in the nature of the relations between teachers
and students, and they will have a growing, rather than a decreasing, level of importance in the Nation's schools and in attempts to

ensure the enforcement of the civil rights of women and minorities
who must work in those schools.
Thank you.
[The statement of Diana Pullin, with attachments, follow:]
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EDUCATIONAL TESTING:

IMPACT ON CHILDREN AT PINK

by Diana Pullin

Increased Use of Standardized Tests
A series of recent reports have accused the nation's
public schools of promoting mediocrity and generated an
increased interest in the use of tests to measure educational
progress.

Concern about the quality of public education

provoked an increase in test use beginning in the mid-1970's.
Since 1975, the use of tests to make critical educational

decisiors about students and to implement various public policy
goals has increased dramatically.

As of the late summer of

1984, nineteen states have initiated tt
award of regular high school diplomas.

s to determine the
Eighteen states are

relying on competency tests to make determinations about
teacher certification or entry into or exit from teacher
training programs.

Several southern states and a number of

local school districts are using "ready or not" testing to

deterrine the eligibility of young children for entry into
r.indergarten or the first grade.
b.z.ing used in at least

Promotional gates testing is

ive states and numerous local school

districts to determine grade-to-grade promotion.

Achievement

testing is used in almost every school district to make
tracking or ability grouping determinations for class
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placement.

Finally, state and federal laws cesigned to reform

the delivery of special

education services to students ultr

handicapping conditions have increased the
use of tests to mare
diagnostic and placement
decisions about students (Pipho b
Hadley, 1984).
Tnese new testing mandates
large amount of standardized

of the past decade add to the

testing already going on in our

schools for the

purposes of measuring state or local progress
in educational achievement,
gathering nationwide data on
educational progress (through

NAEP, the National Assessment of

Educational Progress), determining access to higher education
(through tie SAT or ACT), and conducting various independent
educational research, assessment, and program evaluation
efforts.

All of these standardized

testing activities are
applied on top of the very considerable amount of classroom
testing done with teacher-made tests and the many ready-made
tests that come from book publishers in conjunction with
many
textbook series.

Classroom teachers have long relied upon the use of
tests
to make assessments of individual
and group progress and to
gather information about the extent of individual
or group
educational deficiencies.

Little public controversy has

resulted from classroom testing for several feasons.

Since
teachers have available to them a wide variety of
information
about their students in addition to classroom tests, much
of it
based upon direct personal
observation, the concerns about test

use are minimized due to the

presumption that teachers act not
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on the basis of test scores alone but instead use a Hide array
of information available to them about

each student.

Ir

addition, most feel that the decisions of an individual teacher
about a student do not have significant implications for the
life chances of that student given the many other educators
with whom the student will come into contact over the years.

Testing as a Barrier to Educational Opportunity
While classroom testing may be regarded as relatively
benign, the recent increase in the use of standardized tests
for the purpose of monitoring student and teacher accountability
has provoked considerable controversy.

This controversy has

focused upon the impact of the new testing requirements on
minority students, whose performance is often dramatically
lower than that of their white counterparts, and a concern that
the new testing programs may serve not simply as educational
meas'rement devices but may, in addition, play a major role in
redefining the nature and content of education itself (Madaus,
1930, 1985).

Educators have long known that low income, minority, and
limited-English-proficient youth consistently demonstrate lower
levels of proficiency on most standardized tests.

These lower

scores are in large part the result of the limited educational
opportunities traditionally afforded the nation's low income,
minority, and limited-English-proficient students.

In many

situations in the past, low performance on a standardized test,
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particularly an achievement

test, would not work to

disadvantage a student and could often be used
to direct the
student to more beneficial
educational opportunities
particularly targeted to the student's needs
(Madaus, et al.,
1980).

However, our educational history also includes
substantial evidence that the otherwise relatively
benign use
of achievement test data to guide educational
programming or
planning for either individual students
or groups of students
can be frought with very negative unintended
consequences
(Oakes, 1985). For example, achievement
test scores used to
determine class placement have frequently resulted
an the
racial isolation of minority students in particular
groups or
tracks within school buildings.
Often, these so-called ability
grouping mechanisms have been adopted by schools
undergoing the
early years of school
desegregation; here, test use has often
been halted by courts on grounds that the tests
were being used
as a mechanism for
circumventing integration (Committee on
Ability Testing, 1980). Whale the notion of
targeting
instruction to students' particular
educational needs is the
practice advocated by almost all educators and the
concept of
tracking or ability
grouping homogeneous students to foster
such an approach sounds
appealing, tracking and grouping
practices have not succeeded
in promoting this goa'. Much
available evidence indicates that, rather
than helping to
foster educational attainment so that students
acquire more
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skills and knowledge and, therefore, move up and out of lower
tracxs or groups and into higher ones, the vast majority of
lower track or group placements become dead ends.

Students

rarely move up onto higher level placement, in part because the
diluted curriculum and Instruction provided in the lower levels
leaves the students enrolled there further and further behind
their age peers, rather than enhancing their attainment so that
they might catch up.

The result of test use to determine class

placement, therefore, often serves as a roadblock to access to
future educational opportunities (Oakes, 1985; Labaree, 1983).

Misclassification of Minority Students
Enrollments in certain types of special education
programs demonstrate a similar phenomenon.
in pro

While enrollments

ims for students with handicapping conditions that are

identified according to physical or medical criteria are
statistically representative of the racial proportions in the
population as a whole, enrollments in programs serving students
with educationally-defined conditions frequently contain
disproportionate enrollments of minority youth.

Classes for

students identified as having a moderate level of mental
retardation are often populated witn a disproportionate number
of minority and low income youth.

In California in 1979, for

cxairple, black children represented only about 10 percent of

the total student population, but accounted for 25 percent of
the enrollment in classes for students labeled as educable
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mentally retarded.

Federal courts assessing the situation
determined that these
disproportionate enrollments resulted
from over-reliance
upon standardized intelligence tests to make
decisions about special education placements (Committee
on

Ability Testing, 1983).

Given these types of trends in test performance and the
use of test data, it is not surprising

that ne4 uses of tests

have produced results which also include significant
discrepancies between the performance of white

middle class

students and the rest of the school population.

While this
data provokes the same types of haunting questions about
what
happens to minority and low income children 2n our schools, it
also evidences a problem of even more seriots magnitude.

The

new tests are being used to make decisions that are critical in
determining the life chances of the children who take the
tests.

Indeed, in some instances, test scores are the only

evidence considered in making significant decisions about
students.

When a written examination is the sole basis for

determining the award of a regular high school diploma and when

substantial numbers of minority students fail that test, the
result is a bar to entry to the lob market, to military
service, and to higher education for a significant proportion
of minority youth (Pullin, 1984).

Further, the prospects of

the loss of a diploma even after twelve years of the requisite
attendance and attainment of passing grades has apparently been

daunting enough to provoke an increase in the rate of school
dropouts (nadaus, 1985).
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chile a detailed national record of results on the use of
high school graduation tests is not yet available, the results
from several of the states presents a vivid picture of the
implications of the testing requirements for minority youth.
In Florida, the first state using a test as the criterion for
determining the award of a high school diploma, the initial
scores cn the test indicated that black students failed the
test at a rate ten times greater than the failure rate for
whites; statistical analyses indicated that these
disproportions were more highly correlated with race than
student socioeconomic status, a factor often used by educators
to explain school performance.

The first time the requirement

was actually imposed after court orders had placed a four year
moratorium on the use of the tests due to its unlawful effects,
57 percent of the students who failed to meet the test
requirement v,ere blac% in a student population that was only 20
percent black (Madaus, 1983).

Testing and the Handicapped
Another population that may be partir7ularly disadvantaged

by the use of tests as high school graduation requirements are
stuaents pith handicapping conditions.

any tires in the past,

st,:dents pith hano.capping conditions v.ere axle to attain high

school diplomas, enter into the world of sscrk, and attain a

degree of economic self-sufficiency.

This sane category of

students now is barred from diplumas, often because the nature

0
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of handicapping conditions

is such that success on a paper and

pencil test is impossible (Pullin, 1984).

Particularly when
passage of a graduation test is supposed to represent so-called
"real world competency,"

the result may be cruel for many
students who fail the tests are able to function competently
in
the real world.
Evidence such as this raises real questions
about what it is that the tests are measuring and
the accuracy
with which the measurements occur.
The lay public, as well as

many educators, place the same faith in standardized, paper and
pencil tests that they place in the thermometers with
which
they read their body temperature.
A thermometer reading of
99.1 degrees may not necessarily mean that you have

a fever;
thermometers are not perfectly accurate and the usual body

temperature of each of us varies such that the "normal"

temperature of 98.6 is simply an approximation.

Education
casts work in a way quite similar to thermometers.
Our nation
has recently become quite enamored with the
use of tests as a
means of measuring the success of the educational
process.
Like thermometers, tests are not always accurate and
some are
much less accurate than others.
One large difference between

thermometers and tests, however, is that most of us would agree
that knowing your body

temperature when you are not feeling

well may be a useful piece of information.

The same cannot

necessarily be said for

educational tests. Thinking that
scmething is wrong with our schools, or with particular
children in our schools,, because of poor test perfoinance
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reltne: tells us with accuracy tnat sometning is wrong, what Is

wrong, or why smething is wrong.

%%nen Johnny can't read, his

patent; and tea,liers ordinarily know he can't read and don't

need a test score to confirm this fact.

A more troublesome

fact, and one which tests rarely help, is that too often we
don't help Johnny learn to read or to read better.

Tests have

littla to do with these problems, particularly the new wave of
tests now popular with policy makers; these tests provide no

diagnostic information about why Johnny can't read and are
therefore of no help in correcting the situation.

Limitat2ons of Testing
The importance of understanding what it is that tests can
and cannot tell us is critical.

Not all tests are accurate

measures of the skills and knowledge they purport to measure
and even the more accurate tests are at best approximations.
In addition, the public is often led to make generalizations

about individuals that canrot be supported on the basis of test
information. Teacher competency tests provide a 000d example of
the types of misconceptions that tests can generate.

While

those working closely with a testirg program may be well aware
of the content covered by the test and the permissable
inferences that can be drawn from test scores, the public use
of test information may be far broader and less defensible.

For example, the public right quite understandably feel that a
teacher or a candidate for a teaching certificate who fails a

tOAS9
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teacher competency test is an incompetent
teacher.
however,
despite what the names of these tests imply,
none of the
so-called teacher competency tests in any
way measure the
on-the-job performance of teachers and none of the
tests tell
us whether teachers

can in fact teach and teach well.
This may
explain why in one state two of the teacners who
failed a
teacher competency test had recently been named
teacher of the
year in their respective school
districts.

Although the new tests are of little help in improving
the education of individuals,

they may exert a powerful

influence upon what happens in schools.

Research on the

effects of student

competency tests both here and in Europe
indicates that the content covered on the tests tends
over time
to control the skills and knowledge covered
in the curriculum.
This result has led several
commentators to charge that the
long-term effect of the use of minimum competency tests will
be
the further dilution of the content of
instruction such that
the minimums covered on the test become the
ma-imum limits for
instruction (Madaus & McDonough, 1979).
This charge is
particularly disconcerting given the grol.ing body of evidence
that, while the proficiency of students in basic skills
areas
has been increasing over a period of years (predating
even the
introduction of most of the student competency tests),,
student
competence in the higher order
skills of complex and critical
thin King and problem-solving
has been declining (Madaus, 1981).
Given the pov.er of externally imposed tests to influence
the
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content of instruction and the current focus of tne tests upon
minimum basic skills, the tests may exacerbate the growing
problem of declining achievement in higher order skills.

The Politics of Testing

Two more general problems inherent in the new testing
movement provide clear warning that the tests will probably not
promote the types of educational reform and accountability test
proponents are seeking.

First, it is well to remember that,

for the most part, the new testing mandates are the result of
political reforms, not educational reforms (Wise, 1978; Madaus,
1985).

The new programs have most often been imposed by

legislators and state and local school board members.

The

programs are not the result of efforts to apply state-of-the-art
insights from educational research into practice.

Indeed,

research in this area suggests that the new programs may well
have more deleterious consequences, such as diluting curriculum
content, than the wide-ranging ben fits test proponents have
predicted.

Second, we have only begun to understand the implications
and impact of these programs.

Test proponents tout dramatic

ncreases in test scores, particularly for minority students.
Howt.

I, with insufficient data on what it is that the tests

are measuring, we cannot know if students now, in fact, know
more or if, instead, they have enhanced their

-st- taking

skills, reduced their test anxiety, or L.:en given tests written

ti I
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at a less difficult level.
to maintain adequate

Further, ,t2C'a'..,e 71:5t Et.,QS.

or accurate cta on student dropouts, we

have no way of knowing

if pass rates have gone up on part

oecause the proportion

of discouraged students taking the test
has g^e down (Madaus, 1981).
Tests are appealing.
easy,, even scientific

They appear to afford the public an

way of measullrg the progress of our

educational system.
However, while the public has come to
believe that improved test scores .epresent
educat.,nal
progress, test scores are only surrogate
measures of real
learning, the acquisition
of important, useful skills and
knowledge.
To that extent, the new tests may
appear to
demonstrate that our students possess

the right stuff" chile,,

instead, all that we have achieve.: is
an illusic
education..

of

progress, a portrait sketched at the expense of
many youngsters who
are disadvantaged by these testing schemes.
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1984-85 Average ACT Composite Scores*
18.6

*from.

Overall
19 4 White
15.9 Puerto Rican, Cuban, Other
Hispanic
19 1 Asian American, Pacific Islanders
14 6 Mexican American, Chicano
13 9 American Indian, Alaskan Native
12 5 Afro-American, Black

ACT Issue Cram #6 (January 1986)

Impact of the ACT In Mississippi**

ACT Scores for Three Historically

Black Universities in Mississippi
Mean of Entering Freshmen, 1985-86

Alcorn State
Jackson State
Mississippi Valley State

13 07
14 01
12 53

ACT Scores for Other Mississippi Universities
Delta State
Mississippi State
Mississippi University
for Women
University of Mississippi
University of Southern
Mississippi

19 06
21

19

20 08
20 83
19 61

**from ACT Report to Board of Trustees of
State Institutions of Higher
Learning in Mississippi
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A. Outcomes: Transitions
41144111i44.

High school completion by race and
ethnicity
In a:salaaming the outtornes of our schools, one

important measure is whether swam, arc able 10
compact.; the cduyational process II thvy do not
finish high school, then It is doubtful that they have
obtamcd sufficient knowledge, skills, and abilities
mart) citizens believe necessary to function produy

Ilowcver as tan be seen from the table, many Itodvnis takc a longer pcntnl if tinsv to complete thee
high school iduyation 1 or cxampte, the pcmcntage
of 20 to 24.year-olds having
obtatned a high sebcd
diploma or as equivalent is about 10 percentage

Thus, one outconw measure of education is the car
tent 147 which students complete high
school with

The data have been computed from
tabulations frac
the Bureau of the Census Current
Population 'surveys
fhcse data are collected arum household IfIlef,1741{

tively an society

classmates about the same age The data in the accompanying table reflect percentages of students who
have successfully completed 12th grade or she Nut,.
alent at ages .8 19, and nges 20.24

The public generally expects

points greater than that fur 18 to 19 year-olds

and include info.manon on individuals who base
completed 12 or mote years of schooling or she
have obtained an alternative credential such as I
General Educational Development

(GED) cenifiest

to 19 year olds to
have a high school diploma And, indeed, most do
18

Table 1:8
High school completion by race and hispanic origin, persons
ages 18 to 19
and 20 to 24: 1974 to 198$
Age 18 to 19
Veil

total

Nue

tie 70 to 24
Bran

H.saane.

total

55e

1119

582
549

500
509
507

649
839
837
637
831

656
659
851
851
652

63 2
63 8

Pereentae or afe groat
1971
1915
1975
1977

1978
1979

190.
1981

1992
1933
1984

1995
14/511

731

762

73 7

77 n

731

754
757

729
735

163

72 9

75 3

73 7
72 5

761

72 0

71 5

727
113
716

756

718

75 5

797

01 111 yeallo rho caterences m coma 'On

5/8

519
56 1
59 3
59 6
51 2

591
61 0

627

189
53 /
45 I
47 2
51 7

617

61 9
85 1
85 0

61 1

503
581

833
816
ts 3

651

/Y5

816
85 7

et, 0

725
705
719
734
135
71 8

71 3
75 7
76 2

758

59D

611
580
566
537
55 a
57 1

59 3
50 2

560

79 3

60 7

609

673

rates tot th5095cs are not 14:17 clay alsiecara
oat 10 tie viral sot tg 11,4 ii spine Sample
11016
744.1 ire NA ,OVC1e0 VI rot anions Secants t5ey
aft not tent table from 1.1 0,107441Curren1Popu:a1.0, Survey
ca:a 'Oars
SOURCES u 5 De5anvren1 vi Ce4TPRICe, Bout G
thy Census Cunen1Popu:at,on 74nons PoPu511011
SOC4' inc Economic Cfracieratics or
Cha4;tenstxs Stuns P20 School Entchirrl
Students October (v.nous. years) Current P054./00n
5urters luvP,51^,e0 labvta`Knsi
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1110 school Lomplaton rates by rate and Ilssihunt
persons age 18.19

Percent completed
80
75

70
65

60
55
50
45
40
0
1,74

1975

1970

7980

1982

7984 1985

Year

CHART 1:88 --

High school completion rates by race and Hispanic or/gin,
persons age 20.24

Percent Cornok.loc/

90

White

es

Total

80

Black

75
70

FiSpanie
60

55
50

1974

1976

1978

1980

1982

1984 1985

Year
SOURCE 610031. OIN Census Currer:Poputa,on R<portS S0reS P

Nationally, slightly less than thmt. quarters of all 18- and 19 year olds have completed high
school

.

The proportion of 20 to 24 year olds who have completed high school has held steady at about 84
percent since 1974

fhe high school completion rate among blaci s, fur both 18 to 19 and 20 to 24 year olds, has
increased in the last decade The r, es for both blacks and Hispanics still lag far behind those of
whites
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C. Cuatcht: ;:ititlent Charxteristis
lag ..-..t.II73.,..... CatTr.,

Pal ta.ipation rides for higher (Au( at am
by race /ethnicity
11.1..,

prided theinselv, on hasini.

'JUL 01

the nri.l do nit, rails systems ul education in the
woild 11, goal 01 "oaf atec.ss 10: all alualilic.d
\sloth has lour tarn held .1, a 111,1por ohjecrise of our
cAlosational s)sion A measure of the national pro
re, loss ard th it goal is participation ran. s in higher

education of sarious populations Ns malt at, looks
at pattstipatson tales of whnes, blacks, and Hispanics
aged 18 24 since 1970

Maki, plrticipation rates Iniptosed drain Inc ally front
1973 to 1970 Hispanics also increased rlicir par

darimpation rat, declined in the tale 197010
have bt.c..n relatively stable since then
leatiorr!
di( Icrunus lur Ilispamts since 1975. ho,ent.
not statistically significant

Caution should Ix used in intupic ling the du 141.'
senied here ITc racwl4rhmc dctinitions the Beli,
of the Census uses are not mutually exelusise nog.
lute direct comparisons bets ^^ fitspamtt YS
butts (Pr blacks art not posohls. Whites end bki
art th.link.c1 as tatial groups, whereas ii,30.10,1
defined as an ethnic group and can be of an as.

Table 2:9
Partacapabon rotes of 18 to 24.yearolds an higher
education by rice /ethnicity: 1970 to 1985
loll

1i3ciaLealsir 9tca8

War

Eva2k

313410K

Pere, etroseE
1970

271

1971

187

27 2
26 4

18 2

250
752
269

160

1972
1973
1974

1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1950

271
26 0

257
256

1981

1912

1983
1934
1965

.

2_

18 I
17 9

207
226

131
160
181

204
199

21 3
201

17 2

198

166

152

26 4

19 4

267
272
770

199
198
192
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28 7

!04

177
179

19 7

76 9

If. 1

167
168

ho' .1131
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bus.u.i; 1972 and 1975 althogh be.
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Ifigh r education enrollment rates of 18- to 24 year old, I)) rat /

(.lIART 2 9
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40
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25 20
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Mr. EDWARDS. Our thanks to all the members of the panel. It
was very splendid testimony.
The gentlewoman from Colorado, do you have any questions?

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank all the wit-

nesses also for their testimony.

I guess the question I have iswhat I think I hear you saying

is that while young women score lower on the tests, and the tests
are supposedly to be predictors of performance in college, that
when they get to college they do better. Therefore, the test is really
not valid and we're not just whining about the fact that we haven't
had the same background or the same math classes. It really is not
predicting what women do once they get to college.
Is that correct? Is that the bottom line?
Ms. ROSSER. Yes, it is correct. It is not predicting. That is the
reason that these college entrance exams are given, that they are
supposed to predict future performance. They are not doing that
for girls. They are also not valid in respect to their past performance in high school, because girls are getting better grades.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. As a mother of a 16-year-old daughter, and listening to all of them now taking their tests and coming home, it
really is very interesting because I see that going on. You see how
perplexed some of them get if they're not scoring the way they
thought they should be scoring. They are beginning to wonder if
their high school performance wasn't valid, or if they had charmed
their high school teachers, if maybe suddenly they're not as good as
they used to be. They really start having incredible self-doubts
about that.
But I guess my frustration is, if the test isn't adequately predicting what women do when they get to college, and everybody can
see that, why in the world don't they change the test? That was the
whole purpose for the test and I don't understand why universities
haven't changed it, or why they are relying on the tests so much, if
that is true.
You know and I know that high school counselors tell these kids,
"Hey, you don't score here, you don't apply; you don't score here,

you don't apply." I mean, it is really the key to the college door
and everything is tied to that score. Forget what they did in high

school as far as grades, or whether they were taking college level
courses; none of that matters. They really hang so much of it on
the books you buy at the bookstore, or in the way that the college
counselor directs you on that score. So a lot of young girls are beginning to think that maybe they were a fraud, you know, that
something has happened.
So why haven't they changed it? One of you has been suing, and
others have been preaching. Why do the colleges insist on continuing to use them if they don't predict, and why won't the test people
change it?
Ms. ROSSER. Well, I don't know why the test people won't change
it exactly. I've had a lot of discussions about that with them. They
say that they feel the girls just aren't taking enough math and science, and if they would just take more, they would do better. But,
in fact, girls have been taking more math and science and doing

worse. The gap has been widening.
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The colleges use these, it is said, because that way you do get a
larger male student body, if you use these test scores, because the
boys' scores are higher. So if you want to keep your student body
more male than female, a very good way to do that is to use these
tests.

But I am very upset about the fact that girls work very hard in
high school and college and are not being rewarded by having the
same opportunities to go to prestigious schools, to go to research
universities, and that their whole life, their whole work up to that
point, can be just downgraded by one number.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. My understanding is that the difference in the

math gap between boys and girls is really very small, that the

number of boys who take four years of math versus the number of
girls who take four years of math, and then take the test, is fairly
small. In addition, the test supposedly only goes to geometry, which

is three years of math in most high schools. Therefore, the math

gap really shouldn't make that much difference anyway.
Ms. RossER. Actually, the College Board data says that 50.5 percent of girls, versus 57 percent of boys, take four years of math.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. So it is very small.
Ms. RossER. Yes, it is very small. Also, it is true that geometry is
supposed to be the most advanced math you need to take for this
test. All college-bound girls that I know of certainly take geometry

in their sophomore and junior year. So I really don't understand
why this math gap is happening, either.
Dr. COLE. Could I respond to those comments, also?
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Sure.
Dr. COLE. I think we have misrepresented the situation if we

leave with the impression that the college admissions tests don't
predict college performance for women but do for men. That is just
not the case. In fact, the data shows that women are the group that
college admissions tests predict best for of any group, in terms of
the relative relationship between the test scores and the college
grades.

The prediction phenomenon that Ms. Rosser is referring to is the
question of the statistical relationship of the level of performance
to the test score that's based on complex statistical regression pi ocedures. The sorts of differences referred to are very small. In fact,
it is not clear from many perspectives whether they mean the in-

terpretation she's giving to them at all. But to be left with the
notion that the tests don't predict for women and do for men is just
not a correct notion.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. So you would say the test doesn't predict for

either one?

Dr. COLE. No, I would say the test predicts some for both. It certainly doesn't tell the whole story, but it's- Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, if it doesn't tell the whole story, then why
do they rely so heavily on it? I sit there listening to young kids and
watching all this counseling going on. Let me tell you, the score is

90 percent of what everbody focuses on. If it's not a good predictor,

then why don't they change the tests across the board to be a

better predictor for men and women?
Dr. COLE. You see, the tests are almost as good a predictor as the
high school record. If you are dealing with a situation of very corn-
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petitive admissions, with large numbers of applicants, the best information you can find to decide who are the students most likely
to succeed are, first, the high school record of the student, and
second the - .Liardized test scores. Both are used.
I would not want to sit here and defend the situation in which an
institution uses only the test score and not the high school record.
My institution puts very heavy weight on the high school record as
well as weight on the test scores. It worries me very much that we
don't spend time reading what these kids write and judging letters
of recommendation about the students. But the volume and numbers involved often preclude that.
I think, in fact, the publicity often oversells the role of the test in
college admissions because it is something easy to focus on
easy to grab hold of. I think we are misled, to some extent, inand
the
public in terms of how important the test scores are in that actual
decision.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I really don't know. My job, before I did
was I used to analyze tests for jobs for the State of Colorado. Ithis,
member going through the ones for pilots and finding out howreit
was very culturally biased. They would have timed tests. I remember one in particular where they would show you pictures of a
living room and you had so many minutes or so many seconds to
figure out what was wrong. If you had a cracked window and you
came from a neighborhood where cracked windows were normal, I
mean, who's going to scratch the box? We could find things like
that all the time, especially going to low income and to females,
that had nothing to do with whether or not you could fly the airplane. If you were testing for whether or not you could fly the airplane, then I would have no problem.
We did the same thing with the Foreign Service
when I
first got to Congress. Then I was really able to getexams
into them. I
found that the Foreign Service exams that the U. S. Government
used discriminated against every group in America except white
males from four universities. Beyond that, who cares who won the
Cannes Film Festival in 1952, and what does that have to do with
whether or not you know how to administer a foreign aid program?
Nevertheless, that's what we tested for. It had no applicability
under what we require in the employment area, which is the old
Duke Power decisionyou know, where you can't test a janitor for
his knowledge on classical music because, as a janitor, he doesn't
have to know about classical music. You can test him on wax.
But I have always been very disturbed that I haven't
that
kind of sensitivity among colleges, and I think it is muchseen
tougher
now because it's becoming much more elitist now, with the tremendous cost of college. I think a lot of parents are saying to young
people, "If you can get into a top school, terrific; if you can't, we're
not going to pay the difference."
I don't think this is de minimis. I think this is much
critical because it is channeling which way kids go now, just more
because of
the phenomenal costs. I gave my kids T-shirts for Christmas saying
"This kid is his mom's Mercedes." It's true. But for those kids, you

could drive all sorts of cars. A lot of families don't have that

option, and if they can't get into a top school, they aren't going to

pay the money.
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As I listened to the counselors, it is not much different than
when I went to school. They are hanging the whole thing on the
score. It may be wrong, the schools may not mean it, but that's

what they are doing, and I really salute those of you who are
trying to get this changed. If it discriminates against men, too,

then it's wrong. But young people's whole lives are being changed
by these test scoresblack, white, Native American, male,

femaleand I think we ought to do everything we can to make
them as accurate a predictor as possible, as we have done in the
employment area. I think education is behind the curve on that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. Ms. LeR0:;.

Ms. LERoy. Dr. Cole, to follow up on the discussion that you and
Mrs. Schroeder were having, I agree that you can't look at test results in isolation and just focus all of one's energies on these tests.
You suggested that perhaps they are being missold or that the publicity surrounding them creates the perception of greater emphasis
on these tests than is really being placed on them or ought to be
placed on them. But the fact is that that perception is there, and I
think it's more than a perception.
For example, the Secretary of Education has these famous wall

charts that we've all seenand I can't unfold it; it's too bigwhich
basically evaluate the States on their educational performance
based on SAT scores. So that entire school districts perceive them-

selves, and obviously, individual teachers, perceive themselves
based on their students' performance on these tests. And I assume
teachers are evalu..ted on them and individual schools are evaluated on them.

What can be done to get around that kind of problem when the
chief educator in the country is, in fact, contributing to the problem?
Dr. COLE. When you ask that question, we move from the issue of

what's wrong with the test to what's wrong with the use of the
test. Every issue that Dr. Pullin raised, for example, is a question

of social policy with respect to the use of the test. The Secretary's
wall chart is an issue of the social policy implications of the use of

the test, and the wall chart is an abysmal use of the SAT. It's
almost a ridiculous use of the SAT scores.

Most of the concerns that Dr. Pullin raised are concerns about
the overuse of tests, the use of tests that I think can have inappropriate social consequences that I'm very much concerned about.

That is still a different question than the question of how we

should change the SAT, if we should. It's a question of whether we
should use it in certain ways, even if we had it perfect, the way we
wanted it. It still would not work for the Secretary's wall chart.
Ms. LERoY. Well, I don't want to look at those issues in isolation
because I think they go together to create a problem for education
in this country, with respect particularly to women and minorities,
but also education generally.

I would ask you what could be done to reduce bias in the test,
assuming that it's there, but I also want to ask you what can be
done to deflate some of this overemphasis on or misuse of these
types of tests. I realize that may be a Ph.D. thesis here.
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Dr. COLE. Well, that's a very hard question for me to
In
fact, in answering it, I think I would come back to tryinganswer.
to understand why we came to such a wide use of tests. It is my view that
we came to it because we were unwilli rig to impose standards and
make difficult professional judgments in other ways, in better
ways, in our educational system. WP came to use standardized tests
for admissions to colle;e more and more because we were more and
more suspicious of the grades that kids get in high school and the
quality of those courses the students are in.
We use tests for graduation from high school because we're suspicious that the educational system hasn't set standards for itself
internally to use the better information. We use tests for promotion for the same reason. We use tests for identifying kids for spe-

cial education classes, at either end of the scale, because we
haven't trusted the professional judgment of the educational
system.

I think, fundamentally, we are not going to be able to thwart
this overuse of tests until we make some serious changes in the
quality of the educational system and the standards that we have
internal to the system, where we can use better information than
just external standardized tests to support some of these decisions.
But that is not an easy solution. You see, one of my dilemmas in
answering your question is what would be hapr,,ning to college admissions without the test? What would be happening in putting
kids in gifted programs without the
tests? I am concerned that it
could even be worse. I am concerned that, without
the
least to identify some of the bright, black kids that ought tests, at
to be in
those gifted programs, we could have even more of them being
excluded.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Would

counsel yield on that point?

Ms. LERov. Yes.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. What I don't

understand, thoughI don't think

we're arguing to do without
tests. The question is, there is a lot
of reliance on the tests and the
we understand that we would like to
change a lot of other things in the public and private education
system so that schools could rely on that more. But why not make
sure the test is as fair as it can be, then?
Dr. COLE. Well, we certainly should do that. But
have given
examples of the worst in tests, and there are other you
counter-examples of tests that I don't know how to change to make more fair.
That's our dilemma.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Right. But let's change the worst and try and
Dr. COLE. Absolutely.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think we're really in agreement.
Ms. LERov. Let me ask he other two witnesses the

make it more gender- neutral and minority-neutral.

same general
question, and that is, what can public policymakers, people
in Congress or people at the Department of Education, what should they
be doing, or can anything be done to assure both test equity and
validity and proper use of the tests?
Ms. ROSSER. I feel these tests should be predictive. They should
predict what the/re supposed to. Unless we feel that grades are
completely erroneous, which I don't think anybody does, I think
that the tests should correlate with the grades that students get.
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both for women and for minorities, however that is done. I feel that
is what Congress should be looking into and requiring of test publishers.
Ms. LERov. Dr. Pullin.

Dr. PULLIN. I think, as Dr. Cole suggested, this is a complicated
issue. I think the testing industry could do far more than has been
done to alleviate some of the problems of unfairness.
I would ask Congresswoman Schroeder to think about what she
means when she talks about he goal of fairness and to be more
explicit about it, because there is a good deal on those tests that is,
in fact, representative of a culture and reflective of a culture, the
culture of schools, and it is predominantly a white male culture. To
make it look more white-maleish is not what I think any of the
three of us are talking about.
When I think about the kinds of things that this body is able to
do to address the kinds of issues we're talking about, they are, for
the most part, the kinds of legalistic approaches that have been
used to some extent successfully in the past. As the Congresswoman noted, we have made some fairly substantial gains in the employment testing arena. There is some discussion that those gains
will be lost because the EECC Guidelines are under discussion for
considerable dilution in terms of validity and reliability requirements. I think that would be a terrible disservice to the kinds of
populations we're concerned about here, to allow those to be diluted.

Similar kinds of more rigorous standards need to be employed in
the educational testing arena. To some extent they have been. For
example, if you look at the regulations under the Education of the
Handicapped Act, although these are not widely enforced, there
are very specific regulations talking about lack of bias and talking
about use of multiple criteria information to make determinations
about individuals. Those kinds of standards are available. They are
not available in every arena, among the educational arenas that
we're talking about, and they are not being enforced.
Ms. LERov. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Does minority counsel have any questions?
Mr. SLOBODIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Good morning. I wanted to first ask Miss Rosa and Dr. Pullin,
do you currently have, or have you ever had, any affiliations with
the Fair Test organization?
Ms. ROSSEL. I have, for the last three months, been a consultant
to Fair Tess. That consultancy actually ends today.
Mr. SLOBODIN. OK.

Dr. Pullin?
Dr. PULLIN. I know the people at Fair Test and I have talked to
them about these issues in the past.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Let me talk to Miss Rosser for a moment about

LSAT's. Reading from a passage in a book by Cynthia Fuchs Epstein, called "Women in the Law", she writes hereshe is making

the point that "the problem raiseu by preference for women is
unlike the problem of other minority group preferences because

women applicants have generally been better qualified than men."
Then she proceeds to support that proposition, that "the average
law school admission test score did not vary significantly by sex."
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The law school admission test counselor reported in a study of
LSAT scores for 1973-74 that the mean test score for both men and
women was 527. Of registrants for the LSAT in 1973, 75.2 percent
were men, 24.8 percent were women. In 1974, 75 LSAT surveys revealed that women had a slight edge over men in law school admission test scores. The mean test score for male registrants was 522,
while the same score for women was 524.

It says that "women have done well in LSAT's by the standards
set for law students." A 1972 study commissioned by the law school
admissions counsel determined bias of sex and the tests showed
that 1,150 males used as a comparison group, with 1,165 females,
scored approximately 10 points lower and had a mean writing abili-

ty score approximately 7 points lower than women. Women did
better on four of the six sections in the LSATreading comprehension, reading recall, error recognition and sentence correction. Men

did better on one section, data interpretation. The two groups

scored about equally on the principles and cases section.
What is the story here?
Ms. ROSSER. Well, I am not an authority on the LSAT, but I have
talked to people who have done research on this. They say that the
women who take this test are probably about 10 times better verbally than the men and, in fact, they should be doing even better
on the test than men than they are doing.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Yes, but in your testimony you mention as an ex-

ample of bias in testing the fact that, in reading comprehension
questionsMs. ROSSER. I was talking about the SAT there.
Mr. SLOBODIN [continuing]. SAT's. Ard the women score higher

on reading comprehension. That's where you're pointing out where
the bias is, but that's where women are scoring higher.
My question to you is, let's talk in terms where there has been a
disparity, and that's in the math area.
First of all, what is a bias? I mean, if there's a one point difference between the sexes, would you consider that bias? How about
five points? Of what threshold are we talking about bias?
Ms. ROSSER. I think when it has a major impact on people's lives,
that's negative, that is bias to me. I think it's having a major
impact on women's lives. That, to me, is bias.
Mr. SLOBODIN. But what is the impact? Where are
not
getting intoAre you saying they're not getting intowomen
Harvard?
Let's name some schools here.
Ms. ROSSER. All right. Fewer women get into Harvard than men.
Fewer women are getting into all the Ivy League schools than men.
Fewer women get into the other prestigious schools than men.
There is actually national data on that.
Mr. SLOBODIN. How do

you explain this rise, then, in women

coming into the law schools? In fact, you say at the beginning of
your testimony here, "What struck me first when I looked at these

tests was the overwhelming number of males that populated
themall of whom were engaged in traditional occupations like
doctor and lawyer * * *" What has happened in the last 10 years

has been phenomenal growth.
Wouldn't you concede that there has been a phenomenal change
in the legal profession? We ought to be taking a look at that and
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saying, "Well, it's working in the legal profession. We have women

now taking an interest and becoming lawyers. The tests aren't

stopping that growth." We ought to be looking at ways of extrapolating that for math and science. How does it follow that we need
to change the test?
Ms. RossER. Well, yes, there has been a tremendous growth in
the legal profession. It's about time we had more women getting
into the legal profession.

One of the things about the LSAT was that there was a lot of

math on it. It didn't relate at all to being a lawyer. And because of
a certain amount of testing reform pressure, some of that math
was taken off.
Mr. SLOBODIN. When was that?

Ms. RossER. Oh, within the last five years, I believe.

Mr. SLOBODIN. Yes, but this was before. I'm citing statistics
before they took the math out.
Ms. ROSSER. But some of those statistics also show that women

did less well, and also that they- Mr. SLOBODIN. Yes, but they still scored as well, if not better,
than men on those tests.

Ms. ROSSER. But they did less well on the data.

Mr. SLOBODIN. So what? They did better than men in all the
other sections. When you combine them, they actually had a slight
edge.

Let me go on to an article which publicized the report you released last week in the New York Times. The reporter writes here
in the article that your study "offers no analysis of standardized
tests and gives no examples of biased questions. The findings are
based on the conclusion that, because girls earn better grades than
boys in high school and college, they should do as well or better on
the tests."

Now, I would like to discuss this premise. Have you studied

whether or not there is any bias in grading in high school courses?
Why should we consider that more reliable than a question that
asks "what's the circumference of this cup"?
Ms. ROSSER. I think that girls, historically, over the years have

been getting better grades in high school and college, and they
have been doing less and less well on these tests. I think that is
bias. I don't think that I have to come up with specific questions
that are biased. I think this is something that the people who know
about tests will come up with. ETS knows which questions they
are. I think we should really look at the effect this is having on
people's lives, and that is a bias effect.

Mr. SLOBODIN. You don't see the potential for bias inWhat
about Dr. Cole's point, that we could have the potential for a lot
more bias without the use of these tests?
Ms. RossER. Well, I think that society is biased against women.
There's no question about that. And I think they are doing quite a
good job of overcoming this handicap in the classroom.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Let's talk about the Educational Testing Service.

We are going to get some testimony from Dr. Dwyer, where she
says about 80 out of 125 people that are involved in developing
these standardized tests are women. Why would these people that
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are developing the tests want to design a test that would hurt their
own sex?
Ms. ROSSER. Well, presumbly the people who are picking those
test questions are men. I mean, you don't know who is choosing
which questions to
use.
Mr. SLOBODIN. How do you know that? I mean, you're speculat-

ing, aren't you?

Ms. ROSSER. I'm speculating, and so are you.
Mr. SLOBODIN. It's not based on evidence; it's speculation.

Now, have any of your studies controlled for level of preparationfor instance, comparing girls who have taken the same
math

courses, the same years of math, as boys?
Ms. ROSSER. Yes, the College Board does that. They publish voluminous data on that, and they control for that.

Mr. SLOBODIN. As a matter of fact, I have that study. It showed
that the male-female gap in SAT mathematical performance

shrinks considerably when differences in quantitative high school
course work are taken into consideration. That point may not be
that important. When you start taking preparation, that could
cut
considerably into that disparity.
Ms. ROSSER. But we have already brought out the fact that
males
and females are taking more or less four years of math, very close,
in that area. Females are still doing worse.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Well, it says here, when they control for the same
level of preparation, that gap is cut considerably.
I see my time is up.
Mr. EDWARDS. We have other witnesses. But we appreciate very
much your valuable contribution.
So thank you very much for
being here today.
Panel number two is Ms. Gretchen Rigol, Executive Director of
Access Services, College Board,
New York, NY; and Dr. Carol
Dwyer, executive director, Test Development, School and Higher
Education Programs, at the Educational Testing Service in Princeton, NJ.
Miss Rigol and Dr. Dwyer, we welcome you. Do you solemnly
swear or affirm the testimony you are about to give is the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth?
Ms. RIGOL. Yes.
Dr. DWYER. Yes, I do.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you.

Miss Rigol, I believe you are first.
STATEMENTS OF GRETCHEN W. RIGOL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ACCESS SERVICES, TILE COLLEGE BOARD; AND CAROL ANNE
DWYER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR FOR TEST DEVELOPMENT,
SCHOOL AND HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS, EDUCATIONAL
TESTING SERVICE

Ms. RIGOL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

My name is Gretchen Rigol. I am executive director for
Services of the College Board, a position I have held for 6 Access
years.
My division is responsible for directing the Admissions
Testing
Program, which includes the Scholastic Aptitude Test. Prior to joining
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the College Board, I was Director of Admissions at Pratt Institute,
and also served as an admissions officer at Goucher College and
Mount Holyoke College.

Founded in 1900, the College Board is a national, nonprofit asso-

ciation of more than 2,500 colleges and universities, secondary

schools, school systems and educational associations. A description

of the full range of our services and programs is attached to my

testimony.
One of the original purposes of the College Board was to provide

a series of common entrance examinations that would be available
to students from all parts of the country, not just those few who
attended well-known preparatory schools. Those first "College
Boards" represented a major step toward making higher education
accessible to all studentsa goal that is still of paramount impor-

tance to the College Board and its member institutions.
Today, the College Board's most widely used test is the SAT. A 3hour, multiple choice test, the SAT measures developed verbal and
mathematical reasoning abilities necessary to successfully pursue
college-level work. It provides a common yardstick to help admissions officers understand an applicant's academic readiness for college-level work as they review transcripts from students who have
taken different courses in the more than 25,000 secondary schools
throughout this country.
Mr. Chairman, I welcome this opportunity you have provided to
address the complex and complicated issues of fairness in testing
and differences in scores among groups of test takers.
Average scores of various groups taking the SAT have been published for many years. Twenty years ago, the average SAT scores
for women were slightly higher than the average scores for men on
the verbal section of the SAT. This difference ranged from 2 to 7
points. But even then, women's average math scores were considerably lower than men's scores, between 41 to 47 points lower.
The first time women's average verbal scores fell below the aver-

age scores of men was in 1972. The differential in that year was
two points, and for the rext several years the difference fluctuated
between three and six points. Then, in 1978, the difference increased to eight points, and in 1981, it became 12 points. Although
there have been slight fluctuations during the past 6 years, the differences have remained between 10 and 13 points. I think it is important to remember that the total 61 point score differential that
is so often mentioned includes 50 points on the math that has been

evident for at least two decades.
I should emphasize that these scores are group averages and, as
such, they do not reveal the different abilities of individuals within

these groups. Distributions of scores reveal that the individuals
within all groups display the full range of developed abilities, from
highest to lowest.

Average score differences are of great interest, but I would like
tc state now that, based on the best available data, we do not belie .e these differences are caused by bias in the tests themselves.
In many ways, this hearing and the ongoing investigations about
differences in score performances are similar to the work undertaken in the seventies to help educators understand the overall score
decline that began during the late sixties. Just as the Advisory
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Panel on the SAT Score Decline rejected the notion of any one
single cause for the overall decline in SAT scores, I suspect that
there are probably numerous factors involved in this inquiry.
What are some of the possible reasons for the score differences?
One is that the number of women taking the SAT increased significantly in the early seventies, just as the number of men decreased.
The growth in the numbers and proportions of women SAT takers
from only 44 percent in 1964 to 50 percent in 1975, and 52 percent
since 1981, corresponds exactly to the time periods in which the
scores of women declined. This past year, there were about 40,000
more women than men who took the SAT. When dealing with average scores on tests that are taken by self-selected populations,
rather than balanced samples of students at all ability levels, it is
usual for higher proportions of test takers to result in lower test
scores.
We believe that the increase in the number of women taking the
SATpresumably because more women are considering a college
educationshould be regarded positively.
Another reason for the score differences between men and
women is also related to shifts in population characteristics. The
larger number of female test takers have, in recent years, included
more women from racial and ethnic minorities. For example, of the

nearly 80,000 black students who took the SAT in 1985, 60 percent
were women. Women represented 55 percent of the American Inc- ans who took the test, and the percentage of women in the Puerto
Rican and Mexican-American groups were 54 and 53 percent, respectively. It is well recognized that the educational opportunities
available to many of these minority students are not the same as
those available to white students.
Parents of the females taking the SAT had slightly less formal

education than the parents of the male students taking the tests,
and female students tended to come from families with lower
median incomes. We also know that, as a group, the women taking
the SAT were less likely to have followed an academic or college

preparatory program in high school and that, on average, they took
fewer years of study in academic subjects.
The courses women take in high school, as we have been discussing, are also a factor in explaining some of the score differentials.
For example, the more math students take in high school, indeed,
the better they do on the SAT math section. The fact that women
take fewer math courses than men probably explains a large part
of the 50 point difference in SAT math scores. Women also take
fewer courses in the physical sciences.
I am sure that you all share my concern that many young
women are not encouraged to take more math and science courses
and that so few consider scientifically oriented ^areer paths. It is
difficult to know exactly how much of the score difference in math
is related to these unfortunate social influences, but I personally
am convinc ?d that there is no inherent difference between men
and women which preclude women from excelling in the area, f
mathematics and sciences.
Although the difference in average verbal scores is not as great
as the difference in math, it is more difficult to suggest explanations for this 11-point difference. Some is undoubtedly related to
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the population differences described earlier. We have examined the

test specifications and many of the items on previous editions of
the test and have found no systematic explanations for the difference. There are questions on which women do less well than men,
but there are also questions on which women do Letter. Usually
these items are neutral in content and do not suggest any plausible
reasons for the differential performance. There have also been numerous changes in the test content over the years; however, none
of those changes coincide with the times when there were significant shifts in scores.
During the past few weeks, there have been allegations that the

test is constructed to intentionally produce scores at different

levels for various subgroups. I would like to state categorically that
this is absolutely untrue. The College Board is committed to admin-

istering fair, effective and equitable tests. Our members would
accept no less.

We use a variety of methods to detect or evaluate for the possibility of any potential bias in our tests. Among them are numerous
reviews and statistical analyses that are described in my statement
and that will be discussed in a moment by my colleague from ETS.
I should note, however, that all of this research is not done only at
ETS and that the College Board makes the data available to outside researchers for their own analysis.
Another method for determining if a test is fair examines whether it predicts equally well for different groups of students. The College Board offers a validity study service to help colleges perform
studies of the predictive validity of test scores and other information used in the admission and placement of students. In over 500

colleges where females and males were studied separately, the
median correlation of the SAT with college freshmen grade point

average was higher for women than for men. This data is included

in the ATP Guide that was attached to my testimony. In other
words, the SAT has proved to be a more accurate predictor for
women than for men.
Much has been said recently about the so-called "under-predic-

tion" by the SAT of women's college grades. The data on which
this statement is based comes from a research report published by
the College Board. The data show that in the particular studies
analyzed in this report, women's actual college grades were four
one-hundredths of a grade point higher than their predicted grades
using a combination of high school academic record and the SATnot just the SAT alone.

More significant, however, is the fact that the prediction equa-

tions used in that study were based on the sexes combined. If a prediction equation based on women alone had :peen used, under- and
overprediction is eliminated. Our Guidelines on the Uses of College
Board Test Scores and Related Data specifically encourage colleges

to consider separate predictions of college grades based on sex,

race, academic program, and so forth.
There have been recent suggestions that women are being unfair-

ly denied admission to higher education because of their SAT
scores. The evidence is just the contrary. The increase in the

number of women taking the SAT over the last 20 years has been
mirrored in their college-going rate. More women seek entrance to
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and attend college than men. For example, total enrollments
in
higher education in 1983, the latest year for which
statistics are
available, were 52 percent female and 48 percent male.
This is
identical to the proportions of females and males that took
the
SAT in that year.
We have collected data for 77 different colleges that accepted
fewer than 50 percent of their applicants. Mr. Chairman,
you may
be interested to know that Stanford was one of those colleges,
where the acceptance rate was 13 percent for men, but 15
for women. Overall, the acceptance rate for women at thesepercent
leges was 34 percent. For men, it was 33 percent. Clearly, 77 colwomen
are finding that the doors to even the most selective colleges
and

universities are open to them.
In conclusion, I would like to reiterate our commitment
to administering fair and equitable tests. The review process, statistical
approaches, and validity studies are continually
examined, refined,
questioned and analyzed. With changing demographics
and the diversity of test takers, questions of bias and fairness will
become
even more significant and more of a challenge.
It is a tragic fact of American life that educational
opportunity is
still not equal for all students. The educational deficit
experienced
by many minority and disadvantaged students
will neither disappear ncr be overcome simply by attributing different
formance on tests to bias. Although the educational levels of peropportunities
available to women are comparable to those
available
to men at
similar school settings, the fact that women are not always
encouraged to take full advantage of these opportunities
cannot
be
overlooked. Tests help reveal differences, and it is essential
that
we
work together to try to eliminate the
of these differences,
rather than blame the "messenger" for cause
bringing the reality of this
educational deficit to our attention.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement of Gretchen W. Rigol, with attachments,
follow:]
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SUMMARY

It is the Colle^* Board's position
that differences in average
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) are not caused by bias In the
tests themselves. The primary purpose of
the SAT is to mea, Ire the
developed verbal and mathematical
abilities of individuals and it does
this accurately. The SAT is a carefully constructed
test subjected to
numerous fairness reviews and statistical
analyses designed to eliminate
the possibility of ethnic,
racial, cultural, and gender bias
Possible reasons why some groups -- such as women ..- score lower
than others include the following.
First. the growth in the numbers of
women test takers from only 44 percent in
1964 to 52 percent since 1981
corresponds with the period in which the scores of women declined.
It is
usual for higher proportions of
test takers to result in lower test
scores. Second, the women taking the SAT
increasingly have included
greater numbers who are less
educationally and economically advantaged
than their male counterparts.
Third, on the average, women take fewer
years of study in academic subjects
than men; are less likely to have
followed an academic or college
preparatory program in high school, tend
to come from fAmilies with lower
median incomes, and have taken fewer
mathematics and physical science
courses in high school than men
The so called 'underprediction"
by the SAT of women's college
grades results from using prediction
equations based on t*,e sexes
combined.
When a prediction equation is used based on women alone
-which is recommended by the College
Board -- under-prediction is
eliminated.
In validity studies at over 500
colleges where females and
males were studied separately, the
SAT has been a more accurate predictor
for women than men.
Neither is the SAT a barrier for
women seeking postsecondary
education. More women seek entrance to, and
attend,
college then men
Total enrollments in higher education
in 1983 were 52 percent female and
48 percent male -- the same proportion
that took the SAT that year. last
year. at 77 of the nation's most selective
the acceptance rate
was 34 percent for women and 33 percent for colleges,
men
It is a tragic fact of American
education that educational
opportunity is still not equal for all students.
In addressing the issue
of differences in score performance,
it is important to look beyond test
scores to the widely divergent educational
experiences and backgrounds of
the test takers.
Tests such as the SAT help reveal these differences
It
is essential that efforts be made
to eliminate the cause of these
differences, rather than blame the
messenger for highlighting the reality
of this educational deficit.
Tests continue to remind us of an unfinished
social agenda, and SAT scores reflect
educational reality, rather than
educational ideals.
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Mr. Chairman, my name is Gretchen Wyckoff Rigol, and I am Executive
Director for Access Services at the (Allege Board, a position
for six years.

I

have held

My division Is responsible for administering and directing

the Admissions Testing Program, which includes the Scholastic Aptitude
Test (SAT), and the Achievement Tests, as well as the Preliminary

Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test
(PSAT/NMSQT) and other related services

In my current capacity,

I work

with representatives from College Board member institutions and other
users of our services to review policies and procedures relating to these
programs.

Prior to joining the College Board I was Director of Admissions

at Pratt Institute and also served as an admissions officer at Mount
Holyoke and Goucher Colleges.
Founded in 1900, the College Board is a national, non-profit
association of more than 2,500 colleges and universities, secondary
schools, school systems, education associations, and agencies.

One of the

purposes of the College Board is to assist students who are making the
trarsition from high school to college through guidance and admissions
programs and to provide them and the institutions to which they are

applying with placement, credit by examination, and financial aid
services

A description of the full range of our programs is attached to

this testimony.

Eu
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One of the original purposes of the College Board was to provide a
series of common entrance examinations
from all parts of the country, not
we11-known preparatory schools.

that would be available to students

just those who attended a tew

Those flrst 'College Boards' represented

a major step toward making hioher education
goal that continues to be of paramount

accessible to all students---a

Importance to the College Board and

Its member institutions.

College admissions has changed in many ways since the beginning of
this century, and College Board tests have played a role in opening
college doors for large numbers of students.

The Admissions Testing

Program continues to enaole colleges and universities
students from vastly diverse backgrounds and recruit
potential.

to identify talented

those with academic

(Another example of the College Board's commitment

to

promoting access to higher education is the College Scholarship Service.
In the 1950's the College Board membership

responded to the need for a

more equitable distribution of financial aid by
awarding such aid according to financial need,

pioneering procedures for

a move that also increased

educational opportunities for the less affluent and raised the level of
participation in postsecondary education of minority students )
Today, the College Board's most wloely used test is the Scholastic
Aptitude lest (SAT), which is taken by more than one and one-half million
college-hound students every year.

A three-hour, multiple-choice test,

the SAT measures developed verbal and mathematical
necessary to pursue college-level work successfully
yardstick to help admissions officers understand
readiness for college-level work as they review

reasoning abilities
It provides a common

an applicant's academic
transcripts from students
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who have taken different courses in the more than 25,000 secondary schools
throughout this country
As a former admissions officer.

I can assure you that it is not always

easy to interpret what the actual content of a course might have been, let
alone what the grading practices are in a particular school.

We all know

that an "A' from a certain teacher in one course might be quite different
from an "A' to a different course or from a different teacher

in

addition, some schools provide additional weight to certain honors or
advanced level courses. while others do not

And at many colleges

nearly

all of the applicants have very high grade-point averages. making it even
more difficult to differentiate among applicants

Although grade inflation appears to have slowed down during the past
few years, the average high school grade-point average for the Class of
1985 was still slightly higher than a 8 average (3 03 on a 4 0 scale)
Therefore, results from the SAT Or other national standardized tests,
given under Similar conditions to all students. provide admissions
officers with an objective context from which to view other information
they have about their applicants.
It is Important to remember, however, that the SAT is only one of the
factors' considered by colleges in making admissions decisions

Despite the

limitations of information about a student's secondary school background
(such as grades, courses-taken and class rank), the high school record is
still given more weight than any other criteria by most colleges and
universities in making admissions decisions
But, SAT or any other test scores have limitations too
thing, they are not precise measures

E2

For one

The current score reports sent to
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students, as well as to the colleges
should be v'ewed a, ranges

they designate, show how scores

around the numerical scores that are also

reported.There are also many other

qualities that colleges may value and

that might be important to successful
performance in college that the SAT
does not measure

For example, the SAT does not reflect

or leadership qualities

nor can 't predict the academic

special ta'ents

motivation or self

discipline a student may bring to the collegiate environment.
predict every type of performance

that may be of interest to a college.
piece or useful information co help
how well that student might do

tint SAT scores Co. provide one more

both a college and a student assess

at that oarticular in'"itution,

particularly when considered in the context of other
about the test taker and the

It cannot

nor measure every kind of background

elevant information

institutional environment

Representatives of College Board member

institutions who serve on

various advisory Councils have developed a series of Guidelines
on the
Uses of College Board Test Scores
and Related Data which enumerate the
proper uses of tests and highlight
Guidelines, which are included
Colleges

are widely distributed to schools and

according to theve Guidelines

These

colleges

Test scores.

should be used as 'supplemental 'a the

secondary school record and other

information ?trout applicants in

assessing their ability to undertake
that a combination of predictions
prediction

practices deemed inappropriate

In the ATP Guide for High Schools and

college-level studies, recognizing

is almost alway, better than a single

To further encourage the proper use of test scores, the

College Board sponsors professica,a1

r zinlng for school counselors and

tj
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college admissions officers and disseminates a variety of p blications and
audio-visual materials
Mr

Chairman.

I welcome the opportunity you have provided to address

the complex and complicated issue of fairness in testing ana differences
in scores among groups of test takers

As you have requested, my

testimony today will focus primarily on score differences between men and
women on the SAT and, secondarily, on racial and ethnic differences
SAT scores are reported separately on a scale of 200 to 800 for both
the verbal and mathematical sections of the test.
discussion that follows in context.

To heir put the

I should mention that the overall

average SAT-verbal score for the Class of 1986 was 431 and the overall
average SAT-math score was 475
Average scores of various groups taking the SAT have been published
for many years

Twenty years ago, the average SAT scores for women were

slightly higher than average scores for men on the verbal sections of the
SAT (ranging from 2 to 7 points), but even then. women's average
mathematical scores were considerably lower than men's average scores
(ranging from 41 to 47 points in the late 1960's)

Although these

differences were noted and were well-known to educators, I do not believe
any definitive reasons were discovered to explain why. during that time.
women performed slightly better than men on the verbal section and scored
considerably lower on the mathematical section of the SAT.
Although the gap between men's and women's math scores have remained
about 40 or 50 points for the past two decades, there has been a -radual
change In the relative performance of men and women on the verbal section
of the test during this period

The first time women's average verbal

scores fell below the average verbal scores of men was in 1972.

The

differential In that year was 2 points and for the next several years the
difference hovered between 3 and 6 points

Then in 1978, the difference

became 8 points and in 1981 it became 12 points

Although there have

been slight fluctuations during the past six years, the differences have
remained between 10 and 13 points

The optimist Sand perhaps the

feminist) in me would like to suggest that the past three years that have
seen the score differential move from 13 to 12 and last year to 11 points
is perhaps a trend that will reverse these differences. but perhaps
th.t's merely wishful thinking

Nonetheless,

think it is important to

I

remember that the total 61 point score dif !rentlal

includes 50 points on

the lath section that has been evident for at least two decades.
The most comprehensive reports about SAT takers, including
information by sex and by rac al/ethnic group, are a series called
Profiles. College-Bound Seniors

The most recent report in this series

describes the high-school graduates of 1985, and
are taken from that publication

the data provided below

The numbers in parentheses indicate the

difference between the average scores for men and women of each
racial/ethnic group

Table 1

1985 SAT Scores by Sex and Ethnic Group
---SAT Verbal -Males females

American Indian

-SAT MathematicalMales
Females

401
354
393
406

384
341
373

(17)
(13)
(20)

401

(

5)

394
452
540

363
444
384

(22)
(10)
(14)

435
515
478

381

Other

385
454
398

468
419

(54)
(47)
(59)

Total Respondents

437

425

(12)

499

452

(47)

Block

Mexican American
Asian American
Puerto Rican
White

454

1

406
364
402
496

0

(48)
(30)
(50)
(44)
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When the average scores of males and females from the different
racial/ethnic groups are reviewed. it is clear that male/female
differences are not constant across all groups

On the verbal sections,

Asian American men and women show the smallest differences, while
thelargest differences are evident between men and women with Hispanic
backgrounds

When looking at average SAT-oath scores. Black women have

the smallest difference when compared with Black men, with larger score
differences apparent for all other groups.

These data illustrate the

complexity of the issue.
I

should emphasize that these scores are group averages, and as such

they do not reveal the different abilities of individuals within those
groups.

Distributions of scores reveal that the individuals within groups

(whether that group be baed on sex or racial/ethnic group) display the
full range of developed abilities, from highest to lowest
The SAT is not the only test that shows score differences among the
different groups taking the test. particularly differences between male
and female scores

The same trend exists for American College Testing

(ACT) program scores.

The ACT includes separate scores in four areas

English Usage. Mathematics Usage. Social Science Reading, and Natural
Science Reading and is scored on a scale from 1 to 36

Between 1970 and

1984, the advantage of women on the English score declined from an average
of

1

8 ACT score points to

1

1.

Similarly. the advantage of men on the

other three ACT tests and on the ACT composite grew over the same period
of time.

For example, from 1970 to 1984 on the Social Stuoies Reading

subscores, the advantage of males climbed from 1 3 to 1 6 and on the
Natural Science Reading from 1 6 to 2 S.

L.:1)

Data from the National
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Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and other standardized tests
Show similar trends, suggesting a deterioration of women's average scores
In relation to average scores of men

Average score differences are of gat interest, but 1 would like to
state now that, based on the best available data, we do not believe these
We are pleased

differences are caused by bias in the tests themselves

that this Subcommittee has provided an open forum to discuss and examine
the issues

We invite the members of the Sut ommittee to ponder with us

and other educators the dilemma of trying to explain differential
performance and changes over time
claimed to have all the answers.

We would be less than honest if we
We car offer some hypotheses, but we

continue to question research and our conclusions.

In,many ways, this

hearing and the engoing investigations about differences In score
performances are Similar to tae work undertaken in the mid-1970s to help
educators understand the overall score decline that began during the late
19605.

Just as, in 1977, the Advisory Panel on the SAT Score Decline,

headed by former Secretary of Lahor Willard Wirtz, rejected the notion of
any one single cause for the decline io SAT scores.

I

suspect that there

are probably numerous factors Involved in this inquiry.
then, do some groups of students score lower than others'

In

addressing this issue, we must look beyond the test scores to the
educational experiences and backgrounds of the test takers

It is a

tragic fact of American education that educational opportunity is still
not equal for all students

The eduratlonal deficit experienced by many

minority and disadvantaged students will neither disappear nor be overcome
simply by attributing different levels of performance on tests to bias
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Although the educational opportunities available to women are comparable
to that available to men In similar school settings, the fact that women
are not always encouraged to take full advantage of these opportunities
cannot be overlooked

Tests help reveal differences and it is essential

that we work together to try to eliminate the cause of these differences.
rather than blame the messenger for bringing the reality of this
educational deficit to our attention

What are some of the possible reasons for these score differences?
One is that the number of women taking the SAT increased significantly
in the early 1970s, just as the number of men decreased

The growth in

the numbers and proportions of women SAT takers from only 44% in 1964 to
50% in )975 and 52% since 1981 corresponds exactly to the time periods in
This past year, :here were about

which the scores of women declined

40,000 more women than men who took the SAT.

When dealing with average

scores on tests that are taken by self-selected populations, rather than
balanced samples of students at all ability levels, It is usual for higher
proportions of test takers to result In lower test scores

For example,

if only the top 10% of a group of students takes a test, the average
scores for this group would probably be higher than a much larger group of
students who represent a wider range of abilities
We believe that the increase in the number of women taking the SAT -presumably because more women are considering a college education
should be regarded positively

It

is indicative of changing mores and

social patterns that have heightened women's expectations about their
educational options and their careers
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Another reason for SAT score differences between men and women is also
related to shifts in population characteristics of students taking the
test.

As the table below indicates, the percentage of women from the

various racial/ethnic groups is not equal

This data is also taken from

Profiles. College -Bound Seniors. 1985.
Table 2.

1985 College-Bound Seniors. Number
of Students 'y Ethnic Group and Sex

Mexican American
Asian American
Puerto Rican
White
Other

Total
Number
4.642
79,556
19,526
42,637
11,077
715,773
21,555

Total Respondents

894,766

American Indian
Black

Percent
of Total
0.5
8.9

Total Number
F.male
2.563
47,866
10.395
20,959
6,000
373,694
10,839

2.2

4.8
1

2

80 0
2.4

.00 0

The larger numbers of female test takers have.
more women from racial and ethnic minorities.

Percent
Female
55 2
60 2
53 2
49.2
54 2
52.2
5O 3

472,316

52.8

n recent years, included
For example, of the nearly

80,000 Black students who took the SAT in 1985, 60% were women

Women

represent 55% of the American Indians who took the test and the percentage

of women in the Puerto Rican and Mexican American groups were 54% and 53%
respectively

As I have noted earlier it is well recognized that the

educational opportunities available to many of these minority students are
not the same as those available to white students.

Indeed, within these

minority groups, females are often at a further disadvantage
We also know that, as a group, the women taking the SAT were less
likely to have followed an academic or college preparatory program in high
school than men and that, on the average, they took fewer years of study
in academic subjects than males

Parents of the females taking the SAT
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had slightly less formal education than males and the females tended to
come from families with lower median incomes.

Although females do come

from families of all educational and economic backgrounds and many have
taken rigorous academic programs, as a group they are not quite as well

prepared nor are they from homes as advantaged as the smaller number of
male test takers.

Although I am gratified that more women from

backgrounds that traditionally have not considered college are pursuing

higher education, these data also raise concerns that such low proportions
of minority males are considering college.
The courses women take in high school also are a factor in explaining
some of the score differentials of male and female ''udents.
the more mathematics women study in high school,
SAT math section.

For exaMPle,

the better they do on the

The fact that women take fewer mathematics courses,

average, than men probably explains a large part of the difference
SAT-math scores.

on

in the

Women also take fewer courses in the physical sciences.

I am sure that you share my concern that many young women are not
encouraged to take more math and science courses and that so few consider
scientifically-oriented career paths

It is difficult to know exactly how

much of the score difference in math is relAtPd to these unfortunate
social influences, but I personally am convinced there is no inherent
difference between men and women which preclude them from excelling in the
areas of mathematics and sciences.

Tests continue to remind us of an

unfinished social agenda, and SA1 scores reflect educational reality,
rather than educational ideals.
Although the difference in average verbal scores is not as
the difference in math,

t

gi

t as

is more difficult to suggest explanations for
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the 11 -point difference in SAT verbal

of the difference is probably related
earlier.

scores between men and women

We have examined the test specifications

on previous editions of the test and have
for the uifference.

Some

to population differences described
and many of the items

found no systematic explanations

There are questions on which women do less well than

men and there are also those on which women do better.
areneutral to content and do not suggest
differential performance.

Usually such items

any plausible reasons for the

There have been numerous changes in

content over the years, however, none of

test

these changes coincide with the

times when there were significant shifts in scores.
Ouring the past few weeks there have
constructed to Intentionally produce

been allegations ,hat the test Is

scores at different levels for

various subgroups.

I would like to state categorically that this is

absolutely untrue

The College Board is committed to administering fair,

effective and equitable te,ts.

Our members would accept no less

result of substantial research efforts,

As a

the Board believes that the SAT

reflects accurately the developed verbal

and mathematical abilities of the

Individuals who take it, regardless of their

sex or racial or ethnic

background.
There are three basic methods used by
potential biases:

the College Board to detect any

reviews by numerous committees and panels, statistical

analysis and validity studies.
efforts date back to the 1920's

It is significant to note that these
-- the very Party days of the SAT.

'Precautionary studies' of the test performance of males and females, for
example, were conducted from the beginning,
concern in this area.

reflecting the Board's strong
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Since the late 1940s,

tne SAT and most other College Board tests have
ETS shares the

been developed by the Educational Testing Service (ETS)
College Board's commitment to offer tests that are not

influenced by

extraneous cultural, ethnic or social factors ana toward this end employs
numerous procedures to ensure the tests are free from any such influences.
Current practices require that each new College Board test undergo a
sensitivity review to identify and eliminate ambiguity or
potentiallyoffensive material based on race, sex., and cultural
background

Sensitivity reviewers are trained to ensure thorough

knowledge of the review process and consistent application of review
criteria.

They are selected on the basis of their ability to perceive

potentially offensive material, to

eview tests from multiple

perspectives, not simply from the viewpoint of one group or
social/political Philosophy, and to cover key subject areas such as
humanities and social sciences

During the past year, sensitivity

reviewers of new editions of the SAT included 14 women, four Blacks, two
Asian Americans, and two Hispanics
In addition to these formal sensitivity reviews, each College Board
test is thoroughly reviewed by the high school and college faculty serving
on the SAT Committee, as well as external review panels for both the
verbal and mathematical sections

All committees and special review

Panels are sele ted from among a cross section of backgrounds, including
minority repre,er. ,tiOn and women, academic disciplines, institutional

affiliations and geographical representation
Since the late 1970s, each new form of the SAl also includes at
one passage dealing with minority issues

U r)

least

New tests are also reviewed
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carefully to ensure that an appropriate variety of references to women and
minorities are included throughout the test

These content specifications

are most apparent in the reading comprehenSion passages and in the
sentence completion items, which have more text than the analogy, antonym
and mathematics questions.
Finally, it should be noted that women have been involved in all
aspects of the development of the SAT for several decades

Since 1973, a

woman has been the primary test development specialist for the verbal
test

Of the ETS staff members who spend significant amounts of

timeworking on the SAT, there are 11 women and 1 men working on the verbal

sections and 6 women and 3 men working on the mathematics sections

There

currently are 1S women and 10 men who serve as outside item writers for
SAT-Verbal, 9 women and 9 men outside of ETS who write mathematics
questions

Statistical methods that consider the performance of groups on
individual Questions or clusters of questions are also used to ensure test
fairness and to detect any possible bias

We make available the raw data

to the research community in an ongoing effort to ascertain the specific
causes of differential performance on tests

For example, a Fuhlic Use

Sample data tape, containing all of the information about test candidates
from the larcest administration of the SAT each year,
regular service

is offered as a

The College Board welcomes external research on the issue

and invites the public to analyze or reanalyze the data
The College Board has conducted numerous studies to examine how

different groups perform on various SA1 Items

Ouring the past few years,

item fairness studies have been conducted on the basis of sex. ethnicity,

(S
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educational background of parents, and level of English proficiency

An

article published by the College Board in 1981, 'The SAT in a Diverse

Society

Fairness aLd Sensitivity,' summarizes the kinds or analyses that

result from these studies.

The purpose of these statistical studies is to

monitor differential performance in order to (1) ensure that the SAT
remains appropriate over time for major subgroups of the candidate

population, and (2) identify possible content factors related to
differential performance.

If the analysis identifies any questions with

large differentials, further analysis to identify the causes is conducted.
ETS has recently developed a new statistical procedure that holds
promise in further detecting any potential bias in our tests.

Known as

'differential item functioning' (011), this statistical procedure matches
people of the same ability lesel before comparing their performance
test questions.

on

The assumption is that individuals of similar knowledge

and skill should have

imilar chances of answering a question correctly

without regard for their race, sex or ethnic background.

The statisticS,

thus, compare tne performances of majority and minority students, and men
and women of similar ability.

Research on Off is continuing and plans are

being developed for its use at various stages in the test development
process

The third method for determining 11 8 test is fair examines whether It
predicts equally well for different groups of students

Predictive

validity is the measure of a test's effectiveness in predicting the
academic performance of a student in college

The College Board offers a

Validity Study Service, without cost, to colleges that wish to evaluate
how well their admissions data predict the academic performan,e of their
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enrolled students.

The service provides assistance in performing studies

of the predictive validity of high

school records, test scores and other

information used In the admission and placement of students.
Over 1.300 of these validity studies
and universities In the past several

have been conducted by colleges

years to determine whether the test

scores predict the expected outcome in the freshmen year
also help indicate the relative weight that

These studies

should be given to SAT scores

and other data (such as high school grade-point

average or high school

rank) in the admissions process
These validity studies indicate that in over 500 colleges where
females and males were studied separately,

the median correlation of the

SA1 with college freshman grade point average was higher for women than
for men as Indicated in Table 16 of the ATP Guide
proved to be a more accurate predictor

Thus, the SAT haS

for women thin men

Much has been said recently about the so-called
the SAT of women's college grades

underprediction' by

The data on which this statement is

based comes from a resear-h report authored
Grandy and published by the College Board.

by Mary Jo Clark and Jerilee
These data show that in the

particular studies analyzed, women's actual college grades were four
one-hundredths of a grade point higher than their
combination of high school academic

predicted grades using a

record and the SAT, not the SAT alone

More significant is the fact that the

prediction equations used in that

study were based on the sexes combined

However, as noted above, if a

prediction equation based on women alone was used, under and
over-prediction would be eliminated

Our Guidelines on the Uses of

College Board Test Scores and Related Oata

specifically encourage colleges

-
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to consider separate predictions of college grades based on gender, race.
and ethnicity.

Data about the validity of the SAT for various racial groups have also

been studied by both the College Board and others

After two years of

Intensive examination by experts, the 1982 National Academy of Sciences
study. Admissions Testing in Iliq11:r Education. concluded

that predictions

made from test scores are as accurate for black applicants as for majority
applicantS, there is only scanty evidence available for other minority
groups.

Subgroup differences In average ability test scores appear to

mirror like differences In academic performance as measured by course
grades.

In this sense, the tests are not biased.

Before concluding, I would like to address briefly an issue that has

received much attention recently

the Empire State Scholarship (New York

State) awards and the disparate number of male recipients

You May be

aware that these scholarships are awarded on the basis of SAT or ACT
scores

The College Board does not support the use of SAT scores as the

sole criterion in any decision making process -- even in admissions for
which the test Is designed

But the issue here is one of social value,

and whether the intent of the scholarShip program is

to recognize

scholastic ability (or any other factor) regardless of the composition of
population competing for such awards or whether such awards should be
apportioned azang various subgroups.

The designation of awards by

subpopulations is frequently a major part of many scholarship programs
This might be allocating a certain number of awards for congressional
districts, a certain pe-centage for men and women or for various

01
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racial/ethnic groups.

Clearly, no single test will automatically result

in such desired allocatiuns.
There have also been recent suggestions that women are being unfairly
denied admission to higher education because of their SAT scores
evidence is just the contrary.

The

The increase in the number of women taking

the SAT over the last twenty years has been mirrored in their college
going rate.

More women seek entrance to, and attend, college than men

For example. total enrollments in higher education in 1983. the latest
year for which statistics are available, were 52% female and 48% male.
This is identical to the proportions of females and males that took the
SAT in that year.

Data prOvlued by colleges for the Annual Survey of

Colleges, which forms the basis for the College Handbook

includes

acceptance rate information separately for men and women for 77 different
colleges that accepted fewer than 50 percent cf their applicants to their
fall 1985 class.
it was 33%.

Overall, the acceptance rate for women was 34%, for von

Clearly, women are finding that the doors to colleges and

universities are open to them.
In conclusion I would like to reiterate cur commitment to
administering fair and equitable tests.

The review process, statistical

approaches, and validity studies I described earlier are continually
evamined, refined, questioned and analyzed.

With changing demographics

and the diversity of test takers, questions of bias and fairness will
become even more significant and more of a challenge.

This week the

American Educational Research Association is holding its annual meeting
here in Washington.

A look at its program is illustrative of the

importance researchers and test developers place

on questions of fairness

in testing and the analytical methods to achieve that goal.
thank you, Mr. Chairman.

This concludes my prepared statement.

will be happy to answer any questions you might have.
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ler, 1 'orl la as. St students Noll schools ca>Teges e ver
Ie
it' 1 5,holar 51) P program, wan pxasecondary edo

ii.dury and World Cobras M item
le er I Ma'he
mates Les, 'I F reach Germ it, Hebrew Lon Stun sh

, a' eta , ar n nil ant decryori nallong and to gwovde a

Bulotly Chen :try .ant Phys,ts Ay art' One

h Lniai u.,00,17,11rcabon between students and these ,r1

chose ter rs with the est eptun 0. 1,e Decor.

sr li.1 c"' Boo 'ruse the subleci matter Of high school
as g :Ring standards vac y wriely the Al P
Te"1t trasr cores der doped to provde a r manor) sladard
trt r nsr ,,h VI student" can be compared
The ATP c0r5rsts of the Schalsbc Attitude test (SAT)
the test o' Srandard Oaten f notrsh (ISWEI the Achere

ment 'ars and the Student Desardtve Ouest(x)nare
IS001 E'o:ery related to the ATP are the. Student Search
Soh c.e the Summary Reboring SeneCe and the Vastly
Sta.ly Service
The rests are developed *nth the assrstance Ot expen
enced h oh school and cortege teachers who set SpeCNCa
t On, and rei.ew Me content Metcukous care goes into the
Ar log Pretest ng research and evatualon of each cr the

tests R oorckik. adherence to standards is nvi niarried

throughout the admairstenng scoring and report.)
Phases o' the program there are no age or grade resroc
ons
la no the tests and ad or them are avarahre to
Studenrs s th handicaps Most students take the tests dot
J nal ona aim n stratgrIS in flier tumor and sector years
O' second Try school Some collegeS have specks; arrange
meets for test ng sturk-mts wow have not tested before ,Fp

Prrh. (See Test ng on Campus page 8 )

The Scholastic Aptitude Test
The SAT .5 a 25r hour multple Chow test That measures

the 1 ug.sh Compostion Teu uftott c cot Lybred 0' 40
nsnuten of milt pet hose cyl,,011, 1 0 e
m pile
essay asslintnent

The Student Descriptive Questionnaire
The SDO whch is answered by about 90 percent ot fhe
Students when they ton stn for the SAT or Act, e,,,spe,

legs conta.s guest ons aout the tuden'S Sickgound
high school courses and other educatonal and ttar:or
rcular aperences and Pans for college study
The SOO anti butes to gotta )se and adrn ssons by en
abl ng
dual Studeets to present a broader ideture o'
Themselves to Col eges Wan in conveyed by test scores

atone Students answers la the SIX) and the' scores on
the tests are the rummy sources o' the tables n the ATP
Summary Pepods the
and one o' the sources
Worrtuton une0 in the Srodent Sea,ch Sery ce to dent ty
students w In specific characteristics designived by parted
pating corteges and scholarsh p ,Tgences

Not*, Because the SIX) Sac new
1985 88 studentS
who completed the SOO prior to October 1985 and who
w sh to have SOO rn'orrnat.on reported to corleges must
comprele a new SDO (rl they reg Ste, to test aka n) or sub
m 1 an S03 Update Form nctuded TI summer but sh At
meets to secondary schools

derelapea iierba, and mathernatcal reasoning ob.' les re
wed to kuLmess'ul performance ie cchege 11 is intended to
soPPreme the secondary school record and Otter allot

Score Reports to Students

mat Cr, about the student in assessed read ness for
Approernatety tie weeks ale, the test date students

corrode abet w ork

well recose then student report caned the Cortege Wan
nng Report a two page document that integrates the' test

The Test of Standard Written English
Iry iswr ,s a 30 minute multple choce lest admirers
tered w th Pro SAt The tSWE measures students away to
recogn.e and use standard written Enghsh Scores can be

used by col'eges to help Pace students in appropr ate
freshman Engt,sh courses

The Achievement Tests
Ach evernent tests are deigned to fintaSu1e knowledge
and the obit ty to apply that knowledge in specific subpict
areas Ach esement Tests are rndependent of pattcular

textbooks or methods of rnstructron Altheugh types of
quest offs Change Ire from year to year the tests do
ark& Co re"ect general trends in high school CurneutunIS

scores with key inform ahon about themselves and the COI
tegeS they are censdenng Designed to help students un

derstand that the, scores are only part of toe cortege
entrance pcture College Pane ng Reports contan stu
dents current test SCOeS(eWeSSed both as numbers and

as ranges) previous SAT tSWE and Acheremen1 lest
scores on record natronal and slam percentile ranks sec
ondary school courses and grades and rnforrnabon about
the corleoes the students deignared to receive score re
ports (See pages 8 to I t for a compete descr pt on of the
C°Pelre Flan. ng Report and a Sample report )

Score Reports to High Schools
About lac weeks ale, the test date h gh schools re
cove at no cost a Col'ege Counsel rig Report for each
student who Q.(' That h(111 50,001 cafe number wren
3
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Score Reports to Colleges
About 'our ,ee15 ale, 01U, rest dare couedes receye
reports tor al students who ndcated thar the r test scores

It,' sent to h C(PegeS 'nay request repots 0 one 0. the
tolow.ng 'annals ,,thout oarde Addtonar formats are
avalabte 'era fee
The Colopo Adm ssons and Arhus nth Report con
to n5 .n add Ien to the student s current and prevous

The Student Search Service
Ire Stmlent Search Sry co ,I
to. egos .Ind 90v
Cni 1' set` m,Op pm r Ints n 'tent?, nq Studetrs
er la n
',ter stis pl,ort on Mom awn no Stu
0e015 OlOv

n tre SDO 0My pootsece,,t,

(poop, assts eons and COnt,On 1Vitt tt, 101.0 nCtude0
Co tee U S D. pa to era
Fducat on rt is currenr Ed.rca

her' Dr. tor r

nets and UP ,ersneS government
SCt Olirsltp anent, es 3,1 Fostsc, ondar , ms' rut on.
groups assocot on< an,: rouser:La mat are men-tors o'
'he Cooge Board are ehht Pe
use tne r. Ce Ms! to
Ions pattO pahro n tn0 Student Search Sep ce snooty
student character tics ,ry nh ch they .00 werested sL.ch
ar. grade M,ermte ta xtect test scores ntendericogede
moor eqnC b fc+uf Oland '<"g005 Met rtrCC and deo
trap,. c loca' on The, can Men requeSt the na.res and
addresses or students malchnq IneSe ,OeC ',Cat ons In
mid 'Or the 'Oreo, ,9 student normal
.< reported to
:0001 se, soc at cecur IV number tel In dare and second
any schod Ind v.rlual 'est scores are not reported by :he
Student Search Sery co Part c baron .nst futons then send
these students 'n'ormal on on then protean 5 adn7S50n5

polo es I nanc. V a d OPPortunteS and Ilene
Students nit Cate
r 01ere51 n be nq noluded 1 the
Student Search Seroce on the Reg.:eat on Form About
BO pe, cent do so The Sett, ce Searclles
Iles so, t mesa
year alder the December test tor students ,h0 took the
SAT ewe Imes 0 the spr no 'or StudellS n <0 IOC* the
Prelm'nary Soho: ast c Apt tude Test TJatonar Me't Scher

arshp <Tool ty no Test (PSATI4MS01) the preeous at
the summer tor lun ors ,h0 too< Ice SAT 0 the prevOus
toting year and a:so m the summer for junerS 0110
Advanced Ptacremert Exam nat ohs (See Rem tog 4.th
Ire Student Search Serryee

test Scores and aCademc p,Ot,e a Student
oto,Maten SeCten uS,e'ul or Placernehr and adv s no
purposes )See page 12 and Rage 1410 17 !or a corn
Pete desChOlon and sample report )

ATP Summary Reports

Magne:c tape con'a n5 at re rronna,On on the pa

Each summer the Coregre Board prodaces a saes of
reports surytmanong ATP test scores and data :rem Iry

Pressure sens true who's gso current and Ivey ous
test Scores reported as t000 g Is

SDO for tne prevous year s Sem°, class whO look the teStS
Summary reports are produced 'kw secondary Schools on
the., CONegebOUnd Sen.0,S and 'or coreoes on the eon

Per reports

Pressure sens I've ma' ng I ine:5 costa n only 5,0
narre and address 01 the student (Ova lable Only aS a
second cohen )

Further .Mormat on about score report rormtats rs octuded

,n the booklet IR.% 87 ATP Score Report Onions otter,
coteges reCeve do, ng the sumeter
Alec each test actor:sear:on coaeges that receued
scores tor 95 0, m0,0 student< MI reCe ,e summary stat s
t cs on scores reported These Summary stat,IOS prou'de

surautons means and standard decal ons for the Stu
dents who regueSted that the r scores be sent In addton
coheges a'so yvh receve a Trend Data Report mat ocludee

'as who Sent Al P score reports to them Sebarate reports
are comp ;ed on cot'ege bound son ors by stare by re9on
and V the oaten See the School Go'de to the ATP Sum
rnaryPep0,t5 and the uollege Durde to Me ATP Summa'y
Reports tor detailed deschp: one
Because a new SDO has .ntroduced at 1985 86 Some
Students o the class ot 1686 well ha,e compreted the old
SDO and some the new SIX) Consequent'y a well trot be

POssble 10 produce a TO summary report tapes or cp
lege reports on aPPTCantS accepted app lcarlts ern' 09
liesboren ol pets gets tot the class 011986 only abbreor
died reports wta be produced 10' th s Oass Beg nn,lg vitt:
the class c, 1987 a new se' 'es 0' Summar; reports wd be
ava labte

ti
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The Validity Study Service
The Coaege Board offers thssenoce wthout cost to col
leges that wish to evauate how wee thee admosons data

Wed et ther enrcged students academe performance
The sesvoe prowdes assotance or settng up studes of the
thedefs va'd ty of tugh school records ATP scores and
other n'ormaton used of the admoson and ptacement of
students It also delerrrwres the be* weghted coast:moon
of Pugh school grades and test scores for ththrnatng students freshman year academe performance at end dual
trtst futons (See USN Predtawe Vabtagy Studds" page
26 and Gude to tne Cortege Board Valdey Study Semce )

Expla ns the purpose of Pretests and contans examples

of each typo of test queston wth drec'ens radian.)
bons and sample questons
Using Your College Panneg Report (ros staff use)
Mated to students wan Cher score repostS Ex0a ns how
students can use the ntormahon on thxr reports to help

review the r cokege selectons Also descr ben the nor
matron reported to colleges and how A o used

ATP Gude for High Schools and Colleges (tor Stan
reference)

Add tonal Repot Request Forms (for 'students who
need more than the one form they receive wth the
Admsson %kat)

Administering the Program

SOO Update Forms (for students who tr,11 to 'throe or
update informaton they Psovded on the SOO)

Corndele nforrnatcn regarcinq test dates regstrabon
procedures tees some] arraogernentS and SCOrtn9 Se,
vices appears tn the Rogstrahon &Seto Informaton to
help counselors answer the questions they are asked most
frepaentty s repeated below, wth addconai trIstructons
for speed' stuatorts

School Code Poster (for cloplay) Coot sots the school

Publications Sent to Schools
and Colleges
Dunng the summer Pugh schoots recede a supPly of the

publeatons and forms toted tcrow Reference copes of
the PublcatOns are aso sent to °alleges whlch tray order

addlonal copes
Reg strahon &dem for the SAT and Achevement Tests

Vas d str buton to students) Contexts the Regstraton
Form SOO a Est of test center codes in the regtxt col
lege and schorarshp codes state and county codes
and Mormaton on ATP procedures and servces There
s a New York State Waco and an Internahonal Edeon
of the Burehn ,n adclton to the four regonal edtrons
(tbduestero Northeastern. Southern and Western)
Comp,ele tot of Test Censers for the SAT and Acheve
moot Tests (for reference) Centrals all of the test center
codes in al ed torts of the Bufsean
Codas for SAT and Achrevement Test Score Rectfrents
(for reference) Contans a complete lot of codes for col

leges and scholarshp programs Upward Bound programs and members of the U S Senate and House of
Representatues
Add lona' Reg straton Forms and envelopes (for stu
dents shh0 rooster for add-tonal test dates
TaknO the SAT (for dstrbuton to students who Attests: to

segues for n'e SAT) Conte ns examples of each type of

test quest on oath dmcbons explanattons and other
genera test takng advice and includes a sample SAT
and TSWE answer sheet correct answers and sconng
nstructons
Takeo the Achesement Tests (for dtstrbuton to stu
Ce-ts who n,end to regste. for the Achevement Tests)

code number test dates and regstraton dead, neS
There ts a Speed ed ton of the poser for New York State
and a spectal Worm for countres other than the Un ted
&Wes

PublcatonS Shoment Nottseggeode Form (for order
mg add tonal copes of program publcatons)

Registering
Instructors tor comp:clog the Regstraton Form appear
n the BuSehn and on the form :Neff The regstraton pro
cuss In the natanal testing program o the tame for the SAT

cod the Achevement Tests but students must submt a
separate Regotsaton Form for each test date The dent},
caton nformaton wooded by the students * used to as
cumulate scores on score reports Rem nd the students
to supply dentloaton mtorrnaton exacty the same way
m al contacts wth the ATP to avod delay or error Coo
sstont denthcaton snformaton also helps corteges combo-to ATP data sot!, other nformaton they recess about an
aOpt cant

Special Arrangements for Students
with Handicaps
Speed eltorts of the SAT (in regular type large type
trade and cassette versons) wan extended team; t me
are eyelet:Se for students wth documented visual te,anng

physcal a tharrung doattites Achevement Tests are
avaraVe only m regular type but may be taken wth ex
tended test ng tone ENO° students may take these tests
at totes arranged by the student and txonselth
A second colon o avaratie for tole ng the SAT A star
dents have documented leant:mg drab/ es that eras use

of a regular ed ton and a snachnescannaUe answer
sheet but sedum addlonal lean; me In such cases
students may take the SAT at the regiar natenat adnynts
trabens or November and May at vAtCh tine they wg be
akowed up to one and a half hoofs of extended test ng
I me Students who test on these dates :ma be able to order
the SAT Ouestortand Answer Serves (see Verey.ng SAT

Scores Page
5
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or any o' me ahoy, ef urger-per, students sec
'of
low the rest St, 1. on C Xesion, OM, bed .n IrNOnndlNn

for Stadrrts 0,1,3 Snot, Ned?, wh rh can to requested
front ATP Serycek tot 1f Irv:Gadded SludGas CN 6226
Proceron 11308541 6226 or by ca no 609 77 t 7600
If a dsabrl tv flees not reran re special anandements or
of tended test rqt
In tents Shori(1 /en s'a fo. the fog
Oar Parone program ;.Vudents 01' ternomary, d sarm ins
la Mover arm NIe erarre'el should fry ger 'Or 3 We, dale
o I50 rot onal drug, cc un'ess 1,ny eer, to freet a^ aopt,
Caton deaSne

Other Special Testing Arrangements
gpec,a arrangements are made 'or students who'd 'en
gists reasons Cann°t lace the tests Co Saturday or who
hoe morerhy, 75 mVeS nom a regular zest ng center and
for service DerSonnol who wgI tie aboard

at sea on a

regfia, test date To oquest sor'r'ow arrangements stu
dents snug
1

Complete and subm 1 a Peg rhat,on Form by the red,
tar regsltaton dead rte tor domestc students or Me

speca' feGuests dead oe for studonts sfsany ears&
Me Un led :Owes of Puerto Roo

2 Recur:Hest center number 01 000 as the .rSt Chace 41
item 10 on the Beg strabon Form

Boum, and commonly counsel no atenc es are sent

grideknes on erg b I ty and are allocated
wa vet Cards
on Me has sot the number they used the powous year
f or

rl'onna; on about lee wa vers or adds coal fee

waver cards write or phone your Col ege Board Regona'
Woe Make requests as early as pOSSIore before a lest
ado, n straron so that students can 5ubM1 the? RegStra
ton Forms w th fee wa ver cards before the late regstraton
dead'oe Senrof s woo have rover !teen the tests have Prf
0, Ply 'or toe wavers Elg tre students may rece,ve
only one
tee waver tor the SAT anchor orw for Achevemenl Tests
Mach may be used during enter Inc tumor or Senor year
fee canters cover only the basic test fees the SAT
Otreston and Answer Sconce and the SAT Score Verarca
Gen Service trey cannot be used to Cover a rate tee
standby lee add tonal reports other Servte lees Or put
chase of The Co/ogre dandboOk or index of Mayors
Fee wavers are avalade to natona.s Of countries other

than the Un led Stales only If they test o the U S Puerto
Roo or U S :err tones

Cumulative Reporting
It students prov de the same dent 'song .ntonhaton each
CAOtan current test
scores and ail prov,ouS SAT TSWF and AChevement Test
scores hoot 61110 II Previ>uS test dales 11'5 nd posotde
to send only the latest or Olt/test test Scores of separate
reports tor the SAT TSWE or Achievement Tests 11 pre

t me they fed st6 then reports

3 Enclose w lb the Reg slot on For, and fees a feed er
plan no tre reason for Me rearrest A slattment Sorted
by a odgy men her must accompany a request for
Sunday fest rig A statement soften by the command
.no dicer must accompany requests by service per

Scores)

The College goao aso provoleS SoCCal test ng ar
fangernents when School sponsored aclotes (for erana

Additional Reports

sonner

de an athlete canoe ton debate tournament band
contest( may prevent pre,OUSly regSlered CaonviateS
from taking the legs at the regularly scredu ed tone Or
place Students wit' be charged me test center change tee
tor sw,tch,nd to an aternate test date If you know or stun
horns that recto re special agerlon contact College Board
ATP (see osale front cover) no later than 10 calenda, cliyS
beta e the tes1 achn n Orator,

Fees, Fee Refunds, and Fee Waivers
Fees and 'no refunds 'or ATP tests are' sled n the Reds
Caton Bulfet,n I' students are absent from a Ns1 'or whcr

they red germ( the College Board we retund the test fee
(m nus the serf ce reel f students ask tor G Fee , cannot be

trans'erred Refund requests must be sent mth n two
',Ones of the schedured test (Gee Servile leis are pot
re'undatke
Fee wa kers are ava0aUe to of give high sex ol run 0,5

and son ors who need to lake the SAT or Act, eyernent
Tests but cannot Xford the Ts! fee (Fee wa vet' are not
ova:able to seventh e gran n nth or tenth gear ors ) In
stead of the I0St fee a 'ee AO ye, Card must be

wth the Reg drat on Form At tre beg ',Inc; of

Ss

tied

the SChOo4

year schools and special programs such as 1, Award

opus scores do not appear on s'adents reports they

shou'd Ante to Dottede Board ATP (Anent on Unreported

Students may request add tonat reports at any Grno by
corrInelng an Add t onal Report RsqueSt Form The tee
for each add I onal report 5 55 00 A Iona is enclosed w th
the Achnsson Tcket and a Supply's oduCed in summer
sr pments to seconder,/ schools Colleges or scholarshfp
programs may order forms preprinted with the r code numbe, s to send to app carts who have not yet suOntedoff,
cal score 'Efforts
BeC. auSe the SDO was new m 1985 students tested

poor to October 1985 who subml an Add tonal Report
Request Form (and who do not plan to test ago re must
Ono complete air SDO Update Form in order for SOO oboe
mat on to be reported to coreges A supply of SDO Update

forms 0 uncharted an summer sh proems to secondary
Schools

Add tonal SOO Update Forms can be requested by writ
Go or can ng Col'ege Board ATP (See Ins de front cover)

Telephone Rush Request Service
If a student wants corteges to woe ne scores sooner than
usual and 1 Ire scores have been processed (usually
about three weeks after the test dare) the student can call
Corrode Boa, d ATP (609 171 7600! and request the rash

100
score report ng se, woe Scores w8 be sent to tne renege,
and scholarsh p programs specified with n two work, ng

Verifying SAT Scores

days ale, the cal The student wE receive a con! rhcon

The Cu tree Board 0. e, two

COOL 0' the interim report (which conla ns ID rn'ormaten

dent, ro verity ru, SA1 ',ryes

and scores only) and wa be bided $1500 to this serv,e
Plus S5 00 A0 each renal Complete repots witi Ire ;n,
to me gudent and colleges during 'he nor! scheduled

Answer Sehrse and Inv 501

PrOCeSS.ng

When students call they should provide clent 'cat .on A
forrnal,on as recorded on 0 err Reg >Paton F am the MOS!
recent test date and the names and code numbers r). the
cdeges and scholars!, p programs mg should receue n
le"

Tenor!,

tner ray 0e ordered ht.,
Students who tak41141 r)01
Reg,SVcro00

ed n

Quest On and Answer Sir

S I.

,

th,

c th
SAT

e mohth .1"r.!
o' tne

gues,0"s the C014,441 ,.1st
and

Tt

V' 1

0 Cr
Ore

n c o, o nsu Ir
401,1.11 1,44

1001 0' they 105.ke streel Tr urn.

yrr

t

SA'

4 ;A;

Oh

144,4

sAT

l rro S rt
.,,r ',re r SAT
Score Ver.hcaton Se, v,co The SAT Si ore V
1 Of '
vbce ,c'udes a l male, a's provided '0' me Sol Qom.
41'4, list 41,...,10, A
and Answer Schoce
lorry! s n Using Y0,1 C,Ongo P. re, na
students 1,4,1

1

Automatic Reports to
Scholarship Programs
Only students Can request that the( scores be sent to
tug!) schools coteges and scholarsh p programs Scores
tor at senors who attend trgh school or or who resale ,n
Flohda are 'Windy Sent to tees, gales scholarsh p pro
gram Scores for at atniors m Pennsylvania and Or as on
VS4,111 nos who test between January 1 1987 and June

Of 110th Ihe Cues: on and Answer Sfrvice a
Score Vehtcal on Service ' trio Surre mess

0'
report Me students mar re,toest ,CSCOr
t. ecru fr,t0
sheet I' reSCO ng cot,' rms

e
try

5,0,'

hie students d sagree w'h the SAT sco, On
r

1J''

(teSul ng n e the, n9her Of love, scare' Ina Sire,
repented) corrected repotq
1, Sent or r 0
carge to al reepec's 0' Ise r
Of' .4.044,

30 1997 are rout nay sent to those gales' seirlarshp
programs In Rhode Island scores are sent for at se hors
who lake 'he test n November and December 1986 and
January 1987 In Maryland the most ecerrt SAT scores
are sent for all stare scholarship apploants h stadents who
live in Or attend school hr one Of those stales do not want

the r scores sent to the state schotarshp agency they
should ng fy College Board ATP UN 6200 Princeton NJ
08541 6200 by the appropriate date Florida and Rhode
Island January 31 1987 Maryland February 15 1987
Pennsylvana May 31 1987 Ill no! August 1 1987 Stu

Preparing for the Tests
tre r05 ty t' ey
For students to perform o Me Lira
shOu'd know what the test '5 abou and I- Os 't ,SCOC44. uS
hoe, 10 make the rn0 .1 e',.c.ent use o' t no' m r o s to
at,eons JnO oOer a' ed
attack the d 'Terent k
ucated guess us ng part a1kr'w'eSgc,ssen,t e forths
reason students shou'd he C000.03qeSI to S'udy trio reate

New York Stale Edteon Of the Buaeto tot a notce of the
special reporting procedures used tot the New York Stale

nal in Tahog the SAT and Taking the 4che,innien, Tests
and to complete the sample guest ons rhat are ri,ARlecf
Schools may choose r0 055,1 OuderitS r'r re pCICCS.,
through group meet ngs and d llS,Uh :es; ons nO em

Regents Scholarsh p Program

OnaSZe the TnportanCe 0, this PleParatOn

Changing SDQ Information

Special Preparation for the SAT
For more than 25 years the College Board has 'grog

dents and counserors in New York Stale should reef to the

Students need to complete the SOO only once (See
note below ) If they regater for a subsequent lest date they
can update answers However they must answer the ent re queston because the( new answer w8 completely re

Place !her previous answer For erampte if they have
taken a calculus course shoe the last time they answered
tne 500 and want to update the., S00 by (ncludng ths
rnformation they most record all thtwr prevrous math
courses as well as calculus even though they recorded
Mese oneses the f I g time they answered the SCO Then
Prevous answers to all other questions volt cont flue to be
reported as they were to high SChOOIS and colleges
Students can make changes other SOO at any time by
car:ing Cortege Board ATP (609 771 7600)

Note Because the S00 was new in 198586 st.rdents
tested prior to October 1985 who wrSh 11 have SDK) o'd

mason reported la Cdleges must complete the current
500 (d they regster to test agan) or subrn t an Slid Up

soled research On re C''OCTS Of Speore predrear On .Y0

grams on SAT score results and has supported
,ndependent investinalon of the tune by others On 'he
bra
has s of present knowledge the Co-lege Bay!!
pared a statement to assst stadenrs or masmg dec ,ons
about special preparaton for the SAT A reprmr o,

sta.e

ment %Pews

The SAT measures Triewer0p00 yerthe and matt rema' ca'
,occess'ts' ace
reason ng at>l TeS Mal we ,nvolved
dome work in CokKJC 5 001 .1 rent or some nburn and
unChang ng capers ty

de,,op verta,
Scores on the SAT can change as
and mathemalcal abil len both rr and U ri Cl r.,essor
Your abri ties are traCd 10 the tmc and eorl ,prom
shod term 01 u1 and U unrTyrrij Inc I rely lo h I. f [ITO e'
too rondo, term preparation :hal O0,110C1 S4441', aii4
abil t CS can have grea'cr t flet.1 Or,e kid o' longer term

date Form included in summer trd k shipments to second

preparation is me gully o' Lharenu rig acadern

any schools

courses
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Whole ors and practee on sample test (western gene,
any feud ,n I toe erect on test scores preparaton ell ths
sod can ramlarrze you wth dflerent types of Questa.*

by colleges and how 4 e used It a'SO et,a ns how stu
dents can use the report to renew the, col ege SOW ors

and may bap to reduce your anxiety about what to
expect

Whether longer preparaton apart from mat eyelet:le ro
you van n your regular hob school courses ,s worth the
We, effort, and money o a cooSron you and your par
eats must make tor yourselves resulta seem to vary con

sderably from program to program and ler each
person wthn any one program Studes Of spec al prep
a raton programs oared on m many hgh schools show
venous results averag ng about 10 ports or the ,ebal

The College Planning Report
the numbered sectors below and on page 9 fee, to
parts of the sample College Plann,r,g Report (pages 10
and It) 'or Margaret Who,* a tct toes student The sam
ale report has correspond ng numbers to nd oate the pa t

Of the report bend °rola ned n each of the follow rg
sectors

Sedton and 15 pants for the nothernatcat over and
above the average ocreaSes that would other...se be

O IdtntIfication IntommOon

expected In other programs results have ranged from
nO .mprOvement In scores to average ga ns of 25 30
Pants for pancUat 0,000S Of students or exterior pro

sex date of brd, and socal secucty number
4 used to
redeye Margarets data from ATP LteS whch are Stored
tor Pt College Board at Educatonal Test rig Service Subfrown of her scoot securiy number o optonal but 1 w Is
be used to help dent 'y her record and add SCOTS She
takes ATP leo% at another trre It may also help her hgh
school and the colleges that recpve her scores to mater

grams Recent stud es of commercal coacnng have
shown a smear range of results You should salofy your

self that the results of a somal program or course are
I key to make a d defect° rn teraton to your college ad
nvssonS plans

Generasy the soundest preparaton for the SAT o to
study (lottery web ernfahaSS On academe courses and
extenswe Otaskde reaping Saxe SAT score v- creases of
20-30 pants result from about three add tonal duestons
answered correctly your own ndedendent study n ad

dton to regular academe course work could result
some increase n your scores

Testing on Campus
ASP tests are avalable tor ,trot 1 ulonal use outsde of the

,,atonal testog schedule Colleges and an vers ten can
adm noter the SAT TSWE, and Achevernent Tests on cam

Pus to applcants who have not presnouSly taken these
tests

Some caceges that reed to know an applcants scores
enrnedately for admoSon a placement purposes have
the opton of scoring the answer sheets on campus For
further .nformaton write to Mutt ple Assessment Programs
and Services The College Board CN 6725, Prooeton NJ
08545 6725

Much or the olorrraten n ths secton

pad Culany

her record to the r cies

O Test Scorn
Th s secton shows for the most recent adrntnetraton
Margaret s SAT verbal and SAT mathernatcx scores re
Parted both as spcolc numbers and as score ranges rep-

resent no one standard error of measurement (OEM)
above and below her numercal scones (See page 19 for a
dscusson of SEM) The TSWE score but no score range
e also reported here If Margaret had taken one or more
Achevement Tests nstead those scores and score ranges
would have been reported here

Score Ranges The SEM rounded to the nearest 10
so no IS 30 for Margarets SAT verbal score and 40 for her
SAT mathemaca) score The score ranges are thus 450
51010r her verbal score and 460.540 for her mathernatCat
score The score range (0, the SEM) a deterrnned by the
precson of the test whch is greater for some Scores than
others For the SAT most rounded SEMs cool be about 30
Posts for verbal scores and about CO posts for mamenas,
cal scores Some SEMs wit be smaSer peacoat!), for hgh
scores Presenting the score as a ange helps to Oustrate
that the SAT score gtveS an approxxnaton rather than a
grease measure of obi ty

Ptrcennles Margarets report also nudes Percentle

Score Reports for Students:
The College Planning Report
The two-page Cu: .3e Planning Report colndeS the stu
dents test scores rnfornatan given by the st,,, cnt on the

SO0 and Informaton provded by the colleyvs to when
the Student is havog scores sent
The back of the report conta ns nfc,rmalen on the soot

,ng process and the meanno of scores aro percent tes
Accompanying the report *a booklet Usmg Your College
Planning Report whch vela ns the nformaten recerved
8

ranks that show the ,etatonsh p of her scores to the scores
of others .n each of three reference groups The percentle
rank tells what percentage of that group obtaned scores
lower than Margaret s The percent les soden of the score
report compares a students scores wth the rollowng refer
ence groups

Calegobound senors (natonal)

all students n the

1955 graduatsg class who took the SAT or the

Act( everrent Tests at any cme whle n hgh chool
Ths reference gm'
-lodes only the students ,n a
oven year s grad
class and only the most re
Cent SAT and Ach evement Test scores for each stu
dent are counted
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Score Reports for High
Schools: The College
Counseling Report

erobem rt M a g ven lest 4 rs onl key that he score wooled
fag much and° the oho nor score range ,n a ten, months
I me COunSettS Can frth thrS knewfedge n startog early

co:Or plannog wet dune, test takers and vs achnSrng
atxtrt reteStog MI:CO.11y 4 the student daS takCo a test
Several tmeS w Ur s.rnlar reSLOS

The score !molt Iv trgh schools (austrared on page 13)
pertarrs on a szngfe 7 by 11 .nch torrn nest 0' the ore(

matte necessary for a corer* counsekng sesson Used
rnM a Shvdents Caege Platory Rood .1 can he the
corms( or .C,eaS0 to students, aareness or are range el
educational mem tun t es ova late After the student
tedges the school ire report rerna ns a source of ,nrorrn,t
ton o reSearCh and statIte...4 reports
The Ccrege Counsel ho Report coma hs most or the .n
'Whalen fOund rn the Colege Mann-0g Report with m nor
yanatons n fcmnahng (Note 1, at the Caege Counsel no
Report (+ctudeS the stuoer s test centm c >de from the
most recer4 admodtraton ) For a dc..cuskon of Ma set

tons on Kfent ttaton hformaton test scores (ducat dna.
background and ecaege 0.1,4 see pages 8 and 9 Sec
on a whth S °hove 10 the CC4lege CcuhSef rg Report
tsts the (-erodes and latch rsh 0 programs kb '0 a tuna'
eght to when the student sent scores horn the most re
cent tee ng

Using the Report

Additional Counseling Materials
As an adjunct to the COaege rflannog and Ce4ege
Counseled Reports Margaret should bo encouraged to

anat horsed of the many servers and puttcatons do
sgrred to help her and her family plan for coo Weep
produced by Me Ccrkve Boyd oclude The Cane
Handbook, and froe,

C P..VS

ScoreSensen and CO4ege

ExpIeter (aker, computer programs) audevnual Its
and numerous publcatcos For a complete heng con4U1
Me 1986 87 caufog avalable from Corege Bova AIR CN
6212 Rhnceton NJ 08541 6212

Score Reports for Colleges;
The College Admissions
and Advising . Report

A come:pact of her obpctre eyaIuartos and her asp.

fated On ere report can nee the counsefor
probe Margarets reasons for her Slated educaltrna'
rat anS

cheer's and ff necessary read her to some atm,' on fl her

th ',09 W41 the reports help Me coons( At Can ask IS
she aware of her Mears Is she gncs ng settor tarents
0, interests" Has het hgh schoOl program adequately INC
pared her for the cogege red men sto pans to pursue,

The counselor can aso :Mem ne whether Maroarets
rnterestS and preferences we re ecled rn the colleges to
whth St10 4 send ng her scores Do trey r erect the sr:e
10CatOn a relg<XiS a" I a'An the has rndcaged, Do they
er'er the types of aCaderbc and egtracarc Oar programs
Mat her h)gh school Career *sects"

The score report for Cc egeS OantanS a weNth of mt.
matron about polental canddates when can be used be

tore and during the a ppt,caton process and after
errogrnent fa placement and aavang The name Col
rege Achwens and Ad...dog Report reflects 4s use as
more Man a source for test scores
The wo page form Much folds unto a standard frta vnth

the students name funnng across the top includes both
scores and stuc*re cieschetke rn'orrnattn compled from
the SOO The other doges 4 any to nhoh the student
had score r ePOr IS Sent are not teed A sampe report rs on
pages 14 and 15

Fe" the report Can here the counselor monk:),
whether Margaret has had 3COM retOrti Se.' 10 the col
rages that 44ereSt her

one College Admissions and
Advising Report
0 Identification Infonnation

Explaining and Using Score Ranges
He, coonsou 4 ,n e a best FOS ben to help Margaret
and hef fanruly understand the meanng and I rotator-y.5 of
tel scores The concept that an SAT a Achevernent Test
score can only aperohrnately evaruale Margaret s abtly

Sox date of bath, and Soma' securty number (optonal
rdent ty student recalls It students request that updated
reports be sent to ocleges at trees ether than scheclufed

,ease dates oorrhanng the repot date date of SOO
and the test ((Yes herds to deterrnee Much fascrmatch

d frtua to grasp wth a seethe rlumertaf score The. suet

current The telephone number enables acirmsons oil,

.zaton of the standard error of measurement score

cots to communcate guckly wig, a student for reau,tment

ranges

purposes a to ?crow up on an ocompfete applcaton

wrth the ekpfanaton on the back o'

Cr l

lege Flanneg Repot Voted help
Ndkough the preese SCOre s not an aosoiute represen

latch of Margaret s abrty the range around th s score
tends to be a very good measure Unfess there g a con

peg ng reason to Mok 'hat Margaret had some speta

The state and county of reSrdence provhe hekokg mama
Ion d the cortege wants more gorgfaOhc dvers4y or a the
slate or the county rs oee ml whth Me college intends to

conduct greater recrutmenl act my A report show.; that
the students address antes from the student s legal rash
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The SAT
in a Diverse Society
Fairness and Sensitivity
The SAT undergoes

meticulous checks to guard against
ethnic or cultural bias.
by Thomas F. Donlon
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by Thomas F. Donlon

The SAT
in a Diverse Society
Fairness and Sensitivity
The SAT undergoes

mrtkulous checks to guard against
ethnic or cultural bias.

NvHEN THE COLLEGE BOARD intro-

ccurse. the College Board had been in

duced the Scholastic Aptitude
Teat (G4T) in 1926. one of the
objectives was to provide colleges with
assistance in coping with a growing di-

existence for over twenty-five years. and

the SAT, because it was nor a measure of
specific preparation, because it reflected

annually offered a number of achieve-

attainment in a very broad and general

ment tests But the Commission saw the

way, came to provide a meaningftil com-

versity among their applicants. The

limitations of the Achievement Tests.
with their heavy dependence on cur-

Commission on Psychological Tests. a

riculum. for these widening applications.

mon yardstick for facilitating the appraisals of an ever-expanding and inmanilla diverse population

group of eminent psychologists. had

"In some cases." they wrote. "lima-

But this general success in measuring

been given responalislity for evaluating

tions of educational opportunity would

the suggestion that Were be an SAT, and

seem to be a factor in causing low marks

it began its report in 1926 by citing the
changes in enrollment: "Statistics concerning higher education very plainly
show the numerical Increase of college
population .,. The natural consequence
is that many institutions have sought to

in Board examinations.. . This would
be expected, since the Board examine
Lions measure specific preparation.... a
candidate whose educational opportunities have been limited has a much better

varied groups did not blind the College
Board to the possibility that there could
be problems with the interpretation of
SAT scores due to population diversity
Precautionary studies of the test performance of males and females, for example, were conducted from the very
beginmng, reflecting the strong concern

develop more adequate means for selecting from among the applicants those best

sure of specific preparation ..."
All in all, this fundamental premise for
abetterchtnce"
them's. that doffers"
in the face of "limitations of educational

on the part of the Board that Were be no
inap prop date differences in performance

opportunity." has been fulfilled But as

variety of groups The SAT, by virtue of

the world of college education widened,

the breadth of its coverage, and the care-

fitted to profit by the opportunities of

fered." To provide "more adequate
meant" the committee recommended
that there be an SAT. At this point, of

chance

1'42.

.

(on) a test which is not a nice-

In general. such studies demonstrated
the appropnateness of the test for

wide
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ful editing of its content. is a balanced in-

strument with relevance for a variety of
candidates Although it is now only two
hours long. it covers a range of topics
and tasks that tends not to favor any one
subgroup
The questions of its fairness increased

in frequency, however. with the emergence of a strong national concern for
equity in access to higher education in
the 1960s and 1970s Is the SAT, in fact.
unbiased, To what extent, for example,
is it equally appropriate for men and for
women, In general. the answers to such

questions have been positive As the
college-going population has grown in
numbers and broadened in variation, the
SAT has continued to be appropriate for

candidates with widely diverse backgrounds and cumcular emphases In recent years, the efforts to keep it that way

have been intensified However. while
current evidence based on statistical
comparisons of subgroups confirms that
the test is basically fair, there is a need
for a continuing program of review and
analysis of the test from this standpoint.

In the 1960s and 1970s a number of
studies were undertaken, and since 1973
the types of questions used on the SAT
have been periodically appraised for their
appropriateness for different groups This
article provides a description of the pre.

cedures which are used in the test de
velopment process to ensure appropriateneu, and the principal approaches which

are used in the statistical analysis to

extension of this traditional proces:
The effort to screen material is largely
successful Occasionally. a reading comprehension passage may generate con-

spite of disclaimers by the College Board

cern on the part of someone who disagreed with it. Generally this has happened in the context of the so-called

be a reaction from candidates. panic.

argumentative passage Each form of the
SAT from about '950 on has had an argumentative passage, described in the spe-

cifications as "the representation of a
definite bias on some subject." and often
such passages present an impassioned

argument for a fairly extreme position
Questions based on such passages are
intended to test the candidate's ability to

spot a specious argument and to deal

with strongly opinionated material In

or Educational Testing Service leis) of
any approval of the opinions expressed
in the test material, there may sometimes
Wady from those who are opposed to the

particular viewpoint expressed Argu
ments against athletics. or democracy. or
a graduated income tax do not upset the

vast majority of the candidates, but the
range of diversity among candidates is so
great that some small number (believing
strongly in athletics, or in democracy. or

in a graduated income tax) may react
with concern The problem has not been
unique to testing. of course, it pervades
all of education in a society such as ours,

in which a few people may feel very
strongly about some things in a way that
the vast majority does not. Granting the

minority their rightful voice or influence
is often a difficult matter. It is. however.

an important problem and one which
must be dealt with

In general such difficulties have been

relatively minor The test is conservatively edited. and it is not an instrument
for social change Throughout the years
from 1926 to the late 1960s. consistent
with the contemporary trends in educational text books and the media in general, the basic standard for appropriate

test content was simply that it should
reflect the mainstream of education and

of lifethe majority expenence While
no overtly offensive or objectionable ma-

There are several ways in which prob-

terial was allowed to creep in. the content of the test, in sampling from mainstream prose. avoided direct reference
to minorities or to minority-related

lems of fairness may anse regarding the
test Some of these are readily obvious.
are reflected in clear imperfections in the

treatment of minorities and women was

evaluate test fairness

Fairness In Content

content. and are apparent to a reader.

others are hidden, detectable only in
some charactenstic of the scores. Thus.

inappropriate content in a test may be
outright offensive to certain groups. either through the portrayal of negative
stereotypes, or through the diminishing
of a group's importance through a failure
to recognize it. Each of these flaws may
create problems for test takers who no-

tice the content defect and whose test
performance is affected by it

The more obvious problems of faulty
content are readily avoided Such avoidance requires a certain vigilance in edit
Ins, and a knowledge of subgroups and
their reactions, but there is no special
mystique to the process Since its earliest
days, the SAT has been carefully developed and reviewed so as to avoid material that may be offensive to anyone
The contemporary concern is merely an

problems.
Beginning in the 1960s. the prevailing

widely challenged in society The predominance of white male role models in
the media and in the arts was viewed as
overstated, and as inculcating expectations of sex and racial differences which
worked to the detriment of women and

of racial and ethnic minorities. Widespread changes began to appear in newspapers. in magazines. and in text books.

as the language underwent a ripple of
reform and as "Ms " began appearing in
correspondence everywhere Suddenly
there was heightened awareness of the
absence in the media of a balanced treatment of the sexes and racial and ethnic
minorities Reflecting these national pat-

terns. the SAT began to change The
policy against overtly offensive content.
content which could be upsetting to anyone. was, of course, retained But a new.

affirmative policy for the test emerged
Not only must negatives be avoided. in
the sense of derogatory stereotypes. but
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there mum be what one Keck educolor

lensiiivity And AWARP11111% iliAl mere he tit

called "moat sienale," positive rick

wriggled through mining, and that en,
able§ a reviewer to tenth when militial
may he offenalve, What's necessary is
the Ability to review lists from multiple
perspectives, not simply from Ike view.
point of a single subgroup or sociallp

nowledeement of the @Melinaa and sc
complithments of various clinks and ns
gill groups and the diverse Wiwi's Ike

reflect, A failure to deal openly with
minorities would no longer do,

These forces wire rellmIsded to, and

lineal perspective,

the @meriting peltems are reflected lodes
in revised content spegIlloatione that
require. for ownpit, one minority.
oriented mileage In emit forma the SAT,
and an appropriate variety of references
to women and minorities Ihroushout the

As thin discussion mums. the Inch
lion of certitin material is AI important,
if not mom so, than keeping other
Mill MA, For example, a question from

materiel, Thew chants. appear moss
vividly In the Nadine compreMnston

follows,

mummies and In the WIIIIIIM9OrtIllielkill

the Telt of Standenl %Noon Itraglith
mieht appear in either of two serelon a. AI
Motion A The newly 'mooted Iteoletion

(AI
rootittle that all outline with

ROM,, whWh have more text than Ike

analogy or antonym or other mote of

IN)

queollons The Test of Standard Written
nglieh also consists of material which
can reflect cultural divmSY, and It, too,

puNIAlloat to preside

(C1

1ransponation to the pulls and

*bonito billeth Neither,

Is alsocareftillY controlled In this manner.

(0)

In some Achievement TOW, however,

quoations duling with such matters as

the migration of Meeks from rural to

het

These screenings ofMaterialtrom var.
Ins viewpoints hove mum to be called

Verson a TM newts emoted ketalation

"sensitivity" reviews Theism. ma'am
sre, of course, not limited to College

miens% that all counnet with

directly useful for measuring the out

Hoard tests, but an applied to all maw

(11)

epanith epeekine populallont

come of inettuction and study Such ml.
notity.related questions will be included,

IA1

that sira prepares,

Sensitivity reviewers volunteer for
their assianmeni, They an primarily till
developers, singe a knowledge of the

to provide bilingual mine*
(CI
non and eleeilon mitertah
D)

subject matter arms covered in the toms

NC/FIRIAN.

()

is Ignominy usehl, Further, many re
viewers are member. of minority groups,
Reviewine Is not reitriete4 to minorities,

however, The "Welkin clearly state
that "it should be mind Mai minority
roup membership Is not a mandatory
prerequisite 10 perform* seaskivitY rid

views and serious eortiedwallon lis)
elven to ell iraterelled

II le obvious thel the question mill
measures the lame fundamental point
about grammsr, reparilless of the content
reference within which it is framed, The

urban communitiee, or with women's in

roliment in coarsen in miens., mey be

but only after a emend review for an
propriatonosi both from a cognitive di,
menden and an affective one. At the
game time, they mum be Judged to meet

the leneral standard the! Meg Are "both
rele11111 and essential to affective mew

summon,"
Direct questions of this type. canine
for a knowledge of minority metiers, are

point Is that swing content in often

mom often likely to occur in historical
@objects, Monitore or Morey 'Alegi.,

ancillary to some other purpose In de

legal

signing a question, and that the modem

unties"

staff who vol.

pal of a test that is WWI'',. of cultural

sinned is not mlithrIlY

stoup rn'

*Nem, Sol the hied of

diversity 'myelitis be achieved by adapt .
log the malmial.

and psychological subjects,
There can be no mechanical guWelines
for determining the decision of whet Is to
be Included, and In what form, The pot
Icy guidelines for reviewers cell for Ike
exercise of "prudent JUdement" and a
consWerstion of material relative to "Ike

contest of IM entire tam," The policies
are not policies of virinalom they are
policies that seek to minimise the pawn
tial for negative reaction to mewriel and
to require that all materiel be Justined by
some (Unction that stakes it necessary to
use it Ina test,

RlaiielkaI Check.
The new ways of reviewing test content
are not based on the assumption That the

wore patterns will be different for Any
modified Items, That is chamine a gen
tense completion question from a ref
from to Abraham Lincoln to one men.

timing Susan N. Anthony or Martin
Luther King dues not usually Alter the
AUCeesI nth on the question, The new
polishes are Justified by valets, rather
than by menthes,
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Statistics. however. AN Important, and

the IA7 Is carefully studied from this

T 1-7-7

Dimon

--1-7

20

viewpoint, also, The basic statistical facts

that emerge from comparisons of sans
era fairly well known within the educe.
Donal community; among SAT condi.
dens. melee do substantially better than
females on mathematical material, while
white majority students of either sea do

16

better on the SATiVeltai WIWI than

QuorOons aboo lb. low are

rtlaiivoly toolot for black
ran*.

counterparts from such minority groups
as Puerto Ricans. blacks. Meskan Amer.

kens. Oriental Americans. or Native
Americana (Indiana). On the antrathe
mike, section. Oriente! Americans do

14

best. followed by whites and other ml.

12

.11

'Amor bass Nowt

norltles. Then patterns pose challenging

11/4

problems to test sponsors who must

Posoiloos below the lira on

show that they do not insult from some
flaw in the test material and that the test
score differences reflect differences
which will afford valid prediction.
The bask way to look at such score
differences Is to compare the predictive

relatively o.for for *Mho

10

TWO

Mask pinta

Maki* paw

power of the SAT for the two sexes or for

the several minorities. Using this ap
mooch. if the test is not bland, two can.
didates with the same score should per.

form about equally well In college. re.
garden of their subgroup membership.
The number of studies of this type con
dilutes a fairly voluminous literature. In
197a the College Board sponsored
summary by Breland' that considered
the usefulness of SAT and of /14h School
Record 1713R). among other measures.

In a variety of studies of the college ad

6
Bo),

1

N

10

Buy

1

1

12

14

1

1

16

1

1

1

ID

1

IN

Difficult

DiMculty for Matched Sample Black Males

ripen 1. Coropanow dinulty of SAT vorbal gown** (April 1974 form) for komplo of whet aid
black MON appilkirnincly *pal in vortnil
y

IMmreh
20

I

t 111111111 1 111

missions process, In general. this survey
supports the appropriateness of the ant
for many populations. It may sometimes
be advisable to develop a special Ondic
lion equation for a given minority group.

since ant equations based primarily on
white mates may overpredict for blacks
and underpredict for females. But the
SAT offers predictive value for virtually

PoWices above the Nes en
n1111,011 tooler for wirllo

bolo

every group it encounters,

UM albeit Aldo. folod000litp

Even though such studies of predic
lion tend to show no unfairness in total
score on ON IIAT, the fact that there are

subgroup dioferentet In IMMO score

01/4

level cannot be ignored In a test that Is

gook.' Wow* Ike are

fotoilvoly min for whim

widely used as one element in college ad
missions decisions, There must be an et

maim

fort to explain this observed Icon differ.
once. In order to promote test fairness.

Accordingly. additional methods that

" lulgk Solos

consider the performance of groups on
Individual questions and clusters piques.
dons. rather than on the test as a whole.
are used Are any questions Inordinately

hard or easy for certain groups? An

Afirltiplo potato

6
uoey

1

h
Homier At Noland, roporkliouo MAIO rut
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such questions accompany this discussion (see sidebar. page 5 ) These are
typical. and they are no more plausibly
related in content to the stereotyped cultural differences than the rest of the questions in the test.
Not only may these distances be used

to identify individual questions. they
may also be averaged to compare the
properties of different types of matenals
In the sas-verbal section. for example.
the data in Table I emerge from analysis
of the average distance of the four SAT.
verbal question types Table I summanses the results of four SAT forms

A minus sign means that the items
were. on the average. relatively harder

for blacks. a plus sign that they were
relatively easier for blacks Because of
the method. the values within a test will
balance. so that if two item types show
average differences in one direction. the

other two will show differences in the
other direction The averages in Table I
tend to indicate that analogies and sen
fence completions were on the average
somewhat more difficult for blacks (compared to whites) than were antonyms or

Table I. Average Distance from Item to 1.ine for
Four gar- verbal Question Types
1rwe darante

Question ripe
Analogies
Sentence completion
Reading comprehension
Antonyms

it'
12

-0 99-+0 80

100
100

Ott

-092-al 17

+ 11

109 - +0 94

similar there IS not one " minonty" mental process and another "nsajonty" pro-

range has been broken up into 100-unit
hands 200- 290.700- 790.400 -490 and

cess

so forth The groups of candidates in

score well. whites who do not score well

each range are compared with respect to
success on the questions Using this ap-

do so in ways that are like those of
blacks who do not score well As the

proach for a question. It is possible to

sample items in the sidebar show. it is
possible for blacks and whites. when
properly matched. to show very similar

show an overall difference between the
groups but to fail to show any significant
difference at any of the smaller ranges
considered When this happens, it is evidence that thc overall difference in performance on mob a question is a result
of differences in average score levels be-

tween the groups About 50 percent of
all questions showing overall group dif-

ferences do. in fact. fail to show sig-

Those results do nor mean that analogies and sentence completion are "bi-

n ificance in such "range companson"
tests when the( are subjected to them
The remaining questions tend to meet

tonyms and reading comprehension are
"biased against whites These are really
very slight average differences. and no

appreciable change in score patterns
would emerge if the test were reconstituted entirely of antonyms or reading

comprehension items The results are
possibly due to sampling differences. or

to differences in the average difficulty
level of the question types In general. an
item type cannot be considered "biased"
on statistical grounds alone, there must

be some knowledge of why the results
are obtained

The companion of the item types in
this manner is a demonstration of the
general approach to the use of average
distance measures Using this approach.
it is possible to study reading passages of
different content. or mathematical ques-

tions which have diagrams associated
with them, and so forth The method enables the analyst to compare the average

distance of a vanety of interesting categones of questions

One of the pnncipal limits in an ordinary differential difficulty analysis. how-

ever. comes from the fact that many
groups differ in total score level This
tends to make outliers out of questions
that are more or less sensitive to differ-

1 29-.1 02

ity In several studies. for example the
familiar College Board 200 -000 score

reading comprehension

ased against minonties." or that an-

Ranves

80
60

both cntena. their overall differences are
sufficiently different to make them unusually distant. and there is evidence of
statistically significant difference within
at least one score range For such ques
lions the evidence indicates that some
factor other than total score levels is influencing the result Statistics. however.
cannot tell us what that factor is. They
simply provide a signal that the question
must be carefully reviewed if it as to be

Blacks who score well do so in
ways similar to those of whites who

processes To date. the use of these techniques for College Board tests has been

limited to informal inquinei by test developers who seek to understand individ-

ual items A more systematic use of the
method however. may emerge for the
future
The statistical analyses for test fairness also consider other aspects of the
tests besides the companson of the difficulty of questions For example. differences in the charactenstic work rate of
vanous groups are often suggested as a
source of score differences In this view.
minonty students may run out of time to

finish. leaving large numbers of questions unattempted Accordingly. in doing
an analysis, a careful check is made of
the proportions of whites and blacks who
complete the sections of the test For a

set of samples matched on ability. the
average percentage of blacks completing

used at all.

an pa-verbal section was about 9 per-

A useful adjunct to differential difficulty analysis. used only informally up

cent less than the average percentage of
whites The average percentage of blacks
completing an pa-mathematical section
was about 4 percent less than the average percentage of whites These are not

to this point. is called "distractor" analysis The gist of the approach is provided
in the discussion of actual questions that
have shown group differences (see side-

bar) The wrong answers to multiple
choice questions are called "distracters."
and. as the discussion shows. ethnic. ra-

cial. or sex-defined groups of different
composition can be meaningfully contrasted with respect to their patterns of
response to these various alternatives
The method works best for samples of
equal ability. because differences of abil-

ity can introduce "artificial" differences
(See the example of Runner Marathon
But a distracter analysis. if it shows

very large differences Nor were there
great differences in the number of blank
questions at the end of a test On the average. for sasverbal sections whites left

12 of 40-45 Items blank, blacks 2 8
items For Pa-mathematical. whites left
I I of 25-35 items blank. blacks I 7 The
differences between the racial groups.
then. are not large by either yardstick.
"percent completing the test" or "total

items left blank" They suggest that
while a somewhat greater number of

sundanty of patterns of responses. offers

blacks may move somewhat more slowly
through the test, the differences are mod-

ences in total score One way around this

confirmation that the internal solution

est and not likely to prodace sizable

difficulty is to divide the candidates into
subgroups of approximately equal aim!

processes for the groups are reasonably

score effects

equivalent That is. if the natterns are

7
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The Continuing Effort
Both the review processes and the statistical approaches are continually under
development "Sensitivity" issues de-

mand a current understanding of the

viewpoints of the candidates and a con.
stant effort to perceive the test from the
perspective of individuals in the signifi.
cant groups. On the statistical side. there

is work underway on more powerful
methods that apply mathematical models

to the evaluation of differential nem nee
fortnance. These more powerful statistics are more useful than current methods when groups differ in abaity, and it
seems likely that these differences between groups are virtually unavoidable
in day-to-day operations.
The continuing effort to produce a fair
test has been rewarded no far with excellent reports from reviewers and analysts

but the programs must continue to develop newer and better tools as they go
along. Questions of fairness arc a very
important aspect of a test, and they must
be asked repeatedly. for as the candidate
group changes, the answers to questions
of fairness may change. In the meantime.
the evidence developed so far supports

the conclusion that the sat is not likely
to be unfair to any group
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Miss Rigol.

We now will hear from Dr. Carol Dwyer, who is executive director for test development, at ETS in Princeton.
STATEMENT OF CAROL ANNE DWYER

Dr. DWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning.

I have worked at ETS for 15 years as a test developer. I am

trained as a psychologist and consider myself a measurement specialist. I have had a lifelong interest in gender and achievement. I
am very happy today to have this opportunity to talk to you about
these issues.

I would like to start by saying some things about standardized

tests. Historically, one of the main objectives of the development of

standardized testing was to set comparable or standard tasks for
everyone to demonstrate their knowledge or skills. Part of the aim
of this was to give comparability. We have heard this morning already that a grade of "A" from one teacher doesn't necessarily
have the same meaning as a grade of "A" from another.
But another part of this development was specifically to improve
fairness. What standardized admissions tests replaced were criteria
that are unacceptable by today's standards. For example, family
connections, the possibility of large financial donations to an institution, one's religion, race or sex. Then, as now, I believe that the
alternatives to standardized testing are very poor, indeed, and are
more so for disadvantaged groups.

I would like to talk a little today also about women and their

test scores, with a focus, as most of my predecessors have done, on
college admission tests.
I think we would all agree that women and their roles in education are changing, and the tests, I believe, can give us some very

important information about this. But what do tests tell us now

about these changes? Dr. Rigol has already mentioned the changes

in the group of people who choose to take the SAT over time.

Women are now the majority of that group, approximately 40,000
more this year than men. But we also know that these women who
choose to take the SAT are a less privileged group, academically
and otherwise, than the men.
My written testimony has gone over some of the facts of women's
score. relative to men, and women's scores now as opposed to in
previous years. Dr. Rigol has also alluded to this. But the decline
particularly in women s scores on the verbal test has been so much
discussed recently that I would really like to say some things specifically about it.

I feel there are two principal reasons why we have a decline in
women's verbal scores relative to men's. The firstand I believe it
accounts for the large proportion of that changeis the population
change that Dr. Rigol just mentioned. Women who before would
not have aspired to college are now taking the SAT, and that's
good news for those women and good news for women in general.
But it is not good news in terms of the score average.

But, based on much broader evidence than the SAT, this score
decline is just one part of a consistent trend in a much larger picture. A very important piece of work has just been completed by
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the psychologists and measurement experts, Dr. Janet Hyde and
Dr. Marcia Linn of the University of Wisconsin and the University
of California at Berkeley, respectively. They have completed a
meta-analysis, which is a quantitative review of 165 studies of
verbal ability and the patterns of sex differences within these studies. They reached the conclusion that there is no overall sex difference in verbal ability today, and they believe that that overall sex
difference that previously existed disappeared around the year
1974. They can differentiate the studies
before 1974 from those
afterward. There was a small advantage in favor of women
before
1974, which I think is mostly what sticks
in people's minds, and
today their conclusion is that this is now gone across all ages and
across all types of tests.
Their finding, which I think is a very significant one in this field,
is perfectly in accord with information that we have !'rom admission testing programs, which are typically volunteer samples, such
as the American College Testing Program and the ACT, but also
information on the population in general that we iiave from very
good sources such as the National Assessment of Educational
Progress.
I should also say, almost parenthetically, that around this
same
period in the early seventies,

in a number of achievement
that we think of as being traditionally female, such as foreignareas
language learning, women also lost their advantage to men. I think
that is a significant piece of educational information. Frankly, we
don't knot:: why this occurred, or why the pi:liod around 1974
seems so !'v,nificant. But it is clear that the answers to these ques-

tions have to ge beyond the tests themselves because, for one thing,
in many of these studies exactly the same, unchanged,
were
given before, during and after that magic period, so thattests
it really

does need to be something within the people taking the test or
their education that has changed.
Mr. EDWARDS. What you're saying is it's
a different population of
women who started taking the test?
Dr. DWYER. Yes, they are definitely a different population of
women. But I also think that women changed their behavior. At
the same time they stopped taking the less traditional stuff, they
began taking more math, more science. They began taking more of
the tests in these "nontraditional" areas. I think there is perhaps
some shift in their attention, but I'm speculating here, on the basis
of the data that has come to light recently.
But the question before us today, I think, is are these changes
evidence of bias. In a word, I think the answer to that is no. In
trying to convince you of this, I would like to talk about bias
in
tests as well as bias in test useand others Lefore me today have
made that distinction. But I would really like to reinforce it because it is absolutely critical.
Differences in scores occur because people differ. The
weight of women and men, for example, as a group, differ ---grage
country. That doesn't necessarily mean that the bathrom ( this
Ries
they stand on in the morning are biasedalthough some of certainly wish that they were. But few would argue that we have complete educational equality today for women or for minorities.
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The: fore, good tests should reveal these differences, where they
exist.

It is very tempting to blame the tests for telling us things we
don't want to hear. But yielding to that temptation is (ily going to

lead us to gloss over real educational and social problems. Of

course, tests themselves can be biased or unfair. But Es test developers, we see sex bias as a very important component of our central concern, which is making tests valid. And by valid, all I mean
is that a test is accomplishing its intended purpose.
Now, when we speak of bias in test use, the use of tests as distinct from the tests themselves can be biased, and I would like to

give you just one example of this. If you were trying to select

people for jobs assembling electronic components, and you used a
spelling test to select people for these jobs, that would be a biased
use of that test. On the other hand, the very same test showing the
very same kind of group differences used to select secretaries might
well be a very valid use of t1 it same test.
These questions about how tests are used, as Dr. Cole stated ear-

lier this morning, are not primarily technical or statistical questions. They are a matter of social values and logic and priorities.

There are many ways to use tests to predict criteria such as college

grades. But the consensus of measurement specialists is that a
number of prediction systems may be technically sound in any
given situation, but the right one to choose depends upon your
goals and priorities, not upon the technicalities of that system
itself.
Now, an organization like ETS cannot and should not be making

these values decisions for institutions and other test users. But we
do have a responsibility to make tests like the SAT as technically
sound as possible, to provide technical assistance to the institutions
and users of these tests, to make recommendations to them about
how to use them, and to set standards for appropriate test use. We
do these things.
Charges that the SAT cheats women by underpredicting their
grades just demonstrate a fundamental misunderstanding of the
role of the tests themselves in a prediction and selection system.
The SAT, when properly used, is a valid predictor of college grades,
for both men and women. And we must remember, above all, that
the most difficult questions and decisions that have to be made
about issues like college selection require values decisions that
must be made, whether or not tests are used at all.
Now, the question here is what does E'TS do about this when it
makes tests. It's a very important question, and it is important in
my everyday life as a test developer. Our whole worklife and the
complicated system of producing a standardized test is aimed at improving validity and at eliminating bias. But there are particular
aspects of this that I think are very directly related to the issue of
bias that I would like to tell you about briefly today.

There is a process called a Test Sensitivity Review, wherein

every question, before it ever appears before a student, is reviewed
by specially trained reviewers, using documented criteria to eliminate offensivenes7 inappropriate language, and stereotypes. For ex-

ample, we would not have a reading test that portrayed women
only in domestic roles when it mentioned them. I have brought
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with me today and would like to enter into the record a copy of the
description and guidelines of ETS' sensitivity review process which
is applied to every test question before it ever goes in front of a
student.
We also approach this queetion rtatistically by analysing results

after the questions have leen given to the students. We have a
system that we are using that was recently developed for oper
ational use called differential item fimotioniu, where we try to
match individualesay males and females, or Blacks and Whites
on their knowledge, and then examine each test question individ

4-`

wally to NO if, for these matched groups of _people, the males and
females, for example, they respond- difThrentry to the question in a
way that is unfairthat is to say, an irrelevant difficulty that may
be related to their race or sex, We feel that this combination of the
statistical information, plus the judgmental information, is a very
powerful guarantee, much more powerfld than either alone,
against bias.
Most of our tests are also developed in conjunction with commit.
tees, who are typically high school and college educators, Very
carefUl attention Is paid to the composition of these committees
by
sex, by geographical area, by type of institution, as well
as by subject matter expertise.

I had Intended to tall you that also the ETS staff who work on
this, who are Wet developers, are twathirds female and onathird
male. But that point has already been made. However, I can't help
saying that it is absolutely not true that the women do the grunge
%Tork and the men get to chose which questions go in. Believe me,
I m In a position to know that and everybody pitches in, So who
chooses I think is proportionate to the representation of men and
women in our small population.
Mr. EDWARDS. Salaries are

appropriata equal, too?

Dr, DwYsa, Yee, I believe they are,
administers its salaries
in a very highly structured way. We have developed,
with internal
statistical expertise, a ealarpequity model that is applied to every
individual.
Mr. EDWARD.. Everybody knows what everybody gets?

Dr. DwYsa, No, they don't. But personnel knows, and we do sy
tetrad: analyses. When imbalances occur in the course of a year,
salary acifustmente are made That is reviewed annually, I believe.
I would also just like to tell you that ETS not only participates
very heavily in but has pioneered research and development in test
bias. The contributions of our staff I believe are universally romp
Mud in the field of measurement in this area.
The American Educational Research Association is meeting in
Washington this week and there are literally downs of sessions re
search papers and open discussions, being held this week by ETS
staff on matters directly relating to test equity. This is not at all
unusual, I think you could probably go back 20 years and find the
same kind of record of participation.
We are very public about the research we do and about sharing
our data, and eagerI think some people would say overeager to
tell the world about what it is we do.
I would like to finish by saying something about the alternatives
to testing. We do sometimes hear alternatives to standardised test.
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ing suggested, but more often this issue is ignored, as if our diffi-

cult decisions would vanish if tests ceased to exist. But I can't
stress enough that it's important to remember that whether tests
are used or not, would we still have these difficult decisions to
make about people.

Testing takes place in a complex social setting and has recognized limitations, but I firmly believe that no better alternatives
exist, including the option of not testing at all, which would allow
race and sex bias to reenter the decision process, unexamined and
unchecked.

The alternatives that are sometimes suggested, such as using

grade point average alone, or letters of recommendation, or person-

al interviews and ratings, all have reliability problems, validity
problems, and especially fairness problems that are worse than

those of carefully developed and carefully used standardized tests.
Just as important is that these alternatives do not lend themselves
to public scrutiny in the way that tests do. The focus on personal
qualities also has historically worked to the detriment of disadvantaged groups. Traditional out-group members, among which I personally would include women and racial and ethnic minorities,
have benefited from situations that are highly structured. This is
what I think of sometimes when I think about the salary-equity
model at ETS, which I feel is a very equitable organization. When
the criteria are clear, when people know what the rules of the
game are, that is when the disadvantaged groups can get ahead.
In closing, I would repeat the advice of some of the other presenters today, that we try to focus on the causes of the difference
we're seeing, rather than narrowly on the indicators of the differences, if we're really going to improve education and contributions
to society of women and minorities.
Thank you very much.
[The statement of Carol Anne Dwyer, with attachments, follow:]
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Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommito. My name is
FOr the past fifteen years, I have worked at the Educational
Carol Anne Dwyer.
EIS is a measurement and research
Testing Service as a developer of tests.
organization headquartered in New Jersey. We are most widely known for our
standardized admissions tests, including the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT),
which we develop for the College Board, the Graduate Record Ecanunation (GRE),
the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) and the Test of English as a
I am
Foreign Language (TOEFL), which we also =Induct for sponsoring boards.
presently in charge of test development for elementary school, secondary
school, and higher education testing programs.
I am a psychologist, a Fellow of the American Psychological Association,
and a member of its Educational Psychology Division's Emerutive Board. I have
also served on the Executive Council of the American Educational Research
Association and have been Vice President for Measurement and Research
Methodology with that organization.

My primary professional research interests, beginning with my doctoral
dissertation at the University of California, Berkeley, have been the fairness
of tests, the relationship between gender and adhievement, and the interface of
technology and social values. I have conducted training activities for AERA,
APA, and other associations and institutions on bias in testing, and have
I was one
Chaired and served on numerous women' committees for AERA and APA.
of the founders of AERA's Special Interest Group on Research on Women in
Education.
Understanding bias, and knowing how to avoid it, is at the heart of what
In every
Fairness is integral to the term "standardized."
we do at EIS.
aspect of our work, from the development of questions, to the administration of
tests, to the scoring of armor sheets, to the reporting of scores, and to the
use of cur tests in society, we are involved in the constant pursuit of equity.
The contributions of EIS to the test bias literature over many decades Show
clearly that EIS is a leader it research and development in this field.
This morning, I would like to talk about four major issues concerning the
fairness of tests. First, a word or two about why we have standardized tests;
next, the question of "bias" on tests. Then I would like to share with you
some of the recent trends in standardized test scores for females and
minorities (which are often mistakenly assumed to be evidence of bias).
Finally, I'll d'solss admissions tests and what we do to ensure their fairness.

Why Sterxiartlized tests
one of the primary purposes of
Wm, about standardized tests
developing standardized educational tests, which have a history in this country
back to the past century, was to ensure the fair treatment of every test-taker.
"Standardizing" means that each student is exposed to the same or equivalent
tasks, administered under the same conditions, in the same amount of time, with
scoring as objective as possible. 'Reese methods overcaoe problems that would
from different grades, schools, or areas.
otherwise exist in
Without standardized tests, their performance could only be evaluated by
different teachers using different methods, accordirg to different criteria for
success, and this would create questions about equivalency. For example, a "B"
from one teacher in one classroom may indicate more }ma/ledge than an "A" from
a different teacher in a different classroom. Or the top class rank in one
school may represent the same level of achievement as en average rank in another.

=paring students

-z-

Standardization has been particularly helpful in the college admissions
situation. Previous methods of selection were
scretimme based upon such
considerations as family ties to the college, the potential of large alumni
gifts, and other criteria such as race, religion, and sex.
standardized tests
cecame -- and still are -- a major vehicle for promoting equity in admissions
and thus access to higher saltation
for busman:1 ethnic, racial, and religious
minorities.
Standardized tests, along with high school grades, have proven useful to
both studaita and collagen as an important element in effecting appropriate
matches between them.
Students benefit by their ability to select a college
that will fit their academic preparation and expectations.
Collages make
optimum use of their resaurces by admitting
students whose test performance and
high school record smart that they are likely to be able to handle the work
required and thus continue beyond the first year.
Decisions about selection and admission,
Weaver, are not the only reason
for standardized teats.
Uniform tests used by satoal systems or states provide
helpful informatim that can lead to improved teaching and learning by

pirpointirquhere deficiencies exist and where special efforts and funds should
be targeted. Scores fri repeated assessments of samples
of a state's or the
nation's students are also extremely valuable as indicators of educational
trends. They provide some of the beet and most
useful information we have
about what cur students km* and can do.
Without these uniform tools, we would
find it difficult to judge objeciLtielyeasther
boys and girls, or Blacks,
Mites, and Hispenics 4=0118 the nation,
for example, perform the same or
differently on important school tasks. lie wouldn't know for sure what
proportion of our young adults are literate, and we would have great difficulty
detezaciningutsther our youth are prepared for the I:ethnological age and for
the ccapstitive world economy they face.
Even if we guessed that our schools
need ref= -- std were rieint -- without standactimsesures, we would lack
essential data for determining whether the reforms had worked.
Thus, there are eessaely important reasors for having, and keeping,
standardized tests in this country. The important issue that we are addressing
today is the fairness of these tests.
There is a great deal being said these
days about bias in torts, and next I'd like to say a feu words about that.
Sly Question of Hien
Sane pimple think that a test is biased if different groups of people get
different average scores.
However, score differences in and of themselves do
not mean that a treat is biased; they
may simply mean that the grape on average
knad different amounts about what is being tested. Measuring instruments that
show differences are not necessarily biased.
The smogs height of men, for
'ramie, is not the same as the average height
of women, tut this does not mean
that yardsticks used to measure them are biased. Individual differences,
whatever their source, are also recognized as inherent in the human condition.
NO two people are identical; no two groups are exactly alike.
an our educational system, individuals
and groups differ in such respects
as backgrourd, interests, quality of eduoation
they recsive, types of courses
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taken, attitudes toward these subjects, kinds of rxxl-school experiences, and
school grades received.
We expect these differences; we are enriched by the
diversity that many of them bring to our culture. We are alerted by other
differences to important problems to be solved. Tests are not intended to
eliminate or disguise these differences; they are intended to identify then, if
they exist, as accurately as possible, whether the results are judged to be
positive or negative.
It is important to distinguish between test results that silOW differences,
and the factors that game the differences.
Scales, for example, do not cause
people to gain or lose weight. Tampering with the instruments to cover up
differences is tempting, but dangerous and wrong. Tests are an easy target
when they reveal unwanted or unexpected results, but they are the wrong target.
Changing tests simply to hide differences in achievement could lead vs to
ignore real problems that should be addressed.

There are, of course, ways in which tests can be biased or unfair.
Avoiding bias is central to a test-maker's main =cern -- that of developing a
valid test. By "validity" I simply mean the extent to which the test
acoomplishes its intended purpose.
A test itself, for example, could conceivably contain questions that are
unfair to a group of test-takers because of offensive language or inappropriate
presentation of group markers. It could also cartain content that is not
accurately representative of the ability being tested or questions that are
poorly worded or unnecessarily confusing. It is extremely important that tests
be free of such bias, and I will tell you later in my presentation what we at
EIS do to ensure that our tests are fair in all respects.
It is also possible that a particular use of a test, rather than the test
itself, may be biased. Use of a spelling test to select people for jobs that
require no spelling -- such as assembling electronic parts -- is a biased use.
That same test used to select secretaries may be perfectly appropriate -- even
if the average scores of the secretaries and the electronics assemblers are the
same. Potential bias can also occur when test scores are used to predict
performance on an inappropriate criterion measure (i.e., an outer= we would
like to predict, such as class leadership or future income). This can occur if
the criterion measure itself is invalid or biased for certain groups, for
example. Tests can also simply be used for the wrong reason.
How tests are most equitably used in society is not primarily a technical
or statistical question. Test makers have a responsibility to supply technical
assistance, make recarendations, and set standards of good practice for the
services they supply; but fair test use is a question of values that goes
beyond the test itself and its makers. The purpose of testing and the best
strategy for dealing with any group differences should be defined before any
use is made of tests. If a stated policy goal is to increase the number of
minority nurses on a hospital staff, for example, a racially balanced group of
trainees might be selected from a pool of qualified yplicants all of whom
passed a nursing exam, rather than being selectee simply in rank order of their
test scores. Or if a college AdmIvsions staff's primary need is to predict as
precisely as possible (without over- or under-prediction) the performance of a
group of applicants' first year grades, they could use estimation procedures
that win maximize that precision. Validity studies provide valuable
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information to help colleges in raking
decisicns as to which teduucal
procedures to use in their admissions
practices uo accomplish their goals.
Charges that the SAT cheats women by
urder-predicting their performarbe are not
supported by the facts. These charges are based on
a misinterpretation of the
role of the test in prediction and selection.
The SAT, when used appropriately, is a valid predictor for both men and women.

kv.ala111_2C2012111e1=0*
Although differences in test
scores of different groups of people do not
in themselves mean a test is biased, it
is nevertheless important to examine
score differences carefully.
They could point to an area of pstgltdal, bias,
warranting further investigation.
They could also point to areas where
curricid= or instructional change is needed.
Let's take a look at same of
these group differences.
Compelling evidence r
exists of dimunishino diffemems between men's
and women's verbal test scores.
This finding is based on results from a host
of measures, and is not merely
a function of performance on the SAT. A
recently-omplehad, but not yet published
Marcia Linn of 165 studies (not including meta-analysis by Janet Hyde and
the SAT) reports that the longobserved tendency toward higher verbal
performance for females (about .25 of a
standard deviation) has neaL4 disappeared.
The differexxxiwas evident prior
to 1974, but from that time onward,
no meaningful general sex differences in
verbal performance have been shown
to exist within any age group they studied.

It is extremely unlikely that this troll was a result of changes in
tests,
for a wide variety of tests show
the same effect, and many of them had not been
revised at all throughout the time period when scores changed.
As
many
of
us
remember well, the early and mid-70's
were a period of great social and
educational change.
Since 1972, women's scores
on the SAT verbal section have also declined in
comparison to men's. In the years just prior to 1972,
scored between two
and seven points (out of a total of 600 points) higher women
than men on the SAT
verbal section. Nov, however, women are scoring lower
than net on that section
by 11 points. A difference of
about 50 points between men's and women's SAT
math scores observed since the mid-70's still melds today.
In a slightly
older age grcop, the American
women electing to take the Graduate Record
Examination perform less well on average than men an its verbal section.
However, we need to remember that
students decide whether to take tests like
the SAT, ACT and GRE. The nature of
the group of people
taking these tests has
Changed, as I will diqc-us later.
The best and most representative
evidence of the true reading and writing
achievement of all American net and women comes from the National
Assessment of
Educational Progress (MEP) . NAEP tnlls us that 17-year-old
women continue to
read and write better than men, although
the margin of difference in reading
achievement has become smaller over the years since 1975.
Most of the decrease
in the differerse on the
NAEP students' perfacmance is accounted
increases in men's scores, rather than a decline in the women's. for by
Studies now in progress show that one major cause of the decline

in
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wamen's average scores on aAmisic 1 tests relative to men's are demographic
of people who take the tests. The most
changes in the self-selected gra
=portant of these is that many no a women are now taking the SAT than ever
before. Whereas women constituted only 44.5% of the test-takers in 1965, now
at 52%, they have become the majority. This no doubt means that more women are
aspiring to higher education. However, there is evidence that these wren on
the average are nat as well prepared academically as the women who previously
took the test. Therefore, their mean scores should not be expected to be as
high as those of their predecessors. The net effect of this is that when the
"new" group of women is ircluled in the score average for all women, the
average goes dawn. There has been no corresponding trend for young male high
school graduates.
We are also investigating the possibility that changes in test content
could have cantributed to the decline in women's verbal scores. The amount of
science reading in the SAT changed during the 1970's, for example; however cur
initial research does not indicate that the dates of these changes coincide
with the dates of the observed score charges.

anion

testing
The ACT Assessment program is the other large college
p uy dm that, like the SAT, tests over a million students each year. Users of
the ACT and SAT tend to be clustered in certain regions, with those using the
ACT concentrated primarily in the nacho's-et and the southern region. The ACT
college skills somewhat differently than the SAT, but the
Assessment
general trends in males' and !males' scores are highly similar un both testing
programs. ACT also has experienced a growth in the proporticn of women taking
the test and has also seen evidence that the women taking that test have had on
the average fewer courses in math and science than the male ACT test-takers.

tests

Many of the issues that I have discussed today with an emphasis on waren
are issues for racial and ethnic minority group members as well. We should
also remerber that these are not separate categories: very substantial members
of test-takers are minority women.
Very often minority group members score lower on tests than the majority
It is generally observed, for example, that Black test-takers,
group.
regardless of sex, score well below White test-takers an many educational
tests. The magnitude of the difference between Black and White candidates'
scores is larger than all but a very few gender differences. Hispanic
test-takers as a group, tend to achieve scores somewhere between those of
Blacks and Whites. Asian-American test-takers, as a group, excel in
mathematics and science tests, but do less well than majority group members on
verbal tests. Again, none of these differences in themselves indicates bias in

the test, but ray amply reveal continuing disparities in the education of
minority students of all ages. For example, we know that Black and Hispanic
students are less likely than White students to be enrolled in an academic
program in high school.
These broad generalizations hold true on major atalsion tests such as
the SAT and the ACT Assessment. However, there is some encouraging news. A
number of statistics from admissions tests, large-scale longitudinal surveys,
and the National Assessment of Educational Progress suggest that the gap
between majority and minority group scores is narnowing, particularly in
reading. Different tests show differences in the rate of this progress but the
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overall trend is clear.

Mathematics represents a special problem area for both :omen and Black
test-takers as a group.
Black students, like women, tend to take less
cosasework in mathematics than majority males and to be underrepresented in
higher-level math courses. This is, not surprisingly, correlated with their
mathematics test scores, and is an important area where further affirmative
efforts to increase women's and minority group voters' participation in
mathematics and science activities are greatly needed in order to improve their
academic and enployment options.

EIISIrireg-lairMa/aDie=
As we have seen, differences in perforsaixre
on standardized tests by
different groups have long been observed and are closely monitored by
educational researchers and testing companies. A necessary first step in
investigating score differences is to examine the test itself for any possible
bias. I want to take a little time non to talk about how
we at E'S try to
ensure that tests are fair.

Today we are focussing on standardized admissions tests. These tests
are familiar to many of us because we or cur children have taken them for
entrance tc college, graduate or professional school. 'mese tests have been
developed by specialized testing organizations whidl adhere to professional
standards of quality and fairness. The most recent and comprehensive testing
stall:lards were jointly developed by the American Psychological Association, the
ATeriCWIEdlICatiCCIalReSearthASSOCiatiCtl, and the National Cornell on
Measuresrent in Education. EIS is committed to continuing to meet these and all
other applicable standards.
In addition, ETS, wrier the leadership of our president, Gregory Anrig,
has attempted to go beyond the standards of the profession as a whole and
has created its own standards for the quality and fairness of the tests we
develop. These standards, which are set forth in this booklet,
meet or exceed
the general professional. standards. Chairman Edwards, I request that a copy of
these standards be inserted into the record of this hearing. In a further
effort to address the dual goals of fairness and quality, El'S has established
an accountability system of audits of all our testing programs. We have also
invited numerous panels of distinguished educators and other specialists to
critique our practices and to cement on them publicly.
We believe that our afti.sions tests are fair, as fair as anyone knows
haa to rake them, and that they are fairer than alternatives such as interviews
and letters of reference. Among the men/ steps taken to enure the accuracy
and quality of the tests we develop, two are especially important in ensuring
racial and sex fairness: the "Sensitivity Review" and the "differential kasa
functioning" process, which I wild like to describe briefly.
First, every question in every test developed by Ers rust undergo
scrutiny by specially trained sensitivity reviewers who follow rigorous,
documented criteria designed to identify questions that may be called biased
because of inappropriate or offensive language or content. The reviewers also
check to Rake sure that the test is appropriately balanced with respect to

s
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representation of people indifferent groups and in different roles. For
example, we would =wider it unaoceptable to have a test of reading
comprehension that stmoaad women only in domestic roles.
I would like to have a
copy of an overview of our Sensitivity Review Guidelines excluded in the
hearing record, Mr. Chairman.
Further, ETS has developed and is in the process of introducing
operationally new statistical measures of potential bias, or "differential item
functioning." The basic idea behind these statistics is that people Who know
approximately the same amount about the subject being tested by a question
should have similar dances of answering it correctly, regardless of
differences in their race, sex or ethnic background. The statistics therefore
first match two groups of people in terms of their relevant knowledge and
skill, then ampere their performance on each test question. This gives us a
measure of a test question's "differential difficulty." These statistics will
thus help to identify differences in perfonience that may reflect potentially
inappropriate characteristics of certain test questions. Such statistics will
be used by all the major programs for which ETS develops tests.
The
combination of statistical analysis with thorough and detailed professional
reviews of all questions provides a much stronger guarantee against potential
bias than would either method used alone.
I should also mention that one of ETs's basic components in the test
development process to ensure test validity is the use of committees of
educators to plan and develop tests. These committees are caqmsed of subject
setter experts, usually teachers or university professors.
The committees
include women and men and minority and majority group members from all parts of
the country, all types of educational institutions, and all specialities within
their disciplines. They bring a broad perspective to the material included in
our tests and help ensure its acarracy
These carmittees work with an E1S test
development staff medal up of 86 women and 46 men.

a

E1S has
lang history of contributing to research on test fairness and
making the data we collect available to other researchers.
Three current
studies, fUnded by the College Board, are particularly relevant to today's
topic. The first is a ocaplete catent history of all the SAT tests
administered from 1960 to 1987, telling us exactly what was tested on the SAT
and when.
We can than examine over the years whether content variations did or
did set coincide with group score changes.
(As mentioned earlier, the changes
in test content in the 1970's do not appear to have coincided with the dates of
observed score changes.] Another study will use the "differential item
difficulty" technique that I just described to examine SAT verbal questions to
see whether content factors (ash as science contexts) are responsible for
score differences forum and women who are otherwise comparable in their
overall verbal reasoning skills. A third study will expand our knowledge of
the dem:graphic characteristics of the women and men who take the SAT and the
relationship of these characteristics to their SAT scores.
Fairness is also important in how tests are used. It is the job of
testing orpanies to produce the best tests possible from a technical point of
view, and to provide interpretive material and sound technical assistance to
their clients and users as they decide how to use test scores. Admissions test
results, obviously, are intended to enhance the equity and efficiency of the
college selection process. Decisions about the use of test scores by colleges
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do not occur in a value-free context and are not under the direct control of
EIS or any other agency.
Institutional and societal priorities are brought to bear on statistical
data. A better geographical mix of students, for example, may be desired in
the new first-year class at a mall college in a Great Plains state. A larger
number of ethnic minority students might be sought by an institution in the
Pacific northwest; or a large, predominantly female first-year class may be
scught by a formerly all-male private college in New England With has recently
decided to admit women. Each of these colleges will and should make its own
value judgments, awarding to its own priorities, as to how to use test scores
equitably in the admission process. This was the view taken by the National
Academy of Sciences' Ccmmittee on Ability Testing in 1977, which put it better
than I can:

"Even recognizing the inherent difficulties, we
believe that admissions officers have to exercise
judgment, case by case, as, in fact, many now do.
The goal should be to effect a delicate balance
among the principles of selecting applicants who
are likely to succeed in the pieyidm, of recognizing
excellence and of increasing the presence of identifiable urderreprasented subpopulaticns " (P. 196)

!tr. Chairman, in closing I would like to summarize the major points I
have made today:

o

carefully developed standardized

o

without tests we would lack basic information about how well
educational programs are working
information that is essential
if we are to focus our resources on educational izprovezents at the
state and national level that will be most beneficial;

o

score differences exist, but by themselves do not mean
bias on tests; many factors contribute to such differences;

o

EIS, a leader in research on testing and test bias, uses
prm2sses for developing standardized tests that are thorough,
careful and designed to make our tests as fair as possible.

I

tests are more fair than
the available alternatives, With frequently rely on
subjective personal judgments about Tamps and individuals;

than you for the opportunity

is near and dea. to my heart.
the
say have.

matte°

to speak to you today about an issue that
I will be glad to answer dpy questions you and
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EXPERIENCE
1983-present

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE: Executive Director,
School and Hither Education Programs (SHIP) Test
Development, Administrative Head of combined Test
Development area, including the following department.:
Science, Languages, Legal Projects, Mathematics,
Literature i Writing, Verbal, Reasoning i Measurement,
Education, Social Studies, Developmental Mathematics
and Readies.

1982-1983

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE: Deputy Director, School
and Nigher Education Programs (SEEP) Test Development;
Director of Admissions Test Development.

Deputy Administrative head of combined SHIP test
development area, including Achievement i Certification
Test Development and Admissions Test Development.
Administrative head of Ad/stations Test Development,
which includes the following groups:
Mathematics,
Literature & Writing, Verbal Aptitude, and Reasoning
& measurement. Its Achievement & Certification Test
Development area includec the following groups:
Educational Prot sssss A Developmental Skills, Science,
tad Languages.
1976-1982

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE:
Test Development Group
Bead and Program Director, Elementary and Secondary
School Programa.

Administrative head of test development unit of Elementary
and Secondary School Programs
Director of developaental and operational testing
progress (Isaac Skills Assessment Program, Bermuda
Secondary School Certificate Programme, Delaware
Assessment Program)
Developer of subject matter exmainatiors in psychology
for the Craduatt Record Examination Board (ORE) and the
Collets Board

Masher of ITS advisory boards and tomatoes for: Program
research policies, candidate misconduct, program
policies, norming studies, test Analyses, women's
affairs, etatistical analyses of test., item analysis
procedures, use of cut - scores, personnel classification
and compensation, regional office planning, prior
review of resesrch, controversial issues in testing
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1974-1979

Coadjutant Faculty: Child Psychology (undergraduate);
Counseling and Testing (graduate) Trenton State College,
Ttenton, New Jersey

1972-1976

EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE: Associate Examiner,
Elementary and Secondary School Programs

Coordinator end primary developer for sajor testing
programs (Secondary Schools Admission, Tests, Nova
Scotia Educational Assessment, Oregon Statewide
Assessment, Harrisburg (PA) Early Childhood Language
Assessment project and workshops)
Instructor, Intensive Resident Courses (Programa of
Continuing Education)
Assessment Concerns in Early Education
Assessment and Evaluation in Educational Planning
Evaluation of Performance-Based Teacher Education
Criterion-Referenced el Objectives-Referenced
meaouremeot
Importing, Interpreting, and Using Test Results
Criterion - referenced esmeereent of basin skills

Administrative director of Bermuda Secondary kcJol
Certificate Programme

Consulting:
Cleveland Board of Education
Madonna College
National Institute of Education
Maryland Department of Education (assessment for
accountability)
Delaware Department of Public Instruction
Dermud ministry of Education (high school graduation
requirements)
Memos Institute (needs
ant and Title IX)
Wellesley Canter for Itatearch on Unmen

National Catholic Educational Association (testing
outcomes of religious education)
Wisconsin Research and Development Center for
Cognitive Learning -- University of Wisconsin, Madison

1971-1972

School Psychologist

Murray School District, Dublin, CA

1970-1971

Clinical Psychology
Practicum (intern)

McAuley Nsuro-psychiatric Institute,
St. Mary's Hospital, San Francisco, CA

1969-1971

Research Assistant

ITS Berkeley Regions) Office,
Berkeley, CA

1969-1970

Research Assistant

Dr. N. M. Lambert, University of
California, Berkeley
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1969-1970

Psychological and
educational testing

Head Start evaluation, Berkeley,
Unified School District;
Stanford University School
Matbesitics Study Group;
Far Vest Laboratory for Educational Research 6 Development
California School for the Deaf,
Berkeley

EDUCATION

University of Chicago

1976

Industrial Relations caster,
Summer Managemant Development
Seminar

University of California,
Berkeley

1972

Ph.D.

Educational Psychology

University of California,
Berkeley

1970

M.A.

Educational Psychology

1918

A.B.

Psychology

Barnard Collage,

Columbia University

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
Sex Equity from Early Education through Postsecondary. In Achieving
Sex Equity through Education, S. Klein (Ed.). Baltimore: John Hopkins
University Press, 1985.
AERA Guidelines for Eliminating Race and Sex Biun in Educational Research
and Evaluation.
Educational Researchet, 1985, 14, 16-17.
Technology and Testing: Implications for Validity in the Computer
Era. Educational Measurement:
Issues and Practices (in press).
Original
version presented at Fifth International Symposium on Educational
Testing, University of Stirling.
Equating the Standards of Educational Examinations in Two Countries.
British Journal of Educational Ps yebolum (vith R.J.L. Murphy, in press).
Sex Bias and Reading Tests.
Paper presented to the International "wading
Association Annual Meeting, Nay, 1964. (with K. Gerrit*)

Chair and press:nit, AFA Division 15 Recent Scholars Awards. American
Psycholgoical Association Annual Meeting, Anaheim (CA), 1983.
Equity in
Cold Climate. Educational Researcher, 1983, 12, 14-17.
With
B.K. 111klen, L.S. Koester, 07.-Pollard, J.D. Schouneasn, C-Shakeshsfi.
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Encouraging Girls and Women an Mathematics (book review) The Psychology of
Women Quarterly, 1983, 7, 363-3f7.
Achievement Testing. Invited review cf achievement testing for kilyeiopellis
of Educational Res. arch (Fifth edition). New York: Macmillan
1982.

Review of J. Stockard, P. A. Schnuck, K. Kmmpaer, P. Williams, S. K.
Edson, and M. A. Smith Sex Equity in Education Contemporary Education,
4982, 1.

ARRA Invited Training Session:
meeting (with J. Echeunemen).

Sias and testing.

ASIA 1962 annual

Organiser and Chair, invited State of the Art series, American Psychological
Association annual matting August, 1982 (with Anne Antstaei, Robert Ebel,
and Samuel Messick).
Assessment of Young Children. Invited workshop, International Council
of Psychologists, University of Southampton (England), 1962. With W. M.
McPeek.
The Role of Schools in Developing Sax Roles Attitudes Chapter 12, in
J. Downing, et el (Eds.) Sex Role Attitudes and Cultural Change.
Dordecht, Rolland: D. Reidel, 1981.
Teat development for adaptive testing. Proceedings of the 23th Annual
Conference of the Military Testing Association, 19111, Vol. II, 1301-1312.
Training and Employment Experiences of Educational Psychologists. Paper
presented to Northeast Educational Research Aseociztion, October 1980
(with Janice Nehsunmman).
Equating the Standards of Educational Exmainations in Two Countries.
Paper presented to the Fourth International Symposium on Educational
Testing, Antwerp, Belgium, June 1980 (with R. J. L. Murphy).

Criterion-Referenced Tsang. Invited workshop, International Council of
Psychologists, University of Bergen (Norway), 1980. With W. M. HcPeek.
Validation of Perforwence Standards. Paper presented to the Fourth
Interne.ional Symposium on Educational Testing, Antwerp, Belgium, June
1980 (with C.L. Wild).
Sax bias in selection.
In L. J. Th. van de Kamp, W. P. Lengersk, and
D. M. N. de Gruijter (Ids.), Psychometrics for Educational Debates.
Chichester, England: John Wiley i Sons, Ltd, 1980 (With C. L. Wild)

The Role of teats and their content in producing apparent sex-related
differences.
In A. C. Petersen and M. A. Wittig (gds.) no Development
of Sex-Related Differences in Cognitive Functioning.. New York:
Academic
Press, 1979.
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The role of schools in developing sex-role attitudes. Paper presented to
the World Congress on Mental Health, Salcburg (Austria), July 1979.

Minus= Competency Testing: Problems and Solutione for the Eighties.
Symposium on Minimum Competency Testing, Temple University: Philadelphia.
October 1979.

Setting defensible performance standards (workshop).
leadership Conference:
Cleveland, Ohio, March 1979.

Phi Delta Kappa

Minimal Competency Testing end Measurement Technology, Interchange, 1978,
5 whole issue,
A cross-national survey of cultural expectations and sex role standards
in reading.
Journal of Research in Reading, 1979, 2, 8 -23.
(With J. Downing)
A debate on the proposition: adequate Immurement technology exists to
implement fair, equitable, and useful minimum competency testing programs.
In Center for Applied Performance Testing, Proceedings of the National
Conferences on Minimum Competency Testing.
Portland, OR: CAPT, 1978.

Sex bias in election procedures and selection instruments. Paper
presented at the Third International Symposium on Educational Testing,
Leyden (Netherlands), July 1977. (With C. L. Wild)
Teat content in mathematics and science:

The consideration of sex.
Paper prestr.ted at the American Educational ieseerch Association,
April 1976.

Test content and sex differnte* in reading.

jut,

The Reading Teacher, 1976,

753..757.

Test Content end the determination of sex difference..

Paper presented at
American Educational Research Association, Washington, DC., April 1975.

autifferencesinn. (Ed.) Washington, D.C.,
TiaTiniWfotinorthellfisprovementof Education, 1975.
Comparative aspects of sex differences in reading. In D. Moyle (Ed.).
Reading: What of the future? London: Ward Lock, 1975.
Comparative aspects of sex differences in reading. Paper presented at
United Kingdom Reading Association. Ormskirk, tneland, July- August 1974.
The influence of children's sex-role standards on reading and arithmetic
achi,vsment.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 1974, 66, 811-816.
Sex differences in reading: An evaluation and
critique of current
theories.
Review of Educational Research, 1973, 43, 455 -467.
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EDITORIAL CONSULTANT
American Educational Research Journal
Educational Researcher
Encyclopedia of Educational Research (fifth edition)
Journal of Educational Psychology
Mental Measurements Yearbook
Quarterly Review of Development
Review of Educational Research
Educational Psychologist
Journal of Reading Behavior
Journal of Research in Mathematical Education

PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
American Educational Research Association
Member-at-large of the Executive Council, 1982-1985
Vice President of AERA for Division D; Measurement and Research
Methodology, 1978-80
Committee on Long-Range Planning 1984-85
Chair, Standing Committee on the Status of Women, 1980-1982
Chair, Committee on Research Guidelines, 1980-1985
Reviewer Divisions 11, C. D and H propane
Judge, Divisions D and H research awards
SIC Research on women in Education--Program Chair 1974-75,
Assistant Chair 1975-76, Chair 1976-77
Consulting Editor, Encyclopedia of Educational Research, fifth edition
Women Educators, Research Award Competition Judge (1980-1981, 1981-1982)
American Psychological Association
Division 15 continuing Education Committee, 1982-1984, Chair, 1984-1986.
Division 35, Program committee, 1982
Division 15 Program Committee, 1981-1982,
1982-1983
Division 15 Nominating Committee (chair) 1981
Division 15 Committee on Women 6 Minorities in Educational Psychology
1979-1981

Research Guidelines Committee 1975-1976
International Reading Association (National Committee Member 1975-1977,
Sexism and Reading)
National Council on Measurement in Education
Program reviewer
International Association for Applied Psychology
International Council of Peychologlete
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Fellow of the American Psychological Aanoctstinn
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THE ETS
SENSITIVITY REVIEW PROCESS:

An Overview

Introduction
Educational Testing Service is committed to the development of tests and other publications that reflect
a thoughtful and humanistic consideration of all people and that acknowledge the multicultural nature of
our society In the 1970s, ETS broadened Inc review of all tests to ensure that I) they contained questions
recognizing the varied contributions that minority members have made to our society and 2) there was no
inappropriate or offensive material in the tests In 1980, the corporation, building on the review procedures,
formally adopted the ETS Test Sensitivity Review Process In 1986. this process was extended to all publications, including audiovisual materials and art work The purpose of the process is to ensure that the guidelines, found in the ETS Standards for Quality and Fairness, are met
One such test development guideline instructs test developers to prepare for each test, with appropriate
advice and review, specifications that cover several critical areas, including requirements for material reflecting the cultural background and contributions of major population subgroups
Another test development guideline requires the review of individual items, the test as a whole, and
descriptive materials to assure, among other things, that language, symbols, words, phrases, and content
that are generally regarded as sexist racist, or otherwise potentially offensive, inappropriate, or negative
toward major subgroups are eliminated
Finally, an accountability guideline demands the rev lox of publications and other materials to eliminate
language or material generally regarded as sexist, racist, or otherwise offensive or inappropriate
Althocgh a substantial portion of the process consists of general criteria that can be applied to any
population group, experience has shown that a particularly vigilant effort must be made to evaluate our
publications from the perspectives of the following groups Asian Pacific Island Americans, Black Americans, Hispanic Americans, individuals with disabilities, Native Americans, and women The process, therefore, specifically addresses areas of special concern to these population groups

Background
Sensitivity review, required by Educational Tzsting Service for all its tests and publications, attempts to
eliminate offensiveness from all ETS materials Such offensiveness could obstruct the intent of a publication
-- whether a general publication or a test In the area of test development, for example, the impetus to avoid
offensive material comes from a desire to ensure that each test is indeed asking all test takers to perform the
same task under the same conditions, insofar as It is possible to do so
The importance attached to sensitivity review does not imply a measurable relationship between material consi lered offensive by some test takers and the scores of test takers However, material that candidates
consider offensive may produce negative feelings that may affect their attitudes toward tests, and hence,
their tes scores Recognizing both the negative feelings that a test taker may have when dealing with test
matena and the possible effect that offensive test maten,.1 may have on the test taker s performance, ETS
has most tuted a sensitivity review process for tests and other publications
Tho sensitivity review guidelines specify six groups that are to be given special consideration in sensitivity review Asian 'Pacific Island Americans, Black AmernAns. Hispanic Americans, individuals with disabilities, N'itive Amencans,Amencan Indians, and women The guidelines, however, are general, they can be.
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and are. extended to cover materials that are potentially offensive to the elderly and to members of other
groups, Including men, not specifically mentioned in the guidelines
The sensitivity review promotes a general awareness of and a response to
the cultural diversity of the United States,
the contnbutions of the various ethnic and minority groups and women to the history, and culture
of the United States as well as the achievements of individuals within these groups,
the diversity of background, cultural tradition, and viewpoints to be found in the test-taking population.
the force of language in setting or changing attitudes toward venous groups and toward women.
and

changing roles and attitudes in United States society

Factors Guiding the Sensitivity
Review Process
Cultural Diversity
Since the 1960s, the United States has become much more aware of the diversity of its population. Both
the civil rights and feminist movements have helped increase the visibility of worsen and people from
minonty groups Further, this representation has moved away from stereotypes and has emphasized the
occupational diversity and cultural contnbutions made by all groups
Consistent with these advances in society as a whole. the ETS sensitivity review guidelines specify that
nil ETS publications must include matenal that reflects the diversity of the test-taking population By
underscoring the contnbutions of all groups to United States history and culture and by highlighting the
individual achievements of women and minonty groups in fields such as science, literature, and business,
ETS tests and publications attempt to maintain a balance that acknowledges the cultural diversity of the
test aKing p, nulattons The sensitivity review process requires the demonstration of such a balance

Diversity of Background Among Test Takers
Because test takers are different, a question may carry an emotional charge for one candidate or
g:oup of candidates that it does not carry for others For example, a reading passage on sex differences in
intellectual ability, a question on the problems of living in a ghetto, or data concerning the presence of
certain diseases in a given population may very well be upsetting to some test takers The sensitivity review
helps to ensure that material dealing with disabilities, gender, or ethnicity is developed with care Further,
test takers may go away from a standardized test not knowing that they have given an incorrect answer or
that they have misread a passage, therefore, offensive statements included as choices for the answer to a
question may well reinforce the very stereotypes or bias that the rest of the test avoids Such ehoices raust
be avoided wherever possible

Force of Language
With changing attitudes toward vanous groups within the United States have come changes in
the words we use Negro, for example, is no longer generally acceptable as a racial group descnption. Bich k
Atm, itan is now the preferred term At one time, people with disabilities were universally referred to as
handicapped The term used most frequently now is dBabled A term such as "settlers and their wives is
no longer used because it plates women in a category apart from settlers, who arc generally considered
nude in this 1. onstructionind because it downgrades women s contributions to settlement Similarly, the
so-called 'generic he,' though at one time considered the corro-t pronoun to use when refernng to both
sexes. is now seen as excluding women These and other vs or.is and descnptions that exclude groups or
perpetuate stereotypes are avoided in ETS tests and publications
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Changing Roles
Significant social changes have taken place in the United States in recent years Family patterns have
changed, women have entered the paid labor force in greater numbers and in positions they have not
typically held, members of minority groups arc making important contnbutions to fields from which they
were largely excluded just a short time ago ETS tests and publications reflect such ch, nges, indicating to
test takers that ETS is aware of social change and of the opportunities open to all test takers In ETS
matenals, therefore, job titles that seem to restnct occupations (firemen, businessmen, stuntmen) are not
used Further, women and members of minonty groups are portrayed as active participants .n society and
appear in a balanced vancty of roles Where a question in a mathematics test might once have mentioned
Mary Smith's calculations for roasting a turkey, a similar question today might mention her calculations for
establishing missile trajectoncs

The Sensitivity Review Process
Reviewers
Reviews of ETS publications are conducted by ETS professional staff members who are trained in
sensitivity issues at two-day workshops and penodic one-day refresher courses %hile there are a number of
reviewers who are women and,'or members of minonty groups, membership in such groups is not a prerequisite, and any professional interested in the process and showing concern for equity may be trained to
administer it

Test Sensitivity Review Procedures
The test sensitivity ievicw process has three components an optional preliminary review (required by
some testing programs), a mandatory final review, and an arbitration process

(1) Preliminary review
Any staff member who is assembling a test may request .1 preliminary review to screen questions and
answers, revaling passages, and other matenals for sensiiivity-related
The reviewer's recommendations
are not binding at this stage, however, a preliminary review is an excellent means of identifying potential
problems early in the test development process, what modifications can be made more easily

(2) Final review
The mandatory final review takes place after the test has been assembled and dunng the regular editonal
process This review must be conducted, even if the test received a preliminary review
The sensitivity reviewer, who is always someone other than the person who is responsible for the test (the
test assembler), notifies the 'est assembler ti nting of any sensitivity-related issues the test has raised. The
lest assembler must then address in vvnting all concerns of the sensitivity reviewer In the vast majority of
cases, the test assembler and the reviewer arc able to resolve the issues satisfactonly When the two cannot
resolve issues raised by the reviewer. a sensitivity review oordinator meets with them to ensure that they
clearly understand each other's posthon If the reviewer and assembler still cannot reconcile their differences,
they and the coordinator meet with a test development director. and the foul of them discuss the problem
question or passage Most issues arc resolved at this point In a few taus. the inatenal in question must go to

arbitration
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(3) Arbitration
Arbitration is performed by a panel of three staff members who are outside the test decelupment areas
and who arc not involved with the test in which the disputed question or passage appears
After examining the disputed matenal, the panel must reach consensus as to whether or not the matenal
conforms to ETS sensitivity review guidelines and procedures The decision of the arbitrauun panel is binding

Sensitivity Review Procedures for Other Publications
Sensitivity reviews of ETS publications other than tests are performed by the editors of those publications unless the editor is also the author, in which case another editor performs the sensitisity review Editors,
like test reviewers, arc trained in the sensitivity process
As a rule, editors undertake sensitivity reviews when the manuscnpt has reached final draft stage, before
it is put into production However, editors are encouraged to review copy infornially as early in the editonal
process as possible If a manuscnpt that has already received a sensitivity review is changed, the sensitivity
review editor must review the additions for conformity to the ETS sensitisity guidelines Editors are also
responsible for reviewing audiovisual pubhaUons and artwork proposed for inclusion in publications. using
the same procedures described above ETS-developed software is also reviewed for sensitivity
Editonal staff bnng sensitivity issues to the attention of the project director The editor then works with
the project director to eliminate questionable or inappropnate matenal from the publication
A project director who chooses not to change a manuscnpt must reply in wnting to the editor's query In
case of further disagreement, the dispute is resolsed with the same arbitration process as that used for test
matenal

Review Criteria
The sensitivity remw training sessions teach reciewers to evaluate matenal in light of specific cnteria

(1) Stereotyping
All ET:: publications are reviewed to ensure Chat their language and illustrations reflect a fair and
unbiased attitude toward all people and are free of matenal that reinforces stereotypes For example. women
should not be portrayed only cooking, maintaining a home. ur taking care of children Sensiticity renewers
are trained to identify stereotypes specific to each of the targeted groups and are given a list of "caution
words and phrases" Some of these are unacceptable, e g "redmen" when rcfernng to Native Amencans
Most caution words and phrases g underprivileged) signal that a sensitise issue is being addressed

(2) Examinee perspective
Test sensitivity reviewers have a particular concern that does not apply often to reviewers of other kinds
of publications They must evaluate all questions from the perspectice of test takers, who do not necessanly
know the correct answers If an examinee must know the conect answer in order to pres,nt a question from
reinforung negative attitudes or stereotypes, the question may Ix in siolation of the guidelines For example.
a wrong answer to a question about Hispanic culture should not reinforce for those who mistakenly think
the answer is nght the stereotype of the "lazy" Hispanic who always puts off work until "manna "

(3) Underlying assumptions
While stereotypes are often blatant. underlying assumptions can be extremely subtle Underlying
assumptions may lead one to mistake aspects of Western culture for unisersal norms ur to misunderstand a
particular group For
mice, a publication that refers to ail afflicted- person 'suffenng from" cerebral
palsy reflects the wnter s underlying assumptions about what it is like to hase this physical condition

(4) Controversial material
Highly controversial matcnal, such as legalized abortion, is to be included in tests only when it is
relv.ant to what is being tested For example. a test for doctors or nurses may hase to contain questions on
abortion, but a test of reading ability should not include a reading passage on this contrusersial subject
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(5) Contextual considerations
Sometimes the use of potentially sensitive matenal is unavoidable There are four main areas in which
this may occur

Iltsioncal domain In order to measure an individual's knowledge of history. it may sometimes Ix necessary to quote from matenal wntten during a period when social values differed markedly from today's
For example an older passage describing members of the Black community may use the term "colored"
Wnile it is desirable to avoid such material when possible. the matenal must be Judged in the overall
context in which it appears

3 Literan domain Matenal that is designed to measure an individual s knowledge of literature or quotes
from works of literature often contains similar problems For example, a passage may use the so-called
'genenc he" in rcfernng to men and women Again, such matenal must Ix evaluated in light of the
overall purpose of the test.
Legal domain Matenal drawn from legal sources may sometimes deal with sensitive issues For example.
a law test question on the detention of citizens may refer to the incarceration of Japanese Americans

during World War II
Health domain Certain examinations in the health profession require knowledge that may Ix considered
sensitise in other contexts For example, it may be necessary to test nursing candidates' knowledge of
Tay-Sachs disease in Jewish families

Inclusion of potentially sensitise material depends on the content of the entire test or publication
Olsen an appropriate context. use of certain material may be justifiable

(6) Elitism, Ethnocentricity, and Related Problems
To clinunat, concept,s, words, phrases, or examples that may upset or otherwise disadvantage a test
taker. ITS makes every effort not to include expressions that might be more familiar to members of a
particular social class or -thnic group than the general population, such as "soul food" and "trust fund,"
unless the terms are defined or knowledge of them is relevant to the purpose of the test Words and sentence
constructions that could have different meanings for different ethnic or geographic groups are avoided Care
is also taken to assess the appropriateness of dialect, slang. and non-English words and phrases, such as
"bairn," "stick hair and "maven." which tend to be more familiar to certain ethnic, geographic, or other
subgroups of English speakers

Additional Information
The abase is an overview of the sensitivity review process if you have comments. questions, or dew-,
more information about the process. ple, se write to the Office of Quality Assurance, 09-D. Educational
Testing Sersice, Pnnceton, NJ 08541-0001

1
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PREFACE
Educational Testing 'n is ice (Its) is strongly committed to the principles of
openness in testing, public accountability, quality and fairness In October 1981,
the its Board of Trostees adopted and publicly announced as corporate policy

the its Standards for Quality and Fairness At the same time, the Trustee,
directed us management to maintain a program for monitoring adhe ice to
the Standards and authorized the appointment of a Visiting Committee of
persons outside t is who were to annually review and report to the Trustees on
(TS'S adherence to the Standards These actions by the Trustees are tangible
evidence of ETS's commitment as a private, nonprofit educational organization to
public accountability and to publicly declared standards by which the organization is prepared to be judged its believes that the Standards contribute signifi-

cantly to the quality and utility of its programs for those institutions and
individuals its serves

Compliance with these Standards is taken seriously at ti

fhe Standards are
applied to all us-administered programs Adherence to the Standards is regularly
assessed through a carefully structured audit process and subsequent management review Every three years, the policies and practices of each program are
reviewed by teams of its and outside professionals that are asked to report to
senior management any instance in which the program does not meet the intent
of the procedural guidelines The audit is a rigorous process Management then
evaluaros every recommendation made by the audit teams and decides what
acti,, i, it ony, should be taken to address the teams' findings It is only at this
stage with the mull attention of senior management
that considerations of
Bach factors as cost anti technical feasibility are taken into act ount in judging
how to conform to the Standards

The its Standards and their implementation are important matters to the tis
Trustees To ensure that the Standards are interpreted and applied according to
the spirit and purpose intended, the Trustees established a Visiting Committee of

persons outside its that is comprised of distinguished educational leader.,
expo

sin testing and representatives of organizations hat have been critical of
I is in the past The Committee meets ann ,.11y with t is staff, senior rnanagemeot,

and outside auditors and it issues a rcpt.( directly to the Committee on Public
Responsibility, of the its Board of Trustees in June of each year The Visiting
Committee s report is published by tis and released in its enniety to the media
and to any interested members of the public
Thetis Standards and our efforts to apply them retie( t 115 s determination to hold

itself act ountable to high standards of performance and to setting high standards for the prod;,( is and semi( es its provides These efforts have been viewed
positively in t start ass ell as the c bents we serve We take great pleasure in
noting the first Visiting Committee's conclusion
i
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II

We find ti. . ettort ti maintain and improt e the quality and taimeis tit
testing well t °tido( ted ',Veknora of no other testing organization \cut)
am thing c omparahle The us ,\ stern of auditing its v% i irk is an admirahle
component or ifs s «immarnent to public ac countabiliti. v e applaud
t is , intent to he public 1. open about at tic ties in Atik h the public lead

has a legitimare interest even though i Is is a pm ate organiration

This publication represents- a continuation of this commitment In 1981 the
Amen( an Educational Researt h Association, AM(11( an Psc colt ga al Association arid National Count II on Measurement in Wu( awn adopted a «imprehenswe to. ',ion of the ,tandards fur him amnia, a,41 l'st 6)10;401 Testing the i ts
Standards for Quahtv and fairness had been based on the pre\ loos joint
standards of these three professional assovations ''e ha% e reised the its
Standards in order to stay in the forefront of measurement and the latest thinking
of the pi otession These re\ 'seri 1 rs Nandords for Oo dot and Farrness, c hit h
were adopted lc, the t is Board of Trustees on Aim) 10 1986, cc ill be wrier% ed

t aretully during the nest year and \t ill be used in the 1986-87 audit process
Folkming this trial period the Standard,. \cal he rmiet% ed once again rer ised it
ne«,ssary and presented It. the i Is trustees for their final approt al in 1987

Gregor r

11

President

nrig
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INTRODUCTION
The us Standards for Quality and Fairness are designed to ensure that
products and services demonstrably meet explicit c riteria in stye n area, of basic

importance Accountability, Confidentiality of Data Product Accuracy and
Timeliness, Research and Development, Tests and Measurement Test Use, and
Public Information The first three sections of the Standards deal with issues that
relate to all ETS activities the responsibilities of 'Ts to those affected by its
activities, the rights to and limitations on access to data collected by E IS, and the

control of qual,:y and performance The remaining sections concern issues
relating to EIS'S main endeavors Research and Des elopment Tests and Measurement, Test Use, and Public Information

The ETS Standards reflect and adopt the Standards for Educational and Psycho
logical Testing jointly issued by the American Educational Research Association
(ARAL the American Psycholopcat Association (APAl and the National Council
on Measurement in Education (NCM0 The us Standards, however, are tailored

to us's particular circumstances and needs Thus, the Standards may not he
useful to organizations whose practices, programs or sery el differ from those of
EIS

The Standards are comprised of both principles that undone t rs efrorts rn eac h
area and policies that govern decision-making and guide the development ot
more specific goals The Standards are implemented by t Is management through
procedural guidelines that provide more detailed c nt ena for us s diverse programs and services The Standards are reviewed and rev ised from time to time to
keep abreast of developments in professional practice and research
Like the Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing issued by AERA
APA, and NCMF, proper interpretation and implementation of is Standards
depends on the seasoned judgment of professional staff These judgments must
be carefully based on research, professional experience, and sound reasoning
The US Standards are intended to guide and assist us processionals in the flexible
and sensitive exercise of professional judgments, not to obviate the need for
those judgments Thus, if adherence to any procedural guideline is infeasible or
inappropriate in particular Lin UrnNtanceN, or if good protessional prat hie in a
particular instance conflicts with the letter of a guideline, then sound practire
consistent with the spirit of the underlying principles and policies, should prevail
ETS does not have sole responsibility or authority to determine how or whether
these Standards will he implemented in ac tivities for which plat tic e or 'Mill) is

substantially established by a group, individual, or institute in other than

is

These Standards are not intended to establish obligation, iii the part of 11. tf
or intervene in 3ituations where the pertinent responsibility rests primarily
outside I Is lloysever, us does encourage and assist groups and institutions in

10

L., 4s
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tiu

implementing the Standards related to any of their activitie, that invoke I I,
pf (AM I, or servic es
rt

aa, committed itself to these Standards and to a continuing program co
research and development As a result, II, expect, to expand the rcalin ut
knowledge relevant to its activities and to nurture at tis and elsevihere the
des vlopment of thoughtful and sensitive prote,tonals with the skill, arid sense
us ity necessary to apply the principles and the policies embodied in them,
Standard,
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ACCOUNTABILITY
Principle
I is act non ledges responsibility for the elle( tile stewardship of its resources 1 i

the Non fork Board ut Regents which has issued its «golf-ate ( barter to the
got erning boards that sponsor and set puke t ror p ilgrilf71, of %en it es II) ii Ills h
its products or virtues are used, to the ff10II KIWI, and «111111lif few, that ath 'so

its :van respo t to appropriate pots(V for its pro,4ranis to the 117,titlitiolis and
Agin( les that rise r is products and 5erti«,, to persons who take i is tests rand

parents or guardians 01 minor persons), submit data tor use by i is or for
distribution to others or participate in research and detelopment projects
condo( tici bf trs, and to the professional ass01 lawn, that are «inced11 11 with
educational and psychological measurement and fesOilIT h

Policies
it is responsible so they
A t is will furnish appropriate intormahon to those to %s hr
may make informed, independent judgments as to the ett« by enc., . %%ith %s hit h
i

II

Is exercises its stewardship

us will seek, consider, and, as appropriate, act on the views of those isle
sponsor use, or are affected by us programs and servic es

C its Will seek advice on its ac to. ities and policies from qualified men and women
who are not employed or retained on a regular basis by r is and is I io are draw n
from appropriate professional disciplines major philosophies and points of % ie..%

different geographic regions, and the major subgroups within the relevant
population
D t is Will %Lipp( irt the ac to a Ws of professional assm lawns with resp« t to des elop-

ing and implementing professional standards or codes making available the
results of cirrent work, and fostering peer review of its ac tivities

Procedural Guidelines
1

Communicate with sponsors by prowling information regularly by reporting
program status in a manner (insister' silth «intra( tual requirements and by
meeting at least annually so that sponsors c an
evaluate 115 servo es in terms of quality, timeliness and costs,

transmit «imments or ( one erns on who h i is will take pis impt and appropriate actions, and
express opinions about their program and t e- 501%1( is dlt(M. too to senior i rs

management

.1 ,i,,

1- L.- '-i-

X61

2 Make available ter hnic al arid other mice:matron about proctor is arid services so
sponsors, agent es, institutions or potential users mat etaluate and «imment
on them Inc lode representatn e materials roles ant to intended test useust Meet
requests for additional information not ill turfed in public awns within a reasonable time and, it necessary for a reasonable tee so long as disc Insure is ( 011SIStent
with legal, I is, and sponsor polo', and «intrat teal requirements
I

Provider
rmation to persons who t eke its tests submit data for use by t I,, or
partir pate tot is research and development pole( is so they will know
the sponsor's identity and responsibilit%

the nature of the a( tivity or mote( t
the probable use of the produe t, server e, or reseau h and
the address to which c omments questions or c fliI( isms can be submitted
4 Direr t to legal counsel signitic ant proposed
new or substantially revised ar to sties
for review for compliance with federal statutes regulation
case law or state
law, as appropriate

I Seek advice on program policies and plans, where appropriate, from qualified
persons of diverse backgrounds, interests, and expetienco leg, professional
disciplines, philosophies, geographic regions, major subgroups, reles ant populations of interest) who are not regularly employed by
!Morin these individuals

about the results of their work within a reasonable period of time
,)

Review publications and other materials to eliminate language or material
generally regarded as sexist, racist, or otherwise ottensive or inappropriate

7

Record, process, and report fie.ant sal intormation a< c urately and in at t ordance
with generally accepted ac counting orinciples

8 Monitor changes in federal statutes, regulations, and c ase law to assure that tis
ac tivit 'es and operations are in compliance Comphan< ee with other statutes,
regulations, or case law will be evaluated as appropriate
9 Provide reasonable ac comrnodations with respec t to protessional responsibilities to permit staff members to attend professional meetings, to contribute to the
development of professional standards or «ides to engage in activities of
professional interest, and to stay abreast of current de% elopments in related
fields

10 Publish an annual report that pros
ties and finances

information about ou,anuational ac tivi-
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CONFIDENTIALITY OF DATA
Principle
the m,,ht of indit iduaA and inmutain to pnta(y oath regard to
information ,,upplied by and about them that neat he ,tirt.d in data or resear( h
file, held by t r, and the cone mitant re ynm,abi0t i to ,,feguard information in
its file, from (matithortzed (Iry lotire
11, 11.1..0gIliZes

Policies
A ti, will ask [nth% idua k to pro\ ide information about thernsely es only if it is
potentially useful to those individuals, is necessary to m 'Nate processing of
data, or serves the public interest in improy mg understanding of human performance Insofa as possible, in& 'duals should be
,creed of the purpose for
which the information is requested
The right of indwiduals to poyac y regarding information about them that may be

stored in the data or rowan. h tiles held by Ds extends both to processed
information, such as scores had on test-item responses and the raw data on
which the pro( essed information is bawd

C tis will protect the «mfidentialtt y of data supplied by institutions or agent ies
about thernseh es, and so identified, 'o the extent that su(
onfidentiality does
not conflict with n ht's obligations ton dividuals
D t rs will not wIlect or maintain in its data or researc I files any ( mica' intormation

that in its Judgment t anent be prate( ted adequately fit tin improper dis(losure

will en( (forage the organizations with whir Ii it works to adopt polfices and

prowdyires that adecioatel; rot« t the unfrkntialit' uttItedatatransferredby
IN

to those organizations

Procedural Guidelines
1

Inform individuals or ir stitutions to the extent appropriate before inforrnatton
c oiler ted, of the information s intended use the unchtiun,, surrounding its

«mtickntiality and release, and the length of time the information %yin be
retained
2

Use Mc ritdiable information about an irdi 'dual or institution only for purposes
tor whir h permission has been granted unless Mclitional «msent is obtained

Release identifiable informatron nom Ii, wily sy ith proper «msent or prior
agreement, ft- in a manner that assures the r until( ntrality of the indiyidual or

institution

u
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3 Make provision for individuals, on presentation of adequate identification fe
g,
signature and data file numbed, to authorize the disc losure of information about
therriselves from program data files to any appropriate recipient, provided that
disclosure does not violate other us or sponsor poll( ies or the privacy of other
individuals If authorization is from a third party by prior agreement with the
individual, the individual should be notified when des( losu re has taken place
4 Make provision for individuals or t heir legal representatives to obtain information
about themselves from data files held at t is Such release of information must be

consistent with sponsor's policies and b' allowed only upon the tridePdual's
submission of appropriate identifying information arid it necessary, payment of
a reasonable fee
5

Assure that access to electronic, paper, or other forms of confidential data is
reasonably safeguarded, especially when such data may he part of a timesharing network, data bank, or other storage medium involving units outside
t rs

6 Develop dear retention guidelines and procedures for liminating information
from data files in accordance with I TS or sponsor polio ies ii. contractual
requirements whenever information on individuals is maintained
7 Provide identifiable data only in a manner consistent with these guidelines unless
served with a subpoena or other legal process to provide identifiable information In that event, inform legal counsel in order to make appropriate efforts to
narrow the subpoena ,r to obtain a court order or other arrangements
to
minimize the dissemination of that mformation

8 Inform every organization with which r i s works of the confidentiality of data
transterred by irs to that organization or collected by it on behalf of (is so that
the organization can prop( t the confidentiality of %LK h data
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PRODUCT ACCURACY AND
TIMELINESS
Principle
The aci tirai t W t i s print !pal prOd11( is and the timeliness iirth 'Om h the, are
made available are important part, it the rept imabihit ,, has unolertaken t ith
ser.e,
respec t to its Cp011sOrs and the do erse public

Policies
A H. will establish standards of a«urat v and timelines. for ear h prim ipal produt t

its will use quality controls that are adequate to assure that its standards ot
accuracy and timeline.s are met
C cis, will make realistic

delivery r ornmit merits and reasonable efforts to meet

those commitments

D its will sacrifit e the timeliness ;a the delis err of intormation a the desired
accuracy of that information is substantially in question
E

E

H. will seek to inform those adversely after ted it, subsequent to its release,
information has been tound rir to meet its standards 01 at mar v
t is will seek to inform those adyersely alktted it there is a probability that there
will be substantial departure from 1 is standards of timeliness wi01 respect to a
principal priKlur t

Procedural Guidelines
1

f and dm,iaerit that all principal produ( t. r ontorm to spy( tIir aborts or
Verify

standards before release by doing as many rut the billowing as appropriate

independently refpputing or .isti.11:, inspet hog an appropriate sample of
each product, or
assessing the reasonableness of rumputed intormatii n through reviews b,
ter hnir ally r ompetent staff, or
reviewing and pmuring printed teat era' or

assuring adherent r. to ifs or piotessional standards through eft« tise peer
review
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6

2

Verity and doe ument the a« urac y of intermediate preiduc ts when

the information

g, answer keys, conversion parameters, algorithms) is

c rad al to the principal produe t, or

early detection and correction of errors would tat dilate meeting delivery
s hedules of the principal prodtd ts
3

Monitor the accuracy, timeliness and responsn (mess of replies to du, uird,
through periodic audits and other means
Report to a specified l rs staff member all instances in whit h a (gothic t tailed to

conform to requirements or to standards of accuracy or emeliness Resolve
disc repant conditions before release cif the product unless the mgnizant to
attic er has approved release to benefit the majority of product users

5 C_one( t any critical information found to he in error atter its release and promptly
distribute corrected information to those adversely atfec ted by the error

6 Make provision for individcPs to wverity scores or either immolation within a
reasonable time Such requests must be accompanied by appropriate identifying
intorrnation and, if necessary, a reasonable fee
7

Establish schedules or other process control methods to assure the timely
produ( lion of each produc t or servo e If it is likely that a pudica t will be late, take

steps (e g, proper notice to test users) to missile adverse effect
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Principle
A continuing program or research and (let i./opment undo( ti .(1 in comphan«,
with professional standards %sal) respcbc t to quality and ethical pro( edures
necessary to maintain the high qualac and s(cc ial Wilds 01 i n motoblitioos to
Mut atom and so(ii.t) rho in lodes bast( ingurn to in( tease uodersuioding tit
educational processes and h0.71,111 des eh polent pub /( poll( y, et altiatit e and
applied rt'Sedrth to response to the needs or the eclat <imam' c(1111171U111, the

itorA ',law and .socrety at large,ai and resew( h and devehipment to anprotell,
products and services Publication or the results or siguluc ant is research fs of
benefit (a ITS and the profession bet ause It permits others to use build upon, or
Iny)rove !IC worA

Policies
A its will devote appropriate research ettorts to the tollossing
Improcing measurement and education through the discos ery and son( ep-

tual integration of new principles and under, aiding This resear(P sill be
aimed at extending knowledge of measurement principles and prar
knowledge of the learner and learning pro( esses or kyrning ensininments
arid educational treatments of educational institutions and tit the intei wig
factors that influence human development

Improving the te( hnical quality and the utilitc It t is products arid sers ic es
Among the impor Lint issues addressed bs this reseal( h sill be problems tit
test develoi meal, reliability arid gent rah/al-Ails equating v alichts and the
soundness of test interpretation
Responding to the measurement and educ atonal needs ol sit( lets and c teat
rig impros rig, and es <floating instruments . stems and programs tit senu e
that meet these needs

s,pe( ial problems ta( ed by subgroups in so( It ins ols ed with test taking In
addition , Is %s ill en«turage anals sits bs subgroup cs her ieser subgroup interest,

am pertinent to the reseal( h being undertaken
B

its will conduct its resew( h under appropriate recess pro«,dures that 1)1()It'll
the lights of pm a( s and cu itidentialits tit hum& I suIlects or respondents and
tit cooperating institutions
is will tollow pror c.durc, to insurct that t

h s in high qualits
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a

D tIs researchers will adhere to appropriate proiessilmal and ethic al standards,
oiling those published in Li/ui ill Prior 'pies in the ( ()mho 1 of Research with
hum an Parni 'pains, A ERA Giadehnes far
Ehnonaung
e Lnd Sel !has in

Eihn amoral Re.searih and Lvaluanon and Ellm a/ Siam/arils

gicis
1

Psviluda-

t is will end mrage the dissemination of full cu «omit, of r i, resean h in the usual
prole,sional forums and will provide internal mean, M. s,ho h the results of its
research ( ,in he disseminated

Procedural Guidelines
I

Assure the welfare arid the right to «ifitidentialitv ot human subject, or respondents in each project by following procedures approved ny the Committee on
Prior Review of Research Procedure, approved to the Committee include
obtaining appropriate informed consent, separating parto pant, names from

data and other steps relating to onhdennality and avoiding any negative
«insequenc es of participation

2 Report the results of research with appropriate c are to part ii ipants and institution, so that the possibility of misinterpretation and misuse are minumied
3

Publish or otherwise disseminate the results 01 reseaa h prole( ts unless a justifiable need to ream t dissemination is identified before the research begins

4

Follow review pro( «lure, for resean h proposal, and report, that will assure that
restart h is of high quality Review, may in( lucre the following considerations
the rationale for the researc h,
the soundness of the design,

the thoroughness and care of the data ( ollec tion and analysis,
the reasonableness of the interpretation,
the ( Linty of the exposition, and

the soundness of the project planning and management

Provide for a periodic assessment of research and development priorities to
assure an adequate balanc e of resourc es dire( ted toward

improving knowledge of measurement, o« upatoins, ethic ational processes,
and human development,

meeting the need, of the edu( ational communitw and sod iety iris hiding
subgroups of per la! interest,

onormingii, produ( ts and st'r We's and the manner in who h Mew products
and servo is are used, and

developing new methodologies (ins holing educational psychometric and
statistical, arid le( Imologo al pro( durest

#
1

I
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6 Whenever ,ex, chili( racial, oi o er population group are pertinent to the
researt h studies somild be design( i to allow analv,e, by subgroup
7

Proc ide non -its resew, c her with re ',unable ac«n, to t is-ccwit utiled nonpropri-

etary data so long as the pncacc of inckidual, and organqation, and Et, ,
c ontrac wal obligation, c in be pro oc ted Ci.tnt a« e,, to data Meditating the
re-analysi. and c nowt' of publi,he, 1 Is re,earc h cc th the same requirement, of
confidentiality 01 auk idual, and in titunon, Encourage other organizations to
adopt a similar poll( s

1

e.,

1 ,. / ' i.../

9
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TESTS AND MEASUREMENT
TECHNICAL QUALITY OF TESTS
1hn,ettu nt) % hit deal, v.ith
te,ting th. the. eiR ide.el into we on e.ohe.e.e.
hon. that art. de.% ott 0 to tent tlrlclop rItnI tent aeiniinlearation rriathdilt .t ale

detinition ertu;aillit

ireterprelation and I allot

Principle
/107 ,tandar(i of elualitt and ta/me, ur e on.trei( Ime.; adotirwetehrine; report/m:
Inte7/171,711174

,717(1 t. J10,1/1114 t t /t.ls ,Inc. curl( tot to r ,.. ,,717,7111/th to tutu (um
altt,17,11
.1/7d ret,t7,11( /7 WI:Jilt/Xi, ;II

t.1/ttt nt t'l a, an

Policies
A

1111 einet'ti ele,% viol) tent. In 1,hie h (11(.1.110 . ledge 1.111. ahliitit'
ur peeorml
me.aire.el prat t.efuren tolleAwel and e riteria 11.4.0 is ill
appro-

hara teerie.tie

plrate to the use for ahie h the. tent I. deognecl and that hill hr calbta,ed
re g,ild to et.1e,1 ,trit rnalor peyellatton .eihgroup. beine; Iona d
13

(

11- teal entah11,11,tandar(1, tor tent admini,tration plot e ,,en that eriinirnile.arialsone,11) tent pettorman, e doe to c it«int,tarle en or
iris not 11.111,ent to the
attnheiten beirte.;
II. %%111 entabli.lt for

it, t.,t, a high degree tn reliabildl ton,nlrnt Aith the.

requirement, and the porpe,..en it the tent
F)

.,eeillcie.%telop.e ak, tor reyorttny,,e men in a rationa1ta,hinn orperatret Aith tht,
regepronent. and thy intenelt.d epee , of the. tent

....tell vs hen appropriate ha the perpetuation of
ate ( aloe. iv(h the highe.t leel of pre., oevIe pt al tic chin

11, %%ill Fero., rdes ese111,)tin

I I, WI{

tet II/lents

ti e inte.epret,me,

that roster appropriate use It tho.e..e on',
(

Re.( rgniting that tent eandatdnl

tent.

I, It reponsihilit% of Kolb lost User, and test

dee. elnpere. I I, %%ill till outage and lit ta-4. 1.1`..f

iii their \ alldatInn InCatI, and
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Development
I

C).1

itain substantive c ontributions to the test d«ekipmet it liroi ess

uu Ili« (1

.tan and sshn
me e and Waller) indUding Deem], who are not nn the
r(pisent diverse iristitutiohs, population subgroup, perspe, tiles and
Ional spec 'clue, Document their rides ant
2

an, ns and ( ham( terista s

\sc (naafi) and do( (Mien! appropriate ha( kgreund mt, irmatton ior ea( h test to
he dos eloped inc luding
the test s intended usels1

the podulation that will take the test in( kitting anti, 'pat«. melee subgioups
the pr a «IMO, followed for (kilning the domain to be assessed .1 de, ;iotioii
of the domain, and a des( option of its relearic e to anti(yam(' lest use,

Dl>t, umnt information relative to the test being des eloped including
the rtional., for the item typets) arid test Iminat 1(1 be used and ilietlici hits
ha( kground or prior experien«i la( tor, leg age or c ult oral hat kground ol
intended test takers) ad« ted itern type or test Imolai selet tin!)
the pros tiduies followed for generating test c ontent to represent the domain
or to link test and job c ontent,

tile rationale tor the s«ning nwthod(si c",pec iall

judginelitalproc esses

aro used

the iteril resporiseniodel,«Ilibratioripro(edures, and the nature of the sample
are used
used to estimate parameter, when ,tern response Oleo, pro( c
to assertible the test,

the rationale and proc «lure, tur iriakin; bran. hiug d«
the test and for s(orin; the test when adapto or

mi criumatilig
hing test, are used

and

the logic al u, empiric al argument,. supporting ( omparabilit when multiple
Wor,
g roc oicling
methods for presenting 'terns or re( otdirig resp( uses
us Lost books, on answer ,hoot,, or with
u(1111( (11'1,11
t,)
used and interpretative guidelines for multiple methods sshere iumparabilit
is riot 5. ippc,rttid

with itipropri,iteadvi( e and rl'ICV1, lest (IV\ edupnuvrt ,pet
ea( h test that over the following

ttsiilshlr

( (intent and Skills a clear des( option it what is to be dieted tin lulling
where appropriate, c no( al c unterit to be im hided ill cat lorrii and the
relame weight to be given to ea( h part of the di imam that is tti be ineasuted
!ten) types to be used special requimmerits
lest and horn I ormat
(tireitioris arid sample items or tests
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Psi amnion(

the intended lei el of dant tilt% nit the test the number of
items requirements regarding the target dist ributo in of actin ditto tittles ashen

12

using pretested items, requirements regarding the humugenects tit items
within eat h test or subtest and the c orrelation hetween subtests or tests
requirements for equating inc luding the content and statistic al spec Ito aeons
tot equating items and the testing -tine allotted or suggested

tsensitiit

requirements for the Inc lusion ca material reflecting the a ultural
bac Isgi (lurid and contributions of major population subgroups and

oring

the prtoedures tors( oring espy( falls when judgmental proc esses

are used

Assure that time lequtrements are t (insistent mtli the test s purpose so that time
is not a de( wise at tor in pertormanc e ti a the large majorai of test takers except
for tests designed to measure rat.' 01 pert ormaro e
6 line e sullen t matter and test development spec taltsts who are tanoliar with the

spec ito atoms and purpose of the test and with its intended population re\ low

the test items for at (era(

«intent appropriateness suitability tit language

difficulty arid the adequac s with %%hi( h the domain is sampled

indoidual items the test as a whole dire( lions and des( riptoc materials
to assure that

appropriate ten finical standards sot h as those contained in us tern writers
manuals are rnet

language smhols words phrases and «anent that an gene, ak regarded as
sexo,t racist negato e toward major subgroups or othermse potentially
ottrinsini are eliminated ex( opt when judged to he nor essar% tor adequate
representation tit the domain
editorial standards tor c lank ace Ora( s and ( onsistern s are net

c Icor and compote dire( toms appropriate to the nature rut the test and the
harm terusu(s of the test takers are prodded

ti pograph format leg test loAcks

sc men,

t

ind test-hook knout

tan ilitate the task of test takers and
'Witt rent '0111)10 titit,t1011, are nintairiell m program pohlin aeons to he
representati%e tit test I onterit 'tent ti pc, and dim( lilts
fi

mi

I saltiate the pertorniann

tit lock inloal
!us ptele.sting pilot testing rise's
mg the results of admintsteraig secular iterns III a snnllar population lir (intim t
nrg prelirrunar% darn trials sis before s« ires are reported
\ `.1inirin.%er there are sunlit lent subgroup members to pentot inttana igful analsso

studs item pertunlail(e tkl,IIIe to 1.11qr Rips
.rvocieratiwn of the re( oitimended iise05 of the test and the tiara( teristo s tit the intended test taking
population in light
rioor researr h ludo ates the rated tor
h studies
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10 !valuate the performance of each test edition by
carrying out timely and appropriate item and test at i,s W, int [tiding analyses
for reliability, intercorrelation of sections or parts, and speededoess

reviewing the adequacy

fit of item response models to data when item

response theory procedures are used to develop, s, ore, or equate the test, and

c emparing the test's charac tensor s to its psyc hometric spet al( anon.,
11

Review test content anti test specifications periodic ally to assure their own,
mg relevance and appropriateness to the domain being tested

12 Review test editions devekped rt prior years and their des( options in [INI( ati
to assure the continued appropriateness of both «mtent and language for
the present test taking population and the sublet t matter domain
11 Analyze major c hanges in test specifications to assure that they are followed by
appropriate tonsider;..ion of the implir aeons fur sc ore comparability and to

determine whether test name changes or other cautions to test users about
omparisons with earlier tests are net essary

1 F+
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Administration
I

Provide prospec nye examinees (or, in some programs parents or guardians as
wells with information in ado anc of the test administration about the following
a. appropriate

the test's intended purpose and what it is designed to measure, typical test
items, clear directions for the test and the response method to be used, a

dr.( ription of hew st ores are derived including tormation of composite
scores, strategies for taking the test (e g , guessing and pat mg), whether the

test contains items not intended to be scored, and the background ;mu
experience relevant to test performance,
the program pros edures and requirements, Inc !tiding test dates test tees, test
c enter 10({itton special testing arrangements tor handicapped

persons or
others, test registration, s( ore reporting, s«ire cancellation by examinees, t
or the sponsor, and registering complaints, and
test administration procedures and requirements including those related to
identification and admission to the test center, materials permitted in or
excluded trom the testing room, and the consequent es of misconduct
2 Establish test centers that are convenient, mind's( rimmating, comtortable, and
a« essible to all individuals including handicapped persons Locate test centers
in both minority and majority communities to toster accessibility

Advise test tenter stall of the need to minimize distractions and to make
examinees onttortable in the testing situation Instruct staff to be sensitive to the
psychological as well as physic al needs of examinees Direct supervisors to

consult with or include on the test center statf, when appropriate, subgroup
members, and persons knowledgeable about handl( apping conditions
4

Provide test c enter start with a description of the program, the expected c aide
date population, the duties of staff, and the procedures tor

receiving, coring, and distributing test materials to examinees, and returning
them to t is

admitting examinees to the test center in( hiding ID requirements
administering the test to examinees, including handicapped individuals
using appropriate seating plans and assignment., and monitoring the testing
room to redo( e opportunities to obtain scores by questionable means,
handling of suspec ted c heating, misc °mita t, or emergent les, and

reporting Irregularities

g , disturbances, mistimings doe( to e test questions

or materials, power failures, or mi (onductl.o that alter review, appropriate
at lion can be taken

rL 4.-% a
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5

Prot ide test center staff with directions (to be read aloud before the test begins)
that t 3, er the recording of answers on answer sheets or t NI other devices, tiimitg
nt test sec eons and breaks, guessing strategies, and the «insequen«s of using
unauthorized aids or engaging in other forms of mist undue t

h

ettec live and equitable procedures for preventing, identifying and result
ing scores obtained by questionable means
Encourage examinees to report any irregularita s so that, after review, appropriate action can he taken

8 Undertake quality control ac tivities g, test center observations, solo nation of
suggestions from test administrators and examinees, training of test administrators) as necessary for effec live and, when appropriate, set ore test administrations

9 Make tests available to handic apped individuals through special testing arrangements or spe-ial test editions, as appropriate
10

Provide users of locally administered tests with untrue lions about standardized
conditions for administering and scoring the tests.

15
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Score Reliability
1

Provide information to enable test users to judge whether reported test scores,
including subscores and combinations of scores, are sufficiently reliable for their
intended use(s).

2 Document sources of variation (e g, test form, content, population of readers,
time interval between testing, and other sources of error) over which inferences
are intended to be made from reported test scores
3 Estimate the reliability or consistency of reported test scores by mezhod(s1 that
are appropriate to the nature and Intended use of the test scores and that take
into account sources of variance considered significant for test score interpretation.
4 Document the methods) used to assess the reliability or consistency of the test
scores and the rationale for using them, the major sources of variance accounted

for in the reliability analysis, and the formula(s) used and/or appropriate references

5 Document the results of the reliability analysis, including
a reliability coefficient, an overall standard error of measurement, classification consistency, or other equivalent information about the consistency of the
test scores,

standard errors of measurement or other measures of score consistency for
score regions within which decisions about individuals are made on the basis
of test scores;

the degree of agreement between independent scorings when judgmental
processes are used;

the adjusted and unadjusted coefficients if reliability estimates are adjusted
for restrictions of range; and
correlations between short forms of tests, if developed, and the standard form

6 Document the conditions under which the reliability estimates were obtained,
including
the nature of the population involved,
the selection procedures for and the appropriateness of the analysis sample,
including the number of observations, means, and standard deviations for the
analysis sample(s) and any group(s) for which reliability is estimated;
the basis for scoring when scores are based on judgments, including selecting,
and training scorers, and the procedures for allocating papers to scorers and
adjudicating discrepancies,

the time intervals between testings, the rationale for the time intervals, and the

order in which the forms were administered if alternateform or test-retest
methods are used,

196
speededness data, and

correlations of reported subscores within the same test or test battery
7 Whenever there are sufficient subgroup members to permit meaningful analysis,
study the reliability or consistency of reported scores for major subgroups when
consideration of the intended use(s) of the test and the charactenstics of the
intended test-taking population, in light of pricr research, indicates the need for
such studies

200
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Procedural Guidelines: Scale Definition
1

Establish scales for reporting scores that are we:1-constructed throughout their
range and in a way that facilitates meaningful score interpretation relative to
intended use(s) of the scores

2

Establish scale values to be reported that do not encourage finer distinctions
among test takers than can be supported by the precision of the test

3 Choose the scale values in a manner that avoids confusion with other scales that
are widely used by the same population of sc ore recipients

4 Document the rationale and the methods used to determine score scales
Account for the following as appropriate
If scores derived from different tests in a program are to be directly compared,
take into account in the scaling methods the differenc es among groups taking
the different tests.

If the scale is to be normative, consider the probable length of time and the
extent to which the normative information will he appropriate and useful for
the intended population
If a test or test battery yields multiple scores for an individual and comparisons

among scores are encouraged, establish scales in a manner that allows
meaningful comparisons among scores leg, normatively or against an absolute standard), or provide data to allow such comparisons,
If the scale is to be defined with reference to performance standards, classification, or cut scores, document the method and rationale used, and the qualifications of any judges
If a scale is used to report composite scores derived from weighting subscores,

clearly state the rationale and the method for weighting the subscores
5 Avoid reporting raw scores or percentages of questions answered correctly on a
test or subtest except under one or more of the following circumstances.

only one edition of the test is to be offered;
scores on one edition will not be compared with scores on another,
caw scores on all editions are comparable, or

raw scores are reported in a context that supports the intended mterpretation(s)

6 Report item responses for individuals or groups only in a context that supports
the intended appropriate interpretation(s)

7 Redefine an established scale only under compelling circumstances. Provide
announcements to all score recipients indicating the change and cautioning
recipients against comparisons with earlier scores If the numerical values are to
be changed, change them substantially to minimize confusion between the old
and the new scale

2 '1
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Procedural Guidelines: Equating
Assure comparability of st ores that are derived tram ailment editions ot the
same test and are used to compare individuals or groups
2 Dm ument methods used to achieve comparability including
the rationale for selecting the methods used.

the consistent y between the assumptions underlying the method and the
t uc umstant es under whit h the method is applied le g , when test editions are

equated using common items, make the directions, context, speedednes',
item placement, and other aspet is of the test nearly the same as possible for
all examinees, when anchor scores are based on a test that is not representative of the tests being equated, make sure the groups of examinees used for
equating are equivalent, or when item response models are used, make sure
that information is presented on the adequacy of fit of the model to the data),

the procedure for linking adequately all editions of the test for whit h scores
should be comparable, and
the plans for specially designed studies to collect data to achieve comparability if only a limited number of editions are offered to institutional or other users
who will administer and score the tests

3. Document the results of the equating experiment int biding
the nature of the population involved,
a description of the analysis samplelst, including the number of observations,
means, and standard deviations;

the time intervals between testings, and
other statistics appropriate to the method used le g, correlation between the
anchor test, if used, and the total test)
4

Periodically assess the results of methods used to achieve comparability of
scores and evaluate the stability of the score stale

2n9
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Procedural Guidelines: Score Interpretation
1

Provide score interpretation information for all score recipients in terms that
facilitate appropriate interpretations Provide information that is appropriate for
each category of score recipient
, examinee, teacher, college, agency, or
media) and that minimizes the possibility of misinterpretation of individual
scores as well as group results.

2 Provide each category of score recipients with appropriate information that
ccncerns the intended use(s) of the test and what it is designed to measure,

recommends only those score interpretations for which supporting information is available,
describes scale properties that affect score interpretation and use,

explains the variability of and limitations on the accuracy of test scores le g.,
standard error of measurement, classification errors), and encourages recipients to take such information into account in making decisions oased on
scores;

supports assessments based on individual items or clusters of items whenever
such uses are suggested, and
gives the minimum score(s) required to pass the test when results are reported
as pass/fail and examinees have failed the test

3 Provide score recipients with an appropriate frame of reference for evaluating
the performance represented by test scores through information based on
norms studies, carefully selected and defined program statistics, or logical
analysis When statistical information is Included, the information should be
adequately labeled and the nature of the group(s) on which the information was
based should be clearly identified

4 Document the method(s) (e.sa , norms studies, derivation of program statistics,
cut-score studies) used to develop score interpretation information Provide the
following types of information, as appropriate
the characteristics of the scale and procedures used to maintain it;

the method of selecting participants on whir I) data are based, including
information about representation of relevant major subgroups within the
defined population,

the participation rate of categories of individuals or institutions and their
characteristics such as the age, sex, or subgroup composition of the group,
weighting systems or other adjustments made to form the norming sample,
and whether or not the participants were self - selected,
the period in which the data w,...re collected;

appropriate g-:,up statistics whenever tests are intended to be used to make
assessments of such groups (e g, classrooms) rather than individuals,

2/'
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methods and ratimmie for aggregating test results or developing composite
scores,

estimates of sampling error and possible effects of nonpartu 'pawn
comparisons with relevant data on vanablvs from other sources when possible, and
evidence supporting the c ut s«rres or onfigural scoring rules when ditterent

score interpretations are automatically provided for examinees sconne at
different points on the srale.
5

Revise norms or other score interpretation information at sulfa rently trequent
intervals to assure its continued appropriateness as a frame of reference for
evaluation of perfnrmance represented by test scores

6 Compile descriptive statistics periodically from samples or from the entire
population to monitor the participation and performance of major subgroups
7 Provide score recipients with information as appropriate to assist them in using
scores in conjunction with other information, setting cut scores, interpreting
'cores for major subgroups, conducting local norms studies, and developing
local interpretive materials.

8 Avoid developing interpretive information for subgroups unless sufficient data
are available on each subgroup to make the Information meaningful, the information can be accompanied with a carefully described rationale le g, guidance
purposes) for using it, and the information can he presented in a way that
discourages inc orrect interpretation and use
9 Caution score recipients, when appropriate, that.
scores for different tests offered by a program may not be comparable even
though the scores are reported on similar scales,

inferences that have not been adequately validated leg, ones based on
foreign language translations, untimed tests for handicapped persons, experimental tests) should be mime ith care,

sr ges may no longer be comparable if test content or specifications have
changed sufficiently;
scores earned in previous years may become of limited value due to changes
in the individual or the meaning of test scores over time, and
decisions based on the differences between test scores for an individual
,
aptitude and achievement, should take into account the overlap between the
construe is and the reliability of the so ore different e

21
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Procedural Guidelines: Test Validity
1

Provide
d
. romp evi_ence
relating to the intended use(s) of the test scores Assure that

tests are validated by procedures that are most appropriate to the Intended
osels) 01 the test scores

Content-related evidence generally is based on a description of bow the test
and test items were derived from and are related to the areas of interest

Criterion related evidence gc orally is based on statistical relationships
between test scores and as ma iy distinct performance variables as necessary
to evaluate the test score's effectiveness

Construct related evidence generally is based on the logical and empirical
analysis of processes underlying performance on the test, the relationship
between test scores and other pertinent variables
2 Describe how the validity evident e provided is appropriate to the intended use(s)
of the test

3 Document the validation procedures used and the results o the analyses
performed Address the following points, as appropriate

the number and qualifications of any experts who marle lodgments, and
procedures used to arrive at lodgments pertinent to the validation effort
the materials surveyed, and the rationale and procedures for defining test
content;
for tests designed to sample lob functions, the link between job tasks and test
content and, when specified, the link between lob tasks and the knowledge,
skills, and abilities being tested;

the rationale and procedures for determining criterion relevance, the selection procedures for and the composition of the validation sample, the relationship between predictors and criteria, and factors that aftect the relationship,
including technical quality of the criteria
, their reliability, the elapsed time
between test administration and criterion data collection, and rules for
combining criteria if several criteria are combined), and
when quantitative evidence is reported, information relative to its interpretation such as associated standard errors of the estimate, adequacy of the
sample, possible restriction of range of scores on the variables, unadjusted
coefficients (when statistical adjustments are made), the need for cross validation, and other contextual factors

4 Base validity evidence in a particular situation (e g, institution, department, or
job study) on data from other situations only when it c an be established that the
particular situation is from the same population of situations Include in documentation information about the similarity of the groups tested, the curricula,
the job tasks, or other appropriate criterion variables

202
5 Undertake new validity studies whenever the test, mode of administration, the

characteristics of the intended test-taking population, or the performance
domain sampled is changed substantially.

6 Whenever there are sufficient subgroup members to permit meaningful analyses, investigate validity for major subgroups when consideration of the intended
users) of the test scores and the charactenstn s of the intended test taking
population in light of prior research indicates the need for such investigation
7 Establish test names that imply no more than the validity evidence justifies

8 Provide information to users to help them plan, conduct, and interpret validity
studies.

2rG
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TEST USE
Principle
Proper and fair use of Its tests is essenttal to the wadi utility and professional
acceptance of 115 worA

Policies
A ITS will set forth clearly to all score recipients the principles of proper use of tests
and interpretation of test results

8 us will establish procedures by which fair and appropriate test use can be
promoted and misuse can be discouraged or eliminated

Procedural Guidelines
1

Provide score recipients (e g, examinees, teachers, colleges, agencies, or the
media) with adequate descriptions of intended test use(s), caution them about

making interpretations not supported by validity evidence, and warn them
against reasonably anticipated misuses

2 Encourage test users to put test scores in an appropriate perspective le g.,
augment test scores with other relevant information about the examinee,
provide multiple opportunities to retest or to demonstrate relevant skills by other
means)

3 Provide users with opportunities for consultation about test use and with information about reliability, validity, test content, test difficulty, and representative
research

4 Advise users that when using test scores differently for members of different
subgroups le g, separate sex norms or using racial data in regression equations),
such uses should be carefully and rationally supported.
5

Advise users that whenever individuals are assigned to groups on the basis of test
scores, users should undertake periodic examinations of.

passfail or cutscore policies,
the rationale and methods for making assignments,
the performance of individuals within their respective groups, where feasible,
including the collection of empirical evidence to support the assignments,

the continued appropriateness of assignment criteria, and
classification rates across major subgroups

20',
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6. Investigate complaints or allegations of improper score use When a misuse is
verified, advise the sponsor and the user and seek voluntary correction If efforts
to achieve voluntary correction are not successful, consult with the sponsor to
determine whether zo continue services to the misuser. Maintain records of
complaints and their disposition.
7 Assure the accuracy of any its-produced promotional material concerning tests
and their intended uses

23
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PUBLIC INFORMATION
Principle
Its is dedicated to promoting public understanding of testing, measurement, and

related educational issues by providing programs of public information,
research, and advisory and instruc tional activities

Policies
A us will promote understanding of the purposes and procedures of testing and the
proper uses of test information among examinees, test users, and the general
public, its will encourage sponsors to undertake similar efforts
8 its will adhere to high professional and ethical standards in both the

promotion

and the use of its products and services and in the dissemination of information
to examinees, test users, and the general public. its will encourage sponsors and
other organizations to do so.

C its will provide instruction and technical assistance in testing, measurement,
evaluation, and related areas

D its will disseminate the results of research on testing, measurement, and other
related educational issues and will make its controlled nonproprietary data
available to other researchers, further, its will encourage other organizations to
do the same.
E

its will respond promptly and appropriately to requests for advice and technical
assistance related to programs and services offered by us, to purposes and
procedures for testing, to uses and misuses of test information, and to complaints
about its services.

F

its will collect reference materials relating to tests, measurement, evaluation,
arid related research, and will make its collections available to professional
groups, organizations, and interested individuals.

Procedural Guidelines
1

Develop and disseminate publications and other materials to promote proper
test use, discourage misuse, and improve public understanding of testing, measurement, and related educational issues directly and in collaboration with
sponsors

2 Convene periodically groups of test users, measurement specialists, representatives of professional groups, and other interested parties to examine its procedures and recommend improvements in them.

206
3

Provide accurate and appropriate information when marketing us products and
services

4 Provide advice and technical assistance on tests and measurement for test
sponsors, users, and other interested groups.
5

Offer conferences, seminars, workshops, and other forms of training or instruction in testing, measurement, and other relevant areas of interest, acting independently or in cooperation with other institutions or professional groups.

2O
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Absolute Standard A cutscore or performance standard that Is established
without reference to the score distributton of the people for whom the standard
will be operational For example,, a passing score set at 80 percent of the
questions correct without basing the decision on how many people will score
above or below that point is an absolute standard. See Cutscore, Performance
Standard Compare Relative Standard
Accuracy: The extent to which a principal product conformsto its spectfications.
Achievement Test. A test that measures a particular body of knowledge or set of
skills and that is ordinanly used to assess a person's level of performance after the
person has participated in some learning experience, the outcome of which the
test is intended to measure Compare Aptitude Test
Adaptive Test. A test administered such that the next item to be administered to
a person depends on the person's response to a previous item or set of items.
Adjusted Coefficient: A statistic that has been revised to estimate its value under
conditions other than those in the sample on which it has been calculated. For
example, a correlation coefficient may be adjusted to account for restriction of
range. See Restriction of Range

Alternate form- An edition of a test that is written to meet the same specifications and is comparable in most respects to another edition of the test except
that some or all of the questions are different. An alternate form may or may not
be a parallel form. Compare Parallel Form See Test Specifications

Alternate Form Reliability An estimate of reliability based on the correlation
between alternate forms of a test administered to the same group of people. See
Alternate Form, Reliability Compare Internal Consistency Reliability, Test-Retest
Reliability.
Analysts Sample. The group of people on whose performance a statistic or set of
statistics has been calculated

Anchor Test- A usually relatively short test administered with h. or more forms
of a test for the purpose of equating those forms. See Common Items, Equating.

Answer Key A listing of the correct responses to a set of test questions
Aptitude Test: A test that is usually not closely related to a specific curriculum
and which is used primarily to predict future performance. Compare Achievement Test Note that the distinction between aptitude tests and achievement
tests is not strong and depends more on differences in test use than on differences in test content.

2n
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Attributes Qualities or characteristics of a person, such as ( ommand of a body
of knowledge, ability to perform certain skills, or interest in performing a particular type of task
Branching Test See Adaptive Test
Classification Error (1) The proportion of inconsistent categorizations of examinees that would be made on repeated administrations of the same test or of a test
and an alternate form, assuming no changes in the examinees' true performance
levels (2) The assignment of an examinee to the wrong category, such as passing
a person who lacks minimal competence and should fail
Classification Rates. The proportions of examinees placed in various categories,
such as pass-fail, on the basis of test scores
Client. (See Sponsor)

Committee on Prior Review An En institutional review board that reviews
proposed and ongoing research to ensure adequate protection of human subjects

Common Items A set of test questions that remain the same in two or more
forms of a test for purposes of equating The common items may be dispersed
among the items in the forms to he equated or kept together as an anchor test
Compare Anchor Test See Equating
Comparable Scores Scores that are put on the same scale so that they have the
same meaning in terms of relative ranking within a defined group of people but
that cannot necessarily be used interchangeably For example, percentile rank

scores on a reading test and on a math test are comparable scores if the
percentile ranks have been based on the same norm group for both tests
Compare Equivalent Scores
Composite Score A score that is the combination of two or more scores by some
specified formula

Con figural Rule. A specified procedure (or interpreting the pattern of a person's
scores on two or more tests or subtests

Consent Permission granted by an individual or that individual's parent or
guardian for the use or release of data held by (Ts, such permission granted upon
receipt of a reasonable explanation of the purpose of the use or release and a
reasonable explanation of the manner in which the results will be reported

Construct' A theoretical concept developed to explain a group of related
behaviors. Examples of constructs are "intelligence," "creativity," "self concept,"
"anxiety "
Conversion Parameters Quantitative rules for expressing scores on one test form
in terms of scores on an alternate form See Alternate Form, Equating.

Criterion. (1) That which is predicted by a test, such as college grade-point
average or job-performance rating. (2) The score with which responses to a test
item are correlated
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Criterion Relevance. The extent to which the measure used in assessing a test's
predictive validity is related to the test's intended purpose
Cntical Content: Knowledges, skills, or abilities that must be measured in a test
because of their Importance

Critical Information. Information that will be used to draw important inferences
(a) about the sponsor, us-appointedexternal committees, institutional or agency

user, examinee, subject or respondent, or (b) by the sponsor, institutional or
agency user, examinee, subject or respondent and which, if incorrect, could be
harmful.
Cross Validation. The application of scoring weights or prediction equations
derived from one sample to a different sample to allow estimation of the extent

to which chance factors determined the weights or equations or inflated the
validity estimated in the analysis sample.
Outscore: A point on a score scale at or above which examinees are classified in
one way and below which they are classified in a different way For example, if a
cut score is set at 60, then people who score 60 and above may be classified as
"passing" and people who score 59 and below classified as "failing
Domain:A defined body of knowledge, skills, abilities, attitudes, interests or other
characteristics.

Equating A statistical process used to convert scores on two or more alternate
forms of a test to a common scale such that the scores may be used interchangeably. See Anchor Test, Common Items, Conversion Parameter.

Equivalent Scores. Test scores that can be used interchangeably Compare
Comparable Scores.
(is Board of Trustees. The us Board of Trustees is thegoverning body of us There
are 17 trustees. Sixteen are elected for four-year terms. New members of the
Board are elected by current trustees. The President of (Isis an ex officio member

us-Held Program Data Files Information about individuals and institutions held
by us and derived from trs-provided services of collection, processing, storage,
retrieval and dissemination
us-Held Research Files Information held by us and generated through us-conducted research.
Examinee. An individual who takes a test, developed and/or administered by us.
Formula Score Raw score on a multiple choice test after a correction for guessing

has been applied, usually the number right minus a fraction of the number
wrong. See Raw Score

Handicapping Conditions. (1) A visual, auditory, other physical or learning disability such that a test administered under standardized conditions would result

in a score that significantly underestimates the person's true ability. (2) A
disability which limits a person's access to a testing site See Standardized
Conditions
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Institutional or Agency User An organizational recipient of us-processed or
produced information
Intermediate Product Materials that are not released externally, but that are
necessary to the production of the principal product

Internal c;

ocy Reliability An estimate of reliability based on the extent to
whicht',rCerr'su a tPft tend to measure the salty: attribute in the same way See
Aeiiabdity Compare Alienate rorin Ts'ehabiuty
r;flinq
test question

Item Analysis A statistical description of how an item performed within a
particular test when administered to a particular sample of peor, :Isla often
provided are the difficulty of the question, the number of people chop,
of the options, and-the correlation of the item with some criterion

each

Item Response (1) A person's answer to a question (2) The answer to a question
coded into categories such as right, wrong, or omit

Item Response Theory A set of propositions relating people's performance on
test questions to certain characteristics of the people and certain characteristics
of the items by means of mathematical models It is based on the assumption

that the probability of a correct response by a person to an item can be
calculated from the examinee's estimated ability and certain statistical characteristics of the item
Item Type The observable format of a test question. At a very general level "item
type" may refer, for example, to multiple choice or free response questions At a

finer level of distinction, "item type" may refer, for example, to synonym
questions or antonym questions
Local norms A distribution of scores and related statistics within an institution or
closely related group of institutions (such as the schools in one district) used to
give additional meaning to test scores by serving as a basis for comparison.

Locally Administered Test A test that is given by an institution at a time of the
institution's own choosing
Normative Scale A way of e.pressing a score's relative standing in the distribution of scores of some specified group

Parallel Forms Alternate forms of a test that yield nearly identical means and
standard deviations of scores as well as nearly identical correlations between
scores and other variables See Alternate Forms.
Parameter. (1) The value of some variable for a population as opposed to an
estimate of the value based on a sample drawn from the population (2) In Item
response theory, one of the characteristics of an item such as its difficulty

Part Score' A score derived from a subset of the items in a test Synonym of
Subscore

Performance Standard A cutscore or a defined level of performance on some
task For example, "Run 100 yards in t! seconds or less See Cutscore.
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Pilot Testing. Small scale try-out of test questions or a test form often involving
observation of and interviews with examinees

Precision. The width of the interval within which a value can he estimated to he

with a given probability The higher the precision. the smaller the interval
required to include the value at any given probability

Principal Product. us-produced or processed materials (eg , annual reports,
performance data, score reports and admissions tickets) that are released or
transmitted to a sponsor, us-appointed external committee, institutional or
agency user, examinee, subject or respondent, pursuant to a contract or published commitment.
Principles For The Vandation And Use Of Personnel Selection Procedures, Division of Industrial-Organizational Psychology, American Psychological Association, Berkeley, CA: The Industrial-Organizational Psychologist, 1980.

Program Statistics Data that are based on the groups of people that happen to
take the tests offered by a particular testing program Program statistics are not
equivalent to data derived from carefully selected samples of defined populations such as those used to construct national norms

Raw Score: (1) The number of items answered correctly on a test with no
adjustment (2) In some usages, the formula score is also called a raw score See
Formula Score
Regression Equation A formula used to estimate the value of a variable given the
value of one or more observed variables. For example, estimating college grade
point average given high school grade point average and SAT scores

Relative Standard A cutscore or performance standard that is established with
reference to the score distribution of the people for whom the standard will be
operational. For example, a cutscore set to pass 60 percent of the people is a
relative standard See Cutscore. Compare Absolute Standard.

Reliability: An indicator of the extent to which test scores will be consistent
across different conditions of administration and/or administration of alternate
forms of the test See Alternate Form Reliability, Test-Retest Reliability.
Respondent- An individual who provides data to a research project in a manner
and for a purpose different from either examinees or subjects.
Response Method:The procedure used by an examinee to indicate an answer to
a question such as a mark on an answer sheet, a handwritten essay, or an entry
in an electronic storage medium
Restriction of Range A case in which the variance of scores in an analysis sample
is lower than the variance of scores in the population from which the sample was
selected. See Analysis Sample, Variance

Sampling Error. The difference between a statistic derived from a particular
sample and its value in the population from which the sample was drawn. See
Parameter (1)
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Score. A quantitative or categorical value (such ' pass or tail; ) assigned to an
examinee as the result of some measurement procedure

Score Recipient: A person or institution obtaining the scores or individual
examinees or summary data for groups of examinees
Score Scale. The set of numbers within which scores are reported for a particular
test or testing program, often, but not necessarily, having a specified mean and
standard deviation for some defined reference group

Special Testing Arrangement. A test administered under non-standardized conditions in which modifications have been made to meet the needs of examinees

who require the modifications for appropriate assessment such as providing
audio-taped versions of tests for visually-impaired people See Standardized
Conditions
Speededness The extent to which peoples' scores are affected by how quickly
they respond to items on a test One indicator of speededness is the percent of
test takers who answer all of the items in the test
Sponsor. Educational, professional or occupational associations, federal, state or

local agencies, public or private foundations which contract with uts for its
services This category includes their governing boards, membership and
appointed committees or staff
Standard Deviation A statistic characterizing the magnitude of the differences
among a set of measurements Specifically it is the square root of the average
squared difference between each measurement and the mean of the measurements See Variance The standard deviation is the square root of the variance.

Standard Error of Estimate A statistic that indicates the standard deviation of
differences between actual and estimated measures It is an indicator of the
accuracy of the estimate. See Standard Deviation
Standard Error of Measurement A statistic that indicates the standard deviation
of the differences between observed scores and their corresponding true score
It has also been described as the standard deviation of scores for a person taking
a large number of parallel forms of a test, assuming no changes in the person's
true ability. See True Score, Standard Deviation
Standardized Conditions The administration of a test in the same manner to all

examinees to allow fair comparison of their scores Factors such as timing,
directions, use of aids such as calculators and dictionaries are controlled to be
constant for all examinees

Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests, American Psychological
Association (APA), American Educational Research Association IAERA), and
National Council on Measurement in Education INCME) Washington, D C APA,
1985.

Subgroup A part of the larger population which is definable according to various

criteria as appropriate, (e.g, by sex, race or ethnic origin, training or formal
preparation, geographic location, income level, handicap and/or age)
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Subject: An individual who participates in an its laboratory or expenmental
research project.
Subscore: A score derived from a subset of the items in a test. Synonymous with

part score.
Subtest: A subset of the items in a test upon which a subscore or part score is
based.

Test Analysis: A description of the statistical charactenstics of a test following
administration, including but not limited to distnbutions of item difficulty and
discrimination indices, score distributions, mean and standard deviation of

scores, reliability, standard error of measurement, and indices of speededness.

Test Battery: (1) A collection of measures designed to allow the
comparison of
scores across measures for an individual. (2) Loosely speaking, a collection of
tests often administered together.
Test Form: A unique edition of a test consisting of all of the identical copies of a
test. Compare Alternate FOIM, Parallel form.

Test Format: The physical layout of a test including the spacing of items oi, a
page, type size, positioning of item response options, etc.
Testing Program:A set of arrangements under which examinees are scheduled to
take a test under standardized conditions, the tests are supplied with instructions
for giving and taking them, and arrangements are made for scoring the tests,
reporting the scores, and providing interpretive information as part of a comprehensive ongoing service. A program is characterized by its continuing character
and by the inclusiveness of the services provided.

Test-Retest Reliability An estimate of reliability based on the correlation
between scores on two administrations of the same test to the same group of
people. See Reliability. Compare AlternateForm Reliability.

Test Specifications:Detailed documentation of the intended characteristics of a
test including but not limited to the content and skills to be measured, the
number and type of items, the level of difficulty, the timing and the layout.
Test - Taking Population antendecO: The people for whom a test has been designed
to be most appropriate. The actual test taking population may differ in some
instances from the intended population.

Timeliness: The degree to which a principal product is released or delivered to its
recipient within a predefined schedt.le.

True Score: The hypothetical average score of an examinee calculated from an
infinite number of administrations of equivalent test forms assuming no learning
forgetting or fatigue on the part of the eraminee. It is the score that an examinee

would obtain if the test were perfectly reliable and the standard error of
measurement were zero. See Reliability, Standard Error of Measurement.
Validity. The extent to which inferences made on the basis of test scores are
appropriate and justified by evidence.
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Variance: A statistic characterizing the magnitude of the differences among a set
of measurements. Specifically It is the average squared difference between each
measurement and the mean of the measurements.

Weighting System: (1) A formula giving the relative contribution (expressed as a
multiplier) of part scores to a composite score See Composite Score. (2) The
relative contribution assigned to certain sample data to better represent a target

population
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ETS SENSITIVITY REVIEW PROCESS:
GUIDELINES AND PROCEDURES
INTRODUCTION
Educational Testing Service is committed to ensunng that its tests and publications acknowledge the
multicultural and multiethnic nature of our society and reflect a thoughtful and fair consideration of the
very broad character of ETS's clientele As part of the effort to attain this goal. ETS has stated in its
Standads for Quality and Fairness that individual test questions, tests as a whole, and descriptive materials
must not contain language. symbols. words. phrases, and examples that are generally regarded as sexist.
racist, or otherwise potentially offensive, inappropnatc, or negative toward any group
This document is the basic guide to the process through which these standards are met, It identifies the
sensitivity cntcna used in the review:and details all review procedures Although most of the cntcna are
general ones that can and should be applied to any population group, expenence has shown that a special
effort must be made to evaluate material from the perspectives of Asian /Pacific Island Americans. Black
Americans. Hispanic Americans. individuals with disabilities. Native Amencans/Amencan Indians. and
women This publication, therefore, specifically addresses areas of special concern to these six groups

PROCESS OVERVIEW
Reviewers
The reviewers for sensitivity evaluations are trained in two-day workshops that cover all issues: in
addition, there are one-day refresher workshops for periodic review of sensitivity issues. Trained staff members from test development and test editing areas represent the general disciplines of the humanities, the
social sciences, the sciences, and vocational education, Trained editorial staff also serve as sensitivity reviewers for nontest publications While women and minority staff members are represented among the reviewers.
any professional volunteer can be trained to perform sensitivity reviews Before formally reviewing test
material or other ETS publications, all reviewers receive training in the ETS sensitivity guidelines and the
process in order to ensure that they understand the review cntena and are able to apply them consistently

Sensitivity Review for Tests
The test sensitivity review process has three mayor components' an optional preliminary review, a
mandatory final review, and an arbitration process Every pretest and final form (scored test) must have a
sensitivity review. and every test more than five years old must have one before repnnting

Preliminary Ante./ (optional) Any staff member in the process of assembling a test may request a preliminary review to screen questions. reading passages, and other such matcnals for possible problems and
deficiencies The reviewer's recommendations are not binding at this stage However, this review may reveal
problems at a point early in the test development prxess when modifications can be made more easily
Final Review The mandatory final review takes place at the time of the editing process After editing.
substantiv c changes are not normally made in a test This final sensitivity review must be conducted, even if
the test received a preliminary review If possible, the preliminary and final reviews should be performed by
the same person
' See Appendix
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Arbitration Process; If the person who assembled the test and the sensitivity reviewer cannot agree on how
to resolve the issues rased by the reviewer, the two parties meet with the
sensitivity renew coordinator from
the sensitivity reviewer's area. The coordinator acts asa mediator. If the issue still is not resolved, the three
parties meet with the test development director from the test assembler's area to discuss a possible resolu
Lion If mediation is unsuccessful at this nage, the material in question goes to arbitration.
An arbitration panel consists of three staff members not in test development divisions. These arbiters
receive the same training in the ETS sensitivity guidelines as do the reviewers Arbiters may not serve on a
deasionmaking panel involving a program for which they work
After examining the disputed material, the mad decides whether it violates the guidelines. As part of
this process, the panel may choose to review the entire test and
to address any issues it may find in addition
to those submitted for arbitration.
The decisions of the arbitration panel are final and binding.

Sensitivity Review for Other Publications
Sensitivity reviews for nonfat publications are conducted as part of the normal editorial renew process
Ordinarily, sensitivity issues are resolved between the reviewer
and the author. In case of disagreement, the
dispute is resolved through the same arbitration process used for test material

PROCEDURES FOR SENSITIVITY
REVIEWS OF TESTS
Preliminary Review
During the optional preliminary review, ten items, reading passages, and other such materials can be
screened to detect potential problans. The preliminary review
is performed at the request of the test assent
bler, who provides a reviewer with the tat work folder. which contains several documents, inducting the

following

1. A copy of the test specifications
2. The test items (usually unassembled)

3. Any other relevant material
4. The test sensitivity review report form
The sensitivity reviewer returns the work folder and report form (see Appendix E) with comments and
recommendations to the test assembler within 43 hours. Time is charged to the project/job for the test.
Although the reviewer's recommendations are not binding, failureto modify the test material might
result in similar recommendations during the final review. As the need to modify a test to any significant
degree during the editing process (final mandatory renew) can cause delays in the overall tat development
process, test assemblers are encouraged to use the prelimmary review for any material that might raise
sensitivity issues

Final Review
The mandatory final review takes place during the test editing process? lithe test has received a prelim!.
nary renew, another sensitivity review must be performed; it will be acceptable to sedate the preliminary
form Of the mandatory review reveal: no peobknu) to indicate
that the mandatory review has been per
formed. Its recommended that the preliminary and foul reviews
be performed by the same person. The test
assembler may request that a subject speciahst
renew the test when context is critical. The steps to be
followed for the final review are
I

The test assembler fills out the top portion of the front page of the test sensitivity renew report
form It is important to indicate at this time the exact nature of both the final form requirements
and pretest requirements for multicultural material in the test

' Test editors perform sensitivity reviews as part of the eating process for some mathematics and science tests
approved for such reviews by the test development directors. need:tor
sagas the test assembler's control sheet
indicating that a sensitivity review has been performed.
4
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2 The test assembler submits the cm lc test work folder to the sensitivity review router in his or her
division for assignment to a sensitivity reviewer
3 The sensitivity review router logs toe work folder and assigns it to a reviewer The router may give
the test to a renewer from another division
4 The sensitivity reviewer evaluates re test in accordance with the Guidelines to determine cantor.
mity.5
5 The sensitivity renewer completes .he test sensitivity renew report form, by which sensitivity comments and recommendations are documented, and returns it to the router along with the work
folder within 48 hours If no recommendations are made, the sensitivity reviewer indicates acceptance on the test assembler's control sheet and the test sensitivity renew form and returns them to
the router along snth the work folder. Time is charged to the protectiyob for the test.
6 The test assembler discusses the report with the sensitivity renewer as necessary. If the sensitivity
renewer has made no recommendations, the assembler signs and dates the report form and files it
in the work folder The test or test section is then sent through the usual test production cycle. If
the sensiunty reviewer has made recommendations, the test assembler provides a written response
to each issue, outlining planned action and. where appropriate, a rationale. and returns these
responses to the sensitivity reviewer along with the work folder

7 The sensitivity reviewer indicates concurrence or nonconcurrence vmh the test assembler's responses
and returns the form and work folder within 48 hours of receipt to the test assembler
If the sensitivity reviewer is satisfied with all of the responses, the report form is signed and
dated. the control sheet is signed. and all documents are returned to the test assembler along with
the work folder The time is charged to the protect/Job for the test.
A sensitivity reviewer who disagrees with the test assembler's planned actions will meet first
with the test assembler and the sensitivity renew coordinator from the test assembler's area. If no
resolution occurs, the assembler, the reviewer. and the sensitivity renew area coordinator from the
test assembler's area meet with the test development director of the test assembler'sarea to attempt
to resolve the issue(s)

The test development director serves as a mediator and attempts to resolve the issues to the
mutual satisfaction of both the sensitivity reviewer and the test assembler! If the problem is resolved
at this time, one of two processes takes place

a The sensitivity reviewer indicates concurrence with the test assembler's rationale, and both the
s.:nsitinty reviewer and test assembler sign and date the report form, indicating the test is accept.
able to both sensitivity reviewer and test assembler The sensitivity reviewer also signs the control
sheet and charges the time to the project/yob for the test.
b The test assembler makes the agreed upon changes, indicating what revisions have been made.
and forwards the report form and work folder to the sensitivity reviewer The sensitivity renewer
signs and dates the report form. indicating the test is acceptable as revised. signs the control
sheet, and returns both to the test assembler along with the work folder within 48 hours of
receipt. Time is charged to the protect /yob for the test
In cases where there is no resolution, the sensitivity reviewer will recordon the report form all
of his or her disagreements with the test assembler's responses The report form and the work folder
arc submitted to the test sensitivity review coordinator from the test assembler's area The coordinator submits the material for binding arbitration. In recording his or her position, the sensitivity
reviewer should make specific references to relevant sections and pages in the Guidelines
Both the test assembler and the test sensitivity reviewer write memoranda of explanation to the
arbitration panel
The test sensitivity review area coordinator requests that the test sensitivity review steering
committee chairperson form an arbitration panel
All materials go through the test sensitivity review area coordinator to the arbitration panel
The arbitration panel gives its decision to the coordinator, who notifies the involved parties
8 The Test File Library retains the final test sensitivity review report form and the arbiters' decision as
permanent components of the work folder

' The test sensitivity review report form must not be used for comments or suggestions other than sensitivity concerns
Renewers arc encouraged to make such comments but to write them on a separate sheet ofpaper
' At any point in the process, the sensitivity reviewer may consult with his or her test sensitivity area coordinator or
any other available area coordinator
5
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Arbitration Process
As soon as it is recognized that arbitration will be required, the test sensitivity review area coordinator should notify the chairperson of the sensitivity review steering committee It is Important that this be
done quickly so that an arbitration panel, consisting of three of the five trained arbiters, can be assembled
as soon as possible. The chair of the sensitivity review steering committee appoints a chair for the panel
and arranges for a meeting room The panel's decision is due within one week Time is charged to the
project /job of the test under consideration
Since the mandatory sensitivity review occurs during the test editing process, other editorial changes
in test material can be made while the sensitivity stem is in arbitration, Copy editors should NOT sign off,
however, until the control sheet is signed by the test assembler's area director, who notes near the appro.
priate box: "Decided in Arbitration."
Further procedural steps are as follows
I. The sensitivity reviewer, test assembler, sensitivity review area coordinator, and test development
director sign the test sensitivity review arbitration control sheet Signatures indicate awareness that
the passage/nem/test is going to arbitration, not necessarily agreement with either party.

2. The work folder and sensitivity review report form are given to the sensitivity review area coordinator.
3

All arbitration occurs through written material only. There will be no oral arguments by either
party before the panel of arbiters
a

In a memorandum, the sensitivity reviewer mutt clearly indicate the nature of the problem(s)
and must cite the section(s) and page number(s) of the gwdeline(s) being violated. A reviewer's
inability to find specific references may indicate that the objection is inappropriate.

b In a memorandum, the test assembler must clearly Indicate the reason(s) for NOT accepting the
sensitivity reviewer's recommendations (Time constraints will not be considered sufficient reason for not changing test material ) The test assembler's statements should explain how and
why the test material does NOT violate the guidelines The test assembler's statements should
be documented, including text references to the Guidelines and copies of test specifications when
appropriate

c. Other written material may be solicited by the panel itself
The arbiters are familiar with the ETS test sensitivity guidelines and have a copy of the procedures
available when they meet. The panel can decide one of the following
I. Passage /item /testis in violation of the gwdelines and the material must be changed or dropped.
2 Passage/item/test is not in violation of the guidelines.
3. The guidelines do not address and are not relevant to the problem raised by the reviewer
In reviewing the passagehtem/test, arbiters may discover that another passage /item, not cited by the
reviewer, violates a guideline. It is the duty of the arbitration panel to rule on that material as well The
arbitration process is Intended to provide a mechanism for resolving disagree ,tents between test assembler
and sensitivity reviewer, however, as the fundamental goal of the sensitivity review process is to eliminate
offensive material, arbiters would be remiss if they were not to rule on any material brought before them
that violates the guidelines
Once the panel has made its binding decision, the arbitration control sheet, thetest sensitivity review
report form, and the test assembler's control sheet are signed and returned to the area sensitivity review
coordinator. Copies of the arlattrattott decision and the memoranda written by the test assembler and the
sensitivity reviewer are sent by the assembler's area sensitivity review coordinator to the assembler's area
director, the steering committee, the test assembler, and the sensitivity reviewer. The sensitivity review area
coordinator and the steering committee are also sent copies of the passage or item. The sensitivity review
coordinator ensures that any necessary changes are implemented

6
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PROCEDURES FOR SENSITIVITY REVIEWS
OF PUBLICATIONS
Mandatory Review
Sensitivity renews of all EFS publications other than tests are performed by the editorial staff Editors,
like test reviewers, must go through satuuvity training to be qualified to perform such reviews If an editor
of a publication is also the author of the manuscript. another editor performs the sensitivity review Editors
undertake sensitivity reviews when the manuscript has reached final draft stage. before it is put into production However, editors arc encouraged to renew copy informally as early in the editorial process as possible
If copy is changed or added to a manuscript already reviewed for sensitivity and in production. the editor
must review the additions for conformity to the EFS sensitivity guidelines Editors also review publications
produced before the most recent guidelines were issued when such publications are scheduled to be
repnnted
Editors are also responsabk for isvicvnng audiovisual publications and artwork proposed for inclusion
in publications, using the same procedures descnbed above

Editonal staff bring sensitivity issues in publications to the attentioi. of the project director The editor
then works with the project director to eliminate questionable or mappro;,nate copy from the publication
A project director who chooses not to change the copy, due to conflicts wean program policies, must reply
on the publications sensitivity renew form to the editor's objections If the disagreement continues. the
sensitivity reviewer, the project director, and the publications sensitivity review coordinator mcct with the
division director of the project director's arca. The division director serves as a mediator and attempts to
resolve the issue(s) to the mutual satisfaction of the sensitivity reviewer and the project director If the
problem is not solved, the pubbcauons sennuvity review coordinator notifies the chair of the steering
committee, and the dispute gccs to arbitrauon as quickly as possible

Arbitration Process for Publications
The chair of the sensitivity review steering committee arranges for an arbitration panel, appoints a
chair for the panel, and arranges for a meeting roan. At this point, the sensitivity reviewer, project director,
publications sensitivity review coordinator, and sensiuvity review coordinator from the project director's
area sign the sensitivity review arbitration control sheet. Signatures indicate awareness that the publication

is going to arbitration, not =aunty agreement with either party.'
In a memorandum, the acrinuvity reviewer must dearly indicate the nature of the problem(s) and must
cite the section(s) and page number(s) of the gindehne(s) bring violated A reviewer's inability to find
specific references may indicate that the objection is inappropriate.
The project director must clearly indicate the reason(s) for NOT accepting the sensuivity reviewer's
recommendations. Tune constraints will not be considered sufficient reason for not changing material. The
project director's statements should explain how and why the material does NOT violate the guidelines The
project director's statements should be documented, including appropnate references to the Gudelines and
Procedures and copies of relevant speafications when appropriate.
The draft pubis:anon, sensitivity review report form, and any explanatory memoranda from the sensiMaly reviewer and the project director are given to the publxations sensitivity review coordinator, who
forwards them to the chair of the arbitration panel The panel may solicit other wntten matenal itself
An arbitration panel will be convened and a deasion rendered usually within one week of notification
Three of the five arbiters will be asked to serve on a pand. Time charges are to be made to the project/hob
of the publication under consideration
The arbiters have received EFS sanauvity framing and have a copy of the procedures available at the
meeting. The panel can decide one of the following
I Material is in violauon of the guidelines and must be changod or dropped.
2. Matenal is not in violauon of the guidelines.
3 The guidelines do not address and are not relevant to the problem raised by the reviewer

' All arbitration occurs through wntten matenah only There are no oral arguments by either pany before the panel
of arbiters
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In res Twang the material, arbiters may discoscr that additional areas not cited by the reviewer violate a
guideline It is the duty of the arbitration panel to rule on that matenal also. The arbitration process is
intended to provide a mechanism for the resolution of disagreements between project director and sensitivity
reviewer However, as the major goal of the sensitivity review process is the elimination of offensne matenal, arbiters would be remiss if they were not to point out and rule on matcnal brought before them that is
in violation of any part of the guidelines
Once the arbitration panel has made its binding decision, its members sign the arbitration control sheet
and the publications sensitivity review form and return them to the publications sensitivity review coordana
for Copies of the decision, together with the matcnal under arbitration and the memoranda wntten by the
project director and the sensitivity reviewer, arc sent by the publications coordinator to the project director's
division head, the steenng committee, the project director, and the sensitivity reviewer The sensitivity review
coordinator will ensure that the changes, where necessary, are implemented.

EVALUATION GUIDELINES
The success of the sensitivity review process depends upon the consistent implementation of clear and
establ shed polities It is necessary that reviewers and editors be familiar with all of the guidelines
discussed below to ensure that all people and groups arc treated fairly in tests and publications and that all
test p ograms and clients are asked to comply with the same standards

Definitions
Group Reference Questions reflect the multicultural nature of our society and
arc of two basic types representational and substantive.
Representational items
These items test knowledge or skills that are Independent of the particular
subject matter presented in the stimulus matenal or in the Item itself. Such
items are generally found in tests measunng listening skills, reading compre-

hension, problem solving in mathematics, wnung ability, interpretation of
data, and the like. For example, if the purpose of the item is to test whether a
candidate knows how to read a bar graph, what the bar graph itself indicates
is irrelevant; the same skill can be measured whether the graph compares the
number of cars manufactured by different companies, the number of people
who are in the various income tax brackets, or the number of Hispanic men
and women who have earned doctorates each year during the past decade.
Usually, items in this category can be changed without great difficulty to
include references to women or mmonty groups.

Examples

I. Skill Identification of an error in grammar
Original sentence:
Henry Fielding is widely known and highly praised for his novels

A

, few

people realize that he established the first police force in England

C

D

No error
E
Revised Item that includes a representational women's reference:

Gwendolyn Brooks is widely known and highly praised for her poetry
A
few people realize that she has also published a novel. No error
C
E

D

8

2 r)
vii
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2. SkillAbility to read a simple chart
Original chart front which questions were drawn:
Number of Test Development Specialists in State X's Employ
15
10

5

0
1965

1970

1975

New dart that includes a represeistational group reference:
Number of Hispanic Americans Holding Professional Jobs in
State X's Government
1500
1000

500
0
1965

1970

1975

3. SkillSpatial orientation
Original item
Jun rowed I kilometer east and then 1 kilometer south. In what directici,
would Jim have to row in order to return directly to his starting point?
(A) North (B) Northeast (C) Northwest
(D) Southeast (E) Southwest

Revised item that Winks a representational AsianAmerican reference:
Mr. Chyn rowed I kilometer east and then I kilometer south. In what
direction would he have to row in order to return directly to his starting
point?

(A) North (B) Northeast (C) Northwest
(D) Southeast (E) Southwest

4. SkillReasoning
Original item:
If a man who had visited the United States in the 1830s wrote, "People in
America were unusually fnendly:' you would probably give the most
credence to his judgment about American people if you also found that
(A) Americans of the time condemned the idea that America was a
happy-go-lucky culture
(B) ministers in the 1830s insisted that puritanism was declining
(C) other travelers in the 1830s who came from the same culture as the
author had come to the same conclusion
(ID) other travelers in the 1830s who came from many different cultures
had come to the same conclusion as the author
(E) the first American social club was founded in the 1830s

9
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Revised item that includes a representational **omen's reference:

If a woman who had visited the United States in the I 830s wrote,
"Unmarried women in America were unusually emancipated." you would
probably give the most credence to her judgement about these women if
you also found that
(A) social psychologists in the 1980s contend that women in the United
States are more emancipated than women in most societies
(B) United States writers of novels in the 1830s described
some women
characters who refused to follow established rules of conduct
(C) in the 1830s, another traveler. who came from the same culture as the
author, had come to the same conclusion
(D) in the 1830s, men and women travelers, who came from many
different cultures, had come to the same conclusion as the author
(E) the first suffragist newspaper in the United States was founded in the
18305

Definition
Substantave item

Substantive items test particular kinds of knowledge These items are
usually found in tests meant to measure knowledge gained in a particular
course of study in a particular discipline Substantive items related to the
concerns of minority groups and women are included in the test according to
the requirements of the test specifications, which, of course, are intended to
reflect what is being taught in the discipline Some of these items may cover
subjects that can be expected to arouse negative emotional reactions in
certain subgroups of the population and thus would not be appropriate
subjects to cover in representational items For example, a test in American
history would probably deal with slavery, a test for nurses might include
items about sickle-cell anemia or Tay-Sachs disease. All such items should be
reviewed for sensitivity concerns in light of the purpose of the test, the population taking it, and the curriculum it is designed to test

10
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Evaluation Requirements
All questions, including group reference questions, and where a pplicabk entire test sections or tests. arc
evaluated from a number of paspectoes

Cognitive/Affective
These two dimensions apply to all group reference questions. The cognitive dimension deals with the
factual basis of questions, i e., whether the information in the question Is accurate. The affective dimension
reflects the positive or negative feehngs the question may evoke from vinous segments of the testing Nutt.
lation. There arc four possibk combinations of these two factors, illustrated by the following chart

COGNITIVE
A

F

Factual

+ positive

a

I negative
V
E

d

Erroneous

C

T

Category "a"
ACCEPTABLE

Category "a" represents the ideal situationthe group
reference is both factual and affectively positive.

ample
The economic health of the Osage took a dramatic turn for the better when

(A) they suaxeded in producing an especially fine variety of cotton
(B) pooled tribal resources provided the capital to establish a pencil factory
(C) oil was discovered on their reservation
(D) high-fashion designers displayed an interest in their finely crafted
jewelry

(E) concern for the environment led to a general interest in handcrafted
goods

Category "b"
UNACCEPTABLE: Category "b" questions, while evoking positive feelings
on the part of referenced groups, are not factual. Such
questions frequently result from the intentional efforts
of the person writing the question to correct a perceived
injustice to a minority group and often represent a narrow ideological perspective. Additionally, these questions tend not to have clear-cut correct answers. In most
cases. unacceptable questtolu can be salvaged by revision

Example
Which of the following groups has been most successful in obtaining progress
for the Black community?

(A) The Urban League
(B) The Black Panther Party
(C) The Deacons for Defense
(D) The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People

Discussion
The problem here is with the question itself Unfortunately, it is unansucrable as wntten. What is meant by "most successful"? At what? What
type of progress? The writer clearly had good intentions, The objective was to
include positive matenal on the minonty expenence. A question of this type
can be rewntten in several ways For example: Which of the following groups
emphasizes progress through alliances with the business community? The
answer is the Urban League. Or Which of the following groups is the oldest',
The answer is the NAACP. Both questions as rewntten have a factual as
opposed to a subjective answer Notice that as used in option (D) the word
Colored is acceptable and appropnate here.

Category "c"
UNACCEPTABLE. This third set represents the worst ease These questions
are not factual, and they generate negative feelings on
the part of referenced groups

Example
All of the following groups have retained some of their onginal cultural roots
EXCEPT the
(A) Swedish Amencans
(B) Italian Amencans
(C) Black Amencans
(D) Amencan Indians
Discussion
The author of this question intended for the answer to be (C). However,
one school of thought on this issue traces the roots of BlackAmerican culture clearly back to Africa. Black Amencans who support this alternative
viewpoint would react negatively to the question as wntten. Therefore, the
question should be dropped or reworded to read According to E. Franklin
Frazier (or some other proponent), which of the following groups has not
maintained vestiges of its original cultural heritage?

Category "d"
UNACCEPTABLE. Questions that fall into this fourth group often lead to a
controversy that is difficult to resolve. Although such
questions are based on fact, they generate negative feelings on the part of referenced groups. For instance, a
question that emphasizes high birth rates in certain
nations has a factual basis, but it may evoke negative
feelings in Americans who can trace their roots to these
nations, and it reinforces negative stereotypes.6

Example
All of the following factors account for the use of English as the official
language of the United States EXCEPT:
(A) It is required by a constitutional amendment
(B) It is the primary language of instruction in public schools.
(C) It is the key to the "Americanization" of nonEnglishspeaking
immigrant groups.
(D) It is usually necessary for career success.
(E) It prevents the emergence of balkanization and separation.
Discussion
Even though choices BE are true, the question can offend Amencan
citizens who are not native speakers of English, as well as recent immigrant
groups Choices C and E show an intolerance of other cultures.

' In exceptional instances. matenal of this nature may be unavoidabk See section on context considerations
12
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Ficainpk
Percent of Female.Headed Families in the United States in 1960 by
Annual Income, Race, and Place of Residence
Rural

Urban

Total

Percent

Percent

Percent

36

Black Population
Under $3,000

18

47

83,000 and over

5

8

7

Total

14

23

21

Under $3,000

12

38

22

$3,000 and over

2

4

3

Total

4

7

6

White Population

The data in the table above indicate that in the United States in 1960 femaleheaded families were more common
(A) in rural areas than in urban areas
(B) among Whites than among Blacks at the same income level
(C) among poor Whites flan among nonpoor Blacks
(D) among the poor thin the nonpoor only in urban areas

(E) among Blacks thvi Whites in urban areas but not in rural areas
Discussion
This item was written for a general background test. It is unacceptable

in that it
presents a iiegaUve picture of the minority group discussed in the item,
may arouse negative feelings in test takers,
is not measuring knowledge of information essential in a disciphne,
is intended for a general population (not students of a particular

curriculum), and
does not treat the subject with as much sensitivity as it could be treated

Example
Population growth rates tend to be highest

(A) among the poor
(B) in industrial countries
(C) in areas with rich food supplies
(D) when birth rates are low and death rates are high
(E) when a nation undergoes a period of severe economic depression

Disarsion
This item was written for a test intended for postgraduates with a special
interest in political affairs, economics, and social structures in the United
States and throughout the world. In fact, candidates taking the test are
expected to demonstrate more than average competence in answenng questions in these areas. Given the special purpose of the test, the population, andthe treatment of the subject in the question, the item is acceptable for thetest.
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Controversial Material
Highly controversial issues, such as legalized abortion or hypotheses about genetic inferiority, must not
be included in any test question unless such issues are both reksant and essential to the content validity of
the test If such material is to be used, the question must be constructed to indicate clearly its relationship to
the content salidity of the test Seseral methods for accomplishing this sv.thin the sensitoity guidelines are

Identiry the source For example, one could begin a question with "According to (source)
"In the op,nion of (source)

or

Phrase the question in such a way as to require an in-depth 1,now ledge of the subject matter.
Balance the first controversial question with another that either refutes the first or presents an

alternative point of view

Examinee Perspective
All group reference questions are reviewed from the perspective of test taken who may not hase access
to the correct answers When an examinee must know the correct answer to present a question from
reinforcing negative attitudes or stereotypes, the question should be res ised or rejected This is because
examinees who select a wrong option arc not routinely informed that their response was incorrect i hus
their belief in the legitimacy of a negative attitude may be reinforced
In evaluating perspecuse, the sensitivity reviewer must recognize that there will be instances, particularly in contentbased tests, where negative statements must appear Far example, negative statements are to
be expected in literature tests, especially material dealing with satire or irony, where the author's statements
may address either individuals or groups Similarly, in sociology, history, or economics tests, conflicts or
des elopment patterns frequently require knowledge about, or interpretations of, social and/or cultural documents and concepts that may seem offensive to individuals or groups In such instances, the test assembler
must be able to demonstrate that a potentially off assive option is a legitimate part of I) accurately interpreting a required kind of stimulus material or 2) accurately demonstrating an understanding of the knowledge
base of a particular discipline. The assembler's inability to demonstrate such points will suggest that the
distracter should be toned

Balance
In general, the sensitivity reviewer should determine whether there is a suitable balance of multicultural
material in final forms of a test or test section. In tests that largely test skills, such as mathematicsaptitude
tests and writing ability tests, the numbers of references to males and females in items that refer to people
should be approximately equal Such tests should also contain references to one or more minority groups, at
least meeting the test's own specifications on multicultural representation If such a test consists entirely of a
small number of passages, such as some reading comprehension tests, balance requirements should be
applied less stringentlyfor example, if one out of three passages focuses on eitherwomen or a minority
group, the test's balance is acceptable
Tests that largely assess content should meet their own specifications on sexr-ierenced and multicul-

tural material If the test's specifications do not refer to women and mutant) row., ETS's corporate
guideline requiring "the inclusion of material reflecting the cultural background and contributions of major
population subgroups" should be followed For example, women and minority groups ,uld be mentioned
in items that test skills (for example, as the topic of a graph in a graphreading item in an economics test)
Tests that assess a mixture of content and skills should be evaluated individually, applying the spirit of
this guideline Such tests may include curriculum based skills tests such as the interpretation and analys s of
literature, and occupation-based skills tests, such as police officers examinations
In all tests, it is desirable to refer to more than one minonly group, rather than focusing all Items on a
single minority group
Because many programs use pretesting to build and augment question pools for the assembly of scored
tests meeting strict content and statistical specifications, the sensitivity reviewer cannot require that a pretest
be balanced in its representation of either women or minorities if the pretest speoCcattons do not specifically require such material Notation of pretest specifications should be made by the test assembler on the
test sensitivity review report fonts

14
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In Judging the balance of a ten, the sensitivity reviewer should consider not only the numenca: balance
of sex and minority representation but also a more holistic appraisal of the overall impression that is made
by the test's references to women and mmonty groups The ways in which men, women, and minonty group
members are portrayed and the strength of the vanous references are among the factors to consider in
making such a he:stic appraisal
For computerized, selkeleetmg, or branching tests. the entire pool of items should be reviewed before
the system is used. At that time, the pool should be evaluated to see if It contains an acceptable balance
References to persons with disabilities are not part of the balance requirement for any test.

Stereotyping
Sensitivity reviews must ensure that no test implies that a r
s is culturally or biologically
infenor or superior to any other .',11 r. Thus, the review shoula .
material contains language
or symbols that reinforce offense. stereotypes. Such stereotypes
, suggest the physical (e g height.
weight. attractiveness, strength) ,A psychological (e g . intelligence, ethics, emotions, behavioral patterns)
inferiority of a particular group in some characteristic considered desirable by the maionty culture For
example. niatenal that refers to the alleged predominance of Italian Amencans in organized crime implies
that Italian Americans are dishonest. Occasionally, an offensive stereotype impliesa supenonty of one
group over another. For example, many would view as offensive a question that implies that males are
better den ers than females. Material Judged to contain language or symbols that reinforce offensive stereotypes is not acceptable. (Ste Appendix A for examples of offensive stereotypes.)
It is also important to avoid stereotyping women or a minority group by portraying them in only one
role. especially if it is a stereotypical role. Instead, they should be portrayed engaging in many different
activities For example, if a woman is engaged in a traditional activity like child-rearing in one item. it is
desirable to have one or more items in the test in which women are engaged in less traditional activities.
such as working as a lawyer or business executive.

In evaluating stereotypes, the sensitivity reviewer must recognize that there will be instances where
stereotypes are likely to appear as part of the content-related material of a test. For example, there may be
Instances where a social worker must know common stereotypes in order to deal with social problems or
where a histonan must be aware of stereotypes in order to accurately Interpret historical documents Here.
as in evaluating perspective, the assembler must be !Me to demonstrate that the presence of a stereotype and
the test taker's ability to recognize and interpret it are required by the discipline

Caution Words and Phrases
Sensitivity reviews should reflect the fact that even words with kpumate uses can sometimes appear in
contexts that make them unacceptable. Through experience, sensitivity reviewers have learned that certain
key words and phrases often accompany sensitive material Thus, although the use of these words and
phrases is proper and legitimate, the appearance of these words indicates that the material requires special
attention because of an increased potential for offensiveness Examples of such words are lower-class, &Immolation, and race. (Ste Appendix B for a more comprehensive list of examples )

Special Review Criteria for Women's Concerns
Sensitivity reviewers should seek to identify and eliminate all language that discriminates on the basis
of sex (See Appendix C foe deeded requirements )

Special Review Criteria for References to People with Disabilities
Sensitivity reviewers should seek to identify and eliminate all language that discriminates on the basis
of physical or mental disabilities. (See Appendix D for detailed requirements )
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Underlying Assumptions
Sensitivity reviewers should attempt to eliminate ethnocentric or gender -based beliefs and prejudices
An underlying assumption is a subtle secondary premise that reflects an individual's ethnocentric beliefs
Unacceptable underlying assumptions include the following

That a group is deserving of a particular fate,
That a group is by nature dependent on help from another group:
That a group lacks or has an excess of any given quality fairly common to humans,
That what may be a norm only in Western culture is "truth" or that European civilization is "better"
than (as opposed to "different" from) other civilizations,
That a causal link exists between any group and poverty, crime, inttlligeoce, and the like

Context Considerations
Sometimes the use of sensitive material is unavoidable There are four arms in which thus occurs with
some frequency
I

Historical Domain In order to measure an individual's knowledge of history, it may sometimes be
desirable to quote from material written during a period when social values differed markedly from
today's For example, a passage describing the conditions of Southern Black people during the
reconstruction period may include the term "colored people" or "Negro" While it is desirable to
avoid the use of such material where possible, the sensitivity issues must be judged in the overall
context in which they are presented.

2 Literary Domain' Material that is designed to measure an individual's knowledge of literature or
that quotes from works of literature often contains similar problems For example, many passages
from material written before the 1970s may include constant use of the so-called "generic he," a style
that was considered editorially correct until recently Similarly, passages that deal with cultures other
than the majority culture may vary in purpose or in methods 01 discussing ethnic ideals or attitudes
In all such instances, the stimulus material and items must be reviewed carefully

3 Legal Domain. Material drawn from legal sources may sometimes deal with sensitive areas For
example, real estate tests may contain references to federal, state, or local laws governing discnminalion in the mortgage rights of EEO classes
4 Health and Social Sciences Domains Certain examinations in these domains (including health professions, social work, and civil service) require knowledge of information that may be considered
sensitise in other contexts For example, in nursing tests it may be necessary to test one's knowledge
of the predominance of sickle-cell anemia among Black people or Tay-Sachs disease among Jewish
families Social work and the civil service require knowledge on how to approach problems and/or
counsel people in a wide variety of social and cultural contexts
Inclusion of potentially sensitive material depends on the con,ent of the entire test or publication
Given an appropriate context, use of certain material may be justifiable. It is important to recognize that
many subject-matter tests must include information and concepts that have a great potential for raising
sensitivity issues The test assembler and the sensitivity reviewer are responsible tor working together to
des clop test material that covers necessary subject matter (such as slavery, the Japanese-American internment during World War II, ethnic components of social problems) in a theoretically balanced, sensitive, and
objective manner

Elitism, Ethnocentricity, and Related Probloms
To eliminate concepts, words, phrases, or examples that may upset or otherwise disadvantage a test
taker, esery effort is made not to include expressions that might be more familiar to members of a particular
social class or ethnic group than the general population, such as "soul food" and "trust fund," unless they
are defined or knowledge of them is relevant to the purpose of the test Words and sentence constructions
that could have different meanings to different ethnic or geographic groups must be avoided. Care must also
be taken to assess the appropriateness of dialect, slang, and non- English words and phrases, such as
"bairn:' "stickball," and "mas en," which tend to be more familiar to certain ethnic, geographic, or other
subgroups of English speakers
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APPENDIX A
GUIDELINES FOR RECOGNITION
OF UNACCEPTABLE STEREOTYPES
This appendix lists some of the stereotypes that have been identified by members of major population
groups When reviewing these examples, It is Important to understand that they are not intended to serve as
an exhaustive list of all possible stereotypes but rather to illustrate some of the more commonly encountered
ones

Although some words in this appendix may seem dated or may appear infrequently in contemporary
tents, they are found in many sources (such as hterary passages, historical documents and cartoons, and
popular publications) that provide stimulus material for test questions. Such words are listed here in order
to remind the reviewer that they, and words like them, must always be carefully evaluated, regardless of the
context in which they appear.
No population group should be depicted through language or symbols as superior or inferior with
regard to
contribution to society
intelligence
education
leadership ability
emotional stability
morality
honesty
industnousness

physical appearance

physical capabilities
2 No population group should be depicted through language or symbols as fixated on instant gratification (unable to plan for the future).

3. No population group should be depicted as unable to mix socially with other groups

4 No population group should be depicted as superior or inferior in its social irititutions, social
organizations , r social structures

Examples of Unacceptable Stereotypes
I

That Asian/Psi:ilk Americans:
are only suited for oat= vocations and professions (e g, food service work, laundry work,
math, natics);
speak "pidgin" English,
are short, skinny, and wear glasses,
subsist on chop suey, fried rim her oal tea,

live or prefer to live in ethnic neighborhoods (e g, Chinatown, Little Seoul),
are predominantly refugees;
marry in accordance with family wishes or as a result of a prearranged agreement between families.
practice polygamy;
favor sons over daughters and first sons over all other siblings,
have little regard for human life;
use narcotics, particularly opium and Its Jenvatives,
require women to be passive and submissive.
all share the same basic culture (as opposed to nxogninng substantial cultural variations that exist in
the heritages of Asian/Pacific Americans)
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2 That Black Americans
are only suited for certain vocations and professions (e g sports, music, teaching).
are less prepared or less adequate as professionals,
compose the majority of individuals receiving welfare support.
(males) often desert their families;
are not punctual.
frequently engage in civil disorders and looting.
live exclusively in depressed urban areas;
are licentious (overpopulate, routinely engage in sexual relations at a young age. etc ).
are unaware of their African heritage;
gamble excessively;
drink excessively:
have an inherently superior sense of rhythm,
speak "Black" language,
excel in physical as opposed to intellectual endeavors

3, That Hispanic Americans
are only suited for certain vocations and professions (e g , sn ace work, agricultural work),
are licentious (overpopulate, routinely engage in sexual relations at a young age, etc ),

are violent or bloodthirsty (bullfighting, revolutionary, etc.),
receive a disproportionately high percentage of welfare support,
speak dialects of Spanish unintelligible to other Hispanic groups,
are not punctual and frequently procrastinate (maiiana attitudes).
(men) physically dominate women (macho attitudes).
are all alike as opposed to recognizing cultural differences (e g . Puerto Rican, Cuban, Chicano. etc )

4 That Native Americans/American Indians
are unable to handle alcoholic beverages,
are "closer to nature" than other Americans,
live in teepees and/or slums;
lack the ability to deal with modern technology.
lack the ability to deal with intellectual and academic endeavors,
are unusually hostile. violent, or apathetic.
are all alike (as opposed to recognizing substantial variations among and within the Indian Nations),

5 That women.
are only suited for certain vocations and professions (e g . elementary school teaching, nursing, secre-

tarial, librarian),

are less prepared or less adequate as professionals than men.
are weak. fragile, or passive,
are overly emotional or hysterical (panic in crises).
are disorganized. illogical, or scatterbrained,
frequently engage in gossip,
compete with each other;

lack basic mechanical ability (e g , can't drive a car or fix a leaky fauol),
lack ability to excel at any activity (music, science, etc ),
are overly concerned with their physical appearance,
are pushy,
lack qualities of leadership (i c selkonfidence, ambition, and assertiveness),
lack basic ability in mathematics

6 That persons with disabilities
are helpless or less able than others who take care of themselves,

are to be pitied or patronized.
are nonproductive members of society.
are in need of government assistance

18
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Appendix B
CAUTION WORDS AND PHRASES
Experience has shown that the following words and phrases frequently accompany sensitive material.
While the vast majority of these words and phrases are themselves legitimate and are often used appropn
ately. they tend to indicate an mainued potential for the presence of offensive material
Although some words in this appendix may seem dated or may appear infrequently in contemporary
texts, they are found in many sources (such as literary passages, historical documents and cartoons, and
popular publications) that provide stimulus material for test questions. Such words are listed here to remind
the reviewer that they, and words like them, must always be carefully evaluated, regardless of thecontext in
which they appear.
1

Caution words and phrases with regard to all population groups
affirmative action
illiteracy, illiterate, illiterates
backlash
inequality
backward, backwardness
inferior
barbarian, barbaric
inner city
birthrate
instant gratification
civil disorder
intelligence, intelligence test
civilized
juvenile delinquency
class, lower class, middle class,
upper class
colonialism, colonmad

crime, criminal, crime rates
culture, cultural bus,
culturally deprived
culturally disadvantaged
deficient
deprived
developing nation
deviance, deviant behavior
dialect
disadvantaged
discrimination
emotional, emotionalism
environment
equality
freedom
gangs

genetic. genetic inferiority, genetic
superiority
ghetto
ignorant
illegitimate

muses, the masses

melting pot
nunonty
nonwhite
single-parent family
physical type. physical capabilities,
physical charactenshcs
preferential treatment

primitive
promiscuous
race, racism

not
ritual
social class, social development
socioeconomic

Third World
uncivilized
underprivileged
underdeveloped nations
uneducated
urban
violent, violence
welfare

2. Caution words and phrases with regard to Asian/Pacific Island Americans
Asian Ameriam(s)
Far East
Chink (demeaning abbreviation of
lap, laps
Chinese)

Japanese

Chinaman. Gunmen
Chmawoman, Chmawomen

Orient

Onental(s)
Pacific Islander(s)

Note The distinct terms Asian American. Pacific American. and Asian /Pacific Island American
should
be used according to accuracy and appropriateness

These are generally unacceptabk terms
"Wheneser possible avoid "Lung these terms as nouns It is preferable to use ahem as adjectives,' e Asian Ameneans
or Black people
19
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3. Caution words and phrases with regard to Black Americans

Africa, African
Afncan(s), Afro-Amencan(s)

jungle
native

Black

Negro, Negroes
people of color

"Blacks
Black Americans
busing
colored, colored people
desertion, desertion rates
integrate, Integration

primitive

Lann(s), Latin Amencan(s)
Latino

Texklex

segregate, segregation
slaves, slavery

South Africa, South Afncan(s)
tribe, tribal
4 Caution words and phrases with regard to Hispanic Americans:
bamo
Mex
bilingual
Mexico, Mexican
Chicano(s)
Mexican American(s)
Cuba, Cuban
nation, nations
Cuban(s), Cuban Amencan(s)
New Rican
extended family
Puerto Rico, Puerto Rican
Hispanic
Puerto Rican(s), Puerto Rican
"Hispanics
Amencan(s)
Hispanic American(s)
Spanish, Spanish American(s)

macho, machismo

5 Caution words and phrases with regard to Native Americans /American Indians
Aleut(s) (Use this form instead of Eskimo )
native
American indian(s)
Native Amencan(s)
Eskimo(s)
redman, redmen
Indian
reservations
Inuit(s), innuit(s) (Use this form instead
treaty, treaty privilege
of Eskimo )
tribe, tribal
Note The terms Native American and American Indian are both acceptable and may be used independently, as appropriate.

These are generally unacceptable terms
"Whenever possible avoid using these terms as nouns It is preferable to use them as adjectives. i e . Asian Americans
or Black people
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6 Caution words and phrases with regard to women and men (ice also
Appendix C)
better half
male(s), masculine
boy(s), boyish
man, manly, manhood, men
coed (as a noun)
matnarch
distaff side
Miss, Mrs, Ms
domineering
mother, motherinlaw, grandmother
females, feminine, feminist

nosey

fnvolous

old maidish
patriarch
picky

gender
he, his, him
housewife
homemaker
hysterical
lady, ladytsh

libber, women's hbber
maid, maiden

pushy

woman, womanly. womanhood
women
sex, sexes. sexy

she, her, hers

stubborn

7 Caution words and Arms with regard to persons with disabilities (sec also Appendix Cl)
alllicteur...r.icted
crippled
deaf and dumb
deformed
dram/burden
normal

patient
retarded

"tbc deaf, the blind, the handicapped
wheelchair bound, confined/restricted
to wheelchairs

These are generally unacceptable terms

Avoid using these terms as nouns lt u preferable to use them as &diatom. e g Asian Amencans or Black people
or deaf students
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Appendix C
SPECIAL REVIEW CRITERIA FOR WOMEN'S CONCERNS'
I

Women must not bed:scribed by physical att nbutes when men are being descnbed bymental annbutes
or professional position. Irrelevant references to a man's or a woman's appearance, charm or intuition
are not acceptable.

2. In descnptions of women, a "patronizing" or "gut-watching" tone is not acceptable. nor are sexual
Innuendoes, jokes, or puns Examples of unacceptable practices are focusingon physical appearance (a
buxom blonde), using special female-gender word forms (poetess, aviatrix, usherette), and treating
women's issues as humorous or unimportant The following list identifies a number of generally unacceptable words and phrases and presents one or more acceptable substitutes for eachcase:
Unacceptable

Acceptable

the fair sex; the weaker sex, the distaff

women

side

girl. as in: I'll have my girl check that

171 have my secretary (or my assistant) check that (Or
use the person's name )

lady used as a modifier, as in lady lawyer

lawyer (A woman may be identified simply through the
use of pronouns, as in The lawyer made her summation
to the jury When gender modifiers are required, use
woman or female, as in a course on women wnters, or
the airline's first female pilot

the little woman: the better half, the ball
and chain; and other such colloquialisms

wife, spouse

female gender word forms, such as
authoress or poetess

author, poet (Some words like heroine or actress can be
used if they seem appropnate in the given context.)

femalegender or diminutive word forms,

suffragist, usher, aviator (or pilot)

such as suffragette, usherette, aviatrix
libber (a put-down)
sweet young thing

feminist
young woman: girl

coed (as a noun)

student

housewife

career girl or career woman

homemaker for a person who works at home, or
rephrase with a more most or more inclusive term
Identify the woman's profession. attorney Ellen Smith;
Mans Sanchez, a journalist or editor or business executive or doctor or lawyer or agent.

cleaning woman, cleaning lady, or maid

housekeeper, house or office cleaner

3 In descnptions of men, especially men in the how, references to general
ineptness are not acceptable

Men should not be characterized as dependent on women for meals, clumsy in household maintenance,
or foolish in self-care

4 Women must be treated as part of the rule, not as the exception. Generic terms, such as doctor and
nurse, are assumed to include both men and women, and modified titles such as woman doctor or male
nurse are not acceptable Stereotyping work activities as "woman's work" or a "man-surd" jobis not
acceptable.

Adapted from McGraw Hill's Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes Used with the percussion of McGraw.
Hill Book Company (Sec also Appendix B, Section 6
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5 Women should be spoken of as participants in any action, not as passive bystanders Terms such as
pioneer, farmer, and settler must not be used as though they apply only to adult males Examples

follow.
Unacceptable

Acceptable

Pioneers moved West. taking their wives
and children with them

pioneer families moved West
or
Pioneer men and women (or pioneer couples) moved
West, taking their children with them

6 Women must not be portrayed as needing male permission in order to act or to exercise their rights
Example'
Unacceptable

Jim Weiss allows his wife to work parttime

Acceptable
Judy Weiss works part-time

7 The word man has long served to denote both a person of male gender and humanity at large To many
people today, however, the word man is so closely associated with the first meaning (a male humor
being) that it is no longer considered broad enough to be applied to a person of either gender There
fore, alternative expressions must be used in place of man (or derivative constructions used generically
to signify humanity at large) The following list identifies acceptable alternatives for man -v. ords

ManHord
mankind

Preferred Alternative
humanity, human beings, human race, people,
humankind

man's achievements

human achievements

If a man drove 50 miles at
60 mph

If a person (or driver) drove 50 miles at
60 mph.,

the best man for the Job

the best person (or candidate) for the Job

manmade

artificial, synthetic, constructed, fabricated

manpower

human power, human energy, workers, work force,
human resources, personnel

grow to man hood

grow to adulthood, grow to manhood or womanhood

S Use of the so-called "generic he" is unaoceptabk. Here, as elsewhere. historical context andfor direct
quotations must be considered when evaluating material
Passages chosen for reading comprehension items in admissions tests may not use the "generic he"
Tests or test sections composed of discrete items have the following possibilities
A) If the item has several references, balance the use of "he" and "she" within the item
B) Change "he" to a specific name' Sam. Jil, etc. Change other items to Jane. Cheryl. etc Then
balance the items throughout the test or test section

Finally, note that a gem like "A man drove 50 miles . is not a "generic he" item Items like
this need only be balanced with items like "A woman invested
Examples of other alternatives

follow:
Unacceptable
The average American drinks his coffee
black

Acceptable

The average American drinks black coffee.

Replace the masculine pronoun with one, you. he or she. her or they. or people as appropriate
Alternate male and female expressions and examples to establish a balance within an item
Example
Unacceptable

Acceptable

I've often heard supervisors say. "He's

not the right man for (herb." or, "He

I've often heard supervisors say. "She's not the right
person for the lob." or, "He lacks the qualifications for

lacks the qualifications for success"

SUCCtSS..
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9 Occupational or activity terms ending in man are not acceptable when they can include members of
either sex. Exceptions can be made for references to a particular person Examples'
Unacceptable
congressman

Acceptable
member of Congress, representative (but Congressman
Koch and Congresswoman Holtzman are acceptable)

chairman

chair, chairperson, the person presiding at (or chairing) a
meeting, the presiding officer, head, leader, coordinator,
moderator (Also acceptable are Chairwoman Shirley
Chisholm and Chairman Mao )
(Note that "Chairman John Doe and Chairperson Jane Doe is not an acceptable combination, since
man and person are not parallel )
businessman

business executive

fireman

firefighter

mailman

mall carrier, letter carrier

salesman

insurance man

sales representative, salesperson, sales clerk
insurance agent

cameraman
foreman

camera operator
supervisor

10 Test items that assume all test takers to be male are unacceptable
Unacceptable

II

you and your wife

Acceptable
you and your spouse

when you shave in the morning

when you brush your teeth (or wash up) in the morning

Paralkl language must be used for women and men
Unacceptable
Acceptable
the men and ladies

the men and the women, the ladies and the gentlemen,
the girls and the boys

man and wife

husband arid wife
(Note that lady and gentleman, wife and husband, and mother and father are role v..
Ladies should
be used for women only when men are being referred to
as gentlemen Similarly, women should be
called wives and mothers only when men are referred to as husbands and fathers. Like a male shopper, a
woman in a grocery store should be referred to as a customer and not asa housewife )

12. A woman must be referred to in a manner that is parallel with references to a man. Both shoild be
called by their full names, by first or last name only, or by title Examples
Unacceptable
Acceptable
Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean
Billie Jean and Riggs

Mrs King and Riggs

Bobby Riggs and Elbe Jean King
Billie Jean and Bobby
King and Riggs, Ms King (because she prefers Ms ) and

Mr Riggs
Mrs Meir and Moshe Dayan

Golda Meir and Moshe Dayan

13 Women should be identified by their own names (e g . Indira Gandhi). They should not be referred to in
terms of their roles as wife, mother, sister, or daughter, nor should they be identified in terms of their
manial relationships unless paired up with similar references to men or such references are basic and
necessary to effective measurement.
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14

Pronouns must not be linked with certain work or occupations or, the assumption that the worker is
always (or usually) female or male Examples
Unacceptable
the consumer or shopper
the secretary

Acieptable
she

she

the breadwinner

consumers or shoppers
secretaries

his earnings

they

they

the breadwinner his or her earnings or bread.
winners their earnings

15. Males should not always be first in order of mention

Appendix D
SPECIAL REVIEW CRITERIA FOR REFERENCES

TO PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES*
Sensitivity reviewers should be particularly aware of the ways in which people with disabilities are
portrayed People and their worth as individuals should be emphasized. not the disabling conditions they
may have. Refemng to people as their conditions is demeaning and inaccurate
All terms that have negative connotations or that reinforce negative judgments (e.g, crippled man or
cra:y woman) should be replaced with terms that are as objective as possible. No one who has a disability
should be pictured as helpless or pitiful People who have disabilities may be parents, teachers, business
owners, leaders in their communities in short, responsible, productive members of society who are neither
to be pitied nor patronized
For general publications, as well as for tests in which sentences and reading passages contain general
information but are not testing knowledge of that information (e g , SAT and GRE sentence-completion
items), it is important to watch for labels attached to people Identifying a computer programmer as paraplegic or an artist as learning disabled, for instance, is probably gratuitous and irrelevant to the pro
grammes's or the artist's ability to function On the other hand, it may be acceptable in a test to has e a
reading passage that describes how one person suonsfully manages a particular disability.
Although there is considerable agreement among organizations that represent or are concerned about
particular groups regarding language usage and appropriate terminology, in both instances differences of
opinion still exist Sometimes usage that ETS would prefer to avoid may be part of the historic tide of an
organization, e g , the American Council of the Blind In this instance, the word blind is used as a noun
instead of an adjective, which is the generally preferred use. Sometimes it is the term itself that is no longer
appropriate (e g, mental deficiency, afflicted) If an association, journal, or publication has such a term in
Its name (e g , the American Association on Mental Deficiency) then one must use the correct name of the
organization. However, the use of these terms should be avoided where it as appropriate to do so
The following unacceptable terms and the preferred alternatives are meant to be guidelinesnor absolute, inflexible standards Tests or other publications that deal specifically with teaching. diagnosis, or treatment may require using terms on the unacceptable list in order to convey technical information If so, the
test assembler should check the "special considerations" box on the front of the test sensitivity review report
form and note that the test contains specialized material and explain for whom the test is intended. A
publications editor should note the specialized material on the publications sensitivity review form.
Generally Unacceptable

the use of a handicapping condition
as a noun; e g.. the deaf, the
blind. the handicapped

afflicted/afflicted with/
afflicted by/affliction
confined to/restricted to
a wheelchair/wheelchair bound

Preferred Alternatives
use as adjectives a deaf
student, a blind child,
handicapped people
person wno has
people
who are affected by
person who uses a wheelchair,
person who gets around by
wheel-chair; wheelchair user

In part densed from literature issued by the Gilbert M and Marsha H Hitchcock Center for Graduate Study and
Professional Development, the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. School of Journalism. the Ontano March of Dimes
brochure, the National Easter Seals Guidelines, the Cerebral Palsy Foundation, and a guidebook published by the
International Association of Business Communications
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cripple /crippled

person who has a physical
disability, physically disabled
people

deaf and dumb
diagnose/diagnosed

disease

people who cannot hear or speak
correct only to describe a
condition, not a person, the
condition was diagnosed as

use the word condition or specify
the name of a condition, such as a
person who has multiple sclerosis

drain/burden

person who has a condition that
requires increased (or additional)
responsibility (or care or
intensive care)

inflicted with/inflicted
normal

caused by ----; disabled by --,
people without disabilities.
nondisabled people;
nonhandicapped person

patient (noun)

use only to refer to a person
who is being treated by a
physician at home or who is in a
hospital

retarded

See note 3 below

victim/victim of

person who has ----; people

who experience -blind as a bat/crazy/cnp/deformed/

dumb/freak/VmPrinsane/pluful/poor/
unfortunate

these terms and others like them
should NEVER be used

Additional Notes
I. There are guide dogs and seeing-eye dogs for persons who are blind and hearing-ear dogs for persons
who arc deaf

2. When people who arc deaf communicate by the use of their hands, they may be described as signing
People are described as interpreting when they render what someone is saying Into sign language for a
deaf person.

3

In addition to the general guidelines discussed, the NTE Education of Mentally Retarded Students test
committee has made several more deusions about appropriate and current terminology in the field of

mental retardation Among thaw

Use mentally retarded rather than rt 'arrkd alone - e g . mentally retarded students rather than retarded
students

To specify degrees of mental retardation, use the following.
mildly retarded (educable) student
moderatdy retarded (trainable) student
severely and profoundly retarded student

Use the term mildly mentally retarded in place of culturallamihal retarded
Use the term Down syndrome rather than Down's syndrome (in keeping with new terminology in the 1983

AAMD Classification in Mental Retardation)

Refer to occupatemal and vocational education programsas career education programs
Where appropriate, use students rather than children in order to accurately reflect the age range of those
in special education programs.
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APPENDIX E
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How to Fill Out the Blue S.R. Form
Page I

It is the test assembkr's responsibility to
sec that the entire portion Awn e the double line is filled in
before the test goes to a sensitivity reviewer.
Page 2

List item numbers on the appropriate hues
List an item in more than one box if applicable For example. an item about Frederick Douglass would
be listed under both "Males" and "Black Americans"
3 No matter how many males and/or females are listed in a single item, ern r only the item number Do
not list the number of people in the item For example, enter only the number of an item based on a
chart of ten tinned States vice.presidents It
is not correct to enter the item as having 10 males
4 At the bottom of page 2, check the appropriate boxes If. on page I, the test assembler has indicated
that
the test does not require multicultural material. lease the left.hand boxes blank
Pages 3.4
I

2

I Write your comments on individual items (or
sets of items for a passage)
2 Please confine your comments on these pages to senotis it, issues If you want to raise other
issues, make
your comments on a separate piece of paper

Sign Off

If the test requires o changes, check the first box ,
tne lefthand side of the first r.ge and sip off on
the test. Also, sign off on the appropnate line on the Test Assembler's Control Sheet
If you have made suggestions on revising items or have requested that items be removed, check the
second box on the lefthand side of the first page and return the test to the test assembler or
roptiate
sensitivity review routing coordinator.
3 DO NOT sign either the blue form or the Test
Assembler's Control Sheet until the test assembler has
responded to your comments
4 If test assembler's responses are satisfactory, check
the third box on the lenhand side of the first page,
sign your name on the nghthand side, and sign the Test Assembler's Control Sheet
5 If you and the test assembler cannot agree
on changes andfor deletions, cheek with your divisional
sensitivity review coordinator and make arrangements to consult with the TD director. DO NOT sign
the blue form or the Test Assembler's Control S'ieet.
6 If step 5 does not result in a solution. indtcati oat the test will go to arbitration DO NOT
sign the blue
form or the Test Assembler's Control Sheet.
I

2
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PUBLICATIONS SENSITIVITY REVIEW FORM
Role% Date

late
Protect Director

P1

Sensitivity Reviewer

OK

Results or Renew

Rolston recommended

Resiesser's Comments

Protect Director's Response

Approsed (Sens:11%1'y Reviewer)

Date

:7;

2 'u
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THIS SHEET IS TO BE ATTACHED TO THE SENSITIVITY REVIEW FORM AND
REMAIN A PART OF THE PERMANENT RECORD.

Sensitivity Review Arbitration Control Sheet
1 have reviewed the

Test form

Publication, title:
and discussed my comments with the assembler/project
director We have been unable to reach a
satisfactory resolution of my concerns as explained on the attached sheet(s)
Signed

Reviewer

1 disagree with the changes as identified with the
sensitivity reviewer We have been unable to
reach a satisfactory resolution of my concerns as explained on the attached sheet(s).
Signed

Assembler/Project Director
1 have been notified of the need for arbitration on the test form/publication designated above
Signed

Sensitivity Review Coordinator
1 have discussed the disagreement as described oil the attached sheets with the assembler/project

director and the reviewer 1 am aware that the matter is being sent to arbitration.
Signed

TD or Division Director
Having reviewed the written attachments to this control sheet, the arbitration panel has decided
as follows: (Continue on a separate sheet if needed )

Date

Signed I
2
3
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APPENDIX F
SENSITIVITY-RELATED SECTIONS OF ETS OFFICIAL DOCUMENTS

ETS Standards for Quality and Fairness
Test Development Guideline
Prepare, with appropriate ads ice and renew, specifications for each test that coser the following

Sensitivityrequirements for materials reflecting the cultural background and contributions of
major population subgroups

Test Development Guideline
Review individual items, the test as a whole, and descnptise matcnals to assure that
language, symbols, words, phrases, and content that are generally regarded as sexist, racist, or otherwise potentially offensise, inappropriate, or negative toward major subgroups are eliminated

Accountability Guideline
Review publications and other materials to eliminate language or material generally regardedas sexist.
racist, or otherwise ollensise or inappropirate
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Memorandum for:

COLLEGE BOARD TEST DEVELOPMENT
COPA TEST DEVELOPMENT

SUP TEST DEVELOPMENT
cc:

info. cc:

Subject:

Ms. Dwyer
Mr. Kimmel
Mr. Klein

Test and Publications Editors

Test Sensitivity Review:
Guidelines for Tallying
Balance

Date:

February 26, 1987

From:

R. W. Adams
J. Nsia
G. D. Saretzky

Attached are detailed guidelines
for tallying items and determining
balance for sensitivity
reviews of tests.
We recommend that these guidelines
be placed after Appendix F in the Guidelines
and
Procedures section of your
sensitivity review notebook.
Please keep the following points in mind:
1.

The tallying and balance
guidelines are a part
of the overall Guidelines.
Even though the
focus here is on counting
and representation,
all other aspects of the
review guidelines are
to be considered as well during the review

process.

/ddmh

Attachments

2.

Although all pretests are to be reviewed to
eliminate offensive language,
pretests are not
required to be balanced in
their representation
of women or members of
minority groups unless
the pretest specifications
specifically call
for such material.
(See page 14 of the
Guidelines and Procedures.)

3.

Test assemblers are urged to inform committees,
consultants, collaborators, and survey
recipients of the general ETS goals for
minority and women's
representation and to make
certain that all item writers
understand the
need to meet, when possible,
the basic ETS
standard for fairness and quality.
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Test Type:
Definition:

CONTENT
The CONTENT test is designed primarily to measure knowledge that
is specific to a subject; tests measuring knowledge of economics,
United States history, literary history, physics, and the like
fall into this category. It is expected that such tests will
have detailed specifications based on committee recommendations
and reflecting, to the extent possible, current curricula.
In general, the items in a CONTENT
require the test taker to make use
to answer the question posed or to
answer.
Examples include, but are

test ask questions that
of course-specific information
reason through to the correct
not limited to:

In which of the following circumstances was the National
Recovery Act proposed?
Which of the following is part of the Bill of Rights?
Who wrote The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas9
Which of the following is characteristic of the Gothic novel'
Some items in a CONTENT test may be testing not particular
knowledge, but a particular skill such as the ability to
interpret data in a form typically used in a discipline. For
example, an economics test may require the interpretation of
economic data in chart form, or a history test may require the
interpretation of a historical or demographic map.
Nevertheless,,
the presence of a small number of skills items in a CONTENT test
does not change the classification of the test for the purposes
of sensitivity review.
Balance:

CONTENT tests meet their own specifications and need not be
balanced. They should, however, include in their specifications
an indication of the way in which the test can reflect, wherever
possible, the contributions of women and minority-group members
to the discipline. An economics test, for example, may specify
that two items will deal with the impact of women in the labor
force and two items with minority-owned businesses. If these
items are present in the test, the requirements of the CONTENT
specifications have been met and the test is acceptable. It is
expected that in some subject-matter areas, for example literary
history, there will be considerably more source material
available concerning women and minority-group members than there
will be in others, for example Latin or Classical History. In
the event that the CONTENT test contains items where he/she can
be used interchangeably, the test assembler should strive for a
balance.

9
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In making preparations for the assembly of a CONTENT test, assemblers
are
urged to do the following:
1.

Inform committees, survey recipients, or other consultants about
the
ETS standards for fairness and quality, and the implications of
these standards for test content.

2.

Give item writers clear instructions about the need for
representational material and, most importantly, guidance to
appropriate source material.

3.

Identify all items that are intended to fill women's or minority
specifications.
This is particularly important for figures whose
names may be less wellknown or
misleading (George Eliot) to
nonspecialists.

4.

Make an effort, where appropriate,
to include women and minorities
in the distracters of items that
are not specifically intended to
reflect women's and minority contributions or concerns.

5.

Include a copy of the test specifications in the workfolder.
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Test Type:

SKILLS

Definition: The SKILLS test is designed primarily to measure a particular
skill (reading, English usage, mathematical problem solving) that
is necessary for academic work but is assumed to be part of the
test taker's skills preparation.
The subject matter of the
stimulus material has no special importance for a SKILLS test.
For example, a sentence testing English subject-verb agreement can
be about canaries, typewriters, or women novelists, just as a
mathematics problem can ask about the height of telephone poles or
of basketball players who may be male or female.
There seem to be two fundamental types of SKILLS tests:
I.

Tests/sections composed exclusively of discrete items.

2.

Test/sections composed of some discrete items and some items
linked to the same stimulus (sets).

Separate discussions for balance are given below.
Balance:

Discrete items only

In SKILLS tests composed exclusively of discrete items, the
representation of males and females in people-related items should
be approximately equal. At least LOB of the people-related items
should be about minority group members and, whenever possible,
more than one minority group should be represented.
It must be recognized that some teats will deviate from these
requirements for valid reasons.
For example, a test designed
exclusively for students in Bermuda may have an entirely different
balance, perceived or otherwise, than tests designed for use in
the United States or, like TOEFL, designed to test the language
abilities of non-native speakers who intend to come to the United
States.
The coordinator of such a test must document such
variations (e.g. Test for use exclusively within a non-United
States population), and the test assembler must note the variation
on the sensitivity review report forms. Still, in most such
tests, a balance of male and female representative items should be
the goal.
Balance:

Discretes and Sets

For SKILLS tests composed primarily of sets related to a large
number of stimulus passages, the people-related passages should,
wherever possible, have approximately equal male-female
representation.
Ideally, there should also be about 10% of the
people-related passages that concern various minorities. These
criteria ,nould be applied with more flexibility than they are in
SKILLS testa composed exclusively of discrete items.
For SKILLS tests composed of a small number of stimulus passages,
e.g. 3 as in GMAT or 4 as in GRE, only one of the passages needs
to have either women or minority representation.

2
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Test Type:

MIXED

Definition: The general definition
of a MIXED test is that it primarily
measures skills but evaluates those
skills by means of clearly
defined and established stimulus
material within a content area.
There seem to be two basic types:
1) curriculum based and 2)
occupational.

Curriculumbased
The curriculum based SKILLS test is expected to include stimulus
materials that are part of a particular
curriculum. For example,
a French language test evaluates
language ability or interpretive
ability by means of specific French texts.
Similarly,
quantitative ability in Engineering
uses engineeringspecific
stimuli identified as central to the discipline.
Occupational

The occupational SKILLS test primarily
measures knowledge and
skills required of a particular occupation.
Such tests may be
intended for an allmale population (the
Professional Golf
Association, for example) or may deal only with women (Obstetrics
and Gynecology, for example).
The situations and content to which
the skills and knowledge are applied
thus represent those that are
relevant to the occupation.
Balance:

For mixed tests the sensitivity
review requirements for balance
must be used judiciously.
The ETS standards must be kept in mind,
but the unique orientation of the
test must be recognized as well.
In assembling such tests, the
assembler must plan well ahead to
make certain that whatever
possibilities exist for representation
of women and minority
groups are identified and developed as far
as the important subjectmatter of the test will allow.

Curriculumbased
A curriculumbased MIXED test
will generally conform to whatever
domain has been recommended by
external committees, consultants,
or internal specialists.
Although this domain may have its own
requirements (French language and literature, 20th century
American literature), it nevertheless remains the responsibility
of the teat assembler to
ensure that, whenever reasonable and
possible, representative material is developed.
Thus, whereas a
CONTENT test may specify -two
contemporary Black women writers,the MIXED test with only a
specification for "ten 20th century
American items" should also contain
some representation of
American women and American
minorities in either stimulus material
or individual items. Obviously there are limitations,
depending
on the subject area; the test assembler
is only asked to exhaust
whatever possibilities exist for achieving r
resentation
of women and minority
groups consistent with the general
guidelines.
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There will be curriculum-based MIXED tests that combine
significant numbers of skills items and significant numbers of
content items in sections that may or may not be separately timed.
For example, a test on Spanish language and culture might have 60%
Spanish grammar and vocabulary items (SKILLS because the subject
matter of the items could be anything) and 40% Spanish history and
culture items (CONTENT because the items measure knowledge of a
specific subject).
In this type of MIXED test, the skills
material should be evaluated in a way generally consistent with
the balance requirements for SKILLS tests. For example, if there
are discrete items dealing with grammar and vocabulary, those
referring to people should be approximately equal in male-female
references.
Similarly, the content material should be evaluated
in a way generally consistent with CONTENT tests; the assembler
should provide detailed specifications for such content portions
of the test.
The sensitivity reviewer must remember that MIXED tests of
this nature are likely to have a clear content base and general
"culture" orientation. This means, therefore, that Spanish tests,
for example, would be expected to have some representation of
Hispanic-Americans but would not necessarily be expected to have
Black American, Asian/Pacific American, or Native
American/American Indian representation in either the skills or
content vortions of the test. Similarly, a test like the Bermuda
test, designed for a non-White and non-United States population,
might be relatively free of any "minority" representation at all.
Occupational

An occupational MIXED test will generally conform to the
activities, knowledge, and skills required by an occupation and
identified as central by consultants, committees, or internal
specialists.
Here, as with curriculum-based tests, the test
assembler is asked only to make certain that whatever reasonable
possibilities for women's or minority representation exist are
used.
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Tallying

Guidelines for Tallying

The basic rules for tallying, regardless of the type of test, are as
follows:
Items
1.

For discrete items, a reference to a male, a female, or a member of
a minority group in the stimulus, stem, or options means that the
item should be tallied under that group.

2.

For discrete items, a reference to both a male and a female, or to
both a female and a member of a minority group, means that the item
should be tallied once under each of the groups mentioned.

3.

For discrete items, a reference to a Black woman should be tallied
once for the Black category and one for the female category;
similarly a reference to a Hispanic man is tallied once in both
categories, and so on for other groups.

4.

For discrete items, a reference within one item to several men
several women, or several members of a minority group should be
tallied only once for each group.

5.

Only United States minority groups should be tallied. For example,
a passage about the Japanese writer Mishima Yukio should not be
tallied as "Asian American" and a passage about the Maya should not
be tallied as "American Indian." Such material can, for
completeness, be listed under "other," but cannot be considered in
determining whether specifications for balance have been met.

6.

References to male or female animals, birds, or mythological
creatures should not be counted for balance, and the specific
behavioral characteristics of such figures should not be extended to
human males or females for any reason. Thus, the behavior of a
female bird or a male bear is in no way representative of or
stereotypical of human behavior.

74-668 0 - 89 -9
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Tallying
Passages
1)

For a stimulus or passage with a set of items attached, the
sensitivity reviewer should determine whether the stimulus/passage is
about men, or women, or a minority group. If it is and the passage is
in a SKILLS test, all of the attached items should be tallied for that
group.
In a CONTENT or MIXED test, correct identification of what the passage/
stimulus is about is also important. It is best in CONTENT or MIXED
tests, however, to maintain a double count--one count for passages and
one count for itemssince the items may or may not have relevant
references and should be counted individually.

2)

If a passage/stimulus incidentally mentions a man/woman/minority group
but is not about that tan/woman/minority group, the reference can be
entered once in the item tally (regardless of how many times the name
of the man/woman/minority group appears) in the appropriate place on
the review form. For example, if the name Martin Luther King Jr.
appears twice in a passage about nonviolent resistance, the item
tally should have one mark for Black and one mark for Male, but the
passage should not be considered maleoriented.
It should be noted that, in a passage about Martin Luther King Jr.,
once that passage has been categorized the tally does not increase
each time King's name appears in the passage.

3)

In a CONTENT or MIXED test, passages or works of art that, even though
not identified as such, are by women or members of minority groups
must be counted in the tally. Thus, a painting by Mary Cassatt or an
excerpt from a poem by Langston Hughes, even if no explicit reference
is made to women or minorities and even if the artist is not
identified in the items, must be counted for the purposes of balance.
Test assemblers should always identify artists or authors who are
women or members of a minority group on cards or flimsies.

4)

In a CONTENT or MIXED test, 42 passage that, for context/subjectmatter
considerations, must contain "generic he" references or personified
objects, should be classified with care. For example, if "the West
Wind" is personified as "he" in a poem about the West Wind, the
general orientation might be considered male but each individual "he"
should not be part of the tally.
A single reference to a male West
Wind in a poem about summer would not, however, make the poem "male
oriented" and a single pronoun probably should not be tallied. In a
passage with "generic he" references, the passage should be classified
as male oriented, but each he should not de tallied. The items for
such a passage will be tallied according to their individual
characteristics.
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1 was breezing along through a chapter on the American Revolution when 1 did a double
take on one sentence. It was as if somebody had stuck a foot out there on the page and

tripped my mind as it sent by. I looked again, and this sentence jumped out at me: Despite
tne hardships they suffered, most slaves enjoyed a higher standard of living and a better life

in America thau in their primitive African homeland. As far as I can remember, this was the
first time 1 was ever enraged.

Bill Russell*

Russell, Bill, and Branch, Taylor Second Wind New York Random House, 1979
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Introduction
Most of the items and tests the test sensitivity reviewer Judges need no change to meet the EFS sensitivity
guidelines. However, the reviewer must be aware that some items may be flawed in terms of sensitivity issues
These flaws fall into five categones

(I) Inappropriate language
(2) Inappropnate subject matter or tone
(3) Inappropnate underlying assumgtions
(4) Stereotyping

(5) Lack of balance
The items and passages included in this section have been chosen to illustrate these basic flawsor the
lack of them. Some of these items and passages appeared in tests produced before the EFS test sensitivity
review process went into effect, some of them never appeared in tests at all. but were removed from the pool
of available items and offered by test assemblers for use in training sensitivity reviewers. Comments following
each of the items or passages are intended both to direct attention to the problems sensitivity reviewers found
with the material and to help define what is and is not acceptable under the EFS sensitivity review guidelines

(1) INAPPROPRIATE LANGUAGE
Example
Owing to her detailed and perceptive study of the modern female, Germaine Greer leas become a recognized spokesman of the women's liberation movement.

Begin with Her detailed.

(A) having made
(B) has made
(C) made of
(D) became
(E) is becoming

Commentary
Spokesman as not the term that should be used here. Advocate or leader would be an acceptable substitute

Example
In an inner city, retail sales and employment are declining and low-income and minority households are
increasing. Which of the following policies would be COUNTERPRODUCTIVE to restoring its economic
health and vitality?

(A) Approval of s new circumferential freeway outside of the city
(B) Adoption of a regional tax-sharing plan for all new Industrial and commercial development
(C) Concentration or federal grant monks for rent supplements to Meer-city areas
(D) Diversion of highway trust monks to public transit improvements

Commentary
The term inner city tames a great many connotations not necessary to the item Downtown area would
avoiA those connotations The inclusion of minority households in the stem is irrelevant, the pertinent information is contained an low-income households.

3
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Example
Rosa Martinet's vituperative resits* of the film cast doubt on her ability to access the worth of cinematic
works because that film has been an ()straight box office success.

Commentary
In this sentence testing English usage, the designation of a Hispanic woman as a literary critic was
undoubtedly meant to show respect for both Hispanics and women Unfortunately. taupercane and the
implication that the cntic's judgment is valueless make the item affectisely negatisc.

Example
To deal with the problems raised by the women's liberation movement, it demands basic changes in our
assumptions about the organization of society.
(A) It demands basic changes
(B) basic changes are what it demands
(C) there are basic changes demanded
(I)) people must make the basic changes
(E) we must make basic changes

Commentary
Too often items dealing with mmonties and women use the word problems. implying that the quest for
civil nghts or job opportunity hnngs nothing but trouble and annoyance to the rest of the world It would be
best if ETS items avoided giving support to such a negative view of the changes brought about by thecivil
nghts and the women's mosetncnts The phrase problems raised could be changed to opportunities or challenges presented.

Example
Experience has shown that 75 percent of those hired for a certain job prose to be successful. A test is
administered to 80 applicants and the 40 men with the highest test scores are hired. If it turns out that the test
has zero validity, what percent of these men should be expected to be successful?

(A) 0% (8) 40% (C) 50% (D) 75% (E) 80%

Commentary
The use of men in this item is unnecessary. confusing. and m violation of the ETS guidelines A neutral
word like applicants or lest mAers can easily replace men

(2) INAPPROPRIATE SUBJECT MATTER OR TONE
Example
Just as the -of a new species of insects is certain to hate is no..'Jund effect on the-of a river
valley, so a large Immigration of a new race or class is bound to destroy he social equilibrium of r city.

(A) exodus..topography
(B) influx ..ecology
(C) mutation ..geology
(D) discovery ..population
(E) extermination..stability
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Commentary
The sentence implies that immigrants of a different race or class are, like destructive insects, bound to
destroy the temtory they enter These suggestions are totally inappropnate in an ETS test The sentence is
affectively negative.

Example
to

Both candidates agreed that such minorities must be given as opportunity to advance, to seek Justice. and
the kind of special treatment that night make up in part for past inequities.

Commentary
This sentence (testing English usage) implies that minorities are passive, only awaiting the paternalism
of the majority to improve tneir lot in life The sentence might be revised as follows

Both minority candidates agreed that minority people must take this opportunity to speak out, to seek
justice, and to
the kind of education that might enable them to make up. in part, for past
inequities in employment.

Example
People bare been is the Americas foe more thaa 38,000 years. Whites hare been around for less than fire

bemired. It is preemptions for moue to pretend that the Chicano, the "Mexican-American," is only me
more in the long line of hyphenated immigrants to the New World. I reject the semantic games of the
sociologists who identify on as Mexican-Ainedcams. Our insistence on cal lag ourselves Chicanos stems from
a realization that we are net Jima one mere minority group in the United States.
We are, to begin with, a powerful blend of Wisdoms America with Earopean-Arabiam Simla. During the
three hundred years of New Spain, only 3110,N0 whites settled Is the New Wait, and most of these were
men. There were so few white people at first, that ten years after the conquest in 1531 there were more black

men la Mexico MN white. Africans were brought ie as sieves and soon intermairkd. Miscemation west
joyously wild, audio many hues, shapes, and ekes, but the predenduat strain remised Indio.
Then in the twilight of the ceitipistsdores' domination of New Spain, the ladies suffered the fate if a
colonized people. Rejected by the Spanish father, they chin to their Indian mother and shared her Ovef,
witehnhig sense of loos. The revolatisa of the thirteen colonies of New England ilk rot touch vs, the deemdants of the Who, and half a century later. Having formed a nation, the Weeks eventually looked south
for their own conquests ant deckled to "liberate" Thcas from Mexico. Mexico itself was bleeding Rem
internal conflict and was &equipped to defend its people in the war that made Texas part of the new country.
Amid this so-called liberation, the American Indio remained forgotten.
Who then are the reside*, of the United States Imore by the Chicano as Angles? They are transplanted
European', with pretensions of natio origins. Their most patriotic cry is basically the Mort of one (emigrant
to spottier. Feeling truly Americas only when they are no longer the latest foreigners, they brandish their
Americanism by threatening the new arrival: If you don't like it here, go back where you came from.
Now the Anglo is trying to impose the immigrant complex on the Chicano, pretending that the "Mexican-Americans" are the most recent arrival. But we will not be deceived. In the final analysis, frijoles,
tortillas, and chili are more American than the hamburger. We do not suffer from the immigrant complex. We
left no teeming shores in Europe, impatient and eager to arrive in New York. No Statue of Liberty ever
greeted our arrival in this country. We did sot, in fact, come to the United States at all. The United States
came to us.

Commentary
This reading passage was rejected primarily because of its inflammatory tone. which might be upsetting
to various groups of test takers The material within it is controversial and affectively negative, in this case.
the material is potentially offensive to members of both the majority and minority groups

.e..*
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Example
The only Oriental boy in a class of fire-year-olds always looks down when the teacher addresses him. Of
the following, the most reasonable assumption the teacher can make about his behavior is that be
(A) probably feels guilty and thinks he has done something wrong
(B) has learned to lower his eyes for a particular reason
(C) may have trouble with his vision and should have his eyes checked
(D) does not pay attention when spoken to because he is thinking of other things
(E) may be emotionally disturbed and should be observed by the school psychologist

Commentary
The subject matter of the Item is appropriate for a test given to teachers, who should be aware of
different cultural traditions among their pupils The difficulty with the item lies in the vague key, option B,
and the affectively negative options, each of which, when placed with the stem, is demean :Igor insulting
The test taker who answers this incorrectly and who does not know that the option chosen is incorrect may
well have negative ideas reinforced.
The ethnocentric word Oriental should be changed to the preferred designation, Asian-American The
item can be revised in several ways to avoid the negative qualities of the options For example.
Which of the following is the most probable reason why the boy looks down?
(A) To concentrate better
(B) To show respect
(C) To avoid embarrassing the teacher
(D) To ask permission to question the teacher
(E) To avoid showing disagreement with the teacher's remarks

Example
Frequently there is a time lag between the statement of a managerial policy and the implementation of
that policy. This appears to be particularly tnr, with regard to the acceptance of women in management
positions. According to our survey findings, women interested in management or professional careers still face
social and psychological barriers, despite recent charges in policies on the employment of women.
The responses we receiled to the case examples reflect two general patterns of sex discrimination: (I)
There is greater organizational concern for the careers of men than there is for those of women, and (2) There
is a degree of skepticism about women's abilities to balance work and family demands. Underlying these
patterns of discrimination there is an assumption that is not at first apparent from the survey findings: it
appears that women are expected to change to satisfy the organization's demands. For example, written
comments from participating managers often suggest that women must become more assertive and independent before they can succeed in some of the situations described in the case examples In the survey. These
managers do not see the organization ss having any obligation to alter its attitudes toward women. Neither,
apparently, are organizations shorn to change their expectations of men. Perhaps because it is expected that
the job will eventually "win out" over the family, a man is given the time and opportunity to resolve conflicts
between home and job. This in itself says a great deal about how organizations might conceive of a man's
relationship with his family.
Another conch:sten we can draw is that when information is scant and the situation ambiguous, managers
tend to fall back on traditional concepts of male and female roles. Only when there are clear rules and
qualifications do both women and men stand a chance of breaking out of the stereotyped parts usually
reserved for them.
When the results of this suney arc extrapolated to the total population of American managers, even a
small bias against women could represent a great many unintentional discriminatory acts that potentially
affect thousands of career women. The end result of these various forms of bias might be great personal
damage for individuals and coal) underutilization of human resources. If managers are sincere in wanting to
encourage all employees equally, they ought to examine their own organizations' implicit expectations of both
men and women to see whether these expectations reflect some of the same traditional notions revealed by the
survey. Identification of these biases would help managers to mole toward the goal of equal employment

opportunity for all.
6
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Commentary
This passage was undoubtedly chosen as appropnate for showing women's concerns in a ten meant for
applicants to graduate schools of business. Unfortunately, the passage does not present a positive picture of
what women entenng business management can expect and can therefore be considered affectively negauve

for women taking that test It might not be considered inappropnate in another context, however In any
case, It would be better to use the term "women" rather than "career women"

(3) INAPPROPRIATE UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS
Example
In order to work effecthely with members of a minority group, the most important consideration is for
the social worker to
(A) be aware of his or her own self, values, and biases
(B) study the language of the minority group
(C) be sympathetic and nondiscriminating
(D) live among or close to the minority-group members

Commentary
The item assumes that the social worker is not a member of a minonty group This underlying assumption is invalid, and some of the options are also patronizing

Example
The fact that black community, organizations perceive that economic development meets their needs does
not by itself justify a federal investment in economic development programs. Itxre are, however, at least two
important programmatic reasons for estalkshin economic development programs with broad-based community support. First of all, it is becoming locreasingly more difficult for any Wend program to operate in a
black community without reference to the sodal and political forces within the community. The t his rights
movement and several years of operating community action programs have made a change in the environment.
Black people have become more skilled le the techniques of erganization and of communication with the white
community. As a result, it has become virtually impossible to implement any meaningful program without
active community participation.
The second program reason for community control Is directly related to the fact that the social utility of
economic development involves multiple benefits. As long as programs involve single, separate, roantifiabk
outputs such as total employment, total number of houses built, etc., a strong case can be made for having the
ultimate control of the program In the hands of the technicians who are better equipped to achieve these goals
and to optimIze the various combinations of cost-benefit relationships. However, community economic development requires that trade-off decisions be made Involving nonquandfiable comparbons. Given the fact that
the state of the art of cost-benefit analysis is, and in the near future will continue to be, much too crude to
permit any semblance of objective cross comparisons of social benefits, the question becomes, ",,Atv should
decide between social benefits?' If someone has to make these judgments, it is reasonable to assume that the
perception of the community that has to suffer any mistakes is a better guide than the perception of outside
professionals who lack both the conceptual framework and the data for rational analysis.
This does not mean that residents can develop their community without outside belp. This is particularly
true In programs of business development that by nature Involve complex interrelationships between people,
require considerable technical competence, and presume a certain common frame of reference among participants. The trick, therefore, is to find the combination of community control and technical capability that will
produce responsive policies and competent programs. In effect, there would be a partnership between black
institutions and the establishment, with goverment equipping the institutions with the fiscal base for negotiation.

7
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Commentary
This passage basically sets up a "we-them" situation, with the "wc." who are knowledgeable and
technically skillful, proposing to help the "them." who cannot provide any of the knowledge or skills
required out of their own resources The author is not unaware of the need for community involsement and
cooperation or the skills that the community will be able to provide. However, the author assumes that the
entire community will be ignorant of the knowledge required and deficient in the skills needed This underlying assumption is what leads to the affectively negative aspects of the passage
communicating with
Statements like 'Black people have become more skilled in the techniques of
the white community" reinforce the inappropnate underlying assumption It would be more appropnatc to
suggest that Black and White communities have become more skilled in communicating with each other
rather than implying that any failures in communication are the responsibility of the Black community
alone.

(4) STEREOTYPING
Example
Khrushcbev's gift to history is, and always was, himself. Khrushchev's greatest qualities, those that
distinguished him from all other Soviet leaders, were his energy, his enthusiasm, his confidence in himself and
in others. It was his prodigal personality, his ability to confess a mistake and reverse himself, his explosive
unpredictability, that did more than anything else to spring the genie of spontaneity out of the bottle of
repression in which Stalin had contained the Russian spirit for 30 years. Khrushchev was the quintessential
Russian peasant. He was cunning and sly. He was given to the charming, fantastical Russian kind of lying
called rranyo and to extremes, like the numbik who works hard and then spends days on a drinking spree.
Coming at the moment of Russian history when he did, Khrushcbes's great contribution was his confidence in
the Russian people and his effort to give them confidence in themselves.

Commentary
The stereotype in this passage is of Russian peasants, a group not explicitly covered in the guidelines
However, the passage does present a stereotype. the stereotype is offensive, and the guidelines do indicate
that offensive stereotypes are to be avolikd The matcnal could be affectively negative for certain members

of the population taking the test.

Example

The cartoon above from the early 1960s depicts

(A) a newly revived tribal dance
(B) communist anger at American involvement in Vietnam
(C) the displeasure of communist leaders over the closing of the Suez Canal
(D) efforts to increase communist influence in Africa
(E) the resentment of Mao and Khrushchev at African attempts to mediate the Israeli-Arab conflict
8
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Commentary
The cartoon is offensive because it stereotypes Africans as primitive, spear-carrying people in grass
skirts or leopard skins The figures are meant to represent Khrushchev and Mao
Although matenal of a satiric nature often raises issues for sensitivity reviewers, it is possible to use
cartoons and the like that meet ETS sensitivity review guidelines The following material is acceptable.

Example
Questions 46-48 are about the following cartoon.

a

46. The man on the bottom in this cartoon represents
(A) the federal government

(B) a labor mediator
(C) the consumer
(D) the fanner
47. What is the main point of the cartoon?
(A) Labor-management disagreements often lead to violence.
(B) The government has no power to stop strikes.
(C) Farmers have little influence on national politics.
(D) The public is often hurt by labor-ianaa rest dissgreements.
48. The way the fighters are drawn suggests the artist believes that

(A) both labor and management obey the nab* in their diaavennents
(B) both labor and management are powerful forces
(C) the government has too much control over labor and Industry
(D) both labor and management want help i solving their disagreements

Commentary
The cartoon and the questions following it are acceptable The exaggeration in the cartoon and the
choices in the items do not present a derogatory picture of any group

(5) LACK OF BALANCE
Balance in a test, for the purpose of sensitivity review, generally involves including items that present
males and females in approximately equal numbers, showing women as well as men as active participants in
the world at large. and presenting the contributions of members of various minority groups or describing
the history and culture of such groups as well as those of the majority group.
9
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The following group of items illustrates another kind of balance that the sensitivity reviewer may
comment on Further, it is important to note that the items appeared in a descnpuve booklet (all ETS
publications are subject to a mandatory sensitivity review) and that the question raised for the sensitivity
review is not covered directly in the ETS sensitivity review guidelines. The items are being used to descnbe
the kinds of items that appear in a humanities test
Careful consideration of balance is most appropnate in operational sections/tests made up of discrete
items In a reading comprehension pretest made up or only two or three passages, the test assembler may
have content specifications that do not include minonty/female representation Such pretests cannot be
challenged for balance

Examples
1.

Often read as a children's classic, it is in reality a scathing indictment of Inman meanness and greed. In
its four books, the Lilliputians are deranged, the Yahoos obscene.
The passage above discusses

(A) Tom loses (B) David Copperfield (C) The Pilgrim's Progress

(D) GnIfirer's Travels

(E) Alice in Wonderland
2.

Which of the following deals with the bigotry an anguished Black family facts when it attempts to move
into in all-White unhurt?

(A) O'Neill's Desire Under the Elms

(B) Miller's Death of a Sakti's=
(C) Williams' A Streetcar Named Desire
(D) Albee's Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf!
(E) Hansberry's A Raisin in the San
3.

Which of the following has as its central theme the idea that wars are mass insanity and that armies are
madhouses?
(A) Catch-22 (B) Portnoy's Complaint (C) Lord of the Flies (D) Heart of Darkness
(E) Vanity Fair

4.

Whkb of the following is often a symbc i of new life arising from death?

(A) A gorgon (B) The minotaur
S.

(A) A symphony

1.

(B) A piano concerto (C) A mess (D) A madrigal (E) A cantata

The work pictured above is

(A) a fresco (B) a stabile
2.

(C) A tokens (D) A griffin (E) The phoenix

Which of the following musical forms is divided into the sectiont Kyrie, Gloria, Credo, Sanctus, Bane dicks, Agnus Del?

(C) a woodcut (D) an illumination (E) an etching

The theme of the work Is the

(A) sacrifice of Isaac (B) expulsion from Eden
(D) creation of Adam (E) flight of Icarus
3.

(C) reincarnation of Vishnu

The work is located in the

(A) Alhambra (B) Sistine Chapel (C) Parthenon (D) palace at Versailles
(E) Cathedral of Notre Dame
10
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'This painting is a visual allusion to which of the following pictorial themes?

(A) The Annunciation (B) The flight into Egypt (C) The Adoration of the Magi
(I)) The Pieta (E) The Descent from the Cross

Commentary
The question of balance raised by these items is whether only those familiar with Chnshan tradition
can achieve a good score on the test Chn...ianity has indeed influenced the music, painting, and other arts
of Western civilization, and testing knowledge of these influences may certainly be appropnate, depending
on the purposes of the test The questions the assembler and the test sensitivity reviewer must decide are
Do these items indeed reflect the proportion of questions on the test dealing with Chnstian tradition?

If they do. is such emphasis on detailed knowledge of Chnstian tradition justifiable

JUXTAPOSITION
Sometimes two items are acceptable from the sensitivity reviewer's point of view, but they present a
problem because they are Juxtaposed Juxtaposition can permit an unwelcome and unintended association
between ideas For example. an item dealing with Black women followed by one dealing with welfare might
cause some test takers to make an unwarranted association of Black women with welfare recipients Such
dims should be separated.

JUDGING THE ITEMS
Nothing involving human relationships is ever cut-and-dried, and reviewing matcnals for potential
offensiveness to particular groups of people is no exception The guidelines for reviewing are Just that
guidelines They do not indicate exactly how every item or passage undergoing sensitivity review is to be
interpreted or under what circumstances matenal that might be regarded as inappropriate for one test
becomes acceptable --or at least tolerable for another Because there is leeway for debate about some
items and their use in a particular test, sensitivity reviewers are encouraged to discuss with other sensitivity
reviewers matenal that they consider potentially offensive
The need for discussion is particularly apparent when the sensitivity reviewer considers the matenal
potentially offensive enough to be removed from a test because no amount of rewording will make the
matenal acceptable Before the sensitivity reviewer embarks on such a course, it is important that he or she
determine from discussions with other sensitivity reviewers whether the recommendation to remove matenal
from a test is an idiosyncratic or individual iespoise or the informed response of a group of sensitivity
reviewers Throughout the process discussion of disputed items is encouraged not only among sensitivity
reviewers but also between the sensitivity reviewer and the assembler and among all the parties interested in
the outcome 4 nc dispute
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EXa.lple
My grandmother's notorious pugnacity did rot confine itself to the exercise of authority over the neighborhood. There was also the defense of her boast and bee furniture against the imagined encroachments of
visitors. With my grandmother, this was not the gentle and tremulous protectiveness of certain chronically
frail people, who infer the fragility of all things from the brittleness of their own bones and bear the crash of
mortality in the perilous tinkling of a tea cup. No, my grandmother's sentiment was more autocratic: She
hated having her chairs sat in or her lawns stepped on or the water turned on In her sinks, for no reason but
pure administrative efficiency; she even grudged the mama his daily promenade up her sidewalk. Her home
was a center of power, and she would not allow it to be insulted by easy or democratic usage. Under her
jealous eye, its social properties had withered and it functioned in the family structure simply as a political
headquarters. Family conferences were held there, consultations with the doctor and the clergy; unruly grandchildren were brought there for a lecture or an interval of thought-taking; wills were read and loans negotiated. The family had no friends, and entertaining was held to be a foolish and unnecessary courtesy required
only by the bonds of a blood relationship. Holiday dinners fell, as a duty, on the lesser members of the
organization: Sons and daughters and condos respectfully offered up Baked Alaska on a platter, while my
grandparents sat enthroned at the table, and only their digestive processes acknowledged the festal nature of
the day.

Commentary
Some test sensitivity reviewers thought this passage mappropnate because it descnbes an unpleasant
woman Others had no objection to the passage, because it was obviously descnbing an individual woman
and not all grandmothers
Presented to a panel of experts in literature assembled at ETS to discuss sensitivity issues in the testing
of literature, 'he passage was approved The crucial factor for the panel was that the person described in the
passage is obviously a character of considerable individuality and not stereotypical in any way

Example
The Mescalero Apache tribe 6 one of seven linguistically and culturally related peoples whose aboriginal
territories stretched over large sections of present-day southwestern United States and northeastern Mexico.
The Mescalero were characterized by an economic system that harmonized well with their challenging environment. In late historic times they attempted desultory farming along some watercourses, but the severe
weather and short growing season of the mountains and the precarious water supply of the lowlands did not
encourage cultivation of the soil. Thus the Mescalero were forced to depend on hunting and the gathering of
wild harvests.
Such an economy required mobility; there bad to be readiness to follow the food harvests when and where
they matured and to move from one hunting area to another when the supply of game dwindled. A concentration of population was Inappropriate to such techniques of food procurement. As a result, fie population win
thinly dispersed over the immense range.
Since most economic errands were carried out in small groups, there was little incentive for highly
centralized leadership. It is probable that never in its history did the tribe have a single leader who was
recognized and followed by all. Rather, the Mescalero leader, or "chief" (literally "he who speaks"), was, as
his title suggests, a respected adviser drawn from the beads of the families who tended to camp and move
together.
Since he had no coercive power, he had to understand what his followers were willing to do. Serious
misjudgments or unpopular counsel might cost bkns his position or a portion of his followers. Theoretically, the
office of the leader was not hereditary; in practice, there was a tendency for sons of leaders to succeed their
fathers. This was informal, however, not absolute. Typical situations which required a leader's judgment
Included such problems as whether to move to another site because of poor luck in bunting, repeated deaths,
epidemic disease, or the proximity of enemies; whether to sanction a raid or war party; whether to sponsor an
important social or ritual event to whkb outsiders might be Invited; and what to do about disruptive behavior
such as the practice of witchcraft. The ability to lead successful raids and war parties, as well as to sanction
them, was a great asset for a leader; such expeditions meant booty, and this made it possible to distribute
favors widely. In a society where glnerosity was one of the cardinal virtues, such activity built and sustained
the good will so important to a leader.
12
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Commentary
The main objection to this passagt. in discussions among sensitivity reviewers, was that it makes no
mention of women Further, some of the language was considered demcaaing, for example, the phrase
"desultory farming" Others who reviewed the passage had no objection either to the failure to mention
women or to the language of the passage They held that the society being depicted was a male-dominated
society, that women in that society were subjugated, and that it might be more insulting to women to
describe that subjugation than to omit mention of women entirely 1 hey had no criticism of the use of the
word desultory, considering that a nomadic people would not farm in any other way The basic argument of
these reviewers was that the Mescalero Apaches Lived a life different from that of modern inhabitants of
North America and that failure to describe that life accurately was, in a sense, an admission that that way
of life was to be regarded as not so much just different but inferior The counterargument was that not all
readers of the passage would be knowledgeable about various kinds of societies and would tend to view as
inferior a society quite different from what they considered the best or the norm
A panel of historians was invited to ETS to discuss with staff various issues that had caused concern
among both test assemblers and sensitivity reviewers In its review of the materials presented to it, this panel
made a clear distinction between material that it considered suitable for history tests and material that
would be appropriate in reading passages The view of panel members was that no subject of importance is
to be avoided in a test designed to be taken by students of history, although cart should be used in the
presentation of material Merely including the date or source of an opinion would suffice for some material
They stated that history was not always pleasant and that unpleasant aspects of history should be studied
and knowledge of those areas of history should be tested Thcy also maintained, however, that considerable
circumspection was needed in choosing passages about minority groups and the history of minority groups
for use in reading tests. Unlike history studcnts, takers of such tests cannot be expected to supply or
understand a context for a particular idea that might be potentially offensive or disturbing
The historian who discussed the passage about the Mescalero Apaches with ETS staff, an American
Indian himself, asserted that descriptions of members of the various Native American nations and tribes in
tests and other materials contain three major faults'

(I) Native Americans are dealt with as peoples of the past Very little attention is paid to the American
Indians living, working, accomplishing today

(2) They are defined in two ways only as lovers of nature or as fierce warriors (He could not decide.
he said, which stereotype he disliked more.)
(3) In most materials. American Indians appear to have lived in a society without women
Given these stereotypes. the passage on the Mecealcro Apaches is to be considered inappropriate for
use in a test

Example
George Bernard Shaw explicitly advises women to be selfish. Of course, his play Major Barbara reminds
us that selfishness is not for females only. In Undershaft, the munitions millionaire, selfishness is bolder in
outline and broader in scope than anything Dorothea or Ibsen's Nora or Undershaft's daughter could achieve.
Undershaft will see the world blown apart by his munitions before he will submit himself to the degradations
of poverty. None of the women quite reaches this pinnacle of assertion. Yet the actual pattern is not different;
and however small the framework, however delicate the tracing, the quality of selfishness in women needs to
be emphasized just because it is so difficult to achieve. That remark may sound dubious to readers who know
selfish women in life and literature; but these are examples of petty selfishness, not grand selfishness, and of
the old-fashioned, not the Shatian new woman.
The grand selfishness Shaw recommends is not self- seeing, but self-respecting; it does not result in petty
self-seeking, but in a rehabilitation of the idea of the self. Selfishness is the opposite of meekness, humility,
and self-sacrifice (the so-called womanly virtues), not the opposite of generosity and altruism (the virtues of
strength). In a badly arranged world, meekness and acquiescence are dangerous virtues.
In fact, two pieces of spiritual advice sum up this little book and could equally well stand for the whole of
Shaw's advice to women. The first Is the Johnsonian, "My dear friend, clear your mind of cant." The second,
a comment with reverberations, is: "Always have the highest respect for yourself, and you will be too proud to

act badly:'
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Whether this quality is called self-respect, pride, or egotism, it has always bow most difficult for men to
accept in women or for mimeo to accept in themselves. According to Listed 'Mien, it is Ms quality in the
heroine of Jane Moines Emma that dismays the critics and introduces am equivocal ante huts dolt judgments
of the novel. It is this that is distasteful In the heroine of Charlotte Bronze's Shirley, who is a plausible
ancestor of Shaw's Lydia Caren: a slf-willed, egotistical wooer who defies the world to meagre her, who
feels sure tint "ctat everybody knows" is wrong and that her own unconventional views are right. One
measure of the change in social atmosphere between 1249, when Shirley was published, and BOK when Shaw
completed Cashel 11yroa's Profession, is Shirley's amnion of her right to certain masculine prerogatives,
which she self-consciously pursues as an end in Beet'. Lydia,.. the other haled, treats her feminine self-aeserdon quite absentusiodedly, with the main fame of her enmities focused on the objects to which this assertioa
admits her: interesting studies and rationalized mks of behavior.

39. According to the author, the actual existence of self* mum may kad some people to conclude that
(A) all wastes are selfish
(B) wanes who are selfish are simply acting comely
(C) society does not demand either selfishness or sellkssmess of women
(D) self-sacrifice is only one of the possible patterns of action available to women

(E) it is easy for women to exhibit selfWmem
40. The author uses the example of Underskr.fi to
(A) show Shaw's tendency to exaggerate
(B) contrast Shaw's characters with lboeu's
(C) demonstrate the realism of Shaw's characterizations
(D) present a contrasting model for Shaw's work

(E) rebut Shaw's primary contends.
41. The author meets an anticipated objection to the gateau* that it is hard for women to behave selfishly
by
(A) presenting an example

(B) making a distinction
(C) citing an authority
(13) describing historical conditions
(E) examining literary attitudes
42. Which of the following provided the clearest imstance of the selfishness that Shan recommeods?

(A) A woman who allows others to work templed her but does not help to provide for her family's
needs

(B) A woman who makes other members of her honsehold defer to her preferences
(C) A woman who insists on training for and practicing a profession list she chooses
(D) A woman who marries for social advance and does not attempt to make her husband happy

(E) A woman who obtains the largest part of an nitrite= by flattering a wealthy grandparent
43. As described by Lionel Trilling, the response of critics to Jame Austen's Emma was influenced by the fact
that they
(A) found it hard to accept the character of an assertive woman
(B) did not understand the tradition in which the "love! stood
(C) failed to appreciate the subtlety of Jane Anstat's characterization
(D) thought it unsuitable for woman to write novels
(E) found the novel to be ambiguous in its values

44. It can be infested that the qualities of Charlotte Broote's heroine in Shirley are "distasteful" to
(A) the author of the passage
(B) many feminists
(C) many readers of the novel
(D) George Bernard Shaw

(E) Lionel Milling
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43. It can he inferred that Lydia Carew is which of the following'
(A)
(B)

nineteenth-century noselist
Amer woman in Shaw's Major Barbara

(()

s political figure
(D) x member of a group that agitated for women's tights
) v character in Cashel Byron's Profession
46. Il can be inferred that the author tints the lessening. between the times of Shirks and Lydia, in the
self-consciousness of women who asserted themsebes as

(A) a cu ire of deft rioration in sexual relationships

(B) -a adoption of ladylike behatior
(C) n setback for society
(Di progress made by women
(t 1 s esult of women's renunciation of egotisticbehasior

Commentary
The consensus of sensitisity rekicAers ssho looked at this passage Aas that they Aould apprise its use
in a test They also recognized that some sensitikity reNicskers might °two to the passage and to items 39
and 42 particularly Hosseser. the group of resiessers approNing the passage deemed that it dues nut demti
women either ncgatikely or stereotypically and that items 39 and 42 Acre ao.cptahle in that each ssas being
used to define selfishness. a crucial point in understanding the passage and the attitude presented

Example
The days between Christmas Day and New Year's were allowed the slases as holidays. During
these days all regular work was suspended, and there was nothing to do bit keep fires and look after the
stock. We regarded this time as our own by the grace of our masters, and we therefore used it or abused
it as we pleased. The holidays nere sariously spent. The sober, industriois ones would employ them(5) seines in manufacturing cornbrooms, mats, horse-collars, and baskets. and some of these were ter) well
made. Another class spent their time in hunting opossums, coons, rabbis=, and other game. But the
majority spent the holidays in sports, ballplaying, wrestling, boxing, running, foot races, dancing, and
drinking whisky; and this latter mode was generally most agreeable to their masters. A slase who would
work during the holidays was thought by his master undeserving of holidays. There was in this simple
(10) act of continued work an accusation against slates, and a slase could not help thinking that if he made
three dollars during the holidays he might make three hundred during the year. Not to be drunk during
the holidays was disgraceful.

1. Why was "this latter mode...most agreeable to their masters" (lines 8)?
(A) It permitted the slases to return to their work with renewed rigor and interest.
(B) It invigorated the entire plantation with a spirit of well-being and cooperation.
(C) It put to use materials and assets that were difficult to sell on the open market.
(D) It appeared to protide a necessary break in a life of continuous labor and service
(E) It seemed to confirm the slase owner's bslief that slates were not interested in hung as industrious
freemen.

2. The tone of the last sentence is

(A) ironic and bitter
(B) jovial and hilarious
(C) pedantic and learned

(D) senile and cooperatite
(F.) cajoling and pleading
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3. The passage's from an autobiographical account by

(A) James Baldwin
(B)
Roi Jones
(C) Frederick Douglass
(D) Richard Wright
(E) Ralph Ellison

Commentary
This passage raises several questions about Its appropnatencss in a literature test
The passage is about slavery. .1 highly emotional subject for some test takers
The passage is written by Frederick Douglass, an important figure in Black history
The passage presents a picture of the kind of subtle influences a master used to control the behavior of
slaves

The passage specifically mentions drunkenness among slaves

Considenng these issues, some reviewers would deem the passage inappropnate because, although a
factually accurate account. it is affect iacly negative Others would consider the passage appropnatc to use.
in accordance with the views expressed by the panel of historians, in a test designed for history students
Resolving the issue of whether the passage should be included in a given test will require considerable
discussion amon an extended group of people, all involved either in the development of the test or in the
sermuway review process No n.
what their decision about the passage, however, the items contain
options that are inapprornate Ti .est taker who chooses to answer the first item with option B, for
example, has clearly misread the passage or has some insupportable ideas about slavery. This tew taker,
however, has no opportunity to discover that B is an incorrect answer It is to ovoid reinforcing such ideas
in the minds of those who choose the wrong answer that options like B are to be removed from test items,
in accordance with the ETS sensitivity review guidelines Rewording other options in the item, particularly
A and E. will improve the item from the sensitivity reviewer's point of view Option E. for example, should
have a word like erroneous or mistaken inserted before belief, and freemen should be revised Similar
changes in wording are called for in item 2 Options B, D, and E convey as impression of the wnter's
attitude that is not appropnatc

Example
Questions 3, 4, and 5 refer to the following excerpt from a United States Supreme Court decision.
"That woman's pn)sical stro-.1re and the performance of maternal functions place her at a disadvantage in
the struggle for subsistence is obvious. This is especially time when the burdens of motherhood are upon her.
Even when they are not, by abundant testimony of the medical fraternity, continuance for a long time on her
feet at work, repeating this from day to day, tends to injurious effects upon the body, and, as healthy mothers
are essential to vigorous offspring, the physical well-being of woman becomes an object of public interest and
care in order to preserve the strength and vigor of the race."
3.

The views expressed In the excerpt above most prohably supported legislation

IA) rept, sting the hours and working conditions of women
(B) promoiting the emplo) ment of women in specified industries
(C) providing medical clinics for women in specified Industries
(D) encouraging the use of birth-control techniques
(E) permitting health insurance companies to charge higher rates to women employed in specified industries
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4.

In arriving at these views, the Supreme Court

(A) followed a strict constructionist line
(8) held as closely as possible to precedent
(C) admitted the legal relevance of statistical, sociological, and historical data
(D) paid close attention to the intent of the legislature
(E) followed the Dillon nile
5.

The views expressed in st. cscerpt above most closely reflected those of contemporary

(A) socialists
(B) feminists
(C) Progressi' s
(D) eugenicis s
(E) Democrs s

Commentary
From the pots' of view of the .nsitivily reviewer, this stimulus is unacceptable for use in an ETS test
It restncts wonir to their traditional roles is mothers and isms and 111,11CS no provision for the student
who, unaware of te source of the quotation. accepts the view presented as,an accurate one espoused by
ETS Further, the head note, by pointing to the Supreme Court as the source of the quotation, gives stature
to the point of view expressed
From the point of view of the 'visional), the cited decision is a crucial one in United States history, in
that it represented a departure in the method by which the Supreme Court justified the decision (as question
4 indicates) It is also important in the history of women's right, because it defined the legal
status of
women (a woman is not a person under the law) and led to legalized discrimination against uomen, but
eventually gave Impetus to the =veinalt to give women equal rights by constitutional amendment Further,
the decision upheld protective labor !gustation for women that provided for such things as stools for
saleswomen to sit on so that they would not have to stand for 12 hours a day Humane treatment for
women workers eventually led to humane treatment for all workers, and the decision is therefo.c crucial in
the history ef 'he American labor movement
When two such equally important issues are at stake a view of women that might upset some candidiites and reinforce stereotypical thinkirg in others versus a need to preserve the integrity of the subject
matter of American history, unpleasant though it may be the need for compromise is apparent In this
case, a brief statement identifying for the tst taker the date of and historical context for the decision will
make the Quotation acceptable in a baton lest Such a compromise might have little effect in some other
situations on items related to the stimulus, the inclusion of a date definitely changes the nature of the task
required by the questions, particularly question 5 That question, from the test assembler s point of view
may have to be omitted from the test 'Chen the constraint, of the sensitivity guidelines and the constraints
of the pool of items available to meet test content specifications cause such opposing ensions, working out
a mutually acceptable compromise is never easy, but it can usually be done
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you very much, Dr. Dwyer, and Miss Rigol.

There is a vote on the floor of the House of Representatives. We
will recess for about ten minutes.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, could I just say one thing? I'm
not going to be able to come back because I have to work on this

bill. But I just want to say that I'm very disappointed because,

when I hear you saying that women are more accurately predicted
by the tests than men, then you're really saying we're overpredict-

ing men. That is the whole basis of what the first panel was

sayingwhy are we overpredicting men?
The second thing that disturbs me is that you are telling us that

there is this new group of women taking the testbut not to
worry, that they're from a lower socio-economic scale I don't think

that's relevant. I think it is what kind of academic backgrounds
they have. My understanding is the new group of women, and the
fact that more are taking the tests, is because they're being encouraged to by their advisors because of their academic performance.
So that's what I think is relevant.
If they are really academically much lower than the males
taking the tests from high school, then that's different. But I don't
care about their socioeconomic background as much as I do their
academic background. If you could address those two things for the
record, I want the statistics on what kind of academic background
they have, not their income background.

That is the second bell and we do have to run. I'm sorry, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. EDWARDS. That's all right. We have plenty of time.
Dr. DWYER. Let me just sayand Miss Rigol may certainly want
to comment, toothat the women who take the SAT now are less
likely than the men, to have taken the academic program in high

school, for example. I think that speaks to the level of their academic preparation. We all have a sense of what the academic program is. There are more women than men, who haven't taken that

program, who take the SAT.
[Whereupon, the subcommittee was in recess.]
Mr. EDWARDS. The subcommittee will come to order.
Well, Dr. Dwyer and Miss Rigol, is it your testimony that your
testing products, your examinations, are just about as good as they

can be made, insofar as bias is concerned, that they are very fair?
Ms. R!GOL. I believe they are. I don't believe that we should be
complacent and say we're never going to look again and they are
perfect, just to put them on the shelf. I think we have to continue
to evaluate them.
But based on what we know so far, I believe they're as fair as
they possibly can be and we'll just continue to work at it. That's
my response.

Dr. DWYER. I would agree with that. I would also be immodest
and say that I think the test development procedures used at ETS
set a standard for other test developing organizations. But I would
get a stage more nitty-gritty than that and say that not only do we
not have to become complacent, but we make new tests every day.
We have to apply the procedures that we do have every day. In
doing so, I think we continually learn better ways to do it.
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The test sensitivity review standards that I entered into the
record, for example, just within the past couple of months were
completely revised because we felt that our reviewing experience
had taught us so much about how to do that prccess that we
needed to rethink it.
Mr. EDWARDS. So what you're saying is there was some bias in
the past, but you think you have eliminated it?
Ms. RIGOL. I would like to respond.

I think that society has changed. There are things that would
have been considered perfectiy acceptable by the vast majority of
us 20 years ago that grate on us now. In many cases, these are
subtle changes. Looking back over old SAT items, I notice things
for example, we might have had a math question about how many
shirts can a woman iron in three hours. Well, that is just not reflecting real life situations any morefor many women, at any
rate. Those kinds of questions have been changed.
So, obviously, we have to keep updatingMr. EDWARDS. So that's obviously bias?

Ms. RIGOL. If we had that in there now. I'm not sure if it was

biased 20 years ago or not. But certainly our perceptions of

what- -

Mr. EDWARDS. Well, we had a pretty biased world 20 years ago,
so far as women were concerned, so you certainly do know it was
biased. Of course, it was. Twenty years ago we weren't interested
in having women involve themselves to the extent that they are involved in American life, so that was bias.
Ms. RIGOL. That would be bias.
Mr. EDWARDS. How do you look for bias? How do you find it?

Dr. DWYER. I start off by, first of all, looking at the individual
test questions in terms of what it is they're supposed to be asking. I
realize this sounds like I'm starting a long way back. But I think
the kind of items that invite different interp. etations from men
and women or from blacks and whites are poorly written or confusing items. So I think a good safeguard against bias is to make sure
that you know exactly what educational point you intend to test
and checking very carefully to make sure that it doesn't drag in a
lot of superfluous information that might be related to factors like
race and sex.
The other things that I mentioned earlier get at very specific
kinds of bias, the bias that can be introduced by having a person
read something in a testing situation that they find upsetting or
offensive or that triggers in their mind some response that is just
not productive and not related to the educational goals of the testing.

Mr. EDWARDS. Insofar as math is concerned, young women
coming from rigorous schools, prep schoolsfor example, Concord
Academy or places like thatdo they do just as well as young men
coming from rigorous prep schools?
Ms. RIGOL. I don't know offhand, but I would be glad to gather

the information for a group of some selective and rigorous inee-

pendent schools and compare men's and women's scores. I can provide that to the subcommittee.
Dr. DWYER. May I be permitted a personal anecdote?
Mr. EDWARDS. Yes, please.
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Dr. DWYER. My daughter is a college student, a mathematics
major, and was shocked to find, when she looked into the number
of graduating math majors at Harvard, in the year she was looking
at, I believe there were ten people in math, of whom only two were
women. That is not the overall sex ratio there.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you.
Ms. LeRoy.

Ms. LERoY. Are there not studies that control for these factors,
that show that when you discount for socioeconomic status and
when you discount for educational background, when you take girls

and boys who have had the same number of years of math and

come from the same kinds of backgrounds, that girls still perform
worse than boys on these tests?
Ms. RIGOL. No, I think the data is just the oppos'te, that when
you adjust, or at least take into account, the academic preparation
of the groups, that the gaps are not nearly as wide.
Ms. LEROY. But they're still there.
Ms. RIGOL. I again do not have that data right in front of me, btit
I do know that. generally, when you control for number of years of
academic study, you do account for a large proportion of the difference.

Ms. LERoY. ETS has done those studies, is that what you're

saying, and that that's your understanding of their results?
Ms. RIGOL. The College Board hasMs. LERoY. I'm sorry, I meant the College Board.

Ms. RIGOL [continuing]. Has displayed the information on a
number of years of study in a number of publications, and will be
coming out with a series of reports this next fall that will show, by
specific course preparation, the scores for different groups. It does

show that it accounts for at least someI don't now if it is allof
the gap.
Ms. LERoY. We would be interested in seeing those studies when
they're done.
Ms. RIGOL. Yes, I can certainly provide that information, too.
Ms. LERoY. Are there some types of questions, math questions,

for example, that you know women do as well on or better than
men, and are these some types of questions that you know that
men do better on than women? And what is the ratio of those types

of questions within the SAT?
I mean, have either of your organizations thought about including more of one type of question to try to adjust the test score differential?
Dr. DWYER. Let me try to address that.

In most testing situations, you don't star t with the premise that
you want to construct a test that makes groups equal. Ycu start
with an educational premise of some sort. I think, as a generalization, across a number of tests, you would be looking at either the
distribution of courses that material is to be based on, or within a
course of the topic,' to be covered. The specifications for the test:
the determination of how many of what kind of questions to be included, should follow from those educational considerations rather
than from score difference considerations.
There have been and the earliest study I can quickly think of is
maybe 1958, people doing research with very small samples of
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items and people, that look at particular variations of questions
for example, setting a question in a male context and then in a
female context, and seeing what the sex differences are. There
have been some mixed findings on that, and I think part of that is
a disagreement about what ought to be considered "male" and
what ought to be considered "female." One of the original studies
called a question about sewing the "female" version, and a question about a snail crawling up the wall the "male" version. That
makes us think it's a little hard to interpret.
We have generally observed that females tend to score lower
than males in math and science areas and higher in humanities
and the arts, when other things are equal. Again, I'm speaking
very broadly over a lot of different kind of data.
Ms. LERoY. What about within the math area? That's really the
focus of my question. For example, data sufficiency Questions as opposed to spatial relationship questions, one group does better than
the other, right?
Dr. DWYER. Yes. There is a large body of psych logical literature

that examines the question of sex differences in spatial relations.
That is probably a much better researched area than any of the
others that I've spoken of.

Ms. LERoY. And do the College Board and ETS look at those tests
to see how those questions--you know, what percentage of the test
is made up of different types of questions?
Dr. DWYER. Oh, yes. For all the tests that we produce, we begin

with a set of test specifications that describe how many of what

kind of items go into the test.
Ms. LERoY. And how do you come out on those kinds ofI mean,
what is the ratio? Do you have those statistics?

Dr. DWYER. Let's see. You know, I can picture a chart in my
mind this morning, and I'm not sure if I'm going to be able to read
it from my mental image.
I'm not going to be able to do that accurately.
Ms. LERoY. Well, could you provide that information to the subcommittee, if it's available, at a later time?
Dr. DWYER. You're thinking about the percentage of
Ms. LERoY. The types of questions that you know that there are

sex differences on in terms of the correctness of the answer or the
number of correct answers. Women answer certain kinds of ques-

tionshave an easier time with certain kinds of questions, and

men have an easier time with other kinds of questions. How are
the tests made up in terms of how much of each of those types of
questions they include?
That's a very unscientific description of what I'm getting at.
Dr. DWYER. I know what you're getting at. I think what I can say
is that I can tell you exactly what's on the test, and I can show you

also the research that speaks to differences between men and
women on things that are like what's on the test. But I can't form
a causal relationship for you.
Are you talking about the SATs?

Ms. LERoY. Yes.

Dr. Dwyer, in an article that you wrote in 1976, you said the ETS
method for deciding the content of the SAT systematically favors

boys and thatthis is a quote"probably an unconscious form of
r;
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sexism underlies this pattern. When girls show superior performance, balancing is required; when boys show superior performance,
no adjustments are necessary."
Have you changed your mind about that?
Dr. DWYER. I have not changed my mind about the basic statements that I made at that time, that I believe unconscious sexism
causes people to accept, without question, women's inferior performance. I believe that my comments, and those of many other
people in the same vein, have led to a number of differences in the
way that we address bias at ETS and elsewhere.
I would also like to s Ay that, at the time that I wrote that, there
was virtually no interest in women's mathematical scores, and that

situation has since been dramatically reversed. In the research
field, and not just at ETS, but throughout educational research,
that is a topic of intense interest these days.
Mr. EDWARDS. Counsel?

Mr. SLOBODIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Democratic counsel was interested in a study on the question of
math performance and what percentage of that is accounted for by
the preparatory aspect of it.

From the study I had quoted earlier, which is quoted in Miss

Rosser's reportor is cited as a source in her reportthe same

study, it says "Based on a more broadly representative sample,
their study suggests" this is a Pallas and Alexander 1983 study
"suggests the male/female gap in SAT mathematical performance shrinks considerably when differences in quantitative high
school course work is taken into consideration. They report that
when differences in quantitative course work were controlled in
their analyses, the male/female gap in SAT mathematical performance decreased from 35 points to 14 points."
Then further on down it says, "A recent study using data drawn

from the 1977 through 1978 National Assessment of Education
Progress in Mathematics found that 25 percent of the variance in
mathematics achievement was accounted foi by background variables, such as characteristics of the community and educational
level of parents, while the number of semesters of mathematics
studied explained an additional 34 percent of the variance."

So I would ask the panelists, putting that data together, what
gap do we have at this point? First of all, are you familiar with
those studies, and what kind of gap do we have at this point, once
you take into account the level of preparation and other kinds of
background variables that are in that study?

Dr. DWYER. The most significant gap to me is the fact that we

have those differences in the level of preparation and participation

in mathematicsand I want to throw in science there, too, as a
plug. I mean, I think that's where the really prcblcmatir issue is,
that girls either through socialization are opting out of that
stream, or, if they had any original interest in it, they are being
funneled away irom it.
Since you ar a interested in that topic, I should probably mention

that there is another body of research that speaks to that point. I
think the most prominent ...:searcher there is Dr. Elizabeth Fennema, who has studied sex aifferences in mathematics extersively,
beginning ar'und the mid-seventies. Her work looks at, among
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other things, differential treatment and reinforcement of men and
women within their math classes. Her thesis is that it is not just
the taking of the math course itself but what happens to you once
you get in that course. That is something else that should be considered.
Mr SLOBODIN. Let's break things down a bit, because when you

break down under certain groups, you can get certain disparities,
and then you look at it differently. Either the disparity grows or it

gets smaller.

Is there a disparity, by sex, in terms of the high test score per-

formance? Have you seen a difference in the decrease in test scores
above 600 between male and female, looking at it at that breakdown?

Ms. RIGOL. There have been shifts, and unfortunately I cannot
recall that data right i )W. I would like to send that, also.
Mr. SLOBODIN. How about below 300, looking at it from the same
standpoint.
I would also want to follow up on the majority counsel's request,
that when you look at the types of questions where there's a real
disparity between the collect response rate between women and
men, that you also look at race. Because I'm wondering, as you try
to neutralize, could it possibly be we're playing with a Rubik's cube
here We may solve the problem of eliminating a question that has
a disparity in terms of sex, but it may actually increase the problem in terms of race.
Dr. DWYER. Your analogy of the Rubik's cube is a very apt one,
from where I sit.
One of the problems that the balancing question encounters is
that the patterns do not run the same way in sex comparisons and
in race comparisons. Additionally, they do not necessarily run the
same way when you're doing various minority group comparisons.
It is sort of hard to know what to do when you have a question
that favors Blacks and disfavors Hispanics, for example.
Mr. SLOBODIN. OK. And just on this under- and overprediction
issue, is it your opinion that it there were separate sex equations in
terms of the predictions of fii i -year academic performance, that it

vould not only eliminate the underprediction of females but the
overprediction for males?
Dr. DWYER. Yes. Separate sex equations, if you're predicting

This is such a hard topic to talk about, it's so technical. I think,
though, it would be fair, given my level of expertise on this subject,
for me to say that when you have separate sex equations, you vir-

tually eliminate any question of under- or overprediction on the average I mean, you have set up a target here and you're sending an
arrow straight for it, rather than trying to make a compromise between the two targets that are far apart.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Just one iazt question. On the underprediction, I
am looking here at this table. They break it down by majors. It
happens that this table looked attilw conclude, first of all, looking at it as a whole, the difference raticc observed in this study
must be considered very small. But in the disL.pline studies, where
there were differences, the highest underpredictio was 28 percent
of a GPA aandard deviation in an engineering prograu made up 5
to 1 of men.
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Do you have a feel that in courses a lot of these things are
skewed as a result of this kind of thing? For example, I would be
interested to see what would happen if you took that engineering
out or some of the extremes and looked at courses where there - as
equal participation rates. There may be something here a' irk.
Have you seen that there's a different interest level, a difference
based on sex, an interest in things like computers?
Dr. DWYER. Oh, absolutely. You know, women and men do take
different courses and have different majors.
I think it was interesting, that it was mentioned earlier about
LSAT and its prediction of law school grades. I mean, that's one of
the few instances where you have essentially a situation where
men and women take all the same courses in the first year and underprediction is not a problem in that situation as it is at colleges.
There you are predicting to everyone's grades together and the
men and women have t ,ken systematically different courses.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Thank you.

Ms. LERov. I would like to ask both of you just one question on
test use.
Both of your organizations have guidelines and policies for the
proper use of thesewell, let's just talk about the SAT. In fact, one
of the things you submitted for the record is the ETS Standards for
Quality and Fairness. On page 24 it says "ETS will set forth clearly
to all score recipients principles of proper use of tests," et cetera, et
cetera; "ETS will establish procedures by which fair and appropriate test use can be promoted and misuse can be discouraged or
eliminated." Later on it talks about investigating complaints or allegations of improper use, to consult with the sponsor to determine
whether to continue services, et cetera.
I guess my question is what actually happens in terms of imple-

menting these guidelines. For example, I think every witness
herewhatever they feel about these testshas said they should
never be used as the sole criterion for any decision making purpose. I take it you agree with that?
Dr. DWYER. Yes.

Ms. Moot- Yes.

Ms. LERov. Well, the Empire State scholarships obviously focused only on SAT scores. There are certain programs run by

Johns Hopkins for which I think junior high school children are selected based on their performance on the SAT math score. From
what you have said, I would assume that you think those may be
improper uses of those tests.
Why do you provide those tests to those people for those purposes
if they are improper?
Ms. RIGOL. There are several answers to that, and I'll try to be
brief.

One is that, indeed, the College Board does not support the use of
scores alone, unless there is just no other wad' to do what it is you
want to do. We certainly do tell all of our users about the guidelines. When we are aware that a use is being made of the scores
that is not appropriate, regional staffand the College Board does
have staff throughout the country to work w ith institutions--they
generally do talk to the organization, or whatever it is, to try to
suggest appropriate uses.
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There are a number of things that are used in the gifted and talented programs. There is documentation that shows, for their initial selection purposes, when they want to do a national search and
try to find as many talented people from all over the country, that
the use of the SAT does work very well. There are other criteria
that are taken into consideration in the selection of th" students
who participate in those programs.
I think that part of your question was why do we continue to
provide the tests. Weil, the tests are provided to students and the
students choose to send their scores where they wish to. And while
we have debated whether or not we should tell students "yes, you
may take the SAT, but we will not send your scores where you
would like to have them sent" would not be a proper interpretation

of --

Ms. LERov. That's sort of a "Catch 22", though, isn't it? You

can't get a scholarship in New York unless you take the test, so the
student says "I'm not going to take the test because I know this is
an improper use of the test", but it's the only way he's going to get
the scholarship.
Ms. RicoL. In the case of New York, I think there's an even more
important thing, and that is one related to social values and whether the intent of the scholarship program is to recognize scholastic
ability or whatever factor, regardless of the composition of the population competing for those awards, or whether the awards should
be intentionally subdivided between various subpopulations.
It is not at all unusualand this is the case in some States and

scholarship programsfor the scholarship to be actually set up
where a certain number of scholarships must come from certain
congressional districts, or you could even say we have to have an
equal number of men and women, or you could say we want to
have the scholarships come from a certain proportion of various

ethnic or monority groups.

No single test is going to do all of that. You have to determine
what it is you want to accomplish and then set the guidelines accordingly.

Ms. LERov. Have you ever not provided the test to someone

based on failure to follow your guidelines?
Ms. RicoL. ETS has, yes. I caa't think of a single case right now
for the SAT, but ETS has.
Dr. DWYEit. Yes. There is something that I think is important to

know about that. We have refused to provide services where we
feel that the client using those services is engaged in a misuse of
the services, and where frankly the client has just proved intractable in moving towards a better use.
Fortunatelyand I say fortunately on purposethose situations
are few in number. There are many questionable testing activities
that ETS simply does not engage in from the beginning. But in situations where we are already engaged in a testing activity and a
misuse comes to light, we try very, very hard to correct that
misuse, rather than to write off the clients. But when that becomes
necessary, we do it.

I think our president has been very forthright in his commitment to continue maintaining standards that way. It was he who
has instituted the implementation of our standards, vihich are peri-
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odically revised. Our programs are periodically audited against
those standards. We invite visiting panels of distinguished educators to come and critique ETS on its adherence to those standards.
Ms. LERoy. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you both very much.
Dr. DWYER. Thank you, sir.

Mr. EDWARDS. The last panel today will consist of Mr Michael
Behnkc, Director of Admissions, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. and Dr. Denise Carty-Bennia, Professor of Law at Northeastern University, and Executive Chair of Fair Test at Boston.
Mr. Behnke, you are first. We welcome you both. Your full statements, of course, will be made a part of the record. You may proceed. We apologize for keeping you waiting so long.

Do you solemnly swear or affirm that the testimony you are
about b give is the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth?

M. BEHNKE. I do.
Dr. CARTY - BENNIA. Yes.

STATEMENTS OF MICHAEL C. BEHNKE, DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF' TECHNOLOGY; AND
DENISE CARTY-BENNIA, PROFESSOR OF LAW, NORTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY, AND EXECUTIVE CHAIR, FAIR TEST, BOSTON, MA

Mr. BEHNKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I have been asked to discuss how standardized tests are used in
the admissions process at colleges with competitive admissions and
to describe research we are doing at the Massachusetts Institute or
Technology on gender and testing.
My own experience has been that standardized tests are used in

a responsible manner in the process for which they were de-

signedthat is, college admissions. A central question is whether

students are denied admission to the college of their choice because
of test scores. The fact is that most students are admitted to their
first choice college. According to the Higher Education Research

Institute, 71 percent of freshmen are enrolled in their first choice
college, 93 percent are enrolled in their first or second choice college.

There are relatively few colleges and universities which deny admission to many of their applicants. I have worked in admissions
at three colleges Amherst College, Tufts University, And MIT
which accept fewer than one-tb ird of their applicants. In these
cases, it is certainly true that many students are denied the opportunity of enrolling in their first choice college. The admission decision at these institutions, however, is based on many factors and
rarely, if ever, is dependent solely on test scores.
Mr. EDWARDS. If you don't mind my interrupting, while you're on

that point, you said that 71 percent of applicants get their first
choice, and yet at MIT and places like that, only a third of them
do, 33 percent; is that correct?

When you say 71 percent, you're referring to the entire pool of

applicants?
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Mr BEHNKE. I'm referring to the entire pool of applicants in the
United States. At MIT this year we have admitted about 25 percent
of our applicants.
Mr. EDWARDS. That would apply to Stanford, Harvard and Yale?
Mr. BEHNKE. It would be, if anything, a lower percentage.
I have submitted with my written testimony a profile which describes our selection procedure. The process is a complex one and is
highly subjective. No one has come close to perfecting the art of
human assessment. We can't measure motivation, curiosity, determination, or other similar qualities, but evidence of these qualities
can carry great weight. Academic achievement is crucial, but we

are faced with trying to understand the meaning of grades and
courses from thousands of secondary schools, many of which in

recent years have abandoned class rank, which makes it very difficult for us to judge the quality of grades within a particular school.

Extracurricular accomplishments are important, but we must
decide whether a leadership position listed in the application
means that someone won a popularity contest with little follow

through or really served as a positive force for change.
We also find that advantaged students seem to be able to present
themselves much more effectively than students without access to
good counseling or parents who have gone to college. There is a lot
of room for bias in the presentation of extracurricular accomplishments.

This complicated process of judging evidence operates under
pressures from many quarters, including alumni, coaches, politicians and donors. In the midst of all this, tests provide a useful
standardized measure. They are accepted by professionals as one
more very imperfect measure of potential and are used in combination with all other pieces of evidence. The result of this is a very
wide distribution of scores.

I have to apologize, as I have an incorrect figure in the written
testimony. At MIT last year, the number of applicants who scored
above 750 on the SAT math was actually 2,224, not 1,913, as indicated in my written testimony.
Since we admitted only 1,750 applicants, w could have restricted
ourselves entirely to this group. Instead, we admitted -10 percent of
them We then admitted 28 percent of those who scored between
700 and 740; 22 percent of those between 650 and 690, 19 percent of
those between 600 and 640; 10 percent of those between 550 and
590; 7 percent of those between 500 and 540; and 3 percent of those
who scored below 500.

By saying that tests are used responsibly in the admissions proc-

ess, I don't mean to imply that there is a settled, widely agreed

upon way in which tests are used. I mean two things. First, I mean
that admissions officers rarely depend on test scores alone to deny
someone admission, and second, I mean that admission professionals periodically reexamine their use of test scores, as they do the
other criteria they use. This reexamination has, in fact, led some
schools to no longer require test scores or to modify their requirements.

Admissions professionals are troubled by test abuse. Testing is a
topic of debate at almost every meeting of admissions professionals.

All of us, I think, are trying to find out more about them so that

h.+
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we can use them responsibly. I sent two of my staff members to
attend the recent meeting of Fair Test. We are troubled by scholarship agencies which use score cutoffs, we are troubled by the use of
score cutoffs for athletic eligibility. We are troubled by the use of
college entrance exams in identifying gifted students in middle or

even elementary schools. When most of the students labelled
"gifted" are white males, what message does this send to young
women and minorities? We worry about people defining their

worth and potential in terms of test scores. This is especially troubling because of race and gender differences in scores. We worry
about the growing industry of test coaching schools feeding off peo-

ple's anxieties. We ultimately worry that we may lose a useful
piece of evidence in deciding college admissions because test abuse

may lead to abandoning or weakening these tests. We hope that
public scrutiny and pressure and the efforts of testing agencies
themselves will lead to fewer abuses and more public understanding.

In the meantime, there are some things that we can do in admissions. The first is to communicate to the public how tests are used.
The profile I have submitted is an attempt to show students and
counselors the range of test scores so they do not focus on averages.
I should mention, though, that even the use of that profile is problematical. It's been used at MIT for a number of years and it was
first issued in response to concerns about providing information to
consumers. But my student!faculty committee on admissions feels
that it overemphasizes the use of test scores, as they understand

how they're being used in the process of which they are a part.

And while people want the information, my faculty committee feels
we may even be providing too much information and misleading
people in the way that I think Mrs. Schroeder pointed out.
The second thing we can do is research. We have been doing research at MIT to examine the relationship between college grades
and an academic prediction formula combining high school grades

in math and science, rank in class, if available, and SATs and
achievement test scores. The formula has a scale which extends
from 1 to 99. We looked at the relationship between that index and
grades for a recent entering class, most of whom had graduated.
MIT has a graduation rate within five years of approximately 85
percent. The mean academic index on this scale of 1 to 99 for men
who entered was 68, and for women it was 60. We looked at what
made up the difference and the lower average for women reflected
lower test scores. Specifically, there were statistically significant
differences in the math SAT, the math achievement test and the
science achievement test.

The correlation of that index with grade point average in the
senior year was 0.47 for both men and women. I think the point
has been made earlier here today that, in fact, thk. test does predict
grades as well for women as it does for men. We have found that to

be true. This means that the index is a reasonable predictor of 8term cumulative average for both men and women, that is, low
scoring men and low scoring women tend to receive lower grades at
MIT. But the index underpredicts the final grade point average for
women at all levels.
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Because of the lower index, we would expect women to have a
lower GPA. In fact, at the end of eight terms, there was no significant difference in grade point average. It is also useful to note that
women have a higher retention rate at MIT, so this is not due to
women dropping out at a higher rate.

Various tilt. ories have been advanced to explain the fact that

standardized tests underpredict the academic performance of
women. One is that the result may be due to differences in the selection of courses by women and men. We looked at each individual

major at MIT and found the same thing going on within depart-

ments, so we found no evidence of course selection affecting this at
MIT.

We believe the possibility needs to be explored that the tests do
not really get at what female ability means. In the words of our
Associate Director of Research, Dr. Elizabeth Johnson, "What we

are really suggesting is the notion of multiple models of developed
ability, perhaps even intelligence, which are culturally related and
which, if accurately drawn, would predict equivalent success on
real world outcome measures."
In conclusion, I think it is important to note that we were able to
do this research at MIT because for many years MIT has admitted
women with somewhat lower test scores. This happened because
the admissions committee did, in fact, look at many factors, includ-

ing grades and extracurricular activities and whatever kinds of
personal qualities we could identify, and based on the entire picture, we felt that the women being admitted were every bit as
strong as the men, in spite of somewhat lower test scores, and in
fact that has turned out to be true. So the research has riot suiprised us.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The statement nr Michael C. Behnke, with attachment, follows:]

0
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Testimony Presented to the Subcommittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights, Apcil 23, 1967
Michael C. Behnke
Director of Admissions
MIT

I have been asked to discuss how standardized tests are used in the
admissions process at colleges with competitive admissions and to describe
research we are doing at MIT on gender and testing.

My experience has been Lhal standardized tests are used in a
responsible manner in the process for which they were designed, i.e.
A central question is whether students are denied

college admissions.

admission to the college of their choice because of test scores.

The fact

is that most students are admitted to thei' first choice college.
According to the Higher Education Research Institute, 71% of freshmen are
enrolled in their 1st choice college; 93% are enrolled in their 1st or 2nd
choice.

There are relatively few colleges which deny admission to many of
their applicants.

I have worked in admissions at three colleges

Amherst,

Tufts and HIP - which accept fewer than one-third of thei- applicants.

In

thew. cases, many students are denied the opportunity of enrolling in their
first choice college.

The admission decision is based on many factors and

rarely is dependent solely on test scores.

1 have submitted with my

written testimony a profile wh:ch describes our selection procedure.
process is a complex one and is highly subjective.
to perfecting the art of human assessment.

The

No one has come close

We can't measure motivation,
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curiosity, determination or other similar qualities, but evidence of these
qualities can carry great weight.

Academic achievement is crucial, but we

are Laced with trying to understand the meaning of grades and courses from
thousands of secondary schools.

Extracurricular accomplishments are

important, but ve must decide whether a leadership position listed on the
application means that someone ,:on a popularity contest with little follow
through or really served as a positive force for change.

This complicated process of judging evidence operates under pressures
from many quarters including alumni, coaches, politicians and donors.
the midst of all this, tests provide a useful standardized measure.

In

They

are accepted by professionals as one more very imnerfect measure of
potential and are used in combination with all the other pieces of
evidence.

The result of this is a vide distribution of scores.

At MIT
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last year, ve had 1913 applicants who scored over 750 on the SAT - Math.
Since ve admitted only 1750 applicants, ve could have restricted ourselves
to this group.

Instead ve admitted 40% of them.

We then admitted 28% of

those who scored between 700 and 740, 22% of those between 650 and 690, 19%
of those between 600 and 640, 10% of those between 550 and 590, 7% of those
between 500 and 540 and 3% of those below 500.
By saying that tests are used responsibly in the admissions process, I
don't mean to imply that there is a settled, widely agreed upon way in
which tests are used.

I mean two things.

First, I mean that admissions

officers rarely depend on test scores alone to deny someone admission.
Second,

I mean that admission professionals periodically reexamine their

use of test scores, as they do other criteria.

This reexamination has led

some schools to no longer require test scores or to modify their
requirements.
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Admission professionals are troubled by test abuse.

3

Testing is a

topic of concerned debate at almost every meeting of admission
[I sent two of my staff members to attend the recent

professionals.

meeting of Fair Test./
score cut-offs.
eligibility.

Ce are troubled by scholarship agencies which use

We are icoubled by the use of score cut-offs for athletic

We are troubled by the use of college entrance exams in

identifying "gifted" students in middle or even elementary school.

When

most of the students labelled "gifted" are white males, what message does
this send to young women and minorities?

We worry about people defining

their worth and potential in terms of test scores.

This is especially

troubling because of re,ce and gender differences in scores.

We worry about

the growing industry of test coaching schools feeding off people's
anxieties.

We worry that we may lose a useful piece of evidence in

deciding college admissions because test abuse may lead to abandoning or
weakening tests.

We hope that public scrutiny and pressure and the efforts

of testing agencies themselves will lead to fewer abuses and more public
understanding.

In the meantime, there are two things which college admission
professionals can do.
are used.

The first is to communicate to the public how tests

Our profile is an attempt to show students and counsellors the

range of test scores so they do not focus on averages.

The second is to do

research.

We have been doing research to examine the relationship between
college grades and an acldemic prediction formula combining high school
grades in math and scienr
Achievement Test scores.
99.

,

rank in class if available, and SAT's and

The formula has a scale which extends from 1 to

de looked at the relationship between the index and grades for a
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recent entering class, most of whom had gradated
rate within 5 years of approximately 85Z).

who entered was 68; for the women it was 60.
reflects lower test scores.

4

(HIT has a graduation

The moan academic index for men
The lower average for we.cr.

Specifically, it reflects statistically

significant differences in Math SAT, the Math Achievement Test and the
Science Achievement Test.

The correlation of the index with grade point average (GPA) in the
senior year was .47 for both the men and the women.

This means that the

index is a reasonable predictor of 8-term cumula,.ve average for both men
and women, r.e. low scoring men and lov scoring women tend to receive lover
grades.

But the index underpredicts the final GPA for the women at all

levels.

Because of the lover index, we would expect women to have a lower GPA.
In fact, at the end of 8 terms, there vas no sigrificant difference in GPA.
It is also useful to note that women had

a higher retention rate.

Various theories have been advanced to explain the fact that
standardized tests underpredict the academic performance of women.
that the result may be due to differences
women and men.

One is

in the selection of courses by

Ve found no evidence of that at MIT.

Ve believe the

possibility needs to be explored that the tests do not really get at what
female ability means.

In the words of our Associate Director for Research,

Dr. Elizabeth Johnson, "Vhat we are really suggesting is the notion of
multiple models of developed ability, perhaps even intelligence, which are
culturally related and which if accurately drawn, would predict equivalent
success on real world outcome measures."
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Summary of Testimony Presented to the Subcommittee on
Civil and Constitutional Rights, April 21, 1987
Michael C. Behnke
Director of Admissions
MIT

I have been asked to discuss how stardardized tests are used in the
admissions process at colleges with competitive admissions and to describe
research ve are doing at MIT on gender and testing.
my edperll!ded has been that standardized tests are used in a
responsible manner in the process for vhich they were designers, i.e.
college admissions.

An admission decisior is based on many factors and

rarely is dependent solely on test scores.
and is highly subjective.

The process is a complex one

The result of this is a wide distribution of

test scores in any entering class.
Admission professionals are troubled by test abuse.

Admission tests

are being used for many purposes other than college admission.

We hope

that public scrutiny and pressure and the efforts of testing agencies
themselves viii lead to fever abuses and more public understanding.

In the meantime, there are tvo things which college admission
professionals can do.
are used.

The first is to communicate to the public how tests

The second is to do research.

Ve have been doing research to examine the relationship between
college grades and an academic prediction formula combining high school
grades in math and science, rank in class if ava4lable, and SAT's and
Achievement Test scores.

We found that women had significantly lower

scores on the Math SAT, and the Math and Science Achievement tests.

The

index was a reasonable predictor of 8-term cumulative grade point average
(GPA) for both men dnd women.
women at all levels.

But the index underpredicted the GPA for

Whereas we would have expected a lower CPA for women,

there vas no significant difference between women and men.
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Michael Behnke came to MIT as Diro.tor of Admissions in Man of 1985.
Fo, nine nears previous to that he was Dean of Admissions at Tufts Uolversit',
At Amherst College between 1971 and 1976, he served o4 Associate
Dean of Admissions, Dean of Fieshmen and a lecturer in American Studies.
Mr. Behnke has taught in both public and private secondary schools,
in the
Upward Bound Program for low income stadents, and in the Peace Corps in
Sierra leone, West Africa. He was also the Education Director for
a
community action agency in Springfield, Massachusetts.
Mr. Behnke received his undergraduate degree in American Studies
from Amherst College and a Master of Arts degree in the same field from
Penn.
Be presently serves as Chairman of the New hngland Regional Council
of
the College Board, Vice-Chairman of the National Advisory Committee on
International Education, and as a member of the scholarship ;election
Comm _en
'iii national Merit Corporation and United Technologies
Corporation.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

somewhat less weight on small differences in objective

A Different and Exciting Class

learning and other special personal qualities

We made some special efforts this year to tell prospective
applicants about the broad choices available al MIT both

in the curriculum and in student life

In response

measures in favor of trying to recognize real love of

Special Initiative for Underrepresented
Minority Students

applications increased by 8percent including a 15 percent
increase 111 women This larger pool allowed us to admit a
more diverse group of students with the same academic
talent necessary to succeed at MIT This year's class is 38

Althougn the number of black. Mexican American, Puerto
Rican and Native American students entering MIT is high
compared to most schools, it has not increased in many

percent women and 30 percent minority students 1189

number of minority students goi ig On to college and by
the increasing anxiety over high cost and over loans

Asian Americans, 61 Black Americans 23 Mexican Americans 17 Puerto Ricans and 4 Native Americans) We also

had a decrease in the number of students interested in
Electrical Engineering four largest major)and an increase

in interest in such fields as economics management
political science and humanities

A New Selection Procedure
During the year we examined the selection procedure
used at MIT for many years While the procedure has

years We are concerned by the apparent drop in the

Wishing to make known our commitment to increasing the
number of underrepresented minoritystudents at MIT, we

have developed a new service and combined it with
several existing ones in something we call the Pathway to
the Future Program The centerpiece is our new service.
The Practical Experience Program We recognize that one
of the greatest benefits MIT students enjoy is access to

served MIT well, we decided it was time for a change We

summer jobs which provide a high enough salary to
significantly reduce loan burdens A new person in our

will continue to have applications evaluated by two
people, with a third reader called in to resolve any

underrepresented minority students and counsel the

significant differences Readers will continue to be drawn
from the staff, faculty and administration But the ratings
they give will be changed Instead of one academic rating
based primarily on grades and test scores in math and
science, applicants will receive two academic ratings One
will be similar to the old rating in that it will be a numerical

Office of GareerServiceswillSeek out sum merjobs for our
students in how to qualify for those jobs The opportunities

summary of grades and test scores More attention,
however, will be given to a student s whole record rather

than primarily the math and science record, and more
attention will be given to the quality of courses taken A
second academe rating will be completely subjective It
will be a readei s impression or an applicant's personal
IX

characteristics pertinent to academic promise We hope to
recognize students who bring especial level of excitement

to the classroom or an unusual brilliance to their own
studies or research
There veil also be two personal ratings One wilt measure a
student s ax hal accomplishments and skills This may be

talent in music or athletics expertise in a hObby leader
ship or entreproneurship It can also simply recognize

that a student has been limited in this regard by the
necessity to y ;as [Ong hours for pay The second rating
will be a subjective reaction to the applicant s individual
style and sense of purpoSe
We hope that thissomewhat more complex procedure will
allow the Admissions Committee to make dec,sions based
on more dimensions of the applicants We hunk the effect
might he to place somewhat more weight on grades and
quality of program as opposed to standardized testing and

photo Garfmkel The Tech

will be in a wide variety of fields such as business
planning engineering and bank,ng
For minority students espectally tnterested in engineering
we will continue our Second Summer Program This gives
MIT underrepresented minority students an opportunity
to spend three immer months at the end of their first
year wotkim, the design of research department of e

major coi poration A substantial number of the participants are able to negotiate lobs at the same company in
succeeding summers
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MIT invites all underrepreser.ted minority students to
Project Interphasc which takes place during toe summer
before freshman year Students choose between a seven
week session which includes freshman courses and a twrt
week session with semirarsabout freshman courses and a
focus on resources outside the classroom MIT provides

room and board as well a all necessary texts and
materials for classes

MIT else provides special financial support to underrepresented minority students who need financial aid
There is some evidence that many minOnty families have

to pay more for basic necessities Consequently, MIT
reduces the usual Parental Contribution for lower-income

minority families Further, .f minonty students find their
academic program necessarily lengthened beyond the
usual four years to a bachelor's degree. MIT will provide
financial aid, up to need,fora ninth or tenth term of study
Best Wishes,

Michael C Behnke
Director of Admrssions
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GENERAL STATISTICS ON THE CLASS
Applications for Admission
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RANK IN CLASS
sqrsfiLant predictor of college performance school standards
and marking systems vary so widely that average grades in
in class data are less 11 fected by marking systems but they
Juno; reLoon.ze differences in school standards Therefore
both rank ii ulaSs and the percentage of the class that goes
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COLLEGE BOARD TEST SCORES*
This summary of College Board scores indicates 1) the
number of applicants in each interval who completed all
application procedures for admission to MIT in 1988 2) the
percent who were actually offered admission and 3) the

the figures no cutoff scores of any sort are ised For
example mthough less than half of the students with
rnathematit s aptitude scores of over 700 were cif red

number expected to register In the class of 1986 The

scores were admitted There are if course some practical
limits below which there would be serious doubt about a
student sanility to be successful in the freshman year at MIT
By examining the table below it is possible to get a rough
estimate of toe probability of admission to MIT for a studert
with given scores Overall we regard the tests as powerful
instruments in Our search for talent However each case is
decided on its ,nd,vtdual merits a score of 800 does not

admission 3 total of 368 students with lower mathernattcsaHT

figures an this page include all applIcaticns U S Canadian
and international on which action was taken although they
may omit a Iew applicants not coming directly from secondary

schools Out experience over many years reaffirms that
Standardized tests are important 1) in comparing the
achievemen' of students from various school systems and
2) in predicting which of our applicants are most likely to
experience acaoemic sucness at MIT As can be seen fro,

ensure admission nor dues a score below 600 ensure rejection

SCHOLASTIC APTITUDE TEST
Verbal
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PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES
Mt ethers of this i lass gained admission at least n part on the strength of part,pation in

lobes such as the following
Number
in Class

Activity
Erected SCh001 or class officer

187

Varsity Sport participarit

386

Participant in school publications

469

Officer in school r lob or organization

397

Officer in civic Community or religious group

340

Participant in SChool or community music group

311

Participant in drama debate or dance

204

Part time work during school

542

ull or Par6time work during the summer

513

In addition to the above students participated in many other unique actiwfieS

va

r
lo.

P:w4"

4

Photo Campbell

photo Calvin
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POLICY OF NONDISCRIMINATION

MIT admits students of any race color sex religion or
national or ethnic origin mall rights privileges programs and
activities generally accorded or made available to students
at the Institute It does rot discriminate against ndiv duals
on the basis of race Color sex sexual orientation religion
handicap age or national or ethnic origin in administration
of its educational polices admissions policies scholarship
and loan programs and other school administered programs
but it may favor U S Citizens or residents in adrmsSionS and
financial aid The Institute has created and implemented and

will continue to implement an affirmative action plan
expressing its Commitment to the principle of equal
Oppolunay in education

Pri7
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Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you, Mr. Behnke.

We are now going to hear from Dr. Denise Carty-Bennia, who is
Professor of Law at Northeastern University, and Executive Chair
of Fair Test in Boston.
STAT%AlENT OF DENISE CARTY-BENNIA
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. Thank you.

Meaningful access to higher education for racial and ethnic minorities in the country has become stym'ed aimost as soon as it has
begun at predominantly white colleges and universities.
This aspect of the American dream realistically can no longer be
viewed as simply deferred. In an increasing number of instances, it
is being denied. Today, blacks have a smaller presence on American campuses than they did six years ago, both in absolute numbers and as a percentage of all undergraduates. The enrollment of
Hispanic students also lags far behind their overall representation
in the population.

This situation is most notable in both public and private four-

year colleges and universities, as well as graduate schools. In fact,
most minorities in higher education are concentrated disproportionately in two-year community colleges, with little or no real possibility that they will transfer to a 4-year institution.
Standardized tests exacerbate this problem. While a numbe_ of
complex educational, political and social factors contribute to the
limited access of minorities to four-year colleges and universities as
well as graduate schools, standardized tests continue to be a major
factor because of their central and, in fact, growing role in admis-

sions decisions Many colleges and universities throughout the
country are now placing greater reliance on standardized test

scores in an effort to so-called "upgrade" their academic standards.
In tact, another recent study of undergraduate admissions by the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, and the College Board, found that 39 percent of the public and
42 percent of the private 4-year postsecondary irstitutions set minimum SAT scores for admission, and that approximately one-third
of all 4-year institutions sec minimum ACT scores for admission.
These practices chould be of great concern to all of us. Automatically rejecting an applicant because he or she did not obtain a minimum score is among the most blatant misuses of standardized admission E,,ams. I will return to that later on.
Test scores systematically hamper the opportunity of minorities
to gain admission to American colleges and universities. Racial and
ethnic minorities perform poorly on standardized college and admissions tests Uve-emphasis on these tests significantly reduces
the opportunity of minorities to gain access. I have here a table
that I will share with you in my actual report, but it indicates that
this is, in fact, supported. Even when family income is considered
along with race, it is clear that racial and ethnic minorities do not
perform as well as whites at the same economic level on these
standardized exams.
Standardized tests are often biased against racial and ethnic minorities The 1979 New York tru -h-in-testing law forced test publishers to make public all copies of the university adn.issions tests.
?

.1
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Their tests recently examined 15 scholastic aptitude tests. Many of
the questions in these tests required students to be familiar with
the activities and the vocabulary of upper middle-class suburban
America. Things such as golfing, tennis, pirouettes, property taxes,
kettledrums, minuets, melodeons, timpanists, polo and horseback

riding were all mentioned on these tests. Students not familiar

with these culturally specific activities could not have obtained the
high SAT scores needed to enter America's selective colleges and

universities. Nor could they have received financial aid awards

from both private as well as governmental agencies.
One example of an SAT questionand I have included several in

my report for youis "melodeon is to organist what reveille is to
bugler, solo to accompanist, crescendo to pianist, anthem to choirmaster, and kettledrum to timpanist." I would not have know the
answer to this question. It is, in fact, that melodeon is to organist
what kettledrum is to timpanist.
Testing for the Public, a nonprofit organi:ation which trains minority students to take standardized tests, recently examined the
law school admissions test, the LSAT, using information also made

public through New Yorks truth -in- testing law. Their research
identified many items which contained degrogatory references to

prominent minority figures such as W.E.B. Du Bois, Cesar Chavez,
and Harriet Tubman.
They also found numerous items which are extremely offensive
to minority test takers. For example, the following recently administered LSAT items were supposed to measure a student's knowledge of grammar:
"Afrikaans is the language of the ruling party in South Africa, of
the Afrikaners, whose votes maintain the status quo." No error.

"The Supreme Court ruled that it is not inherently unconstitutional for a white suburb to refuse to change zoning rules which
practical effect was to block construction of racially-integrated
housing."

Students usually have less than a minute to answer each item on
most college and professicnal school multiple-choice exams. David
White, Executive Director of Testing for the Public, points out that
such questions often c ,se minority students to get angry or to
waste time thinking about the contents of such questions.
A 1980 study by Joseph Gannon for the National Conference of
Black Lawyers provides further evidence of bias in the LSAT. The
large gap between the median LSAT scores of blacks and whites

historically has been explained away by test publishers as the
result of unequal educational opportunity. Grannon's study took
care to eliminate the possibility of lower academic ability on the
part of minority students as an explanation for his findings. He examined the differencL in the LSAT scores of black and white college seniors, from the same universities, and who had earned comparable undergraduate grade point averages. Gannon's finding
showed that blacks, with the same grades, from the same colleges
as whites, scored more than 100 points lower on the LSAT. In fact,
this has been my personal experience with over 10 years worth of
law school admissions work and, in particular. work on minority
subcommittee admissions process at Northeastern.

ti 1) /Z..,
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Coaching has been talked about earlier today. I maintain that

this places minority students in what we call a case of double jeopardy. As the use of the test has increased, a parallel phenomenon
has developedcoaching for the test. The SAT alone has spawned
a thriving multi-million dollar industry in preparing students to
take the test, not to mention the LSAT preparation industry.
Preparaton ranges from private tutors, who charge prices up to
$60 per hour, to the coaching schools, like the Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Centers and the Princeton Review, which charge tui-

tion in the $400 to $600 per course range. Both Kaplan and the
Princeton Review claim average SAT score improvements in the
150 to 200 point range. Such an increase can mean the difference
between a rejection notice and college admission with a scholarship.

This coaching boom, however, puts most minority and low

income students in double jeopardy. Not only are they unable to
afford the advantages promised by coaching, but the success of
coaching increases the disparity in performance between racial
groups even further.
Standardized tests are poor indicators of prospective minority
students performance. The problems caused by racially disparate
scores and standardized test bias are magnified by overreliance on
standardized test score admissions. Tests have been oversold and
overused to the detriment of other, often better predictors of performance. Many studies, including one conducted in 1985 by Dr.
Peter Garcia, Dean of Education at Pan American University in
Texas, for the National Institute of Education, have concluded that
standardized tests have no predictive ability for future performance. Charles Willy, a professor at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education, has reported that at Ivy League colleges there is no correlation between admissions test scores and the academic performance of minority students by their fourth year. Many of these minority students have had to make significant adjustments to the

college environment.
Professor Willy also found that when graduate school admissions

committees ignore applicant scores on standardized tests, these
committees tend to admit a higher proportion of minority students
than they do when test scores are made a part of the admissions
decision. At the undergraduage level, Willy continues, evidence
also exists that the use of scores on standardized aptitude tests as
part of the admissions process disproportionately excludes some
racial and ethnic minorities.
In 1977, when the University of California proposed a change in
its admissions policy that would give greater weight to standardized test scores than to high school grade point averages, a member
of the Board of Regents requested that the new criterion be applied
hypothetically to the class that had been admitted a year before
the new policy was proposed in order to assess the potential effects
of the change. The study revealed that if the proposed admissions

criteria had been in effect a year earlier, the total University of
California student body would have included 9.5 percent fewer Hispanic students and 8.8 percent fewer black students.
Tests are very inaccurate at even what they purport to measure.
In the College Board publication "The Admissions Testir g Program

3: e)
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Guide for High Schools and Colleges", the Board provides even
more detail oa the limitations of the scores. The guide urges that
SAT scores be interpreted as ranges rather than as points. The
ATP guide refers to the fact that the score an individual receives
on one administration of the test is probably not the person's true

score for an exact measure of that person's ability.
They then go on to speak about what we call normal variations

in the score than an individual receives when they are tested on
the same or similar test at different times. This means that for
mostthat is to say, two-thirds--ef the individuals taking the SAT,
both the verbal and mathematical store obtained will be within 30
points of their so-called true score. If, for example, a student's true
verbal score is 450, then the actual score of the student will be between 420 and 480.

The same holds true when we're making distinctions between

two persons with respect to their scores. This is called the standard
error of deviation or difference. The Board, thus, advises colleges
that between students' score differences of less than 66 points and
72 points on the SAT verbal and SAT mathematical, respectively,

have little significance. Yet schools often make important judgments on the basis of as little as 10 point differences in the SAT
performance. By the way, the same holds true, and is actually
more true, for the LSAT. Now that it's rated on a 10 to 48 scale,
the kind of distinctions that we make between students are between scores of 36 and 34, two point differences with respect to
using the LSAT.

This overemphasis on test scores obviously underemphasizes
other and what we would maintain are probably more valid factors, such as grades, extracurricular activities, writing and creative
ability.

Standardized tests influence the awarding of scholarship money,
which further hampers the ability of minorities to pay for a college
education. Over $100 million in merit scholarships are directly influenced by biased standardized tests. Scholarship agencies' reliance on test scores is often the key criteria that keeps minority stu-

dents from obtaining needed financial aid awards. The National
Merit Scholarship Program, fm example, automatically rejects students who do not achieve scores in the top one-half or 1 percent in
that State from consideration for the $23 million in scholarships

awarded annually.
Last year, all recipients of college scholarships awarded by the
State of Alabama were white, even though the public school system
is nearly 50 percent minority. Information made public through a
class action lawsuit revealed that the State's heavy reliance on the

ACT scores was responsible for no minority students receiving
scholarship assistance. In addition, many colleges and universities
scholarship programs award on the basis of standardized test
scores.

Minority female high school students are doubly penalized by
both the gender and racial biases of the SAT. In every category,
males outscore females. This is across all ethnic and racial categories. The New York Empire and Regents Scholarships, worth over
$40 million last yea:, are awarded exclusively on the basis of the
student's ACT or SAT score. In 1986-87, this reliance resulted in 72
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percent of the winners of the New York Empire Scholarships,

worth up to $10,000 each, going to males, and just 28 percent going
to females. Bear in mind that's obviously compounded then by the
racial discrimination, which we must overlay on these statistics.
Counselors also often rely on test scores as the basis for recom-

mending college and university, not to mention graduate school.
My own experience is that minority students who present them-

selves at pre-law advisors' offices at college and university campuses are regularly discouraged from applying to graduate school programs, and in particular, law school, on the basis of their low performance on the standardized LSAT exam.
In addition, it is fairly clear that students themselves are self-selecting about the schools that they apply M. I wanted to respond to
my colleagues on the panel's remarks earlier, around the statistics
of those who get into their number one choice of college or univer-

sity. That has to be viewed against the backdrop that most students readjust the colleges and universities that they apply to,
much less the graduate schools that they apply to, on the basis of
receipt of their standardized test score. If it is lower, they then
place themselves almost automatically opting out of applying to

certain "more selective" schools.
Recommendations. It seems to me, at the very least, we ought to
be asking the test companies to enforce their own guidelines. If the
College Board guidelines on the uses of College Board test scores

and related data emphasize that the test score should not be the
sole factor in determining the admission of an applicant, then the
College Board ought to make sure that the recipients of their Col

les)- Q Board scores are, in fact, not only informed, but, in fact, living
,..,

to that practice. The College Board continues to provide test

scores to colleges and scholarship agencies that automatically deny
consideration to students who fail to achieve a certain minimum
cut-off score on the PSAT or the SAT. By the way, that's also true
for most law schools in this country. They use a minimum LSAT
cut-off score. There are two large drawers in a file cabinet in the

admissions office at Northeastern University which will not be

looked at by the admissions committee because they do not meet a
minimum LSAT score.

Similarly, in a statement regarding tests and standards, ETS

president Gregory Anrig has stated that admissions test results are
supplementary to the academic record and other information about
applicants. Test scores should be used in combination with other
information and not as the sole basis for important decisions affecting the lives of individuals.
Mr. EDWARDS. If I may interrupt at that point, what do you
think would happen at Northeastern if the admissions office accepted a bunch of those applications where the scores were very
low?
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. Probably not a whole lot.

Mr. EDWARDS. What would happen to those students?
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. I think they would probably graduate from
law school and go on to successfully pass the bar and practice law.

I'm not suggesting that exceptions are not made. In point of fact,
we all know that exceptions are made for students with low standardized test scores. But the basis of those exceptions tends to be on

35
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the basis of family connections, alumni connections to the school,
and other forms of admitting students who have low standardized
test scores. They do manage to graduate and they do manage to
pass the bar and they do manage to go on and practice law effectively.

The problem, of tours_, is that their interest groups are represented in the admissions process, and we're suggesting that that
works in a discriminatory way against those who do not have their
interest group representative in the office to make that exception

for them, with respect to standardized test scores.
The second thing, it seems to me, is that we ought to require that

standardized admission tests be made as fair as possible. The
Golden Rule bias reduction technique is a safeguard which test

companies should employ to ensure that their tests measure relevant knowledge differences between test takers and not irrelevant,
culturally specific information. It is based on a November, 1984
out-of-court settlement agreement between the Educational Testing
Service, the State of Illinois, and the Golden Rule Insurance Co. of
Lawrenceville, IL. ETS agreed to employ this new procedure in
order to settle a lawsuit charging that their Illinois insurance licensing exam unfairly discriminated against blacks.
In 1986, ETS extended the Golden Rule reforms to its uniform
insurance exam that is annually administered to over 250,000 job
applicants in 22 States and Bermuda. The Golden Rule reform
makes exams fairer, not easier. Under the procedure, the same content areas are covered as on previous tests, and the exams are of
the same level of overall difficulty. The only difference is that
within groups of equally difficult items, in the same content areas,
test publishers must select those items that display the least difference in the correct answer rates between majority and minority
test takers.

While not part of the Golden Rule settlement, the procedure
lends itself to the elimirlion of gender bias in standardized test
taking as well. Application of the Golden Rule bias reduction fo!

race and gender bias should be required for every higher education
standardized admissions test.

Finally, it seems to me that we ought to talk about opening up
the SAT for competitive bid. For the past 40 years, the College
Board has simply renewed the contract awarding L'TS the right to
develop the SAT and related products. Internal ETS documents
reveal that ETS earns a profit of about 30 percent from its College

Board-related activities. If ETS had competition from this lucrative

$50 million a year contract, the company would have to either
become more responsive to the concerns noted, or face the very
real possibility that a more innovative and responsive company
would be awarded the contract.
Finally, I think that we ought to bring to this committee's atten-

tion the fact that I just was informed there are certain Federal

Government scholarships awarded on the basis of standardized test
scores, the Byrd scholarships, which I would ask that this commit-

tee at least take the very first steps of looking into and perhaps
looking towards eliminating or at least minimizing the impact of
standardized tests in the award of those scholarships.
Thank you.
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Mr. EDWARDS, Those are good recommendations. Thank you very
much.

We're only going to have about five minutes. Why don't you go

ahead, Ms. LeRoy.
Ms LERoY. Mr. Behnke. the subcommittee has heard a lot of tes-

timony today about different types of tests and test uses, but most
of the testimony has focused on the SAT as a college admissions

test. That already is a small universe, I suspect, in the realm of

testing and is, I suppose, a reflection of our own cultural bias as to
people in this room as much as anything else. But MIT represents
an even more rarified atmosphere, I suppose, even in the world of
college admissions.

Do you think that the sort of process that your institution has

initiated with respect to college admissions is transferrable to other
institutions that are larger, less selective, less elite, I suppose, and

can be used with the same kind of reliability as the process that

you have instituted at MIT?
Mr. BEHNKE. Well, the quick answer is yes. It's a matter of how
many resources the institution is willing to commit to the process
of admissions. I think people in the profession want to do as thorough job as possible and they are limited in many cases by staff
and other kinds of support. I think as much as possible, decisions

on how to allocate resources like a college education should be

based on as much information about the individual as possiblethe
meaning of the grade, the meaning of the secondary schools they
come from, the quality of courses they're in, which is something we
look at very carefully. Then all the kinds of activities that a person
takes part in. That takes some sensitivity and some time in reading
applications and getting to know communities, because as I mentioned earlier, I think one of the real problems is the sophistication
with which different kinds of people present themselves.
We would very much like to depend more heavily on things like
what a student has actually done, what their characteristics might

actually be But a stud,at from an affluent suburban high school

or prep school gets recommendations and advice on how to present

him or herself substantially different from someone in a small

farm community. We're always trying to read into applicants' situations what their context is.
So to go beyond the objective evidence is a time-consuming process and demands resources. Ideally, I think every institution ought
to be doing that.
Ms LERoY. But it is possible to do if they're committed to devoting the time and the resources?
Mr. BEHNKE. Yes.

Ms. LERoY. Thank you.
Mr. EDWARDS. Dr. Carty-Bennia, what do you say to the response

of 't previous witness, that the make-up of the female population of

applicants has much to do with their doing poorer in these tests
than they did previously, that there more of them, that they come
from poorer families, with less education and so forth?
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. Well, at least with respect to the LSAT, that

isn't true. We still cream, if you will, the "creme de la creme" of
students coming from undergraduate institutions who sit to take
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the LSAT. In fact, what the LSAT does is to underpredict how successful they will be academically in law schuul. But that's also consistent with the fact that these have been "superstars", if you will,
in terms of their academic record in college as well as high school.
Mr. EDWARDS. One quick question of Mr. Behnke. What happens

to those applicants that you accept at MI''' who really have very
low scores?
Mr. BEHNKE. In most case: students with low scores also have
low grades, so that looking a all the evidence together, they are
not admitted. If the evidence for some reason doesn't match, we in

most cases go beyond the evidence. I have gone so far as to call secondary schools and asked them to get teachers out of class to come
and talk to me about the student's performance.
That's why the process is very time-consuming, if you're going to
go beyond the evidence, and if we're convinced that the test scores
don't test that individual's potential, then we ignore them.
Mr. Envy Arms. Counsel for the minority.
Mr. SLOBODIN. First of all, let me just say for the record that I
did not get a copy of Professor Carty-Bennia s testimony.
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. It will be submittedMr SLOBODIN. It makes it a little difficult to take a look at some

of the statements that you m, le, although a lot of them have been
lifted, I think, from the repor, that Miss Rosser released last week.
You said that instead of st ndardized tests we ought to look at
alternatives like grades and c itracurricular activities. I wanted to
ask you, what is inherently ::-,iperior in looking at those items as
opposed to the standardized ti sts? Specifically, I would like you to
explain why you think a mu tiple-choice test in a math class in
high school is inherently lest- bias-free than the math section on
the SAT, and how you can ay there is less bias in evaluating
whether a running back in co, ege, an award-winning running back
or someone who played in symphony orchestra, how can you
evaluateHow can you compare apples and oranges and how is
that less bias-free than the standardized tests?
Dr. CARTY- BENNIA First of all, you asked me two questions, so
let me try to address the latter part first.
With respect to the way in which law schools can evaluate a running back, if you will, as optnsed to someone who plays in an orchestra, it seems to me that schools make very up-front policy decisions about the kind of diversity that they want to see in terms of
tr composition of classes at t leir law school. We regularly get applications from a wide variet: of people who do not translate, if
you will, into being compare ble oranges or comparable applies.
They are, in fact, apples and >ranges. But we are very desirous of
having not only apples and c ranges but bananas and cherries as
well.
Mr. SLOBODIN. You're starting off with a result. You want a cer-

tain percentage right at the start. Suppose there aren't enough bananas coming in or -Dr CARTY-BENNIA. It's an imperfect world that we live in. In any
given class, we probably won't have the appropriate percentage of
the target percentage that we were thinking about in any given
year. But we strive, out of the people that we get, with any Pertain
comparable pool, to get the best of that pool. And so we will look at

I
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all of the running backs or comparable athletes. We will look at all
of the comparable orchestra players, and we will look at all of the
persons that are from rural areas to some extent and try to get the
best out of each of those groups for a mix.
Mr. SLOBODIN. Well, you're explaining the process but you're not
telling me why there is less bias in that process-

-

Mr. EDWARDS. I'm sorry to interrupt, but we have to
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. Because they'll be compared on proven past
record.

Mr. EDWARDS. I hate being unfair to our witnesses. You really
were entitled to a lot more time. But we did run out of time. We've
got a supplemental on the floor and there's a vote right now. If I
just get over there, I'm sure that education money will be saved. So
thank you very much.
Dr. CARTY-BENNIA. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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